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SUPER-SYNCHRODE FRONT END
WITH THREE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
PROVIDES A TUNER SENSITIVITY
OF 1.8 MICROVOLTS (IHF).
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OVERLOAD PROTECTION CIRCUIT
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FOUR -DIODE COINCIDENCE CIRCUIT
ELIMINATES TRIGGERING
CAUSED BY SPURIOUS SIGNALS.
ONLY A TRUE STEREO SIGNAL
CAN TRIP THE MONO -STEREO SWITCH.
OTHER FEATURES AND
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 700-T:
HEAVY FLYWHEEL TUNING,
SILICON OUTPUT TRANSISTORS
ON MASSIVE HEAT SINKS,
FOUR IF STAGES,
0.8% HARMONIC DISTORTION,
50 DB SELECTIVITY, 2.0 DB CAPTURE RATIO,
70 DB SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO,
40 DB FM STEREO SEPARATION (400 HZ);
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$499.50 (CABINET $24.95).
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The Fisher 700-T all-solid-sta
FM stereo receiver is capable of del
60 watts music power per channel
into a 4 -ohm load.
This figure was measured in
Fisher's own laboratory, using the fi
test equipment available and in stri
accordance with the regulations an
established b y the(
The 120-watO riginate as a sugg(
None of ours
Mail this coupon for your
free copy of The Fisher Handbook,
1967 edition.
This revised and enlarged version of the
famous Fisher high fidelity reference
guide is a full-size 80 -page book.

Detailed information on all Fisher
components is included.
Mail coupon to Fisher Radio Corporation,
11-35 45th Road, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.
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The Fisher700T
No ad man can do it justice.

SIDE PRESSURE
ON RECORD GROOVES

GARRARD'S LAB 80 MS II...
110W THE PATENTED ANTI -SKATING CONTROL
ELIMINATES A CAUSE OF DISTORTION
AND PROLONGS RECORD AND STYLUS LIFE
Due to the offset angle of any cartridge, and the rotation of the record, all tone arms have an inherent
tendency to move inward toward the center of the record. This "skating force," a definite side pressure
against the inner wall of the groove, is a major cause of poor tracking, right channel distortion and uneven
record wear. The Garrard Lab 80 MK II is fitted with a patented, adjustable anti -skating control consisting

of a simple arm with a sliding counterweight which is set along a calibrated scale. To obtain the correct

anti -skating compensation, the counterweight is moved to a position along the scale corresponding to the stylus
pressure reading on the tone arm. The anti -skating device then accurately cancels out the tone arm side pressure. This insures flawless reproduction
through perfect tracking of the most advanced cartridges ...those with the highest compliance and frequently the most critical stylus assemblies. Since
the Garrard anti -skating control uses no springs or other delicate balancing devices, it remains accurate permanently. These illustrations explain how
the anti -skating feature operates on the Lab 80 MK II ...$99.50, less base and cartridge. Anti -skating controls are also built into Garrard's 70 MK II
and 60 MK 11. For descriptions of all five Garrard models, write for complimentary Comparator Guide to Garrard, Dept. AD -5, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

ANTI-SKATIN

ROL-DISENGAGED

The anti -skating arm can be turned over and out of operation. This
permits the tone arm to track as if there were no anti -skating control.
Now, when the Lab 80 is started there will be the normal tendency,
present in all tone arms, for the stylus to exert a side pressure (skating
force) toward the inner wall of the groove ...causing distortion and
uneven wear on record and stylus. The inner wall may be prematurely
worn, while the stylus pulls away from the outer wall.

MM.

If this record surface were flat (without grooves) the arm would literally skate across to the center, as you see in this illustration. Garrard
dealers are supplied with grooveless records and can demonstrate the
action for you.

ANTI-SKAT 'GSONTROL-ENGAGED

With the anti -skating control in position (as it is kept, once the correct
pressure is set) the tone arm tracks perfectly. The side pressure (skat-

ing force) toward the inner wall of the groove is neutralized by an
equal side pressure toward the outer wall exerted by the anti -skating

weight. Favoring neither side, the stylus tracks with a minimum of
wear to itself or to the delicate record groove wall. Free of this distortion -causing factor, the sound emerges cleaner.

Playing a grooveless record (as in the illustration), the arm remains in
one position as if tracking a groove(!)...a dramatic demonstration of

the perfect performance of the Lab 80, which your Garrard dealer
will be happy to show you.

Tracking with anti -skating control,

On the oscilloscope-tracking without anti -skating control, sine wave
form shows considerable distortion.

THESE OSCILLOSCOPE READINGS BASED UPON 1,000 CYCLE,
30 CM PER SEC. TEST RECORD AS SIGNAL SOURCE.

the sine wave form becomes a clean
picture of the output of the cartridge.
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OUR editorial mailbox the past few months has been overflowing with

a spate of outraged letters from a vested interest-the American
FM -radio audience-that suspects it is about to be had. Since we agree
that some sort of alarm should be sounded for those not yet awakened to
the danger, we are pleased to reprint as a guest editorial John Milder's
call to arms which appeared in a recent issue of Electronics Illustrated.
listening to FM lately? If so, you may realize that some strange
things have been going on. FM, once called the good music medium,
is becoming something else. And, ironically, an FCC decision that was
BEEN

intended to strengthen FM seems to be helping to make it the kind of
radio broadcasting that turns people off.

FM was given a tremendous boost by the surge of interest in high
fidelity and stereo sound. FM circuitry, once an optional (and even discouraged) extra in mass -market radio -phonographs, is now a standard
feature-sometimes to the exclusion of AM. And commercial sponsors,
once accustomed to thinking of FM listeners as impossible eggheads who
never bought anything, are becoming acutely aware that quality -conscious
FM dialers are likely to be a selective and reasonably affluent audience.
So the sponsors are arriving and with them the push for the kind of
soporific, bland, homogenized programming that makes the commercials
more interesting than what comes in between them. There is also evidence
that the suburbia set thinks that Mantovani is a lot nicer than Mozart for
an evening of stereo and mah-jongg. After all, who buys stereo to listen?
With the push coming simultaneously from potentially lucrative sponsors and Muzak -minded mah-jonggers, FM stations are scrambling to convert from good -music programming to ping-pong pops and safely light
classics. In Boston, the last commercial station (out of more than twenty)
broadcasting substantial classical programming during the day made the
switch in June of last year. (Boston's magnificent educational station,
WGBH, has put on special classical programming, but the commercial
stations are all playing stereo lullabies.) This pattern is duplicated in
smaller cities across the country.

Meantime, the FCC decision to force stations to separate AM and FM
programming for at least half the broadcasting day is not helping to
strengthen FM programming. Still allotting minimum staff for the FM
side of their operations, stations are finding it easier to throw in a giant
glob of light programming (which can safely be interrupted at any time
for a commercial) than to take time and trouble to do anything really
worthwhile. Some stations that program talk shows and such on AM are
jumping into FM with rock-and-roll, screaming announcers, and acne
commercials.

MPA
7.1tIliAN i a I:FM.1:4111N° COMPANY

William B. Ziff. Chairman of tile Board :1946-1963)
William Ziff, President
W. Bradford Brigga. Executive Vice President
Hershel B. Sarhin. Senior Vice President
Philip Site. Financial Vie.: Pr.:al:lent
Walter S. Mills. Jr.. Vice President. Cireulation
Stanley R. Greenfield. Vice President. Marketing
Phillip T. Heffernan. Vice President.
Electronics Division
Frank I ,,,,,,,,ants. Vice President. Creative Services
Arthur W. Butxow, Vice President. Production
Edward D. Multifeld. Vice President, Aviation Division
Irwin Robinson. Vice President. Travel Itivb.lon

I don't mean that there isn't room on FM for the Beatles and Stanley
Black. But something has to be done-and done quickly-about the now proven process by which mediocrity takes over. If not, FM is going to be
a sick joke on the people whose interest originally helped it to attract
attention and money. If you would like to do something, I suggest you
drop a line detailing your complaint to FM stations, the FCC, or anybody
else (including advertisers) who usually don't hear anything but the soft
rustle of money.

John Milder

Reprinted from Elerlronirx 111.aratel mac:mine. Copyright (1) 1907. V.teeett Publications. Inc.
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An important CONSUMER BULLETIN from The Longines Symphonette

HOW MOST "RECORD CLUBS" FORCE YOU TO

BUY RECORDS YOU DON'T WANT AND COST
YOU LOTS OF MONEY BY CONFUSING OFFERS!
The Longines Symphonette's new Citadel service helps change this situation by providing you with a
"discount record store" in your own home! The new Citadel Record Club gives you Any Record, Any Artist,
and, best of all, you are not obligated to buy
jet -speed service .
Any Label at savings up to 55% .
any records at all! Read all the details below. Special "money -back" membership - just like a free trial!
.

.

.

You've seen the "tricky" ads in this and other publications: "Get 10
records FREE," they say. Then in smaller print, "if you agree to buy 10
or 11 more in just one year." They give you your choice of from 30 to 90
records to chose from .. . and that is not free choice, for the Schwann
Catalog lists more than 30,000 long -play records now available to you.
The extra records you have to buy no matter what choice is offered you
are part of the "trick". More records you really don't want. And did you
ever try to turn down a record club selection of the month? It's tough-

.

3 IRON CLAD GUARANTEE: FACTORY -FRESH RECORDS, MOST SEALED IN

PLASTIC. Any record that passes our inspection team and is imperfect,
is replaced without additional cost to you.

4 24 HOUR SERVICE IN MOST CASES! Your orders filled promptly...
The fastest service in the industry.

and you have to move fast. THERE IS A BETTER WAY: The Longines Sym-

phonette Citadel Club gives you a huge "Discount Record Store" in your
own home ... acts like a "record buyers cooperative".

5 FREE MEMBERSHIP KIT INCLUDES 300 -PAGE SCHWANN CATALOG PLUS

TWO OTHER BIG BOOKS! As a member you get the famous SCHWANN

The honest sincere CITADEL CLUB way is quite simple. There are no hidden
contracts. no obligation to buy any records at all. and you have your FREE

catalog which lists more than 30,000 long -play records now available.
Same book used by the biggest stores...tells you the manufacturers'
suggested price and other information. And you get two BONUS BIG
BOOK CATALOGS listing special bargains and current top sellers. All
FREE with your membership.

choice of any record available today at discounts of up to 55%, with a
minimum 35% guaranteed. Here's how easy it is to start saving on the
records you buy:

1

ANY RECORD, ANY ARTIST, ANY LABEL, ANY KIND OF MUSIC! What do

you prefer? Popular? Classical? Broadway Show? Rock and roll? Move

or TV themes? Order Herb Alpert, Barbra Streisand, Robert Goulet,
Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra, Herman's Hermits, any original Broadway
Cast ... you name it.

2

6

YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED TO BUY ANY RECORDS AT ALL! Buy as many

"MONEY -BACK" MEMBERSHIP-JUST LIKE A FREE TRIAL! We invite you

to acceot a three-month trial for just $1. And-we will even give you a
Record Bonus Certificate worth $1 toward your first purchase... just
like a FREE trial. AND-we'll even bill you later for the small $1 fee.
Remember-every Citadel Club membership is for the entire family.
Your children can order and save. Any member of your family can order
records ... and save. Three-month "Money -Back" trial for only $1.

or as few records as you need -records of your choice!

TYPICAL CITADEL SUPER BARGAINS!
Performer
Herb Alpert and
The Tijuana Brass
Barbra Streisand
The Monkees
Harry Belafonte

Normal

Your

List Price

Citadel Price

IX
32.9

3)J.21

y9

Performer

Frank Sinatra
Eric Leinsdorf
Mantovani
Leonard Bernstein

1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99

CITADEL RECORD CLUB

SEND NO MONEY
MAIL COUPON TODAY!

Normal

Your

List Price

Citadel Price

324

1.99
2.49
1.99
2.49

4,.79
3,,79

429

Symphonette Square, Larchmont, N.Y. 10538

Enroll me in the club for all the privileges

CHECK HERE FOR STEREO TAPE MEMBERSHIP

described in the advertisement. I get FREE kit
including SCHWANN catalog plus two bonus

famed HARRISON Stereo Tape Catalog (Just 50c

big books. I AM NOT OBLIGATED TO BUY ANY

additional)

RECORDS...but save up to 55% on those
really want, any artist, any label. Bill me for
the $1 trial membership and send the $1
Record Bonus Certificate which
can use
Ltoward my first purchase.
I

I

7

STEREO TAPE MEMBERSHIP includes FREE KIT plus

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY
STATE
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Everybody
talks about

great

F

sound
ualit
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
G&S

duke's exalted station/Obtainable by com-

So Mr. Paul Kresh is the latest to sign his
name to that sophomoric article (February)

petitive examination"-it was
Queen.

that has been appearing on Gilbert and Sulli-

And I think I am speaking for most Savoyards when I say we want G & S recordings with complete dialogue, too, not just
the music. How about it, London?

van in various magazines for the past fifty
years! By now it must have solidified into
a formula somewhat like this: C (coy embarrassment), plus F (fond remembrances),
multiplied by D (dreary clichés like "those

Baltimore, Md.

Mr. Kresh replies: "My thanks to Mr.

equals G & S.

For all our sakes, please promise never to

publish another article on these men until
you find someone who is willing to discuss
their virtues and flaws as intelligent entertainment instead of an "addict" who seems
to lack either the brains or the guts of his

Famous Winegard Stereotron FM
antennas consistently give you the kind
of pure sound reproduction most people
talk about. And dream about.
Magnificent sound. Without
interference and noise and without
multipath distortion.
And not just on a few local stations.
The Stereotron's high directivity and
extremely high gain enable you to pull -in
more stations than ever before. All
with the same great sound quality.
And if that's not enough, you can add
a Stereotron Amplifier and receive 85%
of all stations within a 200 mile radius.

convictions.

Don't just talk about truly great FM
sound quality. Do something about it.
At your Winegard dealer.
Ask him about Stereotron antennas

Many thanks for Paul Kresh's Gilbert and
Sullivan article --it inspired me. For years
I thought I was the only Savoyard left in
the world. I've pored over G & S articles
and books holed away in a dark corner of
the library, I've worn D'Oyly Carte records
thin, and to make it worse. I went to see a
D'Oyly Carte performance of The Mikado!

(3 models from $19.95 to $32.50);
Stereotron Amplifiers (75 -ohm and
300 -ohm; $44.95 and $39.95); and a host
of other professional FM accessories
including coupler-splitters and
wall sockets.
Free literature?
Write.

JOANNE THARALSON

Vancouver, B. C.

How forthright and bold of Paul Kresh
to speak out in public and outline for the

Mr. Kresh replies: "Mrs. Tharalson's genial warmth, subtle charm, light-hearted gaiety,
and fun -loving appreciation of parody make
me realize that she must be the ideal dinner

world the sufferings of his fellow Savoyard

partner I was pining away for during those

Prairie Village, Kans.

addicts! Perhaps at long last they will let
us alone!
M. J. PRONKO

lonely Gilbert and Sullivan years. But I

suspect the only thing that will satisfy her
is to turn the operas over to the dissecting
knives of the New Criticism for a solemn
autopsy. How could they ever survive it?"

I'm only a junior in high school, but I've
memorized the music and dialogue from all
the operas I can find. You are right-there's

Mr. Kresh is quite right when he characterizes the achievement of G & S as the
creation of a unique world. However, it
seems to me that he doesn't make it absolute-

ly clear that the foundations of this Gilbertian world (absurd premises) are also, to a

large extent, the foundations of the real
world as well. Whereas in the real world
we cannot recognize basic absurdities for
what they really are (or, when we do, suppress the insight), what happens in G & S
is that the implications are instead logically
and entertainingly pursued. When Dick

Deadeye observed that it is a queer world,
he wasn't reflecting on the stage proceedings
alone!

no fighting it!

JOHN M. SMITH

LaPorte, Ind.

Heartfelt thanks and a bouquet of pop-

ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Winegard Co., 3000 Kirkwood,
Burlington, Iowa 52601
CIRCLE NO. 69 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Sommerwerck for the flowers and the lowdown on Sullivan's ailment. And he is quite
right-it was the Fairy Queen, not Strephon's mother, who wanted to introduce civil
service methods at Westminster. Poor lolanthe had enough troubles just pleading for
her boy-and her own life."

Staten Island, N. Y.

GARY WEDOW

Winegard

Fairy

WILLIAM SOMMERWERCK

wonderlands the Victorians bequeathed us")

But Winegard
does something
about it!

the

pies and lilies to Paul Kresh for his delightful article on Gilbert and Sullivan. An addict myself, I can verify that the symptoms
are exactly as he describes them.
Two points on the article itself: the condition Sir Arthur Sullivan suffered from was

kidney stones, and nothing worse. And it
was not lolanthe who wanted to make -the

Stephen Foster
One of the most enjoyable and enlightening articles you have published in the year
I have been reading your magazine is Wiley
Hitchcock's January article on Stephen Collins Foster. He courageously points out the

loss we have suffered due to the cultural
snobbery that seems to affect our artistic
standards.
(Continued on page 8)
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Send my Free Schwann catalog, order
blanks & uniGUIDE by return mail.

uniCLUB Inc.

dept. HS467

255 West 42nd Street
New York, N. Y. 10036

$5 enclosed guarantees me:
1. LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP IN uniCLUB

2. 35%-80% savings on LP albums, 1/3
off on tapes, 25% on books.

NAME

3. No requirements ever to buy any-

ADDRESS

thing. Nothing will ever be sent until
I order it.

CITY

must be delighted with uniCLUB or
within 10 days I will let you know and

STATE

ZIP

o Send gift memberships at $2.50 each to names and addresses

I

listed on attached sheet.
n I am also interested in pre-recorded tapes.

receive a full refund.

uniCLUB saves you plenty on
RECORDS

TAPES

STEREO GEAR

BOOKS

III
1

1

1

1

1

91

_

li-

mi

E

/

-=

Here are 10 reasons to clip our coupon and join now.
These 10 points answer the most frequently asked questions
about uniCLUB.
1. What labels have you got?
All of them. No exceptions. Choose any LP or tape on over 350
different labels including Capitol, Columbia, RCA, Angel, Verve,

Nonesuch, Decca, Vanguard, MGM, DGG, Folkways, Mercury
and London to name just a few. Your selection is absolutely unlimited. Every LP and tape available in the USA.

I want?

to all items?

books except texts. No guesswork about it -here are the prices.
ALBUMS

TAPES

that would have cost you:

BOOKS

that would have cost you:

$1.98
2.98
3.79
4.79
5.79
5.98
6.98
7.98
8.98
9.98
4.95
5.95
6.95
7.95

Through
uniCLUB

You'll

1.23
1.85

.75
1.13
1.40
1.80

Save

2.39
2.99
3.69
3.99
4.65
5.35
5.99
6.65
3.75
4.50
5.25
5.95

2.10
1.99
2.33
2.63
2.99
3.33
1.20
1.45
1.70
2.00

Prices apply to every LP, tape or book available in the USA.
(Except for "Specials" where prices are even lower.)
3. How many must I buy? Will I ever get an unordered item?

NONE! No requirement to buy anything until you wish. And
you'll never get a record, tape or book until you order it.
4. What are the Club dues?

LP'S-Every LP available on every label. No guesswork here
either. The records you want you'll find under "Classical, Popular, Opera, Folk, Jazz, Original Cast Shows, Drama and Comedy,
etc." The Harrison catalog, sent FREE upon joining if you re-

quest, does the same job for tapes and auto cartridges. uniGUIDE, the monthly Club magazine, keeps you posted on releases of your favorite artists, supplements the Schwann and
Harrison catalogs and lists extra -discount club specials.
7. What are "Specials"?
Specials are a regular feature of uniCLUB. You save extra dollars
-often on a single item. Specials save 40-80%. They appear in
the monthly uniGUIDE.
Here are 3 unque features of uniCLUB.

8. Hi-Fi & Stereo gear of most makes up to 50% off, to
uniCLUB members only.

Featured systems in every uniGUIDE make expansion of your
system a reality right now!
9. Book Division 25% discount.
We found that readers and listeners are often the same people.
uniCLUB's books division is a valuable extra for those enjoying

a 25% discount on books of all publishers. MacMillan, McGraw-Hill, Little Brown Co. and all the rest -pocket -books too.
Same unlimited selection and of course, no obligation to buy.
10. SAME -DAY SHIPMENT OF YOUR ORDER

Actually, there are no dues, no annual fees as in some Clubs.
$5 covers LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP in uniCLUB. There is never
another fee though benefits are increasing all the time.
GIFT MEMBERSHIPS

6. How do I know what is available and the price of items
FREE Schwann catalog is sent upon joining. It lists over 30,000

You save a minimum of 35% on LP's; 1/3 on tapes; 25% on

that would have cost you:

5. Do you guarantee the quality of everything shipped? Suppose I'm not happy with a particular item?
Factory -sealed, brand new albums and tapes are guaranteed
you. So is your satisfaction. All albums and tapes fully returnable. Books are always original publishers' editions and present
no problem with regard to defects.

i Ar: 0001011111Mtv

Not same -day processing, same -day shipments. 250,000 LP's,
tapes and cartridges in stock make this unique claim a reality.
(Books take slightly longer to reach you.)
!.! ,00%. Wrooqi Air

elf

Save money on your enrollment.

$2.50 brings full privileges for
life to friends, relatives and
neighbors.

Splitting the cost

with one person brings cost
down to $3.75, with four enrollments comes to only $3.00.
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YOU CAN SAVE ON RIGHT NOW!
Verve Folk & Jazz -$2.75 Mono, $3.25 Stereo; Deutsche Grammophone and Archives $3.00 Mono and Stereo; Nonesuch $1.25
Mono and Stereo and Atlantic, entire line 50% off; COMPLETE
LINE included in every Series mentioned.

MONEY -BACK
GUARANTEE
If after receiving your uniCLUB
materials you aren't convinced

that we meant what we said that uniCLUB membership offers more Club for the money or if you've simply changed
your mind -tell us within 10
days and your money will be
fully refunded at once.
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Up -grade
your sound

withziwir
loudspeakers.

As a matter of fact, I found myself wonder-

ing as I read (1) how much editorial struggle was involved to get Foster included in
your fine Great American Composers series;
and (2) what fate a new album of his simple
songs would encounter at the hands of your
own reviewers.

If an artist of the caliber of the late Rich-

ard Crooks should record an equally fine
Foster album today, would your reviewers
approach it with the same obvious enthusiasm with which they seem to approach
European art songs or folk music from Texas

barrel -houses, or would they tend to chide
the artist for wasting his talents on "hackneyed chestnuts?"

Like the reader mentioned in your "Editorially Speaking" column of April, 1966, I
have been trying to use your magazine as a
guide for expanding my own limited musical
sneer toward Beautiful Dreamer or The Old

as a prerequisite for learning

to appreciate Schumann's Dichterliebe,

ly, I think I can sum up, for your less technical readers, the basics of cartridge design

much more clearly and simply (said he
modestly) than all three of your experts!
1. The reason low mass is essential for
tracing rapid side -to -side or up-and-down
motions can be instantly perceived if you will

imagine trying to conduct an orchestra with
a sledge hammer.
2. If you will imagine conducting with a
baton which is held in a centered position by
four springs, you will instantly perceive why
you would like these springs to be as soft and

weak as other factors would permit, rather
than strong or stiff (this is compliance).
3. And, to explain why "springs" are
needed at all, you must realize that the stylus
must be returned to a center or neutral position between signals, so that a symmetrical
signal will cause equal amounts of excursion
about the neutral point.

horizons. But if f must acquire a certain
Rugged Cross

significant than the amount of motion. Final-

.1. The principal force tending to move
the stylus off center, apart from the signals,
is the drag of the tone arm; hence, the less
tone -arm friction, the greater compliance is

I

don't see that I would be expanding any
horizons. I would merely he shifting my
limitations to different realms.
ROGER HEIDELBERG

possible-and the greater the compliance
(and lower mass), the lower the tracking

Memphis, Tenn.

pressure can be.
JOHN H. CONE.

lre find Mr. Heidelberg's musical pil-

Pasadena, Calif.

lion unexceptionable-after all, we did publish Mr. Hitchcock's article. And to answer

Model 62/ $79.95
201/2" high x 113/4" wide x 10" deep

EMI loudspeakers will make any
receiver or amplifier sound better.
Take the space saving EMI Model 62

for instartce. You can expect at least
three major improvements in sound
from the unique EMI construction and
design.

First, the 62's aluminum cone in the

woofer is very light, absolutely rigid,
but freely suspended, follows the audio
signal with greater accuracy thus providing better transient response, better
attack and recovery characteristics.

Second, the elliptical shape of the
cone with its varying measurements
from voice coil to perimeter gives a
wider band of basic resonance and
therefore better, smoother bass
response.

Third, the tweeter has a critically

curved diaphragm designed with
extreme attention to both weight and

material. The frequency response
remains smooth all the way up to
20,000 cps and the polar response
characteristic is vastly superior to that
of a conventional tweeter.
The end result is a speaker system

with fine, clean, precise free-floating
natural sound. So, come on up to EMI
loudspeakers. You'll definitely up -grade
your sound.

The Model 62 is just $79.95. Other
EMI models from $49.95 to S395.00.

EMI/SCOPE
Scope Electronics Corporation
470 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016
Also available in Canada.
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Mr. Anderson replies: "Judging front his

the questions: (1) none at all: (2) in the

Items 1. 2. and 3. it seems that Mr. Cone has

unlikely event that a beautifully sung album
of Foster songs were to be released. we are
confident our reviewers would greet it with
joy. But, of course, even Foster can be badly

a good intuitive appreciation of some of the
dynamics of a pickup: however, the state-

performed.

may he described by the instantaneous force
and the resulting relocit) associated with the
system. In the literature ( for instance. Olson.
'Dynamical Analogies') the quotient of

ments in his second paragraph are inaccurate.

"The dynamics of a mechanical system

The Value of Recordings

Nil-. Aililcrso's (-dit,rial in the February
issue expressed what must be the feelings
of countless music -lovers the country-indeed the world-over. I, for one, can never
he grateful enough to the gramophone-and

these two quantities is defined as the Mechanical Impedance, which has a real and
a reactive component. Mechanical resistance
or damping is defined as the real component.

the artists who record for it-for helping

mass is the pawl' a reactite component divided by the angular iclocity, and compli-

immeasurably to make music a vital par; of
my life. I will never talk down the concert
hall, but I shall always be happy that a turn-

ance is the negative

table and the marvel of records await me

mass, compliance, and damping are indepen-

in the privacy of my home.

dent components of mechanical impedance
and bear no necess,:ry relation to each other.

PAUI. SFYDOR

State College, Pa.

"If paragraph two abate is corrected to
in,tead of 'compliance,'
then it will be essentially cot;.ect.lt will also
read 'impedance'

Compliance
Since it is impossible to conclude that two
men who make their living designing car-

agree with the original gatemen:. and semantic nit-picking will be unnecessary.

tridges can be as poorly informed as Messrs.
Anderson and Jakobs, we must assume that
they failed to reread their article in the January issue before submitting it. The next -to last paragraph certainly seems to me to imply that damping and stylus stiffness are im-

"I would also like to call attention to two
misprints in the article. The record caption
on Page 59 should read eight) times instead
of eight. The J. S. Bach caption on Page 60
should read 0.0019 -inch wide instead of
0.019."

portant considerations in addition to mass
and in addition to compliance

ers are also aware of

component mul

by the angular trlocity. Therefore,

.

.

.

.

.

design-

Martin Luther, Musician

such other fac-

h.r William Kimmel and his excellent article, "Martin Luther, Musician,"
which appeared in your December 1966 issue! This is without doubt the most lucid
discussion in popular form of Luther's contribution to Western musical culture that I

tors
Actually, of course, damping and stylus -

shaft stiffness are two of the principal ways
of regulating compliance and determining it.
They are much more accurately described as
par/ of compliance than as something in addition to it.
In the same issue, on page 34, Mr. Fantel
implies that the accelerations imposed on the
stylus are greater for loud bass notes than for
low level high -frequency notes. I believe he

have discovered anywhere.

is mistaken. The shortness of the time allowed for reversal of direction is far more

German culture (particularly that of the
nineteenth century) has tended to over -romanticize the person and the contribution
of Luther, but Professor Kimmel is certainly
correct in affirming that Luther was in large
measure responsible for creating and advanc(Coniinued on pakr 10)
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There are so many Miracord 50H features to talk about:

from, and how? Seems an almost impossible task.

Papst hysteresis motor, anti -skate, cueing, push buttons, and
others. Why pick on a measly little screw?

Yet, amazing how easy it is with the Miracord 50H!
There's a retractable pointer on the turntable deck which
shows the exact position for the stylus. no matter what car-

As any expert can tell you, one of the most flagrant
causes of record playback distortion and record wear is
tracking error. But how come tracking error if the tonearm
is properly designed, and its geometry correctly calculated?
It has to to with stylus position.
The distance between the stylus and the tonearm pivot,
sometimes called stylus overhang, is an integral part of the
arm's design and a critical factor in its performance. A deviation in that distance by as little as 1/16th inch can throw the
tracking geometry and the performance entirely out of kilter.
Result: distortion and excessive record wear.
How can you he sure about this distance? There aren't
two make cartridges physically alike. Where do you measure

tridge make. You insert a screwdriver in the slotted leadscrew

at the front of the tonearm. and turn

it until the stylus
lines up precisely over this pointer. That's all there is to it.
A little thing, to be sure, but what a big difference it
makes in performance. And it shows how much attention is
paid by Miracord to even the littlest details.
At $149.50, less cartridge and base, the Miracord 50H
is probably the most expensive automatic available. But this
is entirely understandable, when you consider that is also the

finest. Your hi-fi dealer will he glad to show you. For descrip-

tive literature containing further details, write:
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11736

Why all the fuss
about a little screw?

ing the spirit of receptivity and encourage-

ment of the art of music which led to its
flowering within Germany and Central Eu-

We
re -invented

rope even to the present day. As a result
of Luther's personal inspiration, music became the most -favored of all the arts in Germanic culture. It was this spirit which
brought forth the towering genius of Bach.

tape recording.

Western musical culture owes an incalculable debt to Luther!
CHARLES R. ANDERS

New York, N. Y.

A good many of us Lutherans share Mr.
Kimmel's enthusiasm for Martin Luther as
a musician. Mr. Kimmel has given an accurate appraisal of Luther as a musician and
has caught the genius of Luther's musical
outlook. More than that, however, he has
also caught the center of Luther's theological
position and has stated it well.
REV. RICHARD W. PATT

Toledo, Ohio

I

Lehair
enjoyed George Jellinek's article on
Lehar ( January). I am especially interested
in obtaining a recording that has theSerenade
from Frasquita on it. This song is a favorite
of Madame Anna Rosza of Cluj, Rumania,

who was the Violetta on RCA's (HMV's)
first complete Traviata, recorded in 1931.
This recording was my introduction to opera
as a teen-ager. After World War II, I spent

twenty years-off and on-trying to locate

this singer to express my appreciation. Two
years ago I found her living on a small
pension in two rooms in Cluj, Rumania.
The Rumanian government and friends of
mine financed her trip to visit my family and
me in the summer of 1965. Madame loves
the Serenade from Fraxquita-hence I would
like to own a copy of it. Madame is 69 now,
and still has a voice of great power. The
lower range is rich; her best top note is now
high A -flat. She retired in 1959 with a T osca.
NORMAN HILL

Florence, Ala.

It started with the Compact Cassette.

the tangling-they've all been locked

Norelco introduced the Compact

out of the Norelco Compact Cassette.

Cassette in the United States-it's the
tape you don't have to tangle with.
It's about the size of a cigarette pack.
And just as easy to store and handle.
The tape is pre -threaded inside the
Cassette so you never have to touch
it. Just snap the Cassette into the recorder and it's ready to play.

Norelco made a unified sound system. Norelco has the most complete

Norelco left the good things in, locked
the bother out. The Norelco Compact
Cassette both records and plays back.
(Most cartridges can only play back.)

famous portable Carry -Corder®
`150'. The monaural '350' and the

Unlike other cartridges, it has fast
forward and rewind for easy indexing and program selection. It has full

Cassette line in the business. And the

Norelco Compact Cassette is completely interchangeable with every
machine in this line.
That's why we call our line the
Wore'co Sound System.' There's the
stereo '450'- both designed in beautiful teakwood. And they're the only
AC cassette models on the market.
If you used to be interested in tape

recording, but decided it wasn't

stereo compatibility. And unsur-

worth the bother, take a look at our

passed sound reproduction.
About the only thing the Norelco
Compact Cassette doesn't give you is

re -inventions. You just might get re interested.

the headache of tape handling. The
lugging, the loading, the threading,

oteko

North American Philips Company, Inc., High Fidelity Products Department,
100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
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Tinnitus
cry from the heart. I am anxious
to get in much with people devoted to music
who suffer from tinnitus. This ailment takes
various forms, such as a ringing, a rumble,
I

.1

a whistle, and, in severe cases, a howl in
the ears. It can be intermittent, continuous,
or modulated by other sounds. It severely
interferes with the enjoyment of music,
whether reproduced or natural, and can completely mar certain sounds. In my particular

case the whistle occurs at between 3,500
and 4.000 Hz, and causes interference with
long sustained notes, particularly at low volume. I am informed by my doctors that this
state is incurable.
Perhaps readers of HIFI/STEREO REVIEW
have encountered this problem, and may even

have been cured. But any experience of
tinnitus is of interest. The information required is as follows: age first noticed, one
or both ears, approximate frequency of sound,

approximate loudness, intermittent or continuous, and has it been totally or partially
cured by any means?
W. H. JARVIS

Fourways, Lower Berry Hill
Coleford, Gloucestershire
England
(Continued on page 12)
HIF I/ STEREO REVIEW

Announcing an important Scott innovation in high fidelity

.

Scott Integrated Circuits.now in 4 Scott receivers
Hear stations you've never been able to hear before... brought to life with amazing clarity!

Integrated Circuits ...
the computer -born miracle.
Originally developed as a spacesay.ng device in giant computers, the
integrated circuit ("IC") is a complete twice actual size
often barely
circuit in miniature
larger than a grain of sand. The various elements of
.

.

.

the circuit... transistors, resistors, and wiring...are
permanently carved into a microscopic layer of silicon. There are no lose wires or parts that can change,
age, fall out, or wear out. In fact, Scott Integrated
Circuits can last literally thousands of years.

More performance in less space.
Used in the vital FM tuner IF strip, Scott Integrated
Circuits actually incorporate more circuitry it less
space. The new Scott IF strip now contains 20 transistors, as compared to four in the previous model.
Scott's previous IF strip, without IC's, gave superb

gar
-

What Scott IC's mean to you.
Now you can hear more stations with less noise
and interference. Weak, distant stations that you
never have been able to receive before will suddenly
appear with amazing clarity. Outside interference
from electric razors, auto ignitions, etc., will be drastically reduced. And, you can count on enjoying this
amazing performance for many, many years...thanks
to the absolute reliability of Scott Integrated Circuits.

When will Scott IC components
be available ?
Scott IC receivers are now at your Scott dealer's
showroom. Scott IC's are incorporated into the design
of the 388 120 -Watt AM/ FM stereo receiver, the 348
120 -Watt FM stereo receiver, the 344 85 -Watt FM
stereo receiver, and the 342 65 -Watt FM stereo receiver. Your Scott dealer will be glad to demonstrate
to you the amazing capabilities of these new receivers.
Scott .. . where innovation is a tradition

4111.

.

capture ratio and selectivity figures of 2.5 dB and 45
dB. respectively. Scott's new Integrated Circuit IFstrip
is conservatively rated at 1.8 dB capture ratio and
46 dB seiectivity. Independent test reports, however,
show the new Scott Integrated Circuits to be consistently capable of an incredible 0.8 dB capture ratio!

p
I,

I

IC

SCTT®

H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 254-04, 111 Powdermill Road,
Maynard, Mass. Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass.
H.

IF strip

FREEFact -filled, fully illustrated booklet on Scott Integra-

ted Circuits .

. .

simply circle Reader Service No. 100.
J components, compd.

speakers, and consoles.

The Beatles
One of the most abused and misunder-

NO CROSS TALK
C NO DOUBLE TALK

R No
O

DOUBLE TALK

s NO BACK TALK

A_IAT NOAS Oiii

stood of the twentieth century's musical phe-

nomena is the Beatles. I, for one, would,
like to come to their defense.

Rex Reed's review of their album

"Re-

volver" (January) was interesting but missed'

the point. Mr. Reed leads us to believe

that the song Yellow Submarine describes
a trip on LSD. In a London Times interview,'
Paul McCartney said this: "It was written
as a commercial song, a kid's song. People

have said 'Yellow Submarine? What's the
significance? What's behind it?' Nothing.
Kids get it straight away."

sonotone's
1K-

new dynamic

In another paragraph Mr. Reed implies
that the Beatles haven't changed a thing in
their presentation over the past three years.
The Beatles have changed, and even a superficial hearing of the album reveals this. They

have changed from a simple guitar quartet
to an intense musical group which uses such
diverse influences as the Indian raga (Love

You To), classical music (Eleanor Rigby,'
For No One), and musique concrete (the

cardioid microphone

mystical Tomorrow Never Knows).
The Beatles have, if anything, increased

for home recordings

which will stand as the music of the Sixties.

...eliminates distortion, background
noises, boominess as no other tape
microphone can.

their authority over their mode of expression, creating music of intensity and beauty
BURT WINN

San Lorenzo, Cal.

Plaintive Note
May I echo the plaintive cry of William
Flanagan, who says (December): "I wish I

knew-oh, how I wish I knew-what Eu-

gene Ormandy sees in the music of Richard
Yardumian. . ."
.

Are unwanted sounds spoiling your home
tape recordings? Has everyday household

delphia area, I long had season seats to the
Philadelphia Orchestra. Year after year would

noise got you down? Sonotone has the

often with the composer present. I had been
able to take Varese, Schoenberg, and others
from Stokowski; if they often seemed what

unidirectional answer. It's our new

SONC

COM

CDM80 dual impedance microphone.

gam

Just 51/2 inches high and 11/4 inches in
diameter at the top, this Sonotone microphone features the discriminating cardi-

oid pattern that professional performers
prefer. Captures every word, note and
nuance directed into it, while suppressing extraneous, distracting noises, boominess and feedback. Yet it does not restrict your movements or introduce false
tonal variations.
Complete with on -off
switch, 415 -foot cable

and shield. Impedances of 200 ohms and
50K ofitps.
Ptkice: $43.50

Resident most of my life in the Phila-

A
SONOTONE
MICROPHONES

come the Yardumian opus of the season,

the Germans call "unmusic," they at least
kept one awake. But the repeated doses of
Yardumian were not novel, just boring. A
young lady who sat next to me one evening
applauded one of the Yardumians-I forget
which. I asked her why; she said it sounded
"cute."
ARTHUR D. PIERCE

Manchester Center, Vt.

Tracking and Overhang
Hans Fantel's statement (Audio Basics.
December, 1966) that, to obtain a tracking
error of less than 2 degrees across a record,
a tone-arm/spindle overhang of about 1/32
inch is required is wide of the mark. As I
showed in The Gramophone for September,
1924-yes, 43
ago!-the2 formula is:
where p is the length of arm between back
bearing and stylus, a is the distance between
that bearing and the center of the turntable
spindle, and ri and r are the radii of inner
and outer record grooves.
This means that for a 9 -inch arm the over-

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION
Elmsford, N.Y. 10523
Exports: Singer Prods. Co., NYC. Cable: Exregnis, N.Y.
SONOTONE CORPORATION

Write TODAY for Latest Catalog on Sonotone Microphones
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hang at the stylus tip should be 0.69 inch, if
we assume r, = 2 inches and r. = 6 inches.
The value for minimum distortion due toff
tracking error is a little less since at any point
it equals error/radius. But not much.
PERCY WILSON

Headington, Oxford, Eng.
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

Here's what's happening . . . the only stereo compacts
with component circuitry, component features and com-

expand your range of musical enjoyment.

ponent sound!
1. Radically new Field Effect Transistors let you hear
more stations more dearly.
2. Professional automatic turntable with magnetic cartridge just as used in expensive component systems.
3. Exclusive automatic variable bandwidth gives amazing clarity to AM broadcasts.
4. All silicon circuitry for rugged trouble -free performance.
5. Tape recorder and tape cartridge player connections

provide you with a stereo showcase for your own talents.

6.

Electric guitar and microphone inputs and mixer

7. Complete component controls, including dual Bass
and Treble, let you tune the music to your taste and
room requirements.
8. Provision for extra speakers lets you bring great Scott
sound to other rooms.
9.

Stereo headphone output enables you to listen in

privacy, without disturbing others.
$339.95 (Model 2502, illustrated. Other models start
at $249.95) Optional transparent dustcover, $22.95

Scott. . . where innovation is a tradition

SCOTT'

For complete .rforrnat.on, write: H.H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 2453)4, III Powderrn Roac, Maynard, Mass., 10754 Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass.
Another innovaton from Scott, manufactures of superb comoonents, c,rnoart5... ts. sp..11.ers, and consoles.
copyright 1967, H.H. Scott, Inc.
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NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Utah's recently announced
Optica, a new low-cost bookshelf
speaker system, is designed to
provide a wide -range response

are playing. Mechanical specifications of the player include

and high efficiency for use as

alignment. Price: 5119.95.

extension speakers or with tape recorders with built-in amplifi-

a maximum wow and flutter of 0.4 per cent and a speed
accuracy of ±2 per cent. The player mechanism is especially designed for ease of servicing, adjustment, and head
Circle 176 on reader service card

ers. The oiled walnut cabinet

Sherwood's new AM/stereo-FM tuner, the Model S-

measures 113/4 x 19 x 81/2 inches

and houses an 8 -inch dual -cone
woofer/mid-range speaker and a 21/2 -inch tweeter with a
capacitive crossover. Impedance of the system is 8 ohms,
and its power -handling capacity is 25 watts peak. Price:

2300, uses silicon transistors in all circuits. Sensitivity on
the FM band is 1.6 microvolts (IHF ), and the input circuits are immune to overloading. Stereo separation is 35
db and capture ratio is 2.2 db. FM distortion (IM and
HD) is less than 0.25 per cent. The hum and noise level

$39.95.

on FM is -70 db; on AM, -56 db. AM sensitivity is 2
Circle 174 on reader service card

microvolts (at 60 per cent modulation) for 6 db signalto-noise ratio. The 2300 incorporates a dual automatic-

Tandberg is marketing a portable radio, the TR-3, that
has a mounting bracket available for installation in cars.
When the TR-3 radio is installed in its mounting bracket,
the car's battery and antenna are automatically connected
and a special filter circuit eliminates spark -plug noise.

(>)

When desired, the battery -powered radio can be used as a
normal portable. An a.c.-line adaptor that provides plug-in
120 -volt a.c. operation is also available.

gain control system that maintains proper selectivity under
the strongest signal conditions. Other technical features in-

clude automatic stereo -mono switching on FM, a zero center tuning meter, and a front -panel audio -output level
control. Rocker -action switches control AM -FM selection,
interchannel muting, automatic stereo -mono switching, and
x 4 x 101/, inches deep. Price:
power on -off. Size is
$199.50. A walnut -grained leatherette case is available for
$8.50 additional.
Circle 177 on reader service card
1

The radio is available in teak or plastic, and it will
operate on any of four wavelengths: long wave (145-320
kHz), short wave (5.8-18.5 MHz), AM broadcast band,
and the FM broadcast hand. For out -of -car use, a built-in
telescopic whip antenna serves for FM and short-wave reception. The TR-3 has separate continuously variable bass
and treble controls, a tape -recorder output, and record-

I

Acoustic Research has printed a four -page brochure
listing their recommended stylus -force requirements for most

modern phono cartridges. The figures presented were derived from AR's laboratory tests and are said to be valid
for any high -quality tone arm on either a manual or automatic turntable. Included in the free brochure is a section
on record care and storage.

player input. Speaker size is 31/2 x 8 inches. Overall dimen-

Circle 178 on reader service card

sions are 11 x 7 x 31/4 inches, and weight, including batteries, is 4.8 pounds. Price: $144.95.
Circle 175 on reader service card

Heath has announced its new top -of -the -line AM -FM
stereo receiver kit, the Model AR -15. Aside from its excellent performance specifications, the solid-state AR -15
introduces a host of new styling and circuit features to the

Major is producing the
Model TC500, a three-piece,
eight -track stereo tape -car-

tridge player for the home.
The system consists of a
walnut -housed player unit
measuring 5 x 83/4 x 19
inches and two speaker sys-

tems, also in walnut, each
measuring 6 x 83/4 x 12
inches. Each speaker cabinet houses a 6 -inch heavy-duty full -range driver. The
player has a built-in transistor stereo amplifier rated at
24 watts peak power. There are separate treble, bass,
volume, and balance controls in addition to a pushbutton
track selector. An indicator shows which stereo tracks
14

kit field including a tuning dial and function markings
that disappear when the unit is switched off, use of integrated circuits, and crystal filters instead of i.f. transformers. The stereo amplifier section has a total continuous -power output (with both channels driven) of 100
watts into 8 -ohm loads, 90 watts into 4 -ohm loads-both
at less than 0.5 per cent harmonic and intermodulation
distortion from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Distortion at 1,000 Hz,
and under 1 watt output, is less than 0.2 per cent.
The FM section of the AR -15 has a rated sensitivity

(IHF) of 1.8 microvolts, a capture ratio of 2.5 db, and
harmonic and intermodulation distortion of 0.5 per cent
or less. Stereo channel separation is 40 db or greater at
mid -frequencies and not less than 20 db anywhere in the
audio band. The AM section has a rated sensitivity of 7
(Continued on page 1
HiF1/ STEREO REVIEW

This

KLH IVodel F ve
Dimensbns: 26' x 13V." x 111/i" deep.
Impedance: 8 dims
Suggestel Retar Price: $179.95.
Slightly higher hi the West.

is something else.
The new KLH* Model Five is
designed to supply the highest level of
loudspeaker performance for the
lowest possible cost. It is intended to
be compared, without qualifications

or any consideration of its size and
cost, to the most expensive and
formidable speakers ever made.
And it doesn't sound the way you
would expect it to sound.

The Model Five is not meant to
sound like a bigger, better bookshelf
speaker system. It's not designed to
sound a little richer than the KLH*
Model Six, or a little more brilliant
than Brand X or Y.
The Five is an open, completely
unrestricted sound source. Without
exaggeration, and without spurious
richness or brilliance, it will supply
the full detail of a musical
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performance.
Which means that it will reveal
its full potential only with the very

best of today's-and tomorrow's-

recordings. On an indifferent
recording, it won't sound impressive
or even worth its price. In fact, it
sometimes won't sound as good as
our less expensive speakers.
The Model Five is a gamble, on
our part and on yours, that the best
recordings of today will become the
standard for tomorrow.
We think that's an excellent
gamble, and that the Model Five will
show its abilities often enough on
today's recordings to justify the
investment by the serious listener.
Those abilities extend from the
lowest octave of usable bass to the
highest frequencies that make
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musical instruments sound like
themselves, with the precise
octave -to -octave musical balance for
which all KLH speakers are known.
The Model Five meets every

requirement we can use to define
highest performance in a speaker.
It does so for a lower cost than we
once believed possible. And it is
scaled to fit gracefully into a living
room, so that you will not have to
disrupt your home for the sake of
your interest in music and sound.
If you would like to hear how we
define highest performance in a
speaker, listen to the Model Five.
For a list of KLH dealers and further
information on the Five, please
write to KLH, 30 Cross Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMEN1

microvolts (at the center of the broadcast band) and a
',000 -Hz bandwidth.

There is a full complement of operating controls, including switchable loudness compensation and a switch
that removes the tone controls from the circuit. Other
features include a front -panel stereo headphone jack
(plus a switch to shut off the speakers when phones are
used), dual tuning meters to indicate both center channel and maximum signal strength, interstation-noise suppression, automatic mono -stereo switching on FM, and a
stereo switch that allows only stereo broadcasts to be
received.

In addition to the AM and FM settings on the input -

aluminum escutcheons, and the pushbuttons have easily
identifiable faces numbered 1 through 8. Maximum amplifier power -handling capability of the pushbuttons is 100

watts (into a 4 -ohm load). The Model 642 is designed
primarily for situations where simultaneous distribution
of sound to more than one stereo speaker system is desired,

while the pushbuttons on the Model 611 are interlocked
so that only one pair of stereo speakers can he switched
on at a time. Price for either system: $19.50.
Circle 184 on reader service card

Jensen
selector switch, there are AUX., PHONO, and TAPE. The
phono-input section has a 98-db dynamic range that enables it to accept high -output phono cartridges without
the risk of overload distortion. A tape -monitor switch

permits instant monitoring from a three -head recorder.
The circuit of the AR -15 employs silicon transistors in the
audio section, field-effect transistors in the tuner sections,
and integrated circuits in the i.f. amplifier section. In addition, the i.f. amplifiers use two crystal filters to replace
conventional i.f. transformers with the advantages of permanent alignment and precisely controlled bandwidth.
Overall dimensions of the receiver are 43/4 x 17 x 141/2.
Price of the kit: $329.95. An assembled walnut cabinet is
$19.95 additional.
Circle 182 on reader service card

intro-

a

measures 191/2 x 101/2 x
to
91/4 inches.

operate from 30 to 16,000 Hz, the X-40 has a long -travel,
low -resonance 8 -inch Flexair woofer (installed in a sealed
acoustic chamber) that crosses over at 2,000 Hz to a
3 -inch direct -radiator tweeter. The system has high -frequency balance control so that the system can be adjusted

for ontimum acoustic balance. Nominal input impedance
is 8 ohms, and power rating is 25 watts. Price: $57.
Circle 185 on reader service card

Kodak offers three

Capitol is producing a small

new accessory items

speaker system, the Stereo Modulator XF-13, intended primarily

for sound recording

for use with home and auto-

ing tape called Press tapes, a leader/timing

mobile stereo tape players. The
units feature a series of tuned
pipes placed in front of an upward -facing radiator to control
frequency range and dispersion.
The systems are sold in pairs
and come with a mounting plate
and hardware that facilitates installation on the rear -deck

package shelf of most cars. Frequency response of the
speaker is 40 to 13,000 Hz, impedance is 8 ohms, and
power -handling capacity is 10 watts of integrated program
material. Dimensions of the oval -shaped system are 61/4
x 81/2 x 10 inches. Price (for a pair): $59.95.
Circle 183 on reader service card

Switchcraft is producing two unique speaker -switch
units that permit instant selection of up to eight stereo
speaker systems. Called Sound -Control Centers, Models
611 and 642, they offer the opportunity for audiophiles
and commercial sound installers to tailor their sound -distributing systems to meet specific needs. The switch assemblies are housed in black enamel cabinets with brushed 16

has

new compact
loudspeaker system, the
X-40, that occupies only
one cubic foot of space.
Its oiled walnut cabinet
duced

tape-a pre-cut splictape, and a unique
tape -timing guide. The
1/4 -inch Presstapes are
pre-cut splices that

can be easily applied to recording tape with no trimming
necessary since they are identical in width to the recording tapes. Price (for a pack of 40): 500.

The leader/timing tape has a 11/2 -mil polyester base
and a matte, opaque surface that permits write -on identification. The product is supplied in 150 -foot lengths on a
3 -inch tape reel in a dispenser box. Price: $1.50.
The tape -timing guide measures 5 x 13/4 inches and is

notched at one end for use with any type of sound recording tape. Positioning the guide with its notched end
against the reel spindle makes it possible to check the
number of minutes of playing time remaining on a reel
by reading the proper scale of the guide. Each package
contains two guides, one for use at a tape speed of 71/2
ips, the other for use at a tape speed of 33/4 ips. Each
guide covers standard, extra, double, and triple -play tapes.
Price: 350.
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

the most important advance in phono cartridges since the advent of stereo

...a new genre of cartridge,
analog -computer -designed, and measured against

a new and meaningful indicator of total performance:

"TRACKABILITY"
The radically new V-15 TYPE II heralds
a new epoch in high performance cartridges and in the measurement of their
performance. We call it the era of high
Trackability. Because of it, all your records will sound better and, in fact, you
will hear some recordings tracked at light
forces for the first time without distortion.
THE PROBLEM:

While audiophiles prefer minimum tracking forces to minimize record wear and
preserve fidelity, record makers prefer to
cut recordings at maximum levels with
maximum cutting velocities to maximize
signal-to-noise ratios. Unfortunately, some

"loud" records are cut at velocities so
great that nominally superior styli have
been unable to track some passages:

notably the high and midrange transients.
Hence, high level recordings of orchestral
bells, harpsichords, pianos, etc., cause the

stylus to part company with the wildly

undulating groove (it actually ceases to
track). At best, this produces an audible
click; at worst, sustained gross distortion
and outright noise results. The "obvious"
solution of increasing tracking force is
impractical because this calls for a stiffer
stylus to support the greater weight, and

a stiffer stylus will not track these tran-

recording called "An Audio Obstacle

bearing; the viscous damping of the bearing; the tracking force; the recorded
velocity of the record, etc., etc. The number of permutations and combinations of
these elements, normally staggering, became manageable. Time-consuming trial -

Course" to indicate cartridge trackability.
It is without precedent, and will be made
available to Shure dealers and to the in-

dustry as a whole. You may have your
own copy for $3.95 by writing directly to
Shure and enclosing your check. (Note:
The test record cannot be played more
than ten times with an ordinary tracking
cartridge, regardless of how light the

and -error prototypes were eliminated. Years

of work were compressed into months.

After examining innumerable possibilities,
new design parameters evolved. Working
with new materials in new configurations,
theory was made fact.
Thus, the first analog -computer -designed,

tracking force, because the high frequency characteristics will be erased by
the groove -deforming action of the stylus.)
(2) A reprint of the definitive technical

superior trackability cartridge was born:
the Shure SUPER-TRACK*V-15 TYPE II.

It maintains contact between the stylus

paper describing the Shure Analog and
trackability in cartridges, which appeared

and record groove at tracking forces from
to 11/2 grams, throughout and beyond
the audible spectrum (20-25,000 Hz), at
the highest velocities encountered in quality recordings. It embodies a bi-radial elliptical stylus (.0002 inch x .0007 inch) and
15° tracking.
It also features an ingenious "flip -action"
built-in stylus guard.
It is clean as the proverbial hound's tooth

in the April 1966 Journal of the Audio

Engineering Society, is available (free) to
the serious audiophile.

(3) A representative list of many excellent recordings with difficult -to -track
passages currently available is yours for
the asking. These records sound crisp,
clear and distortion -free with the Shure
V-15 Type II.

and musical as the storied nightingale.

The Shure Super -Track V-15 TYPE H 'is
available at your dealers at $67.50.
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue,
Evanston, Illinois 60204

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO PROVE
ITS SUPERIORITY TO YOURSELF:

(1) Shure has produced a unique test

sients or heavy low -frequency modulation,

to say nothing of the heavier force accelerating record and stylus wear to an intolerable degree.
Shure has collected scores of these demanding high level recordings and painstakingly and thoroughly analyzed them.

TRACKABILITY AS A NEW SPECIFICATION:
40

v15 TYPE

It was found that in some cases (after
only a few playings) the high velocity

--

high or midrange groove undulations were

. thus eliminating the high fidelity.
Other records, which were off-handedly

.."'"

were found to be neither. They were
simply too high in recorded velocity and,
therefore, untrackable by existing styli.
Most significantly, as a result of these
analyses, Shure engineers established the

maximum recorded velocities of various
frequencies on quality records and set
about designing a cartridge that would
track the entire audible spectrum of these
maximum velocities at tracking forces of
less than 1Y2 grams.
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ENTER THE COMPUTER:
The solution to the problem of true track -

ability proved so complex that Shure engineers designed an analog -computer that

closely duplicated the mechanical variables and characteristics of a phono cartridge. With this unique device they were
able to observe precisely what happened
when you varied the many factors which
affect trackability: inertia of tip end of

the stylus or the magnet end of

the
stylus; the compliance between the record

and the needle tip, or the compliance of
the stylus shank, or the compliance of the

This chart depicts the new performance specification of trackability. Unlike the oversimplified and generally

ceed these theoretical limits. The

misunderstood design parameter specifications of compliance and mass,

its distance above the grey area, the
better the trackability. The trackability
of the Shure V-15 TYPE El is shown
by the top (solid black) lines. Representative curves (actual) for other
cartridges ($80.00, $75.00, $32.95,
$29.95) are shown as dotted, dashed

trackability is a measure of total performance. The chart shows frequency
across the bottom, and modulation
velocities in CM/SEC up the side. The
grey area represents the maximum
theoretical limits for cutting recorded
velocities; however, in actual practice

many records are produced which ex -
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smoother the curve of the individual
cartridge being studied and the greater

and dot -dash
purposes.

lines for

comparison
*7.M.
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If you can_vend

as much as $100 on a
bookshelf loudspeaker,
consider the new

FisherXR55.
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FISHER RADIO CORP., INC., 11.35 45TH ROAD, LONG ISLAND CITY, N.V. 11101. OVERSEAS AND CANADIAN RESIDENTS PLEASE WRITE TO FISHER RADIO INTERNATIONAL, INC., LONG ISLANDCITY, N.Y. 11101.

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

@ 1967 FISHER RADIO CORP.

The new XP -55 is, by far, the most
advanced compact bookshelf system Fisher
engineers have ever designed.

It incorporates a unique 8 -inch
woofer with a totally new suspension system:
an inverted half -roll surround that provides
extra -wide cone excursions and a free -air res-

onance as low as 25 Hz! This radically new
driver, in its air -tight baffle, attains funda-

mental bass response to 37 Hz without
doubling.
The 21/2 -inch wide -dispersion mid-

range/tweeter is also new. With its highly
damped low -mass cone and new dome center,
this driver is flat within ±21/, db from 1 kHz

to 15,000 Hz. The LC -type network crosses
over at 1000 Hz and uses air -core coils.
At "$59.50, there has never been a

compact system quite like the new Fisher
XP -55. It should be compared only with systems costing at least $100.

( For more information, plus a free
copy of the 80 -page Fisher reference guide
to hi-fi and stereo, use coupon on magazine's
front cover flap.)

The Fisher
APRIL.

1967
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LOOKING FOR
ABSOLUTE

By
LARRY
KLEIN

PERFECTION ?
You may never find it, but
it's unlikely that you will
ever come closer than with
the

,

UHER

9000
TAPE
DECK

41

ow

Five -Inch Small -Hub Reels
QCan you tell me if you know of

sure follouing the instructions in my ar-

. any company that manufactures
five -inch reels with a hub of less than

sures"

3/1 inches? A small center would let me
put more tape on the reel.

low -bass loss and an increase in distortion
at low frequencies. Back copies of the Au-

DEAN ALLISON
Asheville, N. C.

gust 1965 issue (and most other recent
issues) are available from Ziff -Davis
Service Division, Department BCHF, 589
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012. They

by

marteL
FAULTLESS REPRODUCTION AND PERFORM-

ANCE CAN ONLY BE HAD THROUGH SUCH
METICULOUS ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES AS THOSE FOLLOWED

BY UHER IN A FACTORY DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO TAPE RECORDER PRODUCTION

THE UHER 9000 HAS ALL THE FEATURES
NORMALLY INCLUDED IN THE MOST
SOPHISTICATED TAPE DECKS, PLUS MANY
EXCLUSIVE UHER FEATURES UNOBTAINABLE
ELSEWHERE.

IF TAPE RECORDING IS A SERIOUS THING
TO YOU, YOUR TOTAL ANSWER IS THE
UHER 9000.
EQUALLY FINE IN CONSTRUCTION, AND AT
THE VERY TOP IN ITS FIELD OF APPLICATION IS THE

LIIHER.

4

AYes, a small hub would let you put
more tape on a five -inch reel, but
the question is whether your machine

, :111.

FULLY PORTABLE BATTERY OR AC OPERATED TAPE RECORDER. IT PERFORMS WITH-

OUT REGARD FOR TIME OR PLACE, AND IN
ITS LEATHER CARRYING CASE IS READY TO
GO ANYWHERE.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE PROMINENT

MEMBERS OF THE FIRST FAMILY OF TAPE
RECORDERS, SEE YOUR UHER DEALER. OR
YOU MAY USE THE COUPON TO OBTAIN
COMPLETE INFORMATION.

marteL
ELECTRONICS
2339 SOUTH COTNER AVENUE.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90064
NEW YORK 1199 BROADWAY

CHICAGO. 544S NO LINCOLN

MARTEL ELECTRONICS, Inc.
2339 So. Cotner Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif., 90064.
Please send me at once literature on the entire
Martel product line.

recent vintage that incorporates many
features that I like. I am contemplating

And in any case you could expect problem! of wow and speed irregularity to be
greatly intensified. In addition, with the

aid of a little math, I think you would
find that the amount of playing time

know if it is a good idea to purchase a
second mono amplifier (of the same
brand and model) to use as the other
channel in conjunction with my present
amplifier. What problems might I en-

gained by using a smaller hub is not as

counter?

QI own a good 20 -watt integrated

. monophonic amplifier of fairly
a switch to stereo, and would like to

great as you apparently think it is. A

CLEVELAND CEMENTS

quarter inch added to the outside diameter

Bronx, N.Y.

of a 5 -inch reel is a lot more tape than
a quarter inch added to the inside of the
reel. I know of no company manufactur-

AIf your present mono amplifier is a

Speaker Improvement
QRecently I heard that a good-quality speaker grows better with age.
It this statement is true, how is it possible and what happens to the speaker?

good one and you can get a second one cheaply enough, then the major

problem that you will encounter is one
of inconvenience in use. You may also
run into difficulties with hum. The hum
can usually be handled easily. Turn up
the volume and bass control on both amplifiers and try reversing the a.c. line

CLARENCE W. ALEXANDER, JR.

plugs of one or both amplifiers in the

Tucker, Ga.
AThe statement that a good speaker
grows better with age is sometimes

wall outlets until the lowest hum is heard.
When you find the lucky low -hum combination, mark the outlets and the plugs
to be sure that the amplifiers are always

true now, and was almost always true

plugged in the same way in the future.

five or ten years ago. What happens with
a number of speakers is that the cone suspension and centering elements-the
spider near the voice coil and the skiver

Try connecting a ground wire (any piece
of heavy, insulated wire) from a chassis
screw on one amplifier to a chassis screw

(or surround) at the outer edge of the
cone-tend to grow more compliant
flexibility will result in a lower free -air
resonant frequency of the speaker and

on the other. If the ground wire lowers
the hum level, leave it in place. If it increases the hum, remove it.
In regard to the convenience problem,
you might check used -equipment dealers

better modern speakers start with extremely compliant suspensions that are

to see if they have any stereo -adaptor
units (designed to centralize the stereo
control functions of individual integrated
mono amplifiers) dating from the early
days of stereo. A number of these units

quite stable and hence cannot be expected

will work with amplifiers other than those

to change much with age and use.
Aside from the possible theoretical interest of the foregoing, it behooves anyone with a bass -reflex speaker system

they were originally designed for and

more than five or six years old to

money -back guarantee in case it does not

hence the possibility of a slight extension
of the low -bass response. However, the

re-

check the match between the resonance of
Zip

cost 75t. postpaid.

a take-up reel with a very small hub might
be so great that your machine's drive system would not be able to handle it easily.

through constant flexing. This increase in

SOLI U.S. IMPO RRRRR

in the August 1965 issue. Any

mismatch in tuning could result in some

Switch to Stereo

THE UHER 4000-L IS THE FIRST CHOICE
OF REPORTERS, NATURALISTS, EXPLORERS,
AND BUSY EXECUTIVES THE WHOLE WORLD
OVER. FAITHFULLY RECORDING WHATEVER
YOU HEAR WHEREVER YOU ARE, THE UHER
4000-L WILL BECOME YOUR CONSTANT
COMPANION.

ticle "How to Tune Bass -Reflex Enclo-

would then be able to get it off the reel.
The difference in torque requirement between a fully loaded five -inch reel and

ing a reel such as you describe.

4000-L

".

the speaker and the tuning of the enclo-

should be available at a fraction of their
original cost. Make sure that any adaptor

unit that you buy is purchased on a
work properly with your amplifiers.
(Continued on page 24)
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The thing that intrigued us most about this letter from Mr. O'Leary (whom we have never met) was his use
of a "live vs. recorded" comparison-the Cincinnati Orchestra in concert and on records-to evaluate
high fidelity components.

We asked and received Mr. O'Leary's permission to reproduce his letter, and here it is, secretary's typos and
all. Only the first group of brand names has been deleted.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.,

24 THORNDIKE STREET,

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02141
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Some companies
can afford to make
only a good
solid-state receiver.

If all of this seems a lot of trouble (and
it can be), why not try selling your mono
unit to a friend and going stereo the easy
way with a new stereo amplifier?

Diodes in Hi-Fi
QilttuLt_ that there seem to be more

. and more diodes used in hi-fi amplifiers, tuners, and so forth. Exactly what
is the function of a diode in a hi-fi component, and why are so many used?
PAUL LAWS

Cincinnati, Ohio
ASo many diodes are used because of

the wide variety of functions they
are able to perform. In their most familiar

application, silicon diodes are used as
rectifiers in power supplies. Here, they
convert a.c. to the d.c. required by the
various circuits of both tube and transistor
amplifiers. Their advantage (over rectifier
tubes) lies in their large current -handling
capacity, low internal -voltage drop, cool
operation, small size, and potentially
much longer life. In addition, rectifier
diodes do not require filament current as
do rectifier tubes.
Lighter -duty diodes serve as signal recti-

fiers in the detector circuits of FM and

AM tuners. Here their function

is

to

extract the audio signal from the radio frequency carrier signal. In effect, they
convert r. f. to audio frequencies.

We had to make
a great one.

In their role as regulators, diodes serve
to keep critical voltages in transistor and
tube circuits at the correct level regardless of the fluctuations of temperature sensitive components or power -supply
voltages.

In addition, diodes are available with
special thermal properties, and so are
used in transistor output stages as stabilizing elements to prevent "thermal
runaway." The heat generated by the out-

The SX-1000TA AM -FM Solid State Receiver represents the end result of 3
years' research and development. Incorporating every electronic advance
plus many new innovations, the SX-1000TA merits serious consideration
for your stereo system.
Look at some of its advanced features:
90 Watts IHF audio output, at 8 ohms
Unique separate compensation for 33/4and 71/2 ips tape speeds

Protected Circuitry in both audio channels
Direct -coupled audio system, from 20 to 60,000 cps
Voltage Regulation in Positive and Negat ve Power Supplies
Stereo Balance Controls
Flexibility - input panels for two magnet c and one ceramic phonos,
tape head, tape monitor, headphones, etc.
Lowest price in super -quality category - $360, including matched grain,
oiled walnut cabinet
While we are considered one of the largest Hi-Fi component manufacturers

in half the world's markets, the U.S.A. market is now being "Pioneered".
Our success has only stemmed from proper planning, research and engineering, in addition to meticulous craftsmanship and personal pride in
manufacture and production.
Hear PIONEER at your quality Hi-Fi Dealer today. If your dealer has not
been franchised as yet, write for complete details and name of dealer
nearest you.

PIONEER CD

PIONEER ELECTRONICS U.S.A. CORPORATION

140 SMITH ST., FARMINGDALE, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 11735 (516) 694-7720
CIRCLE NO. 49 ON READER SERVICE CA:C.)
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put transistors is applied to a diode that
is connected as part of the transistor's
biasing circuit. As the transistor heats,
the diode (which is physically located to
receive part of the heat) changes its conductivity and thereby changes the bias on
the transistors to prevent them from being
damaged by excessive current.
As switching devices, diodes serve for
interstation muting and automatic stereo!
mono switching in stereo FM tuners. And

in some FM tuners, diodes designed to
change their internal capacitance with a
change in applied voltage provide automatic frequency control (AFC) action.
Diodes are also capable of a variety of
other tasks. but those capabilities have not

yet been called upon by the hi-fi equipment designers.

Because the number of queries we
receive each month is greater than
we can reply to individually, only
those (perilous selected for this
column

can

CIRCLE NO. S

be

answered.

Sorry!
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Dual

Auto! Proles!

Dual 1009SK Turr able.

0719 Au'o

Prole:51'3181

t123 50.

Tu..ntably.

lanai

$116P.50.

is -he Dual 10095K. Unexcelled fcr sheer
"sior and performance by any turntable in the
rid. Which is only natural. Because it's 3 Dua

.

The dynamically balanced tonearm of the 009SK
.racks flawlessly as low as 1/2 gram. The a:curaci
f its continuously variable stylus force adjust as-

es that any cartridge will track exactly at the
rce you set. And the accuracy of its Trucking- aece Control (anti -skating) also assures that the
stylus will hack with equal force on each wa I of the
s-eneo groove. Exactly as its manufacturer designed
if tc track.
Wits Dual versatile Cue -Control, you can rot onli
lift and Iowa?. the 1009SK tonearm anywhere on the
record, but also take full advantage of its ultra -gentle
descent (0.5 cm/sec.) when you start automatically. Most valuable
with today's ultra -sensitive high complicnce cartridges.

Dual's powerful, utterly silent Continuous -Pole motor rotates the record at constant speed, regardless of voltage variations or the number

of reco,ds on the platter. And its rotating single play spincle, still
another Dual exclusive, elminates record binding, slippage and
center hole wear.

These are some of the identical features that have earned the incomparable Dual 1019 the ultimate endorsement . selection by
virtually all the leceing audio critics for use in their own personal
.

.

and professional systems.

Clearly, if you take record playback seriously, your only choice is
a Dual. Your only question: which one.
For the answer, just visit any
franchised United Audio dealer.

S

Dual
535 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK. N Y /0,?2?
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HEATHKIT

Announcing The World's Mos
New Heathkir All -Silicon Transistor AR -15...151

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ... tomorrow's electronic miracle

lint time ever in a stereo -hi-fi kit. Two are used in
the IF amplifier section for nard limiting, excellent temperature
stability and increased re lability. Each integrated circuit is the
size of a tiny trans stor, yet each contains 28 actual pans ...
10 transistors, 11 resistors and 7 diodes!
today

.

.

CRYSTAL FILTERS ... another exclusive. Two are used in

FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR FM TUNER ... cascode

cods, therefore ire alignment or adjustment

overload capability, excellent cross modulation index and image
rejection. The completely shielded tuner has a 4 -gang variable
capacitor and 6 tuned circuits for extreme selectivity under the
most adverse conditions. Factory assembled & aligned to speed
kit construction, assure peak performance.

the IF amplifier section to replace the usual transformers. No

ever required.
Precise controlled bandwidth produces the finest fidelity with
alternate channel selectivity of 70 db.
is

2 -stage FET RF amplifiers and an FET mixer provide high

All -Silicon Transistor Circuitry ... for maximum reliability, superior stability.

Front Panel Input Level Controls

.

.

-

up

front for convenient adjusting - protected from

accidental setting changes by an attractive hinged
door.

Tone -Flat Switch

bypasses tone control
circuitry for completely flat response.
.

.

.

Super SCA Filter ...removes SCA & noise fre-

150 WATTS DYNAMIC MUSIC POWER ... the .ighest

quencies above 57 kHz for clean, quiet listening.

transistors powered by an unusually large power transformer and

supply with exceptionally low ripple and excellent
regulation.

power output of any stereo reueiverl Made possrb.e by 4 conservatively rated. individually heat-sinked and protected output

Electronic Filter Circuit ... provides power

filter capacitor. 75 watts music power per channel - 50 watts
continuous power per channel.

Massive Power Supply ... for low heat and

superior regulation - electrostatic and magnetic
shielding for lowest hunt and noise.

Noise -Operated Squelch ... a step ahead of

normal circuitry to bush between -station
noise before you hear it.
the

Transformerless Design
direct coupling
between driver and output stages for lowest phase
shift and distortion.

--

Filtered Left & Right Channels ... for direct
beat free" stereo recording ... a low cost way

to build your own music library.

Recessed Inputs & Outputs ... no protruding
TWO CALIBRATED TUNING METERS ... another ex-

clusive! A signal strength indicator tells you when you receive
.
a special -Center-Tune- meter puts
the strongest signal
you on exact station frequency. Both metes use d'Arsonval
.

movements.

array of leads to waste valuable space - fits flush
against any wall or surface.

"Black Magic" Panel Lighting
Even when not in use, the new -leathkit AR -15 rema ns quiet and
well-mannered ... its majestic rr idnight face unmarred by any dial
or scale mark ngs. And wt -en yoi're ready for the finest in stereo
listening, a simple touch of the power switch and presto! ... the

"black magic" panel ligh-s up with an extended slide -rule dial
for easy tuning, and immediate identification of all controls. The
"black magic" is in the unique -inted acrylic "dual -panel" design.

kdvanced Stereo Receiver...
Netts... AM -FM -FM StereomIC's...$329.951Crowning Achievement Of The World's Most Experienced Solid -State Audio
Engineers . . . the new Heathkit AR -15. Compare the advanced features on
the opposite page. Compare the "state-of-the-art" features below. Compare

the specifications. There's nothing like it anywhere in the transistor stereo
market place!
Positive Circuit Protection . . . four Zener diodes and two thermal circuit
breakers protect the driver and output transistors from overloads and short
circuits of any duration. A special front -panel Hi -Temp indicator lights when
the thermal breakers have opened.
Stereo Threshold Control ... for automatic switching to stereo and automatic
switching to mono when signal/noise ratio becomes too low for good stereo
reception. A stereo indicator light automatically signals when stereo is received.
Adjustable Phase Control Compensator For Station Differences . . . so you
can adjust for the best possible stereo.
Stereo Only Switch ... silences all monaural transmissions when you wish to
listen to stereo broadcasts only. An added tuning convenience!
FM Stereo Noise Filter ... eliminates noise without diminishing high frequency
response.

Two Stereo Headphone Jacks ... conveniently located on the front panel for
private listening. In addition, there's a speaker ON/OFF switch.
Capacitor Coupling to the speaker terminals protect the speakers.

Direct Coupled Output Circuit - no output transformers - for improved
high frequency response.
Built -In Test Circuit Volt -Ohm -Meter ... the signal strength indicator doubles

as a VOM for check-out during or after kit construction. Lets you test kit
circuitry before final assembly.
Choice Of 3 -Way Installation . .. mount horizontally or vertically in a wall,
your own custom cabinet or optional Heath factory -assembled wrap -around
walnut cabinet with vented top. The AR -I 5's heavy die-cast, chrome -plated
front panel with machined anodized aluminum knobs add a touch of luxury
to any surroundings. Order yours now!
Kit AR -15, (less cabinet), 28 lbs.
AE -16, optional walnut cabinet, 7 lbs.

HEATHKIT' 1967
:1

$329.95
$19.95

FREE!
World's Largest
Electronic Kit Catalog!

AR -15 SPECIFICATIONS-AMPLIFIER SECTION: Dynamic Power Output Per Channel
(Music Power Rating): 8 ohm load; 75 watts. Conti
Power Output, Per Channel*:
E ohm Icad; 50 watts. Power Bandwidth For Constant 0.5/. Total Harmonic Distortion*:
6 Hz to 25 kHz. Frequency Response (1 watt level): ±1 db, 6 to 50,000 Hz. ±3 db, 4 to
70,000 Hz. Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.5% from 20 to 20,000 Hz at 50 watts output.
Less than 0.2% at 1,000 Hz with 50 watts output. Less than 0.2% at 1,000 Hz with 1 watt
output. Intermodulation Distortion (60 Hz: 6,000 Hz=4:1): Less than 0.5% with 50 watts
output. Less than 0.2% with 1 watt output. Damping Factor: 45. Input sensitivity: PHONO;
2.2 millivolts (overload 155 my). TAPE; 200 millivolts (overload 4.5v). AUX; 200 millivolts
(overload 4.5v). Hum & Noise: Volume control at minimum position; -80 db. PHONO;
(10 millivolt reference); -60 db. TAPE & AUX. 1200 millivolt reference); -65 db. Channel Separation: PHONO; 45 db. TAPE & AUX.; 55 db. Output Impedance (each channel):
4, 8 & 16 ohms. Tape Output Impedance: 100 ohms. Input Impedance: PHONO; 51 K ohm
(RIAA equalized). AUX., TAPE TAPE MON.; 100 K ohm. Tape Output: 0.17 volt. FM
SECTION IMonophonicl: Tuning Range: 88 to 108 MHz. Intermediate Frequency: 10.7 MHz.

db, 20 ro 15.000 Hz. Antenna: Balanced input for external 300
ohm antenna, unbalanced, 75 ohm. Volume Sensitivity: Below measurable level. Setect'vity: 70 db. Image Rejection: 90 db. IF Rejection: 90 db minimum. Capture Ratio: 1.5
db. AM Suppression: 50 db. Harmonic Distortion: 0.5% or less'. Intermodulation Dis.
tertian: 0.5% or less'. Hum 6 Noise: 65 db'. Sensitivity: 1.8 uv. Spurious Rejection:
100 db'. FM SECTION IStereophonic): Channel Separation: 40 db or greater. Frequency
Response:
db. 20 to 15,000 Hz. Harmonic Distortion: Less than 1% at 1,000 Hz with
100% modulation. 196 38 kHz Suppression: 55 db or greater: SCA Suppression: 50 db. AM
Frequency Response:

SECTION: Tuning Range: 535 to 1620 kHz. Intermediate Frequency: 455 kHz. Sensitivity: 12
microvolts at 1,000 kHz. AM Antenna: Built-in rod type, connections for external antenna.
Image Rejection: 60 db at 600 kHz. 40 db at 1,400 kHz. IF Rejection: 70 db at 1,000 kHz.

Harmonic Distortion: Less than 1.5% at 400 Hz, 90% modulation. Hum & Noise: 45 db.

GENERAL: Transistor & Diode Complement: 69 transistors, 43 diodes & 2 integrated circuits.
Front Panel Controls & Switches: AM & FM Tuning; 535 to 1,620 Hz and 88 to 108 MHz.
SOURCE Switch; PHONO, AM, FM, TAPE & AUX. Dual Tandem VOLUME Control; Dual

Tandem BASS Control; p,ovides 15 db boost and 17 db cut at 20 Hz. Dual Tandem

TREBLE Control; provides 15 db boost and 15 db cut at 20 kHz. The Bass and Treble controls can be disabled for FLAT frequency response. BALANCE Control. SPEAKERS Switch.
POWER Switch. MODE Switch. TAPE MON. Switch. FM Switch. NOISE FILTER Switch.
LOUDNESS Switch. PHASE Control. SQUELCH Control. STEREO THRESH (Threshold) Control.
L & R AUX. Controls. AM -FM Level Controls. PHONO Level Controls. TAPE Level Controls.

TAPE MONITOR level Controls. SEP ADJ (Separation Adjust) Control. 19 kHz Test -Adjust
Switch. SIGNAL Meter V, R, Normal Switch. AC Outlet Sockets: Accessory outlets, rear

cnassis apron, one switched 1350 watts maximum), and two unswitched (350 watts
n-.aximum). Power Requirements: 105-125 or 210-250 volt 50/60 Hz AC. Dimensions:
Cverall, 16'/." wide x 4'4" high x 14'/," deep. Mounting Position: Horizontal or vertical.
Rated tHF (Institute of High Fidelity' Standards.
RIAA (Record Industry Association of America).

1m

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40.4
Bentor Harbor, Michigan 19022

L Enclosed is E

plus shipping.

Describes these and over 250 kits
for stereo/hi-fi. color TV, amateur
radio, shortwave, test, CB, marine,
educational, home and hobby. Save

Please send model Si,
E Please send FREE 196? Heathkit Catalog.

up to 50% by doing the easy assem-

Address

bly yourself. Mail coupon or write
Heath Company, Benton Harbor,
Michigan 49022.

Name

City

Slate

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
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CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRESENTS...
The IDEAL Amplifier
SA30-30

AUDIO SPECIFICATIONS VIII: CARTRIDGES
OST

Over 60 watts of dynamite

Clean Transparent Sound

Military -Grade Parts,
Workmanship & Reliability

Only 1-3/4" thin, 19" rack
mount

Price $19900
For complete characteristics and

specifications write for Bulletin
114, or ask any proud owner.

MODEL

1/4 TRACK STEREO

SX124 ONLY $995

DEB
Modular Transport
Low -Noise Circuitry
Third Head Monitoring
World's Finest Recording Quality
Speed

7-1/2
3-3/4

Response

S/N

±2db 30 to 25,000 55db
--2db 30 to 15,000 50db

GL... -w -re, International
BOX 1000, DEPT. HSR-4
ELKHART, INDIANA

MADE ONLY IN AMERICA
CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD
2S

high-fidelity cartridges operate on the principle that an electric

_IV/i current can be generated in a coil of wire by varying the magnetic
flux impinging on the coil. The power plants that light our cities make
electricity by this technique, and one might think of a magnetic phono
cartridge as a miniature electric generator. Relative motion between the
magnetic -flux field and the coil produces a voltage that corresponds in fre-

quency (pitch) and amplitude (loudness) to the musical content of the
record groove.

It does not really matter whether the magnet moves and the coil remains
stationary, or vice versa, or whether neither moves and some third element
varies the magnetic interrelationship between the two. The engineer thus
has the option of designing either a moz mg -coil, a moving -magnet, or what
could be called a moving -flux cartridge.
Moving -magnet models are theoretically quite simple. The magnet is
attached to the rear of the stylus shank and swings between two pairs of coils
so positioned that one pair produces the left stereo signal while the other
produces the right. Manufacturers who have settled on this type of phono
cartridge have achieved excellent results. Others, however, feel that a magnet
swinging back and forth between the coils will not generate the most linear
signal and favor the moving -coil approach. With this technique, the coils
move while the magnet stays put. Still another approach involves having a
stationary magnet induce a magnetic field in the stylus shank whose motion
is then magnetically sensed by the stationary coils or simply by having the
shank "interfere" with the magnetic path between the magnet and the coil.
Quite a different way of generating phono signals is based on the odd
fact that certain ceramics and crystals produce electricity when they are
squeezed, pushed, stretched, twisted, or otherwise mechanically stressed.
Ceramic cartridges rely on this so-called piezo-electric effect. In these cartridges, the stylus motion twists two tiny slabs of ceramic materials-one
for the left channel, the other for the right-which then produce an electric
voltage that is proportional in frequency and amplitude to the torsional force
exerted by the stylus and hence to the convolutions of the record groove. For
many years, such cartridges failed to attain high performance levels, mainly
because of the difficulty of providing a precise lever linkage between the
stylus and the ceramic slabs. But Grado and Sonotone, among others, have
effectively solved this problem in their recent ceramic cartridges.
An offbeat approach to cartridge design is espoused by Euphonics, who
make several cartridge models that do not in themselves generate signals
but whose elements act as resistances that vary in accordance with the musical waveform in the record groove. A d.c. voltage applied to the cartridge
from a separate power -supply unit is modulated by the changing cartridge
resistance.

While these different approaches are hotly argued among engineers, the

audiophile can regard the issue with satisfied dispassion, happy in the
knowledge that each of the contending principles discussed here has proved
its musical competence.
Copies of the Basic Audio Vocabulary booklet are still available. To get
yours, just circle number 181 on the Reader Service Card, page 18.
HIFI/ STEREO REVIEW

Just add weeke-s, dial your pleasure
and relax. Enjoy the magnificent sou id

that corm 'torn the most advanced
desigi in audio today

phis i; a rec eiver designed to i4o
home with y DU and stay here. Thanks
So tie unprecedented reliab lit, born cf
riodu a r engineering, Bogen style.

The a 1-311r:in sol d stele TR100X
combines a sixty -matt (IHF) amplifier

\'irtja ly all circuitry of the TR100X

(flat from 20 to 50,000 Hz.) and a
super -sensitive, easy -dialing am/fmstereo tuner. It offers automatic
stereo switching, a Stereo Minder

signal light that a'erts you to
stereo broadcasts, and an oversize
meter for precise tuning. Plus four
speaker outputs and a speaker selector
switch that lets you listen to stereo
in eithe- cr both of two rooms .. or
through headphones, with
speakers si:ent.
.

APRIL

967

is contained on six automatically assembled circuit modules. These
modules are interconnected by
positive, push -on connectors.
Point-to-point hand soldering is
virtually eliminated and so is the
margin 'or human error. For further
reliability, the output transistors used
are sc rugged they can w thstend
accidental snorting of speaker leads,
even at high signal levels of long
duration. What's more, they're fused
for additional protection.

The str king styling o' the TR 1 XY.

.

.

its rich satin gold and warm walnut
grain ... will grace and harmOhize
with any hone.
Best of all, the TR100X is easy to
come home with. Only $249.95.*
(The TF100, icentical to the TR100X,
less AM, is only $234.95*)
MIOKEf Iw f HE WM. CA 1,1011' OPTIC.541... 50050.
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Imo
Alabama
B IRMINGHAM

VAN NUYS

METAIRIE
Bell Radio Supply CO.
NEW ORLEANS

White Front
Boyd
Boyd Wonn Hi Fi

I

Likis SIreo Center
D ECATUR

Forbes Distributing

Colorado
DENVER

DOTHAM

WiregrasS Etectroniell

Denver Sound Center
Empire Audio Exchange
Lloyd's Hi Fr

HUNTSVILLE
Electronic WholesaleirS

Industrial Electronics

MOBILE
Electronics World
Specialty Distributing CO.
MUSCLE SHOALS CITY

Connecticut
HAMDEN

Arizona
GLENDALE

Belmont Records

PHOENIX

David Dean Smith

Govway Dept. Stoi

Delaware
DOVER

Lafayette Radio Electronled,
HARTFORD

Sound City Electron'.

WEST HARTFORD

Lafayette Radio Electron!
NEW HAVEN

Merritt Electric
Arizona Hi Ft

Woolco Dept. Store
SCOTTSDALE

Empire Audio
Goxway Dept. Store

.,.

TEMPE

Woolco Dept. Store

SaveCo Dept. Store

Ar

Custom Hi Fi Electronic.
Electronic Wholesehers
Glens Audio Annan

California
ANAHEIM

Florida

Anaheim Electronics
Henry Radio
White Front

..
-

Alco Home E ectroniC Center

T

CANOGA PARK

MIAMI
Electronic Equipment CO.
Friedman Sound
Hopkins.Smith
Sound Om

-Slty Distributing CO.
ATLANTApia

L & I/1 Electronics

OOWNEY

White Front

, Olson Electronics

FRESNO

iSs"ADistributing Co.
GUS

While Front
GOLETA

N & W Camera d. HI Fi

HERMOSA BEACH

B RUNSWICK

Disco Fair

Specialty Distribu,ing Co.

Active Sales & Equipment

- Specialty Distributing CO.

HOLLYWOOD
Hi FS Corner

" COLUMBUS
Specialty Distributing CO.

Yale Radio Electric

DECATUR

Alan's or Atlanta

r

INGLEWOOD
Acorn -Derr

MACON

Inglewood ElectroniCS
Olson Electronics

Co.

MARIE

LA MESA

Specialty Distributing CO.

While Front

SAVANNAH

LONG BEACH

Norwood's Record Shop
Specialty Distributing CO.

L. M. Barcus

Acorn -Gem
LOS ANGELES

VALDOSTA

Specially Distributing CO.

Illinois
CHICAGO

ABC Premiums
Acorn.Gern
O il -Air Camera
HenryRadio
SaveCo. Dept. Store
Shelley's Stereo Eti Fi Centel.

.

White Front
MONTEBELLO
Coastron
MOUNTAIN VIEW
Alco Home Electronic Cent*,
Aud io Video Forum

E J. Korvett

EJ.
MATTESON

.

Cal H Fi
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
I

World Electronics
OAKLAND

Fisher Electronic,
White Front
ONTARIO

White Front
OXNARD

Disco Fair
MA

hite Front
PASADENA

Allied Redo Corp.
Ralph HiFt
ELMHURST

1

White Sales

,

.

J. Corvette

Home Electronics Center,
c, o Arlan's Dept. Store
Lot
Distributing Co.
MORTON GROVE

E. J. Corvette
OAKLAWN
E. J. Corvette
PEORIA

Home Electronics Center,
c'o Arlan's Dept. Store
N. RIVERSIDE
E. J. Corvette
SPRINGFIELD

Home Electronics Center

Indiana

AcornGern

ANDERSON

Save.Co. Dept Store
PLEASANT HILL
White Front
RICHMOND
Pacific Electronics

EVANSVILLE
George C. Mettle Co.
Home Electronics Center
FORT WAYNE
Fort Wayne Electronics
Greiner's

PICO RIVERA

SACRAMENTO

California Radio TV Supply
Lafayette Electron cs

Lombard's Electron"
Stereo Showcase
White Front
SAN BERNARDINO
White Front
SAN DIEGO
Pro Am Electronics
Savie.Co. Dept. Store

Whit Front

SAN FRANCISCO

FIN. Electronics
Fisher Electronics
Pacific Electronics
White Front
SAN POSE

Alec Paramount EfeeetrOnlell

WhIt Front

SAN LEANDRO

Fadda' TV

SANTA ANA

Acorn Gem Electronic.
SANTA CLARA

Alco Home Electronic Conte,
SANTA MARIA

LoMbard's Electronics

SUNNYVALE

White Front
TORRANCE

SavCo. Dept. Store

White Front

Electronic World
E. J. Corvette
Gem Electronics
Lafayette Radio

SPRINGFIELD
Consumer Auttionics

Michigan
ARBOR

Electronic Supply

Home Electronics Center
INDIANAPOLIS
Communications Eqpt. CO.
Graham Electronics
Van Sickle Radio Supply
LAFAYETTE

Latfmae Radio Supply
Muncie Electronics Supply

Iowa
BETTENDORF

Hume Ele:tronics Center.
c o Arlan's Dept, Store
DAVENPORT

Griggs Piano Co.
LAWRENCE
Fred E. Sutton & CIAS

WICHITA

Sound Mrchandisel

Kentucky
LOUISVILLE

Hi Fi Sales & Service

Louisiana
ALEXANDRIA

House of Electronics

B ATON ROUGE

Lafayette Radio Electron)

c/o Arlan's Dept Store

Home Electronics Center
GRAND RAPIDS

Home Electrostcs Center.
C/0 Arlan's Dept. Store
L Cams Electronics
N

son Photo Center
aka Photo Center
LINCOLN PARK

INewmarst & Lewis
HUNTINGTON
Gem Electronics
HUNTINGTON STATIOY
E. J. Corvette

Rite Electronics

ITHACA
Dryden Radio
ilJAMAICA
- Classic Electronics

1Lalyett Radio

MT. CLEMENS
/kw:Inland Men of MUSIO
PONTIAC

New Center Electron!"
ROSEVILLE

E. J. Corvette
SAGINAW

Home Electronics Centel
peo Artan's °opt, Ste

R A. Howard Nigh Fidelity

MIDDLETOWN
he Audio Center
LWOUNT VERNON

Naar+ Electronics
;INANUET

;4. J. Corvette

'NEW HYDE PARK
Dressner Audio
NEW YORK
Aires Radio

Audio Unlimited
Bryce Appliance

WARREN

Audioland Men of Mullie
Horne Eiectroeics Center

to

MI

MINNEAPOLIS

Audio King
Lew Bonn Co.
Schaal. Electronics
Sound of the 'itorthwest
ROCHESTER

Lew Bonn Co.
ST. PAUL
13.Z Audio Clime
Schaak Electronics

Sound of the Morin."(
WILLMAR
The Music Sto e
WINONA

Hal Leonard Music

Missouri
JOPLIN
Four State Redo
ST. LOUIS
E. J. Corvette
King Sound Ca
SPRINGFIELD

ers agree. That's why

they recommend it!

E. J. Korvett

PLAINVIEW
Gam Electronics

Hear for yourself this

PORTCHESTER
E. ) Corvette
ROCHESTER

fine sounding Wharfe-

Hearts 1.1.

ST. JAMES

Gem Electronics

dale Speaker System.
It's only $129.95.

SCARSDALE

Lafayette Radio
SCHENECTADY
Seiden Sound
STATEN ISLAND

E. J. Corvette
SYOSSET

Norman Electronics

Montana
BOZEMAN
Montana Nun

E. J. Corvette
Cooper Products
Cern Electronics
Hervey Radio
Lafayette Radio
Leonard Radio
Packard Electronics
Rabson's
PELHAM MANOR

These authorized deal-

Co.

New
Jersey
ATLANTIC CITT

Lafayette Radio
Newmark & Lewis

Vile/44k

SYRACUSE

University Hill Music
VALLEY STREAM

Gem Electronics
WOODBURY

Harvey Radio

ASBURY PARK
. J. Corvette
EAUDUBON

BAYONNE

Sem Electronics
E. BRUNSWICK
Clem

Electronics

MOORESTOWN

Don Christ Mu -lc Center
NEWARK

Lafayette Radio
Radio Parts Co.
Soler Electronics
WEST CHESTER
WILKE S. BARRE

WILLOW GROVE

SoLndee Electronics
WYNCOTE

E. J. Corvette
Lab a Volta

PAWTUCKET
Apex
WARWICK
Apex

Island

CHATTANOOGA

Specialty Distributog Co.

KNOXVILLE

Music Land Inc.
NASHVILLE

Nicholson's H. Ft Center

Texas
ABILENE

R & R ElectroniCs
AMARILLO

Capitol Electronic.
& R Electronics

DALLAS

Crabtree's Wholesale Elec.
Elect romart
FORT WORTH

Audio Distributing
The Fidelity House
HOUSTON

Sou Id Equipment
LUBBOCK

R & R Electronics
WICHITA FALLS
R & R Electronics

Virginia
BAILEYS CROSSRCADS

E. J. Corvette
FALLS CHURCH

Lafayette Radio
Television Workshop
HAMPTON
GEX Audio Dept.
RICHMOND

Audio Fidelity Corp
Gary's

Vickers Electronics

BELLEVUE

RALEIGH

Audio Center

(Awie,

PITTSBURGH

SPRINGFIELD
Caprtal Recording
VIRGINIA BEACH
.E% Audio Dept.

North
Carolina
DURHAM

Dart Electronics

Warren Radio
PAOU
Hi Fi Center
PHILADELPHIA
Eastern TV
Herman Miller Co.
Sam Goody
John Wanarnaker

Gem Electronics

YONKERS

Rainbow Electronics

Walicles Electronle

General Radio & Cettronirs

ram Electronics

E. J. Corvette

A & B Stereo
MEADVILLE

HI Fidelity Stereo Center

ifie4.11wat°

It is excellent
value

KINGSTON

LAWRENCE

Newmark & Lewis
E. J. Corvette
LITTLE NECK

Hershel Electronics

Warren Radio
HARRISBURG
Harrisburg Radio
KING OF PRUSSIA
E. J. Corvette

JAMESTOWN

Warren Radio

MADISON NM

SOUTH GATE

s

.(lam Electronics

Hershel Electronics

ST. JOSEPH

ERIE

Electron."

good

ARDMORE

Harry Sugerrnae

FOREST HILLS

It is very

Gem Electronics
E J. Hone

EYNON

.REENS FALLS
BeldenSound
.OREAT NECK

R. D. Larson Dectroni"

yenta

ALLENTOWN

Furth.* Radio

s HEMPSTEAD

FLINT
Home Electronics Center,

HiFi Unlimited

B uffalo Audio Center

F Qom

It is new

The mason's
PORTLAND

B UFFALO

CARLE PLACE
,jIE. J. Corvette
dIFARMINGDALE

Consumer Auvionics

Larsen Music

Soundest EiectronitS
BALA CYNWYD
Radio Clinic
BETHLEHEM
Biteonns

Gem Electronics

Lafayette Radio ElintrOniCI

Armies Electronic,

E J. Korvett
Lalayett Radio
Mate" Electronics

B ROOKLYN

E. J. Corvette
Hershel Electronic*

Georgia

Bushel's

B RONX

DETROIT

ALBANY
Specialty Distributing CO.
- ATHENS

WEST COVINA
SaveCo Dept. SIO11
CULVER CITY

BINGHAMPTON
Audio Service

WORCESTER

YOUNGSTOWN

Oregon
EUGENE

Gem Electronics

SAUGUS

c/o Artan's Deer. Store

Valley Hi.Fi Electronics

Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA CITY

BELLEROSE

This is our
model W60C

Wintered.°

Epco Electronics
Gem Electronics

CAMBRIDGE
Lechrneee Se i 5
Stereo Designs
DEDHAM

FREMONT
Sw sr -Wander Radio
PARMA

ALB AY
Fort OrNange Radio
laden Sound
B AYSHORE

Center,
e Electrno
cro Arlan's Dept. Store

Frutchey Audio Labs

White Front

Cramer Electronics
DeMarnbro Hi Fi Center
Lafayette Radio
Raymond's
World of Music

Winteradio

Home Electron" Center,

BATAVIA

BOSTON

The Stotts -Friedman Co.
SOUTH EUCLID

WARREN

New York

Massachusetts

DAYTON

Stereo H. Fi House
REND

Custom H .F. Music

Forest City Material Co.
Pionee Standard Elec.
COLUMBUS
Anderson High Ficellty
Custom Stereo Electronics

STEUBENVILLE
Lafayette Radio
TOLEDO

An Rennet Sound Since,:

SILVER SPRING

CLEVELAND

Hist. I idelity Cons-ilia.ils

Nevada
LAS VEGAS

sery poliamte Mart

WINTER PARK

COVINA
Acorn -Gem

Now Mexico
ALBUQUERQUE

Lafayette Radio Eleutronite

Dow ElecIr
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TECH NICAL TALK
By JULIAN D. HIRSCH

TONE -BURST TESTING: In all Hirsch -Houck lab
reports on speaker systems, the tone -burst response is

shown and mentioned as an important indication of
transient performance. Since space limitations prevent a
detailed discussion of this test in the individual lab reports, I would like to elaborate on it at this time.
Ordinary frequency -response and distortion measurements are made with continuous sine -wave test signals.
Such a signal is heard as a pure, unwavering tone. However, loudspeakers in music systems seldom, if ever, are
called upon to handle continuous tones, since music and
voice are essentially transient in nature. In other words,

program material consists of a large number of frequencies whose amplitudes are changing constantly and

abruptly over wide limits. The better the speaker, the
greater is its ability to reproduce accurately a wide range

of frequencies-and to follow their rapidly changing
waveforms.

It is entirely possible for a speaker to require a relatively long time (5 or more milliseconds) to attain its
full output level after a steady signal is applied. In such
a case, the speaker may continue to "ring," or emit the
same frequency with a slowly decreasing amplitude, for
some time after the driving signal is removed. Sometimes the ringing is at a different frequency from the
input signal.

If the input drive signal is aplied for a very brief interval, the
speaker's output signal may never
reach its full amplitude, and the
ringing will tend to smear or
mask the next transient signal. If

interpreted without elaborate electronic instrumentation.
A tone burst can be likened to the periodic ring of a
telephone except that it normally takes place many times
per second. It is an audio -frequency tone that is switched

on and off at regular intervals. Perhaps the simplest
tone -burst generator consists of

an audio oscillator

(which need not have particularly low distortion) and

an electronic switch such as the Eico 488 or Heath
ID -22. (The Heath switch requires a simple modification to reduce its minimum switching rate for testing at
low frequencies.)
This simple setup works very well, although the lack

of synchronization between the switching rate and the
oscillator output results in random switching transients
at the beginning and end of the bursts. This disturbance
is not significant for the type of test I am decribing. It
is completely eliminated in an excellent tone -burst generator made by General Radio, which costs about $500.
We use a lab -constructed equivalent of the G.R. tone burst generator for our speaker testing.

The switched audio tone is fed to a stable rower

amplifier that drives the speaker under test. The output
of a microphone placed in front of the speaker is amplified (by any conventional preamplifier), and then displayed on an oscilloscope where it can be viewed and
photographed. Ideally, the speaker should be located outdoors or
REVIEWED T HIS MONTH

in an =echoic chamber to prevent room resonances from in-

Crown SX 724 Tape Recorder
Dual 1009SK Aut omatic Turntable
Fisher 700-T S tereo Receiver

the speaker's drive signal is music

instead of a test tone, this effect

fluencing the results. However,
we have found it possible to

operate indoors, with the microphone placed about a foot from

the speaker (on the axis of the

is audible as a haziness, or lack of definition, which makes

active driver in a multi -speaker system).

it difficult to pick out individual instruments from the

The audio oscillator is tuned slowly through its frequency range while the waveform is observed on the

total orchestral sound.

Musical program material, because of its non -repetitive nature, is obviously unsuitable for objective measurement of transient response. Many types of transient
test signals have been proposed, including pulses, square
waves, white noise, and tone bursts. Systems have been

devised to obtain quantitative, numerical results from
such signals, but the techniques tend to be quite complex. Fortunately, a tone -burst test can be applied easily
and inexpensively and with experience can be visually
APRIL 1967

oscilloscope. The switching rate of the electronic switch
is adjusted to display approximately 10 to 30 cycles of
the test frequency. Test frequencies below 100 Hz are
not practical indoors because of room resonances.
It is important that the burst be neither too short nor
too long. If only 5 or 6 cycles of the burst are shown,
many of the disturbances which require a longer time to
build up will not be seen. On the other hand, excessively

long bursts, such as 0.5 second, permit the speaker to
31
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Figure I

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

attain its steady-state response, so that the initial dis-

intermediate level and decays over a period of several

turbances cannot be seen in their true perspective. Under
these conditions, any speaker can be made to look good.
This test assumes that the microphone and amplifier
have no significant problems in handling the transients

cycles before settling down to a low, background -ringing

involved. A good condenser microphone (such as the
Altec 21BR150, which we use) is ideal but rather expensive for casual experimenting. Most good -quality

burst rises gradually to a maximum in 5 or 6 cycles and
decays in 2 or 3 cycles to a ringing level not far below
its maximum output. What should he a sharp transition
from burst to quiet interval is largely erased. Actually,
this is not a very had response comparatively, but it is
noticeably inferior to the preceding examples. These
tone -burst photos were taken of a number of reasonably
good speaker systems. If any speaker had a tone -burst
response throughout its frequency range that generally
resembled these examples, it would rank quite high.
These tests do not indicate the frequency range of a
speaker, but results are closely related to its clarity and
listening ease. Both a wide, smooth response and good
tone -burst response are properties of a really good speaker, but we would rate the tone -burst response as being
the more important of the two. After all, one can correct
for frequency imbalance with tone controls, but nothing
short of redesign of the speaker system can be done to

public-address microphones in the $30 to $60 price class
will serve, as will any reasonably stable amplifier.
The electrical output of the amplifier, shown in Fig. 1,
is the standard of comparison. No real speaker is as
good as this, although some come very close. Figure 2
shows the response of a good -quality speaker to a tone
burst. Observe that 3 cycles are required for the output
to reach its full amplitude at the beginning of each
burst and 2 cycles for it to decay at the end. The lowlevel ringing between bursts is relatively insignificant.

It is helpful to vary the duration of a burst while

maintaining a fixed test -tone frequency. In Fig. 3, the
full amplitude is reached in about 4 cycles, but after
several more cycles it begins to fluctuate. The speaker
"turns on" and "turns off" very quickly in about 1 cycle.
However, after switching off, its output drops to an

level.

Some speakers have resonances which smear the tone -

burst outputs, as shown in Fig. 4. Here, the 300 -Hz

improve poor transient response.

EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS
By Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

15 ips, very slow speeds, or extra heads, are available
from Crown on special order.

The Crown SX724 is large, heavy, and designed for
standard (19 inches wide)

MANY tape recorders labeled semi-professional are

rack mounting in 153/4
inches of vertical panel space. The transport and electronic sections are separate, with the latter using silicon
transistors throughout. Modular construction is used in
both the electrical and mechanical portions of the machine, and all replaceable parts, including the motors
and the power transformer, are plug-in style for easy

clearly recognizable as home machines, even though their

maintenance.

performance may approach that of professional units.
The Crown SX724, however, appears to be a recorder
of truly professional caliber in its styling, construction,
and performance, yet it is definitely intended for use by
the advanced amateur recordist as well as the professional user. The SX724 is a four -track stereo machine

The ruggedly constructed transport has three motors
and a heavy flywheel for constant tape speed. Reels up
to 101/2 inches in diameter can be handled, and 3 -inch
hub adapters are available for the NAB 101/2 -inch reel.
On our test unit, speed change required shifting a belt
inside the machine from one pulley to another. Latest
production models have a front -panel control for speed
(Conti:wed on page 34)

CROWN SX724
FOUR -TRACK STEREO

TAPE RECORDER

operating at 71/2 or 33/4 ips. The Crown SX722 is similar, but has two -track heads. Numerous options, such as
32
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We
didn't invent
the circle.
(We just put it to music.)

Actually it was the Romans who first
Conceived the idea that sound projected through
an urn could disperse sound in a 360 degree radius.
In 1963, Empire reasoned out that a speaker system with corplete
symmetry of design could provide the same effect.
We were later to make three very important discoveries: A wide angle acoustic
lens assures fuller frequency and magnificent stereo separation A mass
loaded woofer facing downward, feeding through a front loaded horn
will provide 360 degree sound dispersion and prevent standing waves
from developing in the room. And, an imported marble top to match the
flawless hand -rubbed walnut finish will bring a sigh of
comfort to the decorator -conscious audiophile.
The result: superlative musical performance. When did we
know we had it made? When others began copying us.
Augustus Caesar, thanks a lot.

Empire Grenadier.
One of the
great firsts.
Great new 16 page color catalog is
available, write: Empire Scientific Corp.,
845 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.Y.
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provision for adjusting the record bias for optimum
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changes. The tape motion is controlled by solenoids, operated by light -touch pushbuttons. In accordance with
professional practice, there is no index counter.
The Model SX electronic section has two inputs per
channel, with separate volume controls for mixing. The
jacks will accept high -impedance microphones and/or
high-level lines. The playback -output level is +8 VU

(about 2 volts into 600 ohms). The two 5 -inch VU

The Crown SX724 is a machine for the serious recordist who expects to use it for long periods of time
without unusual maintenance. It is constructed in such a
manner that we believe it will give years of reliable service. At 71/2 ips, its quality is the equal of any recorder
we know of, and various accessories (such as NAB reel
adapters; matching transformers; special heads, amplifiers, and tape speeds; remote control; and built-in pow-

er amplifiers) permit the user to tailor the machine to
his own needs. The Crown SX724 sells for $995. A
portable case sells for $59, and it has sufficient room for
a solid-state stereo power amplifier available from Crown.
For more information, circle 187 on reader service card

meters are illuminated and are highly legible. Each chan-

nel has its own recording interlock switch, permitting
mono or sound -on -sound recording, with external patch

cords from the output of one channel to the input of
the other. All inputs and outputs are at the rear of the
recorder, and phone jacks are used throughout except for

the line outputs, which have both phone and phone
jacks in parallel. On the front panel are two stereo headphone jacks for monitoring.
We measured the 71/2-ips record/playback response of
the Crown SX724 as an excellent -±2.5 dh from 20 to

20,000 Hz. The playback response, with the Ampex
31321-04 alignment tape, was -±2.5 db from 50 to
15,000 Hz. At 33/4 ips, the record/playback response
was ± I dh from 20 to 10,000 Hz and down 5 db at
15,000 Hz.

The signal-to-noise ratio was outstandingly good, 59
db at 71/2 ips and 56 db at 33/4 ips, referred to the 3 per
cent distortion level. Distortion at normal recording levels was exceptionally good-under 0.5 per cent at 0 VU.

It did not reach 3 per cent until +8 VU, which was
well off -scale on the meters. Wow and flutter were 0.03

and 0.07 per cent, respectively. The recording amplifiers had very high gain, requiring only 0.32 millivolt
from a microphone or 0.04 volt from line inputs for
0 -VU recording level.

In the fast tape speeds, 1,800 feet of tape was handled in 58 seconds. There are no mechanical brakes, and
all braking is achieved by d.c. passed through the reel
motors. Care must be taken not to interrupt power while
running at fast speed, as tape spillage is sure to occur.

DUAL 1009SK
AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE

DUAL has recently introduced the Model 1009SK automatic turntable, which combines many features of the
1009 (which it supersedes) and the 1019. Like the
1019, the new 1009SK has four speeds, a balanced tone
arm with low -friction bearings, and a sensitive trip
0.5
mechanism that allows tracking forces of as little
gram to be used during automatic operation. Tracking
force is "dialed in" by an accurate calibrated adjustment

operated at the arm pivot. Record spindles are interchangeable for use of the machine as a changer or for
single -play operation. With the single -play spindle in
place, automatic arm indexing and shut-off still function.
The arm is so designed that the vertical tracking angle

changes by less than 6 degrees from beginning to end
of a stack of ten records (this is less than the variation

from unit to unit in many types of cartridges). The
stylus force is also constant within 0.2 gram over the
full stack of records. The arm -bearing friction, referred
to the stylus tip, is less than 0.1 gram in the Model 1009
and under 0.04 gram in the 1009SK and 1019 (accord-

ing to the manufacturer). After the machine has been
used as a changer, records can be lifted off without re-

Also, the tape must be allowed to stop fully before

moving the spindle.

switching from fast forward or reverse. Although the recording interlocks do not release when the tape is

The 1019 has a vernier speed control that provides
about 6 per cent speed variation at each nominal setting
and a heavy, 71/2 -pound balanced non-ferrous platter.
The 1009SK, on the other hand, lacks the vernier speed
adjustment, and its balanced platter weighs slightly over
four pounds.
The 10C9SK and 1019 models share a number of features not found in the discontinued 1009. They have a
highly eective anti -skating compensation, which is adjusted by a calibrated dial at the base of the arm -pivot
system. The dial is set to correspond to the tracking
(Continued on page 36)

stopped, the transport will not go into fast motion unless both are in PLAY. This effectively prevents an accidental tape erasure.
The instruction manual with the Crown SX724 is exceptionally complete, including schematics and detailed

installation and operation data. As one would expect
from the measured data, the Crown SX724 is a superb
performer. At 71,A ips, the output signal was indistinguishable from the input. At 33/4 ips, there was some
loss of high frequencies with the tape type specified. We
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force, which provides the optimum amount of torque to

oppose the inward torque or skating. The degree of
compensation is set for optimum performance with a
0.6 -mil stylus. Styli of different dimensions or with
elliptical shapes require slightly different amounts of
compensation, which can be determined from a table in
the instruction manual for the 1009SK.
A silicon -damped cueing device raises the pickup as
much as y8 inch from the record surface and lowers it
gently when the lever is flicked to the normal position.
The cueing mechanism retains control of the arm position until it reaches the record surface so that the arm
does not tend to move outward as it descends. Other
automatic turntables have stationary spindles, and discs
with slightly undersized center holes may therefore bind.
The Dual players, like manual turntables, have spindles

have ever measured; the second unit tested was very close
to being as good. But even if the wow, rumble, and flutter

were to be increased two or more times, it would still
rank as an outstanding instrument. The 1009SK sells
for $109.50, $20 less than Dual's top -of -the -line 1019.
Various attractively styled oiled walnut bases are available from $6.95 to x34.95.
For more information, circle 188 on reader service card

FISHER 700-T

STEREO RECEIVER

which rotate with the platter, eliminating one of the
record -playing purists' last remaining objections to automatic record players.

The magnesium cartridge shell of the 1009SK and
1019 can be released simply by pushing the finger lift
toward the rear of the arm. It has provision for adjusting the stylus overhang for minimum tracking error
with any cartridge, and a plastic guide is supplied for
locating the cartridge correctly in the shell.

Having previously tested the Dual 1009 and 1019,
we fully expected the 1009SK to be of the highest
quality. Nevertheless, we were not prepared for the results of our tests. The first unit we tested had the lowest
wow, flutter, and rumble we have ever measured on a
turntable, either manual or automatic. The wow varied
from 0.03 to 0.04 per cent at all speeds, and flutter was
0.015 per cent. We suspect that these figures, particularly

the flutter, represent the residual levels in our test instruments and records. The rumble, combining vertical
and lateral components, was -39 db by NAB standards
(unweighted) and was -42 db in the lateral plane. Obviously, the lighter turntable platter used in the 1009SK
does not detract from its performance.
The turntable speed was nearly exact and did not vary
detectably over a line voltage range of 80 to 135 volts.
The automatic -change cycle required about 12 seconds
when 331/3 -rpm records were being played. The arm of

the Dual 1009SK had a tracking error of less than 0.5
degree per inch of radius, except for a reading of 1 degree per inch at a 3 -inch radius. These measurements
were made with a cartridge installed with the jig provided, and we did not make any attempt to improve it
by further adjustment. These figures are satisfactory,
though not as outstanding as those for rumble and wow.

ALTHOUGH many moderate -price integrated stereo re-

ceivers perform very well, a segment of the audio hobbyist community will not accept even the small design compromises that occur when combining tuner and
amplifier on a single chassis. The Fisher 700-T receiver
is apparently intended to satisfy the most critical group
of audiophiles. The all -solid-state tuner section uses
three field-effect transistors (FET's) in its front end (replacing the nuvistor tubes used in previous Fisher
models) and has a conservatively rated IHF sensitivity
of 1.8 microvolts.

The audio amplifiers of the 700-T are rated at 40
watts per channel into 8 ohms (50 watts into 4 ohms)
at less than 0.8 per cent distortion. In addition to the
usual volume, balance, and tone controls (the latter being concentric types which can be adjusted individually
or simultaneously), the Fisher 700-T has switchable
loudness compensation, FM muting, and high- and lowcut filters.

The input selector has positions for TAPE HEAD,
PHONO, AUX, and three FM settings: AUTO, STEREO, and
MONO. Set for AUTO, the receiver switches automatically
between mono and stereo reception (an operation con-

trolled by the transmitted pilot carrier), and signals
stereo reception by a red light on the dial scale above
the tuning meter. In the STEREO setting, the receiver
responds only to stereo broadcasts, giving no audio output from mono broadcasts. In MONO, all stations are
received monophonically.

The first sample of the 1009SK automatic had, by a

In the 700-T, the functions of a mode selector and
tape -monitor switch have been combined. In the three
counterclockwise positions of the switch, the receiver
operates either in mono, stereo, or with the sub -channel
noise filter for stereo FM weak -signal reception. In the
three clockwise positions of the switch, the receiver is
set up for tape monitoring or playback from a three head tape recorder, or for playing back either track of a
mono tape through both speakers. Like many current
receivers, the Fisher 700-T has provision for pairs of
main and remote speakers, with a switch to select either
or both pairs or to turn off all speakers for headphone
listening via the front -panel jack.

small margin, the best rumble, wow, and flutter figures we

(Continued on page 38)

A second sample measured 0.5 degree at a 3 -inch radius.
The tracking -force dial calibration was accurate within 0.15 gram over the range from 1 to 4 grams. The arm

resonance, with a high -compliance cartridge installed,
was at about 10 Hz and had an amplitude of about 2
db. The Dual 1009SK floats on very compliant spring
mounts, and hence it is nearly immune to shock and vibration as well as feedback from nearby loudspeakers.
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BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN WITH 8 -OHM LOADS, ONE CHANNEL MEASURED
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RIAA phono equalization in our test sample had a
downward slope, resulting in an error of several db at
about 50 Hz.
With one channel driven, at 1,000 Hz, the 700-T delivered 40 watts with 0.8 per cent distortion, as rated.
In accordance with IHF standards on amplifier tests,
we measured the amplifiers with both channels driven,
under which condition they delivered 36 watts per channel, with distortion under 1 per cent from 80 to 17,000
Hz. With a 4 -ohm load, power output was about 56

Considered only as an FM tuner, the Fisher 700-T
would rate special mention. Its measured IHF sensitivity was 1.6 microvolts and its limiting sensitivity (where
the distortion and noise are within 3 db of their ultimate
minimum level) was 2.8 microvolts. It is one of the

watts; with a 16 -ohm load, about 20 watts. At half

most sensitive FM tuners we have ever tested.

The 1,000 -Hz harmonic distortion was in the vicinity
of 0.2 per cent up to slightly more than 30 watts output,

Stereo FM channel separation averaged about 27 db
over most of the audio range. Drift was undetectable,
and the interstation muting and automatic stereo opera-

power (18 watts per channel), the distortion was under
0.7 per cent over the full audio range, and at one -tenth
power (3.6 watts) it was very slightly more than it
was at 18 watts.

-1-20

111

tion were flawless and unobtrusive in their action. There

AUDIO OUTPUT

0 DB 0 78 VOLT
(TARE -OUTPUT JACK)

+10

are LOCAL and NORMAL antenna terminals on the rear of

11111111
'

the receiver to prevent overload of the front end by
strong nearby stations. We found some very low-level
cross -modulation when listening to weak signals spaced
400 kHz from strong local stations when using the
NORMAL antenna connection. It is unlikely that this
would have been heard had we not been specifically
checking for it or had we used the LOCAL terminals.
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FISHER 700-T

10

FAA -TUNER SECTION (me,

a
0
0

The audio -frequency response of the amplifier section

was flat within ±0.5 db from 80 to 20,000 Hz, and
down 4 db at 20 Hz. It appears that a desirable subsonic

roll -off has been designed into the 700-T to prevent
speaker or amplifier overload from rumble or accidental
dropping of the phono pickup (important considerations
with high -power amplifiers).
The switch -controlled loudness compensation boosts
both the low and high frequencies as volume is lowered.

The high- and low-cut filters had slopes of 6 db per
octave at 5,500 Hz and 220 Hz (the latter being considerably higher than the rated cut-off of 50 Hz). The
bass tone control has a sliding inflection point, which
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DISTORTION AND NOISE II
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2011
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50k
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rising sharply to 1 per cent at 36 watts. Below 3 watts,
the distortion was very low and was obscured by hum
and noise (which were also very low but nonetheless
stronger than the distortion components). Intermodulation distortion was about 0.6 to 0.7 per cent at any

gives moderate control of bass response below 100 Hz
without significant effect at higher frequencies. Near the
limits of control operation the effect of the boost or cut

power level below 30 watts.

extended to 400 Hz. This is a very desirable control

at full power, and at the highest audio frequencies,
without degradation or damage to itself. We could

characteristic that for some inexplicable reason is seldom
found on American amplifiers.
Although the NAB tape -head equalization was very

accurate (+0.5, -1.5 db) from 30 to 15,000 Hz), the
507H CHANNELS DRIVEN WITH 0-01.1.1 LOADS.ONE CHANNEL MEASURED
TOTAL HARM Di57.
1

2
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As we suggested earlier, the Fisher 700-T is meant to

i
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-and should-satisfy the most critical home -music system requirements. It contains one of the most sensitive FM tuners available, plus a powerful, stable, low -
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distortion amplifier, making up an attractive, easy -to -use
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discern no effect from placing a 3-microfarad capacitor
across the 8 -ohm load resistor while driving the amplifier to 40 watts output at 20,000 Hz. We would consider
this amplifier especially well suited to driving electrostatic speakers, which are anathema to many transistor
amplifiers.

$

FISHER 7001

The Fisher 700-T has a property rarely found in
transistor amplifiers. It will drive large capacitive loads

100

receiver. The Fisher 700-T is priced at $499.50. A walnut cabinet is available for $24.95.
For more Information, circle 189 on reader service card
HIFI/ STEREO REVIEW

20Hz

20,000Hz

NO AUDIBLE -SOUND BARRIERS
We've been asked by many high-fidelity enthusiasts, "If
nobody can hear frequencies below 20 and above 20,000
cycles, why bother to reproduce them?"
It's a reasonable question-one that has set off much
discussion in hi-fi circles over the past few years.
Some manufacturers deliberately build audible -sound
barriers into their amplifiers, clipping response at these
arbitrary frequencies on the assumption that what lies
beyond doesn't matter.
Don't get us wrong. We too are concerned mainly with
the sound you can hear. But we've found, through years
of research and listening, that frequencies above and be-

low the "barriers" have a profound effect on audible
sound. We-and you-have found that the farther we
extend the response of our receivers, the more transparency of sound and the more total realism we achieve.

What happens when a stereo receiver doesn't reproduce faithfully the overtones and low fundamentals the
ear can't catch? By deliberately chopping bandwidth at
these boundaries, it's unwittingly added distortion-frequency and phase distortion-in the area where the ear
can hear it. An otherwise good instrument is robbed of
that ultimate degree of realism that distinguishes a truly
great receiver from the crowd.

So it was natural for us to design our new Nocturne
receivers with frequency response that's octaves wider
than many manufacturers think necessary. It's this ultrawideband concept that beings out all the pure undistorted
sound you're entitled to. Ultra -wide frequency response
lets Nocturne owners know one voice from another, one
instrument from another, as easily as if they were sitting
at a live performance. Harman-Kardon, Inc., 401 Walnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

harman kardon
A subsidiary of The Jerrold Corporation

ORIGINATOR OF THE HIGH-FIDELITY RECEIVER
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Nocturne Seven Twenty 80 -watt solid-state FM stereo receiver.
CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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WATCH YOUR
(TECHNICAL)
LANGUAGE

FREE

\l/

A short glossary
of misused audio terms
By EDGAR VILLCHUR
THE MEANING of words changes with

time and with use. When George IV
said that the Brighton Pavilion was awful, he didn't mean that it was appalling,
but that it filled him with awe.

Technical language is more rigorous
than colloquial language; it is part of
the discipline that it serves. It is changed
by professional usage to reflect changes

in technology rather than in popular
Now! A brand new, high quality headre-

phone

producers deliver deep. rich bass and
pristine highs. Exciting new styling has
deluxe foam -filled vinyl earcushions.

The Combo is designed for comfort.
fun. adaptability and concert -quality
listening anytime, anywhere ... yet it
costs so little! See it now at your hi-fi
dealer's.

only $19.95

force per unit area. A light force can

adds color. The correct technical term
for, any fluctuation in record or jape
speed is flutter: the onomatopoetic term
uou has come to mean those variations
that are slow enough to be recognizable
as pitch changes. The colloquial expression is apt and doesn't detract from the

with the phenomenon or device represented-is unacceptable. The new meaning may conflict with standard usage in

Stylus pressure: used in place of the
correct term stylus force. Pressure is also
a standard term in physics, meaning

create great pressure if the area of contact is small. The inaccurate usage would

be a relatively minor offense if it were
not for the fact that the actual pressure
between the stylus tip and the record
groove is a matter of engineering concern, and a word is needed for it. Substitution of the word pressure for force
is apparently so common that the American Standards Association takes note of

the term stylus pressure as a "deprecated" form of stylus force.

Tracking: used as an incorrect substitute for tracing. As in the case of stylus
pressure, no matter how widespread the
use, the term tracking is bad, because it
leaves no independent expression for the
original meaning. Tracking refers to two
or more variables keeping in step with
one another. For example, the two ganged

sections of a stereo volume control are
said to track badly if, for a given turn of

original meaning. Here are some examples of improper usage.

changes more than the other.

DIVISION

plied improperly to a statically balanced
tone arm who'se stylus force is derived
from spring tension rather than gravity.
Dynamic balance is a standard term in

OTHER

physics. It describes the state of a sys-
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pass through the pivot axes, but be perpendicular to them.

the rest of the scientific world, or it
may usurp a term still needed in its
Dynamic balance: a term usually ap-

CIRCLE NO. 62 ON READER SERVICE CARD

it,

whatever the claims. (This includes the
AR turntable, which I designed.) Dynamic balance in a tone arm would require that the line connecting the centers

electric phonograph, these two
functions were assigned to separate comthe

precision of the language.
But sometimes the popular change in
meaning-perhaps introduced by advertising copywriters not really familiar

OF THE TELEX CORPORATION MANUFAC
TURERS OF MAGNECORD TAPE INSTRUMENTS AND
OF
SOUND RESEARCH. 3054
PRODUCTS
55412
MINN
MINNEAPOLIS
EXCELSPOR RI S.11`

ponent and few if any arms have

of mass on each side of the pivot not only

ponent that made the sound.
Audio terms are occasionally changed
by popular rather than scientific usage.
Sometimes the change does no harm and
by

ance has no significance at all in this com-

speaking habits. For example, the pickup of an Edison phonograph was called
a speaker. It performed two functionsit translated the record -groove indentations into mechanical vibrations, and it
radiated sound into the room. Later, in

ponents. The term speaker was transferred, logically enough, to the com-

CM'

tem whose mechanical balance at rest is
not upset by inertial forces when it is in
motion. Static neutral balance is important in tone arms, but true dynamic bal-

the knob, the volume of one channel
Tracking in a record player means
keeping a constant relationship between

the angle of the cartridge and the tangent to each succeeding groove at the
point of stylus contact. When an arm
(Continued on page 42)
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THIS IS THE GREATEST SOUND ALBUM
COMMAND RECORDS HAS EVER PRODUCED
s-

E F C)

THE BRASS CHOIR

co moucT

BY WARREN, KIM

COMMAND HAS DONE IT AGAIN!

Incredible New Sound! Fantastic New Musical Concept!
You've Never Heard Such ... BRASS IMPACT!
Hold onto your head! Hold onto your heart! And get a good griD on the ground!
You are about to hear the most amazing musical sounds ever put on records!
a purity of musical sound never before achieved ...
A new, unbelievable level of brilliance
.. a really complete, uncompressed spectrum of sound all the way from top to bottom ... AND ..
A fresh, startling concept of dynamics that produces musical coloration that is .
so subtle you'll never stop discovering new things to listen to in every piece ...
... and yet so blazingly electrifying that the impact can carry you to the very threshold of pain.
This is absolutely heart -stopping, hair-raising reality!
Command's unprecedented BRASS IMPACT!
.

.

.

SELECTIONS: MAS QUE NADA (Pow, Pow, Pow)

ELEANOR RIGBY

THE BREEZE

AND I ONE NOTE SAMBA MR. LUCKY BAUBLES. BANGLES AND BEADS IN
THE STILL OF THE NIGHT BRASILIA THE SWEETEST SOUNDS (from "No Strings")

WHAT NOW, MY LOVE PRELUDE TO A KISS A FOGGY DAY

Album #910

AVAILABLE NOW AT YOUR LOCAL RECORD OUTLET
AVAILABLE IN STEREO AND MONAURAL RECORDS AND 4 TRACK TAPE
WORLD LEADER IN
RECORDED SOUND

FREE! THE ALL NEW COMMAND BROCHURE
Command Records proudly presents the brilliant

new

COM114t4:11.41ta Records

Command illustrated color brochure with the complete
listing of all Command Popular and Classical Record Al-

bums and Tapes. Here, truly is the complete source on the

most perfect recordings ever produced. You will want to

refer to it again and again. WRITE FOR IT TODAY!
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVIC E CARD
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A subsidiary of ABC RECORDS

(A subsidiary of American Broadcasting Companies. Inc.)
1330 Avenue of Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019
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Get with AZTEC in 7967
THE FAR OUT SOUND IN SPEAKER SYSTEMS

...

AT JUST THE PRICE FOR THE "IN" CROWD

tracks well, the cartridge remains tangent
or nearly tangent to each groove.

Tracing, on the other hand, refers to
the way the needle follows the zig-zag
path of the groove modulations. If the
vibratory path of the needle is not an accurate copy of the groove modulations,
tracing is said to be imperfect.

Here's a compact 2 -way speaker system designed to reproduce the full

Confusion between these terms does
not allow a clear distinction to be made
between two quite different phenomenatracking distortion and tracing distortion.
The former has to do exclusively with
lining up the cartridge and groove, while
the latter is associated with such factors
as insufficient stylus force, a worn stylus, or the difference between the shapes
of the recording and reproducing styli.

$3995

denote a non -synchronous motor of the
induction type. Turntable motors are all
too commonly thought to be classified

COQUETTE 500
audio spectram in the range of 40 to
20,000 cycles. You'll vibrate as an 8"
linear suspension woofer clearly provides the rich bass frequencies. Aztec's
3" closed back tweeter handles the
mid and treble frequencies, with advanced electronic 2 -way cross over
network. Superb sound with 20 watts
power handling capacity and 8 ohms
impedance. Hand rubbed oiled walnut
finish for any decor. 15" x 10" x 7".
Unbelievable

at

only

Four -pole motor: used incorrectly to

into two types-the hysteresis and the
four -pole. The confusion of this classification reminds me of a children's joke in
which one is asked if he would rather go

CEZANNE II

Here's a compact, 3 -way speaker

system Aztec -designed to give concert hall sound from bookshelf

spaces. Aztec builds in a heavy
duty 10" linear suspension woofer
for bass frequencies, then adds
two 31/2" columnar direct radiator
tweeters for improved dispersion

to Europe or by boat. It is based on
two false assumptions: (1) hysteresis motors do not have poles, or if they do it is

of the mid range and treble frequencies with advanced 3 -way

always some number other than four;
and (2) hysteresis motors are the only

electronic cross over network. Frequency response: 35 to 20,000 cycles. Power handling capacity: 30
watts. Impedance: 8 ohms. Measures 22"x12"x91/2" in hand rubbed
oiled walnut finish.

New low net price:

kind of synchronous motor used in audio
devices.

Of the current

$89"

CEZANNE II
41

See and Compare at only

139"

hysteresis turntable

motors, the majority are four -pole, as
are most of the induction motors. The
hysteresis motor is one type of synchronous unit used in turntables; another is
the permanent -magnet synchronous motor used in at least one commercial turntable.

Speaker doubling: used incorrectly to
mean speaker distortion. This misnomer is apparently derived from the mistaken idea that most speaker distortion
is second -harmonic. The symmetrical con-

ATHENA IA
Dramatic styling in
Solid walnut or oak

$159"

built to satisfy the most discriminating ear. Nine
different Aztec models, the truly complete speaker

controlled volume production has lowered costs many
dollars to bring you improved sound at modest prices
from $39.95.
See and hear Aztec wherever fine sound systems are
sold or write for details.
"For the ultimate in quality sound"

could legitimately talk about loudspeaker "tripling."
One of the worst cases of speaker distortion I ever came across, with the dis-

guage should own the American Standards Association publication Acoustical
Terminology. It is the highest authority
there is in such matters, and is obtainable
for $5.50 from the American Standards

Association, 10 East 40th Street, New
York, New York 10016.

AZTEC SOUND CORP. Manufacturers
42

dominant order of distortion is almost
always the third harmonic, so that one

almost pure 90 -Hz tone.
Anyone who uses technical audio lan-

line, offer you wide choice to fit any decor. Quality

cIncLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

distortion tend to be suppressed. The pre-

tortion meter reading 98 per cent at 30
Hz, showed less than 4 per cent second harmonic distortion. The acoustical output with a 30 -Hz electrical input was an

Before you buy, be sure you hear the incomparable
Aztec sound from the finest speaker systems ever

2140 South Lipan Dent. SR Denver, Colorado 80223

struction of a dynamic loudspeaker is
such that all even orders of harmonic

Edgar Villchur is President and Director of
Az 7-4

Research. Ac,,astic Research. Incorporated.
CIRCLE NO. 59 ON READER SERVICE CARD-.

Sorry,the new Sony FM Stereo Tuner won't be here until April
We don't presume to tell you how to spend
your time between now and April. You can
bug your dealer, if you wish, but please don't.
What you can do is reserve a demonstration of
what will be the most exciting FM Stereo tuner
ever developed. You know Sony, and the kind
of magic they work with transistors. Their new
tuner is really something special and different.
But we repeat, it won't be ready until April.
In the meantime, spend some time with
your family, or visit your dealer and listen to
Sony's fabulous solid-state stereo amplifiers.
The TA -1120, an integrated model, delivers
120 watts of pure power with virtually no distortion and has the most sensible arrangement

of functions. It's the one that is drawing rave
notices from the high fidelity editors. The TA 3120 is a power amplifier only, identical to the

one employed in the TA -1120. Prices are respectively $399.50 and $249.50, suggested list.
While you're at it, fiddle with the ingenious Sony PUA-237 and PUA-286 tonearms , or

spend some time trying to detect a noise or
rumble from the new servo -controlled Sony
TTS-3000 turntable. Or check the new moving -coil cartridge, VC -8E. Above all, tell your
high fidelity dealer to save a front -row seat to
hear the new Sony FM tuner, available in April.

Sony Corporation of America, Dept. H,
47-47 Van Dam St., L.I.C., N.Y. 11101.

meanwhile...

0.11,11121

Marantz components are too good for most people.

Are you one of the exceptions?

For the most astonishing set of specifications
you've ever read, write "Exceptions," Marantz, Inc ., 37-04 57th St., Woodside, New York 11377,
Department A-18.

mirskr&ii ra Ar

A SUBSIDIARY OF SUPERSCOPE, INC.

The Marantz components illustrated, top to bottom: SLT-12 Straight -Line Tracking Playback System Model 15 solid-state
120 -watt Stereo Power Amplifier Model 7T solid-state Stereo Pre -amplifier Console Model 10B Stereo FM Tuner
44
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by Martin Bookspan

THE BASIC REPERTOIRE

Item Ninety-one

Beethoven's

FOURTH SYMPHONY
IT has often been remarked that Beethoven's even numbered symphonies represent their creator in his
gentler, softer aspect, and the odd -numbered ones
represent the fist -shaking, heaven -storming Beethoven. It

is almost as if some inner compulsion demanded a kind
of equilibrium as he moved from one symphony to the
next, the balancing of fiery and defiant passion with
easier, more lyrical expression. And it may be significant
that, although in 1805 Beethoven drafted two movements of a symphony in C Minor, which ultimately became part of his Fifth, he set them aside and devoted
himself in the following year to the more relaxed contours of the B -flat Symphony, published in 1806 as his
Fourth.

Robert Schumann characterized Beethoven's Fourth
Symphony as a "Greek maiden between two Norse

"The character is generally lively, nimble, joyous, or of
a heavenly sweetness." Beethoven's biographer A. W.
Thayer referred to the "placid and serene Fourth Symphony --the most perfect in form of them all." And that
irrepressible Beethoven enthusiast Sir George Grove
found in the symphony "something extraordinarily enIrainant-a more consistent and attractive whole cannot
be.
.
. The movements fit in their places like the
limbs and features of a lovely statue; and, full of fire
and invention as they are, all is subordinated to concise.

ness, grace and beauty."
A popular Romantic theory of the late nineteenth cen-

tury tied the Fourth Symphony to the mysterious "Immortal Beloved" to whom Beethoven pledged his undying love in his diaries and notebooks. Beethoven spent

much of the summer of 1806 visiting his friend the

giants"-referring, of course, to the two colossal symphonies on either side of the Fourth, the "Eroica" and
the Fifth. Though the Fourth Symphony may present a
more serene countenance than the two flanking it, it is

Count of Brunswick at his ancestral estate in Martonvisar, Hungary. Among the adornments at Martonvisar
were the Count's sisters, Therese, Josephine, and Caroline. Beethoven was especially charmed by Therese and

nonetheless a work of astonishing power and freshness.
Hector Berlioz wrote a perfect description of the score:

Josephine ("Tesi" and "Pepi"), and there has even

APRIL 1967

been speculation that he and Therese became engaged
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I Odeon

I

BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONY N94 4-

TOSCANIWII

WIGS, A1MAIOLT

Sinfonia n. 4

Of LA 1l311.1 IRMA NO

Beethoven's Fourth Symphony has been well served in the recording studio. Arturo Toscanini made the first great
disc performance in the 1930's: it is still available as an Odeon import. The stereo lists include Pierre Monteux's
polished reading (RCA Victrola) and Ernest Ansermet's ebullient treatment (London, on tape as well as discs).

during that summer; the slow movement of the Fourth
Symphony has been seen by some as the composer's

Fourth Symphony available in this country, ten of them
in sets of the complete Beethoven symphonies. Of the

declaration of love for her.
Subsequent examination of Therese von Brunswick's

fifteen, ten are in both stereo and mono. Eight of the
latter, it seems to me, are so good that the prospective
purchaser cannot go wrong with any of them. These

diaries, however, has revealed that there was nothing
more between her and Beethoven than a deep and abiding mutual esteem. Josephine, on the other hand, is mentioned by Therese as evincing a rather "dangerous" interest in the composer; this testimony has been taken by
some to indicate that it must have been Josephine whom
Beethoven called his "Immortal Beloved."

Whatever may be the truth about Beethoven's emotional involvement at the time, the summer at Martonvisit- was perhaps the calmest period in the composer's
life. Days and nights were spent in joyful communion
with dear friends, and the beauty of the estate and the
surrounding countryside is echoed in the pages of the
symphony then in the making.

THE first great recording of the Fourth Symphony ap-

peared in the mid -1930's, a performance by the BBC
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Arturo Toscanini. On
these eight 78 -rpm sides (RCA Victor album 676) the
distinguished conductor, then at the height of his pow-

ers, shaped a reading of total communication, the orchestra's musicians outdid themselves, and the recording
engineers of EMI (in this and other London -originated
recordings of the time) gave Toscanini the finest sound
reproduction he was to enjoy for years. The one catch
was that Toscanini refused to accommodate the musical

continuity to the break imposed every four and a half
minutes or so by the limitations of the 78 -rpm recording

process. The result was that the original issue of the
performance had several very abrupt side breaks. An LP
reissue of the performance is available on an imported

Odeon disc (QALP 10227); the abrupt side changes
have been joined together by tape editing, and the performance has a dazzling quality of impetuosity-and the
slow movement a serenity-that is quite remarkable.
This is one of the finest of all recorded performances
by Toscanini, and it is recommended wholeheartedly.
There are fifteen other recorded performances of the

eight are the performances conducted by Ernest Anser-

met (London CS 6070, CM 9255), Otto Klemperer
(Angel S 35661, 35661), Josef Krips (Everest SDBR
3113, LPBR 6113), Pierre Monteux (RCA Victrola
VICS/VIC 1102), Eugene Ormandy (included in the
sets D7S 745 and D7L 345), William Steinberg (Command 11016SD, 11016), George Szell (Epic BC 1264,

LC 3864), and Bruno Walter (Columbia MS 6055,
ML 5365).
All these conductors bring to their performances a
healthy and extroverted vigor, and all are very well recorded. The Ansermet and Ormandy performances may
be regarded as the surprises among the lot, for whatever other good qualities these two have, they are not
generally considered to be among the leading Beethoven
conductors of our day. Yet both deliver readings of the
Fourth Symphony that are extremely winning, sensitive,

and satisfying. My own favorite among the eight performances cited is the one conducted by Pierre Monteux and played by the London Symphony Orchestra
with immense polish and exuberance, but this may be
because I cherish the memory of several Monteux performances of the score in the concert hall just a few months
before he died.

Tape buffs have available to them a choice among
four recordings: the performances mentioned above by
Ansermet (London K 80057), Steinberg (Command C
11016, coupled with the third Leonore 0 verlure, or GRT
22014, coupled with Beethoven's Seventh Symphony),
and Walter (Columbia MQ 369), and also one by the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Herbert
von Karajan (Deutsche Grammophon A 8803). Of these
four, my nod would go to Ansermet: his bright, ebullient performance is given excellent processing in the
tape medium, and on the other sequence of the reel is an
equally successful performance of Beethoven's Second
Symphony.

REPRINTS of the latest review of the complete "Basic Repertoire" are available without chage. Circle number 179 on reader service card.
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Compare these new Sherwood S-8800 features and specs! ALL - SILICON reliability. Noise -threshold -gated automatic FM Stereo/mono switching, FM stereo
light, zero -center tuning meter, FM interchannel hush adjustment, Front -panel mono/stereo switch and stereo headphone jack, Rocker -action switches for
tape monitor, noise filter, main and remote speakers disconnect. Music power 140 watts (4 ohms) f 0.6% harm distortion. IM distortion 0.1% t 10 watts or
less. Power bandwidth 12-35,000 cps. Phono sens. 1.8 my. Hum and noise (phono) -70 db. FM sens. (IHF) 1.6µv for 30 db quieting. FM signal-to-noise: 70 db.
Capture ratio: 2.2 db. Drift .0196. 42 Silicon transistors plus 14 Silicon diodes and rectifiers. Size: 164 x
x14 in.deep.

tt WE HAVE COME TO EXPECT HIGH PERFORMANCE
FROM SHERWOOD and...
the S-8800 did not let us down. The tuner
section, with its high sensitivity and very
low distortion, is among the best in the business-clean and responsive. FM Stereo comes
in loud and clear and, as the curves plotted
at CBS Labs show, with very ample separation. The usual increase in distortion, when
switching from mono to stereo in receivers,
was in this set just about negligible. We would
say that Sherwood has come up here with another typically 'hot' front end that makes FM
listening a sheer joy.
"As for the amplifier . . . comparing the results with the specifications, it is apparent

that the S-8800 does provide the power it
claims, and this-for a popularly priced combination set-is considerable. A glance at the
1M curves, for instance, shows how much
power the S-8800 will furnish before it runs

into any serious distortion problem at all
three impedences. . .. For rated power bandwidth distortion of 1%, the curve ran below
and above the normal 20 to 20 kHz band; and
the 1 -watt frequency response was virtually
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a straight line in this area, being down by
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2.5db at 40 kHz-fine figures for a receiver ...
"Those heavy percussion and crisp castanets

J

will come through with just about all the

100

80511 001801 151110

con brio the performers have put into them.
*As appeared in HIGH FIDELITY Magazine Equipment Reports

99

by CBS Labs. November 1666 e,sue

S-8800 140 -watt FM ALL -SILICON Receiver
$359.30 for custom mounting
$368.50 in walnut leatherette case
$387.50 in hand -rubbed walnut cabinet
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Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 North California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618. Write Dept. 4ll
AVRII_ 1467
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Good records start with Stanton.
A professional needs to know
for sure. When he listens to a test
pressing, he needs a cartridge that
will reproduce exactly what has

a test pressing. This is a critical

more, no less. Otherwise he would

Standard. (The turntable also

been cut into the grooves. No
never be able to control the final

product. The record you buy in
the store.

That's why the professionals

keep using Stanton. It tells them
the whole truth, and nothing but.
In the photograph above, studio
engineers are shown listening to
48

stage in record making. The

stereo playback system they are

listening through is fronted

by a Stanton 581 EL Calibration

happens to be a Stanton. Other
fine turntables will work, too.)
They're getting the whole message. You'll get it, too, in an upcoming release.

Each Stanton Micro FLUX VALVE® Calibration Standard
is custom made. That means that
CIRCLE NO. 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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do. It also means that you will
get the same accuracy that the

professionals get. Guaranteed.
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reflects it. $49.50. But
that really isn't much
to pay for uncompromising accuracy.
Stanton Magnetics, Inc.
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A lineal der:endant of the web-estab:ished
transistor, the integrated circ-at (above),
is now :flaking its first bid for the
attention o/ the audio public.

SPECIAL REPORT:
TRANSISTORS 1967
THE "TRANSISTOR REVOLUTION" IS NOW IN THE PROCESS
OF CONSOLIDATING ITS TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC GAINS
By PETER SUTHEIM

THE MOST conservative observer of the audio

is "what people want," or because such equipment will

scene must by now agree that transistors have arrived. They have, in fact, completely displaced
tubes in newly designed audio equipment. And within
another two or three years-or however long it takes for
transistor prices to come down even further-it is likely
that tube amplifiers will disappear from the market.
Whenever a new technical approach completely supersedes an older one, consumers may wonder whether

deliver superior performance for the same or less money?
In short, are transistors so much better than tubes for au-

they are witnessing real progress or artificial obsolescence.

pared with tubes, transistors are:

In the case of transistor audio equipment, are manufacturers going "solid state" simply because it is cheaper
for them, because market analysis has discovered that it
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dio uses that they deserve to eclipse tubes completely?
The answer to the last question, I think, is an unequivocal
res. Simply stated, there is no longer any valid technical
reason for spending further engineering effort to design
tube amplifiers, tuners, or receivers, because transistors do

have certain undeniable advantages over tubes. Comsmaller and lighter;
more efficient (they waste less power, producing far
less heat while doing the same job);
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less subject to damage by shock and vibration;
longer lasting, if used within their maximum ratings
(this has still to be proved conclusively, but all evidence so far indicates that they are).

In addition, transistors are, in some instances, cheaper
than the tubes that could perform an equivalent jobbut this, of course, is a result of the other advantages
above, which have brought transistor prices down by ex-

used as a matching device between tubes and speaker.
Good output transformers that can handle powers of 50
watts or so over a wide range of frequencies are large,
heavy, and expensive. Transistors, on the other hand, are
ideally suited for driving a speaker directly, thus eliminating the need for an output transformer. Gone are the
volume, weight, and expense of the output transformer
(two of them in stereo amplifiers), and gone also are

panding the market for them.
Given all these cheery, positive factors, why then did
transistor audio equipment get off to such a slow, falter-

the response -limiting problems such transformers customarily present.
The low impedance of transistors (typically one -hun-

ing start? When we look into the question, everything
seems to point to one obvious (or, depending on your

dredth that of tubes) pays off in another way too-not

background, not -so -obvious) fact: transistors are fundamentally different from tubes. It is not possible to
"transistorize" a circuit simply by pulling out a tube and
plugging in a transistor. Early tries at transistor design
were certainly somewhat more sophisticated than that,
but many of today's taken -for -granted circuits were yet
to be invented, and the transistors that were then avail-

able suffered from current leakage, power limitations,
and poor frequency response, along with non -linearity
and a distressing tendency to self-destruction. Every one
of these problems has since been resolved with today's
new generation of semiconductors and the equipment
they are used in. And there are a host of advantages available to the audio designer who knows how to work with
transistors-advantages that come down to the buyer and
the listener.
First, transistors don't have the same kind of inherent
maximum -power limitations that tubes have. A transistor

power amplifier, if driven hard enough, will try to produce all the current its load (speaker) can draw. Thus,
most transistor amplifiers will deliver more power into a
4 -ohm speaker than into an 8 -ohm speaker. (There is a
limit to this, of course: transistors can destroy themselves
if called upon to deliver power to, for example, a 0.1 ohm short circuit in the speaker leads. But this problem
is solved with protection circuits.)

Second, unlike tubes, transistors come in two basic,
mirror -image types, called by engineers npn and pnp: n
for negative, p for positive. (At least one engineer refers
to them as the two sexes of transistors.) They make it
possible to design a number of useful transistor circuits
that have no equivalent in the tube manuals.
Third, transistors are inherently low -impedance devices
(tubes are inherently high -impedance), and this has farreaching consequences. The efficient way to transfer maximum power from an electrical source (such as an amplifier) to an electrical load (such as a speaker) is to
match the impedances of the source and the load. A high impedance (say, 10,000 ohms) tube amplifier cannot feed
power directly to a low -impedance (say, 4 to 16 ohms)
dynamic loudspeaker without wasting 99.9 per cent of its

power output-this is why an "output" transformer is
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just in the output circuit, but in every stage of an amplifier or tuner. All wiring and circuit components of any
kind have capacitance with respect to all other wiring in
the unit. This "stray" capacitance causes phase shift and
high -frequency losses and makes the design of wide range feedback circuits difficult. But the lower the impedance of a circuit, the less the effect such capacitance
will have on the circuit's performance.
IT is doubtful that anyone knows who first coined the expression "transistor sound," but everyone will agree

that it has been responsible for a great deal of confusion.
Is there such a thing as transistor sound ? A number of
engineers will tell you that there was, but that it is seldom to be heard these days. Why? Simply because it was

bad, not good. It has been pretty well established that
some early transistor amplifiers boasting

"transistor

sound" were in fact suffering from a sonic aberration
called crossover distortion, which produced sizable
amounts of spurious third, fifth, seventh, and higher harmonics. These harmonics put a wiry edge on the reproduced sound, a quality that can easily be mistaken at first
for brilliance, transparency, crispness, and the like. But
it is still distortion.
But there are also some top engineers who maintain
that transistor sound is superior to tube sound and believe
the reason can be found in the transistor amplifier's
unique electrical relationship to the speaker. A speaker
system presents a very complex load to any amplifier; it
appears-to the amplifier-to be a network of capacitors,
coils, and resistors. As a result, the speaker's effective

impedance depends upon the frequency of the signal
driving it. A speaker's "nominal" rated impedance (if
derived according to the Electronic Industries Association standard) is its minimum impedance over its usable
frequency range. But the use of multiple drivers and adjustable mid -range and tweeter controls in a system frequently results in radical departures from the nominal
rating at some frequencies. Depending upon the engineer
you talk to, you will hear that:

1. All this makes no difference whatsoever-a tube
and a transistor amplifier will be sonically indistinguishable from each other if their specifications are the same.
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lower cost with the new transistors. (The price to the

2. Improved speaker handling is the major factor resulting in improved sound in transistor equipment because (a) the amplifier is able to deliver more power to
the fluctuating speaker impedance, particularly when the
speaker is at its lowest impedance, and (b) the amplifier
is able to deliver more peak power to a speaker load that
is reactive (i.e., one whose resistance changes with frequency) than it can to a purely resistive load such as is
used for amplifier testing. And under a possible subcategory (c) might be listed the opinion of a few engineers
who feel that transistor equipment's improved damping

consumer is no lower at present because years of extensive engineering design time still have to be paid for.)
To backtrack a bit, it is generally agreed that some of
the early transistor amplifiers really did sound far better
than their audio measurements would account for. This
apparently impelled a number of engineers to reinvestigate the subtler details of amplifier design and measurement. Such factors as overload recovery time, transient
rise time, high -order harmonic -distortion analysis-all
these got concentrated attention from a large number of

factor at low frequencies and the ability to use more
feedback also make significant contributions to sound

engineers for the first time. As a result, we now have
transistor amplifiers that, in some minor or major as-

quality.

pects, are better than the best tube amplifiers. So if there
is a transistor sound now, it is probably only, in a literal
sense, the sound of high fidelity.
Some transistor equipment, of course, is still terribleas is some tube equipment. There are always people willing to manufacture profitable junk, and their unlovely
products are available right alongside the best. The coun-

An increasing number of engineers, particularly among

those companies that have produced top-level tube as
well as transistor equipment and who therefore have extensive experience with both, believe that there is no inherent sonic advantage in transistors, and that the same
results could have been (or actually were) achieved with
tube equipment. They agree, however, on the physical
virtues of compactness and cool operation, and some state
that excellent performance is slightly easier to achieve at
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HOW THE TRANSISTOR WORKS
ATRAINsis rot(

is a

semiconductor device capable

of amplifying an electrical signal-that

is,

of

a small current to control a larger current.
Today's transistors are made of either silicon or germanium, chemical elements that fall between the

using

metals and the nonmetals in their electrical properties. For use in a transistor, the silicon or germanium is first highly purified, then "doped" carefully with tiny quantities of particular impurities,
which give the end transistor material the desired
electrical characteristics.

Common transistors have

three active parts: emitter, collector, and base. At
(A) above, a battery is shown connected between the
emitter and collector terminals. The polarities are
such that there is no current flow through the load
in the collector -emitter circuit. If another battery is
connected between the base and emitter with the
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polarity shown in (B ), a small current will flow (say,
1 milliampere) in the base -emitter circuit. This small
current flow results in a larger current flow (perhaps
10 milliamperes) in the collector -emitter circuit.
If, instead of using a steady d. -c. source such as a
battery, a varying source of electrical signal such as
the audio signal from a phono pickup is used to vary
the base -emitter current (C), the collector -emitter
current will vary accordingly. Because the collector -

emitter current is ten times greater than the base emitter current, we have amplified the signal by a
factor of ten.

The drawings above illustrate the action of npn
transistors. A pnp transistor uses p -type semiconductor material for the collector and emitter, and n -type
for the base. The battery polarities must he reversed.
Circuit symbols for the two types are shown at (D).
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Echoes of the perhaps premature debut of transistors

on the audio scene still resound in the marketplace,
1:-.)40,10)

and skeptics still have their questions. Do transistor amplifiers tend to blow out their output and/or driver transistors when presented with an incorrect or shorted load ?
No. All the better amplifiers now have some kind of protective circuit that prevents transistor damage when the
amplifier is overloaded. No recent transistor amplifier

of reputable manufacture is likely to be damaged by
brief shorts (or sometimes even prolonged ones) in the
speaker wiring, even at high signal levels. Some few will
still go under when confronted with long-term short circuits at full power-long-term meaning, in this case, several minutes.
Barring the catastrophic failures caused by mistreatment, transistor equipment is, on the whole, more reli-

able than tube equipment, primarily because of three
things: First, transistors themselves have none of the
built-in "failure mechanisms" of tubes: there are no heaters to burn out or cathodes to lose electron -emitting capacity, no grids to become noisy or emissive, no evacuated
spaces to become gassy. Second, transistors use much lower operating voltages than tubes (one tenth or less), and
that means lower electrical stresses on the associated circuit components such as capacitors and resistors. Third,
transistors produce less heat than tubes, so operating temperatures tend to be much lower in transistor amplifiers
than in tube amplifiers of equivalent rating. High temperature, of course, is the greatest enemy of electronic
component parts.

Transistors do not "wear out," as far as we know.
The best indication of end -of -useful -life that anyone has
been able to find is a gradual increase in noise; but even
that doesn't seem to happen with all transistors, and when
it does, it happens only after many tens or even hundreds

of thousands of hours of continuous service. However,
although the likelihood of breakdown is smaller with
transistors, when a breakdown does occur, other parts are
apt to go also and it is harder to get competent repairs.
Experienced service technicians grew up with tubes; tran-

sistors and their circuits are still new to many of them.
Also, many transistors and diodes used in high-fidelity
amplifiers are not replaceable off the shelf-they may
need to be specially selected for low noise or high gain,
or matched in pairs or groups of four. So, if you live in
a small town where the local technician specializes in
washing machines, toasters, and TV sets, you had best
ship any malfunctioning solid-state equipment back to

the manufacturer or to one of his authorized service
shops for repair.
THE FIRST attempts to make transistors work in FM

tuners were no more successful than they had been
with amplifiers. For i.f. stages, transistors offered no real
advantage over tubes until high -gain, high -frequency sili-
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"320 watts!"
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con transistors appeared at reasonable prices only a few
years ago. Transistors in the front-end tuning sections
were not only no help, they were a handicap, since they

are much more susceptible than tubes to overload by
strong stations, resulting in cross modulation. Cross mod-

ulation makes a strong FM station appear spuriously at
several places in a receiver's tuning range, often right on
top of one or more weaker stations. The cross modulation
problem is the reason why some otherwise all -transistor
tuners had tubes (nuvistors, for example) in their front ends.

Front-end difficulties in FM tuners have now been
largely overcome by the use of a new kind of transistor,
the field-effect type. The field-effect transistor (FET)
was developed about fifteen years ago, but has only recently become inexpensive enough to be used in hi-fi
equipment. The FET works on an entirely different principle from the conventional transistor. The answer to a
fanciful engineer's wild daydream, it combines some of
the best aspects of the tube and the transistor. Although
it has the same physical appearance as a transistor, it can
be used in circuits in much the same way as a vacuum
tube. A number of manufacturers are using FET's in the
r.f.-input sections of their FM tuners and receivers, and
these companies will, without doubt, be joined by others.
At the present time, FET's are considerably more expensive than either tubes or transistors, but their cost will inevitably come down as they come into wider use. And as
the cost comes down, engineers will probably start incorporating FET's into preamplifier sections and tape recorders, where they will achieve small but significant im-
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provements in signal-to-noise ratio. And they are already
being used as low -noise pre -preamplifiers in some quality
condenser microphones.
An even more recent semiconductor development, the

integrated circuit (IC), has appeared in FM tuners and
receivers. (The term "integrated" has nothing to do with
the phrase "integrated amplifier," meaning a combined
preamplifier -power amplifier.) An IC is a combination
of active elements (ones that amplify, such as transistors)

and passive elements (such as resistors and capacitors)

( .1)

mal smooth

transition in an
undistorted sine wave.
(B) Abrupt jog caused
by discontinuity when
signal transfers from
one output tube or
transistor to the other.

CROSSOVER DISTORTION
LL HIGH -QUALITY amplifiers,

whether tube or

transistor, use some form of "push-pull" output
circuit. Transistor output stages commonly use the
so-called Class B operation in which one half of the
output circuit amplifies the positive part of the signal waveform and the other half amplifies the nega-

tive part of the waveform. Each output tube or
transistor must begin conducting the audio signal
exactly where the other leaves off. If they do
not fit together exactly, a small part of the signal
will be left out; there will be, in effect, a notch in
the waveform where the signal crosses over from
one tube or transistor to the other (see sketch
above). That notch, because it wasn't there in the
original signal, is distortion-crossover distortion.
Unlike most other kinds of distortion, crossover distortion is most bothersome at low signal levels.

characteristics of IC's are more uniform from unit to unit
than those of transistors, which makes the engineer's job
simpler and his results more predictable. Conventional
transistors of the same type number may be spread over
a current -amplification range of as much as 5 to 1, but

IC's, more uniform to begin with, also incorporate a
great deal of self -compensation in the form of negative
feedback within the circuit. That means very little variation from unit to unit.
Because of their higher gain per unit, IC's permit full
noise -limiting in FM tuners at lower signal levels than
ever before; the result is greater sensitivity. Their limiting is also more symmetrical than that of transistors: IC's
clip off negative and positive peaks of the signal waveform equally, which helps maintain a good capture ratio.
At the present time, IC's are finding their major hi-fi application in the i.f.-amplifier stages of tuners and receivers, but we can expect them to appear in preamplifiers
and in the driver stages of amplifiers in the not -too distant future.
Considering all these radical developments and the
sonic improvements that have resulted from them, is now
the time to unload all your tube equipment? Certainly
not-not if it still sounds good. Look into transistor
equipment when you feel dissatisfied with the performance of your present system, or when it is due for a
major repair or overhaul. You will find that every manufacturer of hi-fi amplifiers and tuners is making semiconductor equipment. Considering the wide choice of quality
units available, if you let the manufacturer's reputation,
test reports, and your own two ears be your guides, it is
hard to go wrong.
Future developments in solid-state technology may be
expected to bring even better specifications and lower

prices. But do not expect transistor equipment to get
much smaller than the smallest units now available. The
lower limit on size for tuners and control amplifiers is obviously set by the smallest practical knobs and dial scales.
Transistor power amplifiers have eliminated the bulk of

output transformers, but they still need hefty power
transformers and very large electrolytic capacitors for
voltage regulation and (some) for speaker coupling. The

heat sinks needed to dissipate the heat from the very
high -power output transistors also tend to put a lower
produced as a unit etched into a silicon chip-usually a
tiny one about the size of a pinhead. The techniques used

to produce IC's are among the most precise in modern
technology, entire micro -electronic circuits being fabricated on a chip without any kind of wiring or assembly.
The finished chip is fastened to a header that provides
connections from points on the chip to the outside circuits. The header is then sealed in a tiny metal or plastic enclosure about the size of a pencil eraser.

In addition to all the advantages of transistors, IC's
offer some attractions all their own. The amplifying
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limit on size. The transistor revolution can, in a sense, be
considered to be over. The transistor has clearly won and
it remains now only to consolidate and expand its sov-

ereignty over the high-fidelity empire. And ten years
from now, if we are not in the middle of another revolution, we will probably wonder what all the shouting was
about.
Peter Sutheim, who has been writing on audio and other matters

in the electronic field for several years. has also spent much
time in the design and construction of solid-state equipment.
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Alexander

DIN
The "Sunday" Composer
By WILLIAM B. OBER

An oil portrait of Borodin by Ilya Repin shows the composer leaning
against one of the columns of the St. Petersburg Academy of Medicine
in a pose that captures the sense of a warm, affectionate
'family man, but with it a touch

THOUGH the old maxim tells us that no man can
serve two masters, Alexander Borodin, who started his professional life as a doctor, became equally
famous as a professor of chemistry and as a composer.
We know from common experience that many doctors
and scientists are musical amateurs who move freely
in musical circles; after all, Apollo was the god of
both medicine and music. Borodin was fortunate, how-

ever, in being able to make the best of both possible
worlds; most young men, when confronted with a career

decision, an either/or choice, opt for one or the other.
Both music and medicine (or any other science) are demanding disciplines, and since success in music commonly depends upon recognition of talent early in life
(usually before the age of ten), the long years of conservatory study and practice preclude any young man's
becoming more than a talented musical amateur if he is
more interested in a medical or scientific career.
The musical accomplishments of many well-known
physicians are familiar-at least to the medical fraternity.
Herman Boerhaave, the great teacher at the University of

Leiden in the first third of the eighteenth century, had
regular chamber -music concerts in his home, much to the
delight of the foreign students who were attracted there
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by his reputation. Auenbrugger, who discovered the art

of percussion (not of musical instruments hut of the
thorax!), wrote the libretto for Antonio Salieri's opera
Der Ranch. fangkehrer (The Chimney Sweep); his daughters took piano lessons from Haydn. Caspar Bartholinus,
the eighteenth -century Danish anatomist, played several
wind instruments with skill; he wrote De !Mils veierum,
a history of wind instruments. Jacob Henle, a nineteenthcentury German anatomist, could play any string instru-

ment and take any part in a string quartet. Hermann
von Helmholtz, the renowned physiologist, was a fine
amateur musician; his book Lehre von der Town/Hit/dungen (1862) reflects both his sensitivity as a musician
and his stature as a physicist and physiologist. Theodor

Billroth's friendship with Brahms is well known; the
surgeon was competent enough at the keyboard to play
four -hand works with Brahms, and his book lrer ist
mnsikalisch? (ll"ho Is Musical?) should not be forgotten. In our own century many critics have lauded Albert
Schweitzer as a Bach scholar and as an organist, possibly more for humanistic values than musical ones.
Yet the distance between the perceptive amateur and
the skilled professional is all too apparent. Consider
such physician -composers as Bernard Berenclow, Thom -
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as Harrington, William Kitchner, Florent Kist: forgot-

ten, known only to the encyclopedist. The only two
physicians who achieved lasting recognition as composers

were Thomas Campion and Borodin. We know little of

Campion's life, and his music is seldom heard these
days, albeit undeservedly so. But Borodin's compositions, all too few in number, are in the regular repertoire of all orchestras and most chamber ensembles. Even
pops concerts would be poorer without the Polovetsian
Dances.

The outline of Borodin's life is accessible to anyone
who reads program notes at concerts or jacket notes on
recordings. In addition, Serge Dianin's full-length biography has recently been made available in English
translation. However, it is useful to recapitulate a few
salient features to keep in order the conventional landmarks of time, place, and person. Borodin was born in
1833, the illegitimate son of Prince Ghedeanov, then a
man of sixty, and a much younger woman. His natural
father provided well for his mistress and son, even arranging, in 1839, a marriage for her with a retired army
physician.

As a boy, Borodin was lively, curious, and articulate;
though not physically robust, he had a wide range of in-

terests. He enjoyed acting out plays with his juvenile
contemporaries; he took lessons on the flute and piano,
and later on the cello; he painted many water colors; he
was interested in all sorts of phenomena in natural science; he was excited by fireworks-how many composers from Handel to Debussy have adored fireworks!
-and he played endlessly with chemicals in a laboratory
that he had built on the top floor of the house in which
he lived with his mother and physician stepfather. As
a schoolboy he received outstanding grades, and he read
the scientific semi -popular literature of his day avidly.
In 1850, Borodin entered the Academy of Medicine
in St. Petersburg, completing his formal studies in 1855,
cum eximia laude, but did not receive his M.D. degree

until 1858, when he completed his dissertation. This
thesis bore the title On the Analogy of Arsenious with
Phosphoric Acid, surely a strange subject for a medical
degree. What had happened between 1855 and 1858 was
that Borodin had decided to leave medicine and become

a chemist. After he had completed his formal medical
studies, he was appointed to the Second Military Hospital in St. Petersburg, an assignment equivalent to an internship. There was little supervision and teaching at
this hospital, and he found the routine work disagreeable. Thus, when medicine proved not to be the career
he thought it was, Borodin cast about for another field.
As an undergraduate, he had worked in the laboratory
of Professor Nikolai Zinin, the distinguished founder of
Russian chemistry, a man of great intellect and international reputation. Zinin accepted Borodin as a graduate
student in 1856 and set him to work on inorganic acids
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-and hence the unusual subject for his master's thesis.
Throughout a decade of scientific study, music was
Borodin's principal avocation. His favored instrument
was the cello, and he particularly enjoyed playing Boccherini quintets. He played chamber music regularly as
a medical student and as a graduate student in chemistry
at St. Petersburg. He took his cello with him to Germany, where many of the scientists he met were also
musical, and no doubt his willingness to play and his evident enjoyment of music -making made him a welcome
guest. However, there is no indication that at this time he
ever considered himself to be a musician or destined to

become one. While in Heidelberg, he met Catherine
Protopopova, a young pianist from Moscow, who had
gone there to be treated for early tuberculosis. A mutual
love of music drew them together and a happy courtship

ensued. When Borodin finally returned to St. Petersburg in the fall of 1862, he was appointed Adjunct
Professor of Chemistry at the Academy of Medicine; the

young couple were married in the spring of 1863. A
few months later they moved into a sprawling apartment at the Academy in the same building that housed
his laboratory, and there they lived until he died almost
a quarter of a century later. In 1864 he was appointed
Professor of Organic Chemistry, his permanent academic
rank.

TE musical die was cast at about this time. Shortly
after Borodin returned home, he was introduced to Mili
Balakirev at the home of Professor Sergei Botkin, the
warm-hearted physician who was a prime mover in the
development of social -welfare work in Russia. Balakirev

had already attracted to his circle the then immature
talents of Cesar Cui, a military engineer; Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, a naval officer; and Modest Moussorgsky,

an army officer. Never in the history of music was so
much to be accomplished by such a handful of amateurs

with so little formal musical training. Together they
made up the famed "Russian Five" who were to foster
Russian national music. Borodin's musical outlook was
congenial to the other four; they all shared an admiration for Glinka, who had died in 1857. To use a term
coined by Borodin, they were all confirmed "Russlanists"

(from Glinka's Russian and Ludmilla, an opera whose
overture is familiar to American concert audiences).
Balakirev's influence was that of a catalyst. Dianin's
biography states the dynamics clearly: "The significance
of this meeting with Balakirev lay not in any sudden,
imaginary 'revolution,' but in the experienced Balakirev's recognition of his [Borodin's] true musical voca-

tion and of the powers hidden within him." To this
catalytic function one might add that Balakirev, like
Borodin's stepfather, and like Zinin, was a father image.

Borodin needed the advice and encouragement of an
older man whom he looked up to, someone to make him
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Never before had so much been accomplished hy so few with so little in the way of formal musical training: the creation, almost
out of nothing, of a Russian music. Mikhail Glinka (far left) was the pioneer, the discoverer. But the others settled the musical
land and built in it a thriving national tradition-in an odd hoar on Sunday, a free evening during the week, time off from being

conscious of his ability and to give him a firm push on
the road. By the end of December, 1862, Borodin had
completed the first movement of his First Symphony, and

he played it for his fiancee when he visited her in Moscow over the Christmas vacation (Christmas in Russia
is celebrated on January 6).
The first movement of Borod in's E -flat Symphony is
constructed on a startling innovation of musical forman innovation that was to have considerable impact on
music written later, though Borodin has not generally
received credit for it-and it is tempting to equate this
new rhetorical device to developments in the field of organic chemistry in the late 1850's and early 1860's. Instead of using the conventional sonata form (two contrasting subjects with exposition, development, and recapitulation), Borodin built the movement on a single
theme, but the listener is not aware of it until almost the
end of the movement. Fragments of the theme are given
out, developed, and played off against one another, but
the fragments are not permitted to fall into place, and

the full theme is not enunciated, until just before the
coda. The form is that of an inductive synthesis: individual elements or groups of elements are successively combined to form a final product, or statement. Later symphonists, notably Sibelius, copied this innovation, and
many individual movements in twentieth-century orchestral and chamber music are modeled on the principle in
one manner or another. It is reasonable to speculate that

this form, this rhetorical device, would appeal to a
chemist of the 1860's. In 1861, Borodin had attended a
congress of chemists in Germany at which Butlerov gave
his famous paper on "Aspects of the Structure of Chemical Combinations," and at about the same time Kekule,

whom Borodin had met in Heidelberg, was working
out the correct molecular structure of the benzene ring.
Structural chemistry and synthetic organic chemistry were
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just beginning to appear as scientific disciplines at this
period. Borodin's orientation toward synthetic chemistry
may have influenced, consciously or not, his choice of a
form in which to cast his musical ideas. At any rate,
he would have been the right man at the right time for
just such a transfer of ideas from science into art.
One cannot pretend that during his two decades of
composition Borodin was a systematic composer. The
critic V. V. Stassov describes a visit to Borodin's laboratory: "After mixing some reagents in a reaction chamber,

he would go down the hall to his music room, write
down a few bars, work out some harmony, then return

to the laboratory bench for further manipulations of
chemicals and apparatus." Borodin used to refer to himself as a "Sunday" composer, and, indeed, the physical
aspect of the Borodin ménage at the Academy was scarcely conducive to systematic, well -ordered work. The rentfree quarters were a semi-public corridor without much
privacy. According to Rimsky-Korsakov's memoirs:
People swarmed through it at all hours of the day or night
-students seeking advice, friends seeking company, relatives seeking shelter. The relatives, especially, came often
and in large number, choosing Borodin's home as a convenient hospice in which to fall ill or even go mad. When
the beds were all taken, they would sleep on couches or
the floor, or else doze in chairs; not infrequently they appropriated Borodin's bed. The apartment itself was usually a litter of disorder or disarray. Five years after they
moved in the Borodins still picked their way around piles
of books and music, half -unpacked trunks and suitcases.
On one occasion when carpenters and plumbers came to
repair defective drains, they left holes in the floor that remained for months.... Meals were fantastically irregular;
dinner often began as late as eleven o'clock at night. Along
with transient guests, relatives, and partial strangers the
Borodins shared their meals with a colony of cats, bold
animals of both sexes and varying sizes which walked on
the table, examined the food, leaped on the backs of the
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diners, and in general treated the household as a feline

for a few years, began his Second Symphony and worked

liberty hall.

on that from 1869 to 1873, resumed work on the opera
in 1874, and worked on it piecemeal until his death in
1887, leaving it unfinished. We know Prince Igor today
in the score completed by Rimsky-Korsakov and Glazunov; its first performance took place in 1890. Moreover, the Second Symphony was not completed until
1876. In between times during the 1870's, when tired
of working on the symphony and when inspiration faltered in Prince Igor, he composed the String Quartet No.
1, in A Minor, also in fits and starts, from 1874 to 1879.
Only twice did Borodin begin a composition, stick with
it, and see it through to completion without interruption;
these works were the tone poem In the Stepper of Cen-

One could say, in a literal sense, that Catherine kept a
disorderly house, but she was in poor health: her tuberculosis progressed very slowly, and it was complicated
by severe asthmatic attacks which gave her sleepless
nights. When the climate of St. Petersburg grew too severe, she would go on long visits to her mother in Moscow, leaving Borodin to shift for himself. Yet, instead
of complaining about his ambiance, Borodin thrived on it,

despite a rather nervous temperament and an intermittent sequence of psychosomatic ailments. The fact that
Borodin had been raised in a household of adults, without siblings, may account in part for his intellectual
precocity, but his evident satisfaction with his wife and
her domestic arrangements suggests an element of reaction to his mother, whose household, though populated
by a series of lovers, was on the surface well ordered and
"proper." Catherine's physical and emotional dependency on him must have filled some emotional need in Borodin, supplying something of which he had been deprived

as a child. The host of free -loading relatives RimskyKorsakov describes were hers, and the constant needs of
the ubiquitous Protopopoffs for advice, intercession with
officials,

and medical care provided Borodin with a

ready-made family of his own.
UNDER such circumstances it is not surprising that the

First Symphony was not finished until 1867. Indeed,
Borodin's reputation rests on only a handful of major
works. If we exclude juvenilia and ephemera, we have
an opera (Prince Igor), two complete symphonies and
two movements of a third, two string quartets, and a
tone poem (In the Steppes of Central Asia). Borodin
was an intermittent composer. He began work on Prince
Igor at Stassov's suggestion in 1869-1870, laid it aside
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tral Asia (1880) and the String Quartet No. 2, in D
Major (1881). The two movements of his Third Symphony were composed in 1886-1887; they were in rough
form at his death, and Glazunov finished off the scoring.
Apart from this handful of important compositions, between 1867 and 1885 Borodin wrote about a dozen art
songs. Although they are among the most beautiful in
the Russian literature, they are rarely heard in concert in
Western Europe or America.

One finds a similar pattern in Borodin's work as a
research chemist. During his years as a graduate student
and a traveling fellow (1858-1863), he completed and
had published thirteen separate scientific papers, but during the more than two decades of his tenure as full professor at the Academy there were only another thirteen
papers actually put into final draft and published. Some

of his important contributions were delivered at local
meetings of the Chemical Society at St. Petersburg and
reported briefly in the published proceedings, but were
never written up in full. During these two decades, however, he taught the undergraduates, trained his graduate
students, traveled to scientific meetings, and undertook
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a major role in the development of medical training for
women in Russia. This last activity merits special comment, for Borodin's pioneering work did not begin to
bear fruit until after the Bolshevik Revolution, and today Russia leads the world in the number of women doctors, over fifty per cent of the medical graduates being
women.

Among the items affected by the liberal reforms of
Tsar Alexander II (1855-1881) was the revision of the
entire Russian educational system. No longer was the em-

phasis exclusively on classics and the humanities; there
was an upsurge of interest in science, both pure and applied, and the impulse for it was derived from the highest
official circles. Under the influence of such high-minded
paternalism, general interest developed in higher education for women in a number of fields. In 1872, Borodin and some colleagues founded the Women's Medical
College of St. Petersburg. He himself assumed the duties
of professor of chemistry and treasurer. He was deeply
committed to the cause of medical education for women
at a time when it was almost unheard of in Western Europe, and he devoted endless hours to administrative details of organization and management. At the same time
his tasks at the Academy were increasing, for Professor
Zinin, whom he idolized, was old and in failing health.
The duties of giving a double set of lectures and training

an extra group of graduate students fell on Borodin.
Small wonder that both music and chemical research
progressed in fits and starts!
Unfortunately, Tsar Alexander's reform program

moved too slowly to satisfy the radicals, and he was assassinated by Nihilists in 1881. Alexander III (reigned
1881-1894), immediately adopted a policy of reaction
and repression. Many of the social and educational gains
were abolished. Some of the more outspoken students
(we would call them liberals today) were harassed by

the police, and Borodin did his best to protect them.
In 1882 the government took steps to abolish the Medical College for Women; Borodin and his associates tried
in vain to have it reprieved, but the institution was closed
and its influence was felt again only after the revolution.

One of the most significant events in Borodin's life
was his meeting with Franz Liszt in 1877 at Weimar. He

was rather shy about presenting himself to the "grand
old man" of European music, but Liszt received him
warmly. Borodin showed him the score of the B Minor
Symphony and even played the Scherzo for him in a
piano -duet arrangement. Liszt praised the symphony and

encouraged Borodin, saying "Go on working, even if
your music is not performed or published, even if you
get bad reviews. Believe me, your works will make their
way through their own merit. You are immensely gifted
and most original. I am not merely paying you compliments. I am an old man and it would not become me to
say other than what I think." Again, this was a firm push
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from a father figure; Borodin returned to St. Petersburg,
worked hard on Prince Igor, finished the A Minor Quar-

tet, and then, in 1880, set himself firmly to work on
In the Steppes of Central Asia, which he dedicated to
Liszt, who after all had "invented" the tone poem. On a
subsequent visit to Germany in 1881, Borodin was again
able to combine attendance at a scientific meeting with a
visit to Liszt. He showed him the score of this colorful
orchestral piece, and Liszt was delighted with it. Liszt
was a seminal influence on advanced music of the period,
and his recognition of Borodin's merit must have been
taken as a ratification.
Borodin's creative pace slackened somewhat during
the last few years of his life. Increasing academic duties,
travel to meetings, and official business conspired to keep
him from finishing the Third Symphony and Prince Igor.
In 1885 he suffered a severe attack of cholera and never
regained his health or his strength. Yet he continued to
serve his two masters, chemistry and music. He died suddenly while attending a ball at the Academy in the early
winter of 1887. He had arrived in high spirits, wearing a
red blouse and black leather hoots, a sort of native cos-

tume. While chatting and joking with friends, he collapsed and died within a minute or two.
BORODIN was buried in the cemetery of the Alexander

Nevsky Monastery; his grave is not far from those of
Dostoyevsky, Tchaikovsky, and Anton Rubinstein. On
his casket was placed a silver plate sent by the women
doctors he had taught, inscribed
To the founder, protector, and defender
Of the School of Medicine for Women.
After his death a monument was erected, somewhat or-

nate to twentieth-century eyes, but nonetheless rich in
associations. An elaborately carved granite shaft with a
central recess serves as the background for a bronze
bust of the composer. Behind the bust, reproduced in
mosaic, are quotations from his music-the theme from
the first movement of the First Symphony, the motif
for the chorus of Polovetsian Maidens from Prince Igor,
the first bars of his Song of the Dark Forest, the opening
theme of the Scherzo of the Third Symphony, and the
opening notes of In the Steppes of Central Asia. On the
face of the pedestal that supports the bust there is a
carved image of a kobza, a traditional Muscovite folk
instrument. The tomb is surrounded by an elaborate iron
railing; in the center of it is a shield embossed with
the formulas of chemicals Borodin had isolated or synthesized. It is an old-fashioned, sentimental monument,
but it serves to recall the several facets of Borodin's
peculiar genius.
William B. Ober, like Borodin. is a member of the medical Ira.
ternity and has an avid avocational interest in music. He is currently a pathologist at Knickerbocker Hospital in New York City.
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Though some vast computerized science of the future may eventually pinpoint for us the source of artistic
inspiration, it is today as mysterious a spring as it was for the ancient Greeks. In the case of musical creation, they found
the usual convenient pigeonhole: blame it on the gods. Thus Athena was credited with inventing the flute, Pan the reed
pipe, and Hermes the lyre. Greatest of the musicians was half -mortal Orpheus, whose mother was Calliope, chief of
the nine Muses, and composers have acknowledged his inspirational powers for millennia. In the Christian Era, however, the old gods retired to Olympus, and musicians discovered a new patron in St. Cecilia. Composers, recognizing
adebt unpayable elsewhere, have been dedicating works to her for centuries, and music lovers have founded many
organizations to honor.her-Rome's Accademia di Santa Cecilia will be familiar to readers of record -jacket notes. But
who was St. Cecilia, and how did she come to be associated with music?

MUSIC'S ST. CECILIA
By H. C. Robbins Landon

TILE LIFE of Saint Cecilia, Virgin, Martyr, and
Patroness of Musicians, is known to us only in
the vaguest terms. She was a young Roman lady
of noble birth who became engaged to a Roman patrician named Valerianus. A Christian, Cecilia persuaded
her spouse to refrain from exercising his marital rights;
she also succeeded in converting not only her husband.
but also her brother-in-law, to Christianity, and the two
brothers were baptized by Pope Urban I (reigned 222230 A.D.). Cecilia is supposed to have converted some
four hundred Romans to Christianity; her house became
a secret church, but her activities came to the attention
of the Roman Prefect Turcius Almachius (the Roman
Emperor at this time was Alexander Severus-reigned
222-235), who forthwith summoned Valerianus and his
brother and demanded that they renounce their new
religion. They refused and were beheaded. Cecilia was
subsequently murdered in her own bathroom. One re-

port has it that they tried to strangle her and failed,
while another suggests that she was placed in a dry bath
with flames underneath, "which failing to terminate her
existence as rapidly as her persecutors desired, they sent

an executioner to despatch her by severing her head

brought there. In 1959 the old church was rebuilt.
Just how Cecilia became associated with music is lost
in legend. Tradition has it that an angel was attracted
to earth by the charms of her singing, and an old German manuscript of the twelfth century says that "her
prayers rose like a sweet-sounding organ to God." We

know that she quickly became a favorite subject for
poets and painters, and it was the custom to portray her
playing an organ positiv (a- small chamber organ).
In time, whole musical societies came to be established in St. Cecilia's name. One of the earliest of these

was founded in Louvain, Belgium, in 1502, and we
know of the society's existence because the statutes-a
record of which is still preserved --had to be submitted
to the town magistrate for approval. Another early society of this kind was formed at Evreux in Normandy in
the year 1571 under the title "Le Puy de Musique." A
solemn religious celebration took place in the cathedral

"on the vigil," and the next day (November 22, St.
Cecilia's feast day) high mass, vespers, and complin
were celebrated. There was also a large banquet, and
prizes were awarded for the best literary and musical

Way, where her grave later became a shrine for visiting
pilgrims. She seems to have been beatified in the fourth

compositions; Orlando di Lasso once won such a prize.
"The Musical Society" was formed in London in 1683
to celebrate the "Festival of St. Cecilia, a great patroness
of music, on her name day, for the 22nd of November,
being St. Cecilia's day, is observ'd through all Europe
by the Lovers of Musick." Six stewards-"four persons
of Quality and two Gentlemen of His Majesty's Musick"
--were each year appointed to organize the event. They

century, because she is explicity mentioned in the

went to attend divine worship, usually at St. Bride's

Martyrologium Hieronymianium, which dates from the

church, when a choral service and an anthem with orches-

beginning of the fifth century. By the middle of the

tral accompaniment-often a work specially commis-

fifth century, a church had been erected in her name in
the Roman suburb of Trastevere, her house was again
turned into a church, and in 821 her remains, together
with those of her husband and her brother-in-law, were

sioned for the event-were performed with a large group

from her body." Even that attempt proved to be fraught
with difficulty, for after three hefty strokes of the axe,

her head was still joined to her body, and she is

re-

ported to have lived for another three days. Pope Urban

buried her in the Calixtus Catacombs on the Appian
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of voices and instruments. There followed a sermon,
usually in defense of "cathedral music" (which had
been prohibited under the Puritans), after which the
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group went to another place, usually Stationers' Hall,
for a banquet. At this feast, an ode in praise of music
was performed; the finest poets of England, among them

Dryden (in 1687 and in 1697), Shadwell, Congreve,
and Pope (in 1708) wrote the words, while the flower
of London's composers set them to music-Henry Purcell, John Blow, Jeremiah Clarke, and later George
Frideric Handel.
On the Continent, similar societies flourished. One of

the most interesting was the "Cecilia Brotherhood" in
eighteenth -century Vienna, where the finest vocal and
instrumental virtuosos foregathered in the venerable
Cathedral of St. Stephen on November 22nd each year
to celebrate high mass. Florian Leopold Gassmann, a
talented contemporary of Haydn, wrote a Aliffa Sancta
Caecilia in 1765, and Haydn himself wrote the longest
and most elaborate of his masses, the Missa Sanctae
Caeciliae (1773?), for this Viennese group.
Although, in the nineteenth century, the old tradition
never quite died out, with the advent of the modern
symphony and established choral societies, the old St.
Cecilia brotherhoods and societies no longer fulfilled
such an urgent need. Attention gradually became centered on individual works written to honor the patron
saint of the art. As late as 1823 we find the ubiquitous
Louis Spohr composing a "Hymn to St. Cecilia" for the
Cecilian Society in Kassel, but this was nearly the end of

the tradition. The most celebrated nineteenth-century
Cecilia composition was Charles Gounod's 'Hesse Solennelle Ste. Cecile (1885).

In our own century, certainly the finest inspiration,
both poetically and musically, to come from "bright
Cecilia" is W. H. Auden's beautiful poem, set to music
by Benjamin Britten in 1942: "Hymn to Saint Cecilia."
A representative, though by no means comprehensive,
selection of St. Cecilia music is currently available on
discs. All the major works are available, but very few of
the lesser -known compositions (such as those by Blow
or Clarke, which are beautiful). Of the major works,
practically none except the Gounod and, curiously, the
Britten, was available before the advent of microgroove

-another proof, if any be needed, of what the longplaying record has done for the diffusion of classical
music. The compositions discussed below have been
arranged in chronological order, and if more than one
recording is available, the preferred version is listed first.

PURCELL: Ode on St. Cecilia's Day, 1683 ("Welcome to all the Pleasures") for soli, choir, string orchestra, and harpsichord. Words by Christopher Fish burn. In 1683, Purcell published "Sonnatas of III parts,
two Violins and Basse to the Organ or Harpsichord"

with an engraved portrait of himself at the age of
twenty-four attached. These twelve sonatas, written in
the newest Italian manner, caused considerable excite -
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ment among musical amateurs and professionals

in

London, and their success may be part of the reason why
the new "Musical Society" mentioned above decided to
engage the young composer to write the very first Cecilia
Ode for the group.
Unlike Purcell's second Ode for St. Cecilia's Day,

which will be considered below, "Welcome to all the
Pleasures" is basically an intimate work; yet, within the
small frame, we find those jarring dissonances and that
fine sense of melody which characterize so much of
Purcell's writing. The dissonances, in fact, surprise and
occasionally shock even today. In a hundred small ways,
Purcell's first Cecilia Ode is close to the greatest English
opera ever written, his Dido and Aeneas, whose date of
composition is uncertain but is now believed by authori-

ties to have been produced in 1689, six years after the
Ode.

April Cantelo, Eileen McLoughlin, Alfred
Owen Grundy, and Maurice
Bevan; Kalmar Orchestra of London, Walter Bergmann
(harpsichord), Alfred Deller cond. VANGUARD BACH
GUILD BGS 5015, BG 5015. Your feelings about this
beautifully recorded and stylishly performed record will
ultimately be dictated by whether you like Alfred Deller
or not. The countertenor voice is a kind of falsetto singing
which Deller has mastered --indeed, Purcell himself used
Recording:

Deller, Gerald English,

to sing the alto parts "with incredible graces"-but the
St. Cecilia is customarily represented pictorially as playing
the organ-as here. in a detail from an engraving by Zacharias
Dolendo alter Netherlands painter Jacob de Gheyn II (1565-1619).

1 ,nn.dwi.nis of the Latin text that may hare been responsible for connecting St. Cecilia with music ("Cantantibus organic
...-)
usually render -organis- as "organ.- Rut St. Augustine writes that it can mean any musical instrument. Thus. Cecilia has also been
represented playing the harp ( see corer), the bass viol (left, by Domenichino. 1581-1641), and the violin (right, by Carallino, 1622-1654).

sound is not for everyone. There are some critics who have
described Deller as one of the geniuses of present-day concert life; there are also those who shudder when they hear
his voice.

PURCELL: Ode for St. Cecilia's Day, 1692 ("Hail!
Bright Cecilia") for soli, choir and orchestra. Words by
Nicholas Brady. Purcell printed his first Cecilia Ode
shortly after its initial performance, but the present
large-scale ode remained in manuscript until it was resuscitated by the Musical Antiquarian Society some hundred and fifty years afterward. The second ode is twice
as long as the earlier one, and requires a large orchestra

-including woodwinds, trumpets, and kettledrumswhich the composer uses with great skill and daring.
There are arias with only trio -sonata (two violins and
basso continuo-i.e., harpsichord and lower strings)
accompaniment, such as the alto solo "The airy violin
and lofty viol quit the field." There is also another alto
solo, "The fife and all the harmony of war," with solo
trumpets and drums, minus all the upper strings (violins, violas), which must have been revolutionary in its
day. If this second ode lacks the dissonance -ridden intimacy of "Welcome to all the Pleasures," it contains the
grandeur and polyphonic splendor that we usually associate with Handel-in fact, it is obvious that the second
ode exerted a profound influence on Handel.
Recording:

April

Cantelo,

Alfred

Deller,

Wilfred

Brown, Peter Salmon, Maurice Bevan, and John Frost;
George Eskdale (solo trumpet ), Ambrosian Singers, Kalmar Chamber Orchestra, Michael Tippett cond. VANGUARD BACH GUILD BG 559. The Kalmar Orchestra
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contained, in its day, many musicians who have subsequently become famous in their own right, such as Denis

Vaughan, their then continmo player, and their leader,
Leonard Friedman. There are a number of outstanding
things about this recording: a well-known modern English
composer directs, and the trumpet soloist is none other

than Eskdale, whose trumpet playing in the old Adolf
Busch

Second

Brandenburg

Concerto created

gramo-

phone history before the war. Again, the crux of the
matter is whether you adore (".
the name of Alfred
Deller has the stature of a Weingartner in Beethoven, a
.

.

Casals in the cello repertoire .. .") or loathe (".
a disgusting, emasculated sound . . .") the sound of Deller's
countertenor voice, here joined by a second countertenor,
.

.

Salmon. In any case, the music of both these odes is so
magnificent that no one ought to pass them up.

HANDEL:

Alexander's Feast or the Power of ,lfucirk

(Ode to St. Cecilia), 1736 ("Twas at the royal feast")

for soli, choir, and orchestra. From the ode by John
Dryden originally written in 1697, with additions and
adaptations by Newburgh Hamilton. The original Dryden ode had been set to music by Jeremiah Clarke and
again by Thomas Clayton in 1711. Dryden wrote two
odes to St. Cecilia, both of which were later set to music
by Handel; Handel's first ode was Dryden's second. Of
the two Handelian settings, this is the largest and perhaps most impressive. Mozart, to continue the pattern of
everything in twos, re -orchestrated both of Handel's settings much in the same manner as he re -orchestrated
Mesiiah. His rewriting of Alexander's Feast vas done
in July 1790 for Gottfried van Swieten, later the librettist of

Haydn's Creation,

Seasons,

and

Seven

Last
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Words, and patron of the young Beethoven (the First
Symphony was dedicated to Swieten). To keep the
record straight, all the recordings discussed here of

both Handelian settings use the original Handel score.
Alexander's Feast, preceding as it does the great line
of oratorios (Saul, Israel in Egypt, Messiah, and Samson), occupies a central position in Handel's creative

life. He had written to English words before, in the
famous Coronation Anthems and in the two Biblical
dramas Esther (1732) and Deborah (1733) . But
Alexander's Feast marked a turning point in the new
"massive" Handel, the composer of whom Mozart said
"he strikes like a thunderbolt" and whom Haydn called
"the master of us all." Handel used his orchestra and
chorus to move and shake the emotions of his audience.
A typical effect: he reserves the entrance of the trumpets
and kettledrums until the beginning of Part Two, where

the solo tenor calls "A louder yet, and yet a louder
strain! Break his bands of sleep asunder/And rouze him,
like a rattling peal of thunder." The effect is stupendous,

especially since Handel repeats the last two lines in a
gigantic chorus. Handel himself was once described as
listening sorrowfully to one of his choruses, murmuring,
"Oh, if I had a cannon!"
Alexander's Feast was first performed at Covent
Garden on February 19, 1736. "Never was upon like
Occasion so numerous and splendid an Audience at any
Theatre in London, there being at least 1300 Persons
present. . . . It met with general Applause," reported
the London Daily Post. It was a major triumph in
Handel's life, and it must have been a particular comfort to the composer, whose affairs, the year before, had

been described in a letter as being dismal: "Handel,
whose excellent compositions have often pleased our
ears, and touched our Hearts, has this Winter sometimes performed to an almost empty Pitt."
Recording:

Honor

Sheppard,

Max Worthley, and

Maurice Bevan; Oriana Concert Choir and Orchestra, Alfred Deller cond. VANGUARD BACH GUILD BGS 70666/7,

BG 70666/7, two discs, boxed. Deller, as conductor, gives
a fine, clean-cut performance which is, as usual with Vanguard, spaciously and faithfully recorded. The soloists are

not in the Schwarzkopf/Patzak class, but they are good
musicians, and the orchestra, apparently one of London's
fabulous pick-up groups comprising the best musicians
from various leading orchestras, is very good indeed. It is
scarcely credible that this should be the first, and only,
recording in the catalog of this great and noble piece of
music. But let us not quibble: "At last divine Cecilia

rizer, lifted large chunks of two harpsichord suites by
Gottlieb Muffat (1690-1770) and used them, with
widespread changes, in the present ode. But plagiarisms
and all, it is a full-blooded and magnificent work. Who
could resist the solo kettledrums in "The double, double

beat of the thundering drum," or the final number in
which, as in the end of Israel in Egypt, the solo soprano,

entirely unsupported, sings each line alone, to be followed by the full strength of the chorus and the orchestra, bright with D trumpets?

Recordings: (1) Adele Addison and John McCollum;
Rutgers University Choir, F. Austin Walter, choirmaster;
New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein cond. COLUMBIA MS 6206, ML 5606. (2) Teresa Stich -Randall and

Alexander Young; London Chamber Singers; London
Chamber Orchestra, Anthony Bernard cond. MUSIC GUILD

MS 101, MG 101. There is no doubt that Bernstein is in
his element here, and the recording is sensationally good,
as is the playing of the orchestra and its soloists ( John
Wummer, flute; Laszlo Varga, cello; and a smashing unnamed first trumpet player). Bernstein is in many ways a
Baroque figure, and this is music peculiarly suited to his
musical personality. If one has a small reservation, it is
the soprano; Miss Addison approaches many of the high
notes, particularly in slow arias, with almost gingerly tact.
One feels the whole part is rather high for her, and on
this count the young Stich-Randall's voice is fresher, more
in tune, and, quite simply, far more beautiful. Altogether,
the late Anthony Bernard's record is a good one, but the
Bernstein, reservations above excepted, is better. There
are also one or two cuts in the Bernard which were not,
I think, necessary.

HAYDN: Missa Sanctae Caeciliae (1773?) for soli,
choir, and orchestra. This is Haydn's longest and structurally most complex mass. It has pensive moments
(the wonderful slow introduction to the Kyrie), stormy
moments (the menacing, aggressive Benedictus), lyrical
moments (the dreamy slowish-fast fugue "Gratias
agimus" in the Gloria), and many, many exciting ones.
Perhaps the most thrilling fugue Haydn ever wrote is
the end of the Credo, "Et vitam venturi," which even
uses high trumpets (up to two octaves above middle C)
in the Baroque fashion. It recalls in vivid colors the
pageantry and glory of eighteenth -century Vienna.
Recordings: (1) Rosl Schwaiger, Sieglinde Wagner,
Herbert Handt, and Walter Berry; the Akademie Choir;
Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Hans Gillesberger cond.

HAYDN SOCIETY 2028, two discs, boxed (not yet reissued,

but an Erato pressing still exists in France). (2) Maria
Stader, Marga Hoffgen, Richard Holm, and Josef Greindl;

Michael Schneider (organ); Choir and Orchestra of the

came."

Bavarian Radio, Eugen Jochum cond. DEUTSCHE GRAM-

HANDEL: Ode for St. Cecilia's Day, 1739, for soli,
choir, and orchestra. Words by John Dryden, 1687.
Dryden's ode, the first of two settings (the other was
written ten years later), was originally set to music by
G. B. Draghi and had been performed by the famous

Haydn Society recording is-it was made in 1950-and
badly though the original tape was processed (ends

"Musical Society." Handel, that old and cynical plagia-
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MOPHON 138028/9, 18545/6, two discs. Old though the

chopped off the choruses, for example), the performance
was one of Gillesberger's great ones. The music flamed in
his interpretation. Jochum's reading is pedantic and lifeless by comparison, and the recording is very strange indeed. You can't hear the woodwinds, trumpets, and drums
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Victorian era to be able to judge him without prejudice,

but there are passages of this interesting work which
strike many as being intolerably saccharine, reminiscent
of French or Italian prints of little boys at prayer, their

eyes rolled upwards like a Baroque saint in ecstasy.
But there is no doubt in my mind that it is the wholly
sincere expression of a deeply thinking and religious
man. When he was composing the work, in the countryside near Avranches, Gounod wrote: "During the afternoons

I

generally go to the woods and read some

chapters of my beloved Saint Augustine. I have made
myself a translation of them; that is my time for reflection. Afterwards I think about my Mass."

Song for St. Cecilia's Da.)
Jn a garden shad) this holy lady
With reverent cadence and subtle psalm,
Like a black swan as death came on
Poured forth her song in perfect calm:
And by ocean's inargin this innocent virgin
Constructed an organ to enlarge her prayer,

And notes tremendous from her great engine
Thundered out on the Roman air.
Blonde Aphrodite rose up excited,
Moved to delight by the melody,
.White as an orchid she rode quite naked
In an oyster shell on the lop of the sea;
At sounds so entrancing the angels dancing
Came out of their trance into time again,
And around the wicked in Hell's abysses
The huge flame flickered and eased their pain.
Blessed Cecilia, appear in visions
To all musicians, appear and inspire:
Translated Daughter, come down and startle
Composing mortals with immortal fire.
45 1945 by W. H. Auden

St. Cecilia seems to be almost as popular with poets as uitl
musicians. And although "occasional" composition seldom bring.

out the best in any artist. W. II. Auden's strikingly beautiful
text (reproduced in part above) for Benjamin Britten's Hymn to
St. Cecilia must certainly be counted as a brilliant exception

half the time, nor even the high trumpet passage at the
end of the Credo. What is really needed is a brand new
recording of this great work.

GOUNOD: /Weise Solennelle Ste. Cecile ( 1855) for
soli, choir, and orchestra. I recall that B. H. Haggin,
that cranky and interesting music critic, once divided
Brahms into "the good Brahms" and "the bad Brahms."
People tend to have equally strong opinions about the
music of Charles Gounod; they seem either to love it or
to hate it. Arguments about Gounod in French intellectual circles often end nowadays in the participants' not
speaking to each other. Probably we are too near the

APRIL 1967

Recordings: (1) Pilar Lorengar, Heinz Hoppe, and
Franz Crass; Choeurs Rene Duclos; Orchestre de la Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire de Paris, Jean-Claude
Hartemann cond. ANGEL S 36214, 36214. (2) Irmgard
Seefried, Gerhard Stolze, and Hermann Uhde; Tsche-

chischer Singerchor; Czech Philharmonic, Igor Markevitch
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 139111, 39111 (a co-

production with Supraphon, Prague). The difference between these two records is stupendous. Not only are the
voices of the Angel production more suited to the music,
but they are on the whole more pleasant. Seefried, that
glorious Mozart singer of the 1940's and 1950's, is, quite
frankly, past her prime; she sounds terribly strained. But
apart from that, the Angel recording is far more idiomatic; in a word, it serves Gounod better. This is no
doubt partly because Paris, primarily Catholic, is a better
and surely more obvious place to record a Gounod mass
than Communist Prague; it is also because Hartemann,
though not a famous virtuoso conductor of Markevitch's
class, understands the music more intimately and deeply.

BRITTEN: Hymn to St. Cecilia (1942), words by
W. H. Auden. There can surely be no controversy about
this attractive and beautifully written choral piece. If
you are frightened by "modern" music a la Webern or
Stockhausen, you can't help liking this open, clear music.
Recording: Jennifer Vyvyan, Helen Watts, Peter Pears,
Owen Brannigan; Chorus of the London Symphony,
London Symphony Orchestra, George Malcolm cond.
L'OISEAU-LYRE SOL 60037, 50206. A magnificent achievement: the best soloists England can offer and the (at

present) finest orchestra in London. This record is an ideal
introduction to another side of Britten's activity, one less
known than the operatic or symphonic, but highly characteristic and most sympathetic. There are a thousand

felicitous touches, such as the tender setting of Auden's
"0 dear white children, casual as birds." A most attractive record in every way. The work was also available at
one time on Kapp KC 9057-S/9057 in a performance by
the Columbia University Chapel Choir, Searle Wright
conducting. The disc included a performance by the same
forces of a cantata To Saint Cecilia by Norman Dello
Joio, the text being adapted from Dryden's 1687 Song for
St. Cecilia's Day.
H. C. Robbins Landon, one of today's outstanding musicological

researchers and writers, was last represented in the pages of
Hi FI/STEREo REvt Lw by his rink' delineation of "llaydn's Castle."
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POP COES PARIS
* * * * * By DIDIER DELAUNOY * * * * *

Returning to the scene of youthful triumphs, a former
resident finds that French popular music-live and
recorded is about to be MODernized completely

**
e,tr**
THE FIVE -COLUMN headline across the front page

was so huge it pushed the news of General de
Gaulle's return from his worldwide tour to the
bottom of the page. I wondered what the austere general must have thought of this serious blow to his dignity, though I knew it wasn't the first time it had
happened. As a matter of fact, several weeks before, the
daily edition of the same newspaper, France -Soil., had
run a front-page picture topped by this sensational head-

line: "Johnny has a new 'copain': Charles de Gaulle."
It was true enough that the young fellow seated near
Johnny Hallyday, the idol of French rock-'n'-roll, bore a
strong resemblance to the chief of state, but the caption
went on to explain that he was the General's grandson, a
fond admirer of Johnny.
Dismayed, I looked again at the paper the maid had
just brought to my room. Outside, on this early September day, the sun glittered, giving a last sparkle of spring-

like beauty to the city I had not seen for the past four
years. I could vaguely hear the sounds of an accordion
somewhere in the street, probably a beggar exercising
his talent for a sidewalk -cafe audience. I had arrived the
evening before, and this was the news. I started reading
the article which explained, with almost total absence of

was the 'co pain," the pal, who had risen from poverty
to a multi -million estate, the spokesman of a generation

trying to assert itself. In 1965, his marriage to Sylvie
Vartan, another singing idol, had taken on the allure of
a national event, receiving in the French press a coverage equal to that of the troubles of Eddie Fisher and
Debbie Reynolds in this country.

However, his star had seemed to take an adverse
course during the past few months. The first blow came
with the sudden rise of Antoine, a long-haired, floweredshirted newcomer who had challenged Johnny's position
as France's idol of the youth. (Antoine is the fellow
who says he delivers "message" songs; in one of them,
he imagines a dialogue between President de Gaulle and
himself, and to the President's question: "Antoine, what

should we do to save France?", he answers: "Put the
contraceptive pill on sale in the five-and-ten.") Almost
at the same time, Sylvie announced her intention of
leaving Johnny, for reasons that ranged from mere
mental cruelty to total irresponsibility. Finally, the gov-

ernment, that huge hydra with a thousand heads that
need constantly to be fed, asked the young man for a

detail, that France's foremost singing idol had come

fortune in back taxes. This was apparently too much for
him, and, after trying for weeks to cope with these petty
details, he had given up.

back exhausted from a recording session in England-a
trip made necessary by a strike of French musicianshad shown up at a party, then had secluded himself in
the bathroom, where he had attempted to take his life. A
mere "fait divers" which, in view of the singer's popu-

To take my mind off the sad news, I turned to the
entertainment pages. What attracted me first was an
unusual ad: Georges Brassens and Juliette Greco, together for the first time, at the Theatre National Populaire. It was unusual in many respects: the T.N.P., as it

larity, had become a national tragedy.

years, he had been uncontested champion of the younger

is known for short, is a legitimate theater that had never
before competed with such houses as the Olympia, the
Alhambra, or any of the places where such entertainers
usually appear. But what was most surprising was the

generation's cause, a kind of Gallic Elvis Presley. He

price charged for the show (6 francs top, or $1.20, as

Even in the United States I had heard of Johnny's
tremendous impact on French youth. For three or four
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compared to 20 francs, or $4, at the Olympia), and the
fact that two huge stars like Brassens and Greco were
sharing the bill. It was as if New York's Lincoln Center
were offering at that price, and for a three-week stand,
Barbra Streisand and Frank Sinatra.

In the U.S.A., Georges Brassens' name means very
little, despite the efforts of two record companies to
promote and sell his albums. The basic reason is that to
really appreciate him, one must know French perfectly;
no translation, no matter how deft it may be, can render
the true sense of the material he writes. Brassens' songs
are a strange concoction of Gallic humor a la Rabelais-

quite saucy, "paillard" is the French term-and poetry
a la Villon.

As for Greco, she has, on and off, retained her distinctive style and is still very much in favor with the
French. She has, I must say, a very appealing charm that
has never been hampered by her several unsuccessful
attempts at becoming a movie star. It is also to be noted

that the girl who was considered the crazy muse of
existentialism in the late Forties has become a very
polished, even endearing performer.

by far my favorite walk. At twelve, I was to meet Paul
Durand, the composer of Mademoiselle de Paris, one of
the biggest musical hits France has ever produced. I
decided to spend some time visiting the huge PatheMarconi record store, right next to Le Fouquet's restau-

rant. As I entered, a familiar song welcomed me: a
French version of the Beatles' Yellow Submarine by-of
all people-Les Compagnons de la Chanson, who
seemed to have taken a new lease on success with this
highly a la mode hit. I noticed that, for the occasion,
the submarine in question had become green, or if you
prefer. "tm sous-marin rert, vent comme la mer. . ."
.

I gave the record bins a quick glance-mostly pop
albums, like anywhere else in the world: Streisand,
Dylan, les Beatles, les Animals, Gilbert Becaud, Charles
Aznavour. Also, many sound tracks, neatly arranged in
alphabetical order; after one hundred or so, I stopped

counting-with ten or twelve more bins to go. Just for
the fun of it, I bought My Fair Lady (the French film
version), and Comment reussir dans les affaires (the
French version of How to Succeed in Business . .),
which was a huge financial disaster-as L'Exprers explained it: "It is not that the French are prejudiced.
They simply don't like music!" I also looked for the
classical section, but had a hard time finding it; it was
buried in a corner of the store, and I almost missed it
because the most prominent albums displayed were
titled: "The Greatest Hits of Erik," "Idols of Always:
Felix," "Ludwig's Greatest Hits." I was just about to
ignore that section when the oddity of the first names
.

.

I suddenly felt good
walking again along this avenue where, as a younger
BOULEVARD Saint-Germain. .

. .

man, I had once been so much at home. In the clear
September day, with a sudden ray of sun striking them,

monuments and houses had a brand new look, quite
charming. I noticed a number of "go-go" stores, their
crazy outfits somewhat reminiscent of those I had seen
in New York, and all those beautiful young girls, most
of them scantily dressed in mini -skirts.

A few minutes later, I was on the Champs-Elysees,
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C'EST APRES AVOIR REVU SYLVIE

Some idea of the impart
popular music and its idols
have had on the renowned
French sangfroid is this
headline from a prominent
Paris daily: "The drama
which has been developing
for several weeks came to
a head yesterday evening:
After seeing Sylvie again,
Johnny Hallyday wanted
to die."
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forced me to give it a second glance. It was the classical
section alright, the Ludwig, Felix, Erik, and Johann
Sebastian were none other than those great "pop stars"
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of yesteryear, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Satie, and Bach.

and Radio Luxembourg has axed its most popular series,

After what seemed like an hour-but was in fact a

La famille Duraion, which had been broadcast for the
past twelve years or so. And for what, I ask you, for
what? So that, day and night, the same kind of rubbish
can be played over and over again: songs by Edouard,
Antoine, Johnny Hallyday, Tom Jones, les Beatles, etc.

mere twenty minutes-I left the store. Les Compagnons
were still living (for the umpteenth time) in their submarine, and I left them there, knowing they wouldn't
sink anyway, and crossed the avenue to meet Paul

There is no longer any place for good music."
Since there was no place for good music on the air,

Durand.

I

strange period: anybody who can strum a guitar is immediately a star; anybody who can beat a pigskin becomes a
famous drummer; anybody who can utter two unintelli-

decided to go hunting for good places with decent live
music. A friend obligingly provided me with a list of
must -see Paris underground clubs, so-called not because
they are forbidden, but because they are located for the

gible sounds in a falsetto voice is a great singer. It all
amounts to one thing: be extravagant, make as much
noise as you can-the sound deafens the audience so
much it can't possibly hear anything anyway-and you'll

most part at underground level.
Had it been four years before, I most probably would
have started my totnnee des Grands-dries, as it is often
called, in Pigalle, like any tourist. This time, however, I

become a billionaire overnight."
The usually exuberant, round-faced little man whom

clubs were IN. I went to nine such clubs, nine different

rubbish! My dear Didier, we live in a

I had met several years before, and with whom I had
become friendly, seemed gloomy. He went on: "Believe me, there are times when I wonder whether I
wouldn't make more money by simply popping a wig
on top of my head and gyrating on the stage of the
Olympia ... ye, ye!"
A mini -skirted lovely passed by, her mini K-7 (a
small portable tape recorder) pouring out a flow of
Mireille Mathieu's latest songs.
"What about her?" I queried.
"Lovely. Quite lovely. I wish at times I were ten

years younger...."
"No, no, I meant Mireille Mathieu."
"Oh, her? Entirely made by publicity. Of course, she

has a good voice, but that's what I meant when I told
you those youngsters become stars in no time. It took
Piaf years of struggling to become the famous singer
everyone knew. Almost overnight, Mireille Mathieu has
achieved similar recognition, under the pretext that she
sings like Piaf. Personally, I don't think so; no one can

sing like Piaf. At any rate, that kid has a lot to learn
before she can be considered an international star."
Our discussion then covered all the current great

names of the French recording industry. Durand was
pessimistic: "Charles Aznavour has become too Americanized, at this point, to be truly of interest to the gen-

eral French public. Gilbert Becaud, though I admire
tremendously what he does, is much too cautious, too
careful about his possibilities. In a sense, he restricts
himself, and naturally he is overwhelmed by those newcomers. Jacques Brel has decided to call it quits after his

last series of recitals. But mostly, what is killing talented singers is the radical change in the policy of radio
networks. A few months ago, they still had a chance to
be heard on some 'peripheral' stations. But now?
France -Inter is fighting like mad to take over Europe
No. l's position as the most -listened -to radio station,
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knew that Pigalle was definitely OUT, and that other
places where, all night long, you can enjoy yourself for

no more than two or three dollars per club. The first
place I went to, the James Paladium, 11 bis, rue du
Mont -Dore, is where most celebrities meet. Salvador
Dali, Peter Ustinov, Jane Fonda, Roger Vadim, Francois Truffaut, Claude Chabrol, and Antoine were there
the night I dropped in. They're there all the time! In
fact, despite the presence on stage of such popular
English groups as the Ingoes, the Lemons, and Arthur
Brown, the real show took place in the room where, as

it turned out, the favorite game was to look like Mr.
Everybody Else.

Not far from the James Paladium is the club's twin,
the Bus Paladium, where I decided to go once I discovered the idiocy of trying to hold onto a glass at the
James. The Bus, at 6, rue Fontaine, was slightly less
crowded, but less inspiring too. It is much smaller, and
when I arrived Dick Rivers was crooning a version of
Georges Brassens' pensive lace masks a mordant wit. Though
once banned Irom French radio lor obscenity, he is a major star.

Roger Miller's England Swings-in French, mind you.
I left the Bus for La Locomotive, another club a few
blocks away at 82, boulevard de Clichy. It was a disappointment in that it was nearly empty. ''It's too early,''
the manager told me. "Why don't you come back at one
or two in the morning . .?" So, I went on to the Golf
Drouot, at 2, rue Drouot. I knew the place; five years
before I had worked on a television show that was shot

other pleasures and palaces were Nvaiting for me elsewhere-at Les Ecuries du Lion &Argent (The Stables
of the Silver Lion), for instance, where they didn't even
ask me whether I was a journalist, a member of what have -you, or anything. The Stables are at 9, rue LeopoldBellan, and it is a place I recommend wholeheartedly.
It is set in the former stables of a private house, beautifully redecorated to fit the tastes of 1966, though the
surroundings are pure sixteenth century. The club is
often visited by theatrical people from around the cor-

.

almost entirely at the Golf. Now the club was just

warming up. Georges Chelon and a slow rock helped
me relax a moment in the arms of a lovely mini -skirted
blonde, pretty but dumb. I left the blonde, Chelon, and
the Golf, and headed for Milord Mod's, at 5, rue de
Beaujolais, which has the reputation of being the most

ner: actors, stage managers, prompters, and the lot.

When I came in, the Shadows were playing one of their
great hits. Don't ask me which one; it was so loud that
I had to leave after admiring the decor and a temptress

elegant club of all. The door was closed. I knocked, and
Cerberus opened it.
"Are you a member?" he asked me.
"A member of what?" I politely queried.
"Europe No. l's fan club."
"Do you mean to say it's a private club?"
"Sure is."
"But I'm a journalist, the roving correspondent of ..."
"We're not interested."
. . . an AMERICAN magazine ..." I finally managed to
interject through the brash sound of the music coming
from inside the club.
"That's different," said the mellowed Cerberus.
"Here, we like Americans."

in dungarees.

He started giving me an earful about how I should
apply to the head office of the Europe No. I radio station, rue Francois-ler, speak to the president of the sta-

adorable Francoise Hardy, with whom I had danced the

My next stop happened to be Le Bilboquet, on the
Left Bank at 13, rue Saint -Benoit. "Happened to be"
because I had no intention of going there at all. It is
the "innest" club of Paris, and you must be chaperoned
to get past the door. On my way, I met an old acquaintance who was a member, and he dragged me there. No
wonder it's private-Sylvie Vartan, who didn't seem too
affected by Johnny's attempted suicide, Sacha Distel,
Sophia Loren, and other familiar faces from the silver
screen were all there. It was swinging, baby, and Murray the K could go there and learn some more about his
trade-if they let him in, of course!
However,

still had a lot to see, and leaving the

"jerk" (she looks like Julie Christie and sings like an
angel), I stepped into the middle of the night, took a
cab, and went to Club '65. Located at 1, rue du Four, it
is known as the craziest club in Paris by far. Eccentric,

betion, who would surely be delighted to see me (".
cause all the foreign correspondents go to London, they
.

I

.

never come to Paris," he pouted), and come back as
their full-fledged V.I.P. guest. Forget it! Too much

stupendous, mad, it is one of the funniest places to visit.
As for the dancing, it's on the same level as everywhere
else. If you can stomach it, tine, but after a while your

bother for too little. Besides, the night was young, and
A stunning performer, Gilbert Becaud met with great success as
writer of Et maintenant. known here as What Now Nly Love?

Success never spoiled Juliette Greco. nor did her films; the
sometime singer in existentialist !mitt,: is now a polished pro.

a

a
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Head feels like a drum, and your arms and legs automatically adopt any kind of position as long as they're
in motion.

Needing at this point to walk for a while, I left the
club with a brunette who told me her name was Mickyshort for Michele. Micky was in a romantic mood, and I
was again in a swinging mood. After walking for a few
moments, we returned to join the jet set where the action was, this time at the Top Ten, right on the ChampsElysees. Is it the youngest club, the best club, the swing ingest club? I really couldn't say. All I remember is
that Micky left before I did (with a long-haired fellow),

and left me moving, rather than dancing, with Chrisshort for Christine- -and that I woke up the following
ry HERE are many French popular records available in the
I United States. In fact, Capitol regularly imports many
albums, sold under the Pattie and Odeon labels, which
Gilbert Becaud,
Charles Aznavour, Barbara, Leo Ferri, Edith Piaf, or such
feature

such

outstanding

talents

as

"ye -ye" stars as Dick Rivers. I have selected below a
handful of albums which, in my opinion, are representative of the mainstream of French talent. The selection is
far from being complete, but it should prove a good basis

for starting your own collection of French popular recordings.

Aznavour (REPRISE R(S) 6227): By far the best album
yet made by Charles Aznavour. It contains twelve recent
titles,

four of which are from the

singer's

successful

musical comedy Mr. Carnival. Orchestral background is
by Paul Mauriat, which is another indication of the
quality of this album.
Bicaud: His Newest Songs (LIBERTY LRP 3470, LST
7470): Almost every record made by Becaud is a worthwhile experience. I prefer this one for a specific reason: it
was done "live" during the singer's February 1966 recital
at the Olympia, and you can feel that he is giving the best
of himself to please a knowing-and difficult-audience.
Brassens Sings of the Birds and the Bees (PHILIPS PCC
218, PCC 618): This is a selection of Brassens' most popular songs. I have, however, a few reservations concerning

this album: the liner notes are the most ridiculous I've
ever read, and the electronic stereo is a bust.

The Poetic World of Jacques Be!r (PHILIPS PCC 220,
PCC 620): This is probably the best album in the Philips
Connoisseur Series. The selections are well chosen and
give a good idea of Brel's bitter style. The second side
was made during an actual recital at the Olympia.
Maurice Chevalier (LONDON GH 46001-4, GHS 560014): This set of four records encompasses songs Chevalier
has sung since 1905 and is, if not a complete retrospective,
at least a large view of his remarkable career. Well illustrated, well recorded. I don't think there could be any
finer album to recommend to Chevalier's fans.
Yves Montand's Paris (COLUMBIA CL 2234, CS 9034);
Paris Recital (PHILIPS PCC 202, PCC 602): Two excellent
albums. The first one presents a collection of tunes written

about Paris-and who sings them better than Montand?
Michel Legrand: I Love Paris (HARMONY HS 11131):
Probably the most famous orchestral album of French pops
in America. It deserves its reputation.
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morning in my hotel room with bizarre sounds floating
through my head, a tremendous hangover, and legs as
weak as if I had walked a thousand miles. Paul Durand
was right: nine clubs, but no place for good music. But
oh, that dancing!
Outside, I could hear an accordion, probably the same
one as yesterday, playing an old valse-musette. The maid

had brought in the newspaper, and I read that Johnny
Hallyday was in a "critically fair condition," or something to that effect. Somewhere, a radio loudly played
Mireille Mathieu's Mon Credo. It was raining. I closed
my eyes, and thought with delight that tonight I would
enjoy another evening of action in Paris.
First, a
classical concert at the Salle Pleyel, and then....
.

.

.

Jacqueline Francois: Alagnifique (PHILIPS PCC 200,
PCC 600): An aptly titled album, and definitely Miss
Francois' best to date. The singer is powerfully backed by
Paul Durand and his orchestra.

Edith Piaf (PATHE FSX 154 to 163); The Definitive
Edith Piaf (CAPITOL TBL 2193): Among the many recordings of Piaf, which can be found on several labels,
these two sets represent the singer's best and most complete achievements. The first, available only in mono, is
imported and consists of ten records, including Piaf in the
narrative of Jean Cocteau's poem "La voix humaine." The
second is a selection of Piaf's best tunes, and those with
which she has been most often identified.

Alireille 'Mathieu

(ATLANTIC

SD 8127, D 8127): The

first album by the already famous new French singer, and
your best chance to decide whether she may be the new
Piaf. The orchestral background is provided by Francois
Rauber and Paul Mauriat.

Maurice Larcange: Avec moi a Paris

(LONDON SP

44013, 91287); Emile Prud'homme: Accordion a la Piaf
(EPIC LF 18051, BF 19051): The accordion musette is as
much a part of Paris as, say, the Eiffel Tower. Among the
many fine recordings that exist, I have selected these two
recent releases. Larcange and Prud'homme are real virtuosos, and both albums have excellent sound.
A Alan and a Woman (UNITED ARTISTS UAL 4147,
UAS 5147); The Umbrellas of Cherbourg (PHILIPS PCC

216, PCC 616): Few sound tracks from France find their
way to this country, and we still have to "discover" such
composers as Michel Magne, Georges Garvarentz, and
Georges Delerue. Here are two recent albums, composed
respectively by Francis Lai and Michel Legrand. Both are
truly outstanding achievements in terms of "musical atmosphere."

Jacques Loussier: Recital at the Theatre des ChampsElysies (LONDON LL 3454/5, PS 454/5); Django Reinhardt (CAPITOL TBO 10226): Though few French jazzmen have gained as much recognition as their American
counterparts, there is no doubt that Loussier, originator of
"Play Bach" or Bach 'n' jazz, and Django Reinhardt, the

famed gypsy guitarist, have contributed to introducing
new jazz concepts in France.
Didier Delounoy, a French journalist now residing in the United
States,

is a regular contributor to a number of publications

covering current developments in popular music here and abroad.
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HI FI/STEREO REVIEW'S SELECTION OF THE TOP RECORDINGS

BEST OF THE MONTH
CLASSICAL

PIERRE BOULEZ'S LE MARTEAU SANS MAITRE
The composer conducts in Turnabout's striking release of an inimitable modern masterpiece
HE Hammer without a Master," a setting by the

the viola and the special twang of the guitar are set

French composer Pierre Boulez of poems by
Rene Char, is one of the few works in a contemporary idiom to have had a really wide diffusion and
acceptance. Scored for alto, alto flute, viola (also called
alto in French), xylorimba, vibraphone, guitar, and per-

against the incredible clang and clatter of the vibes and
xylorimba, the whole being framed in a precise, imaginative patter of percussion sound. The work is arranged
in nine parts, each with its own instrumentation (there
are, despite the composer's protests and anti -Schoenberg
bias, many analogies to Plerrut Lunaire). There are three

tt

cussion (including bongos, maracas, claves, and a whole
lot of metallic matter), it has become, since the time of

its composition (1954, revised in 1957), more or less
the musical classic of the European avant-garde. It is usu-

ally described as "totally serial" or "post-Webern," but
it marks quite clearly-both in Boulez's own development and in European music generally-the move away
from determinism and Webernism toward a freer and
more natural kind of expression, linking up, in Boulez's
case, quite naturally with Debussy g

and certain aspects of the French ;
..,
musical tradition.
0

It may seem strange to talk '
about "tradition" in a work so
apparently radical as this one, but

in fact it has an almost classical
purity in its careful development
of certain ideas, combined with

poems and four vocal movements (one poem is set
twice). The instrumental movements are preludes, postludes, and commentaries on the vocal settings. None of
this, however, even begins to suggest the incredibly complex richness and imagination of this music, built up as
it is in accent, in color density, and in dynamics.
Curiously enough, although the composer conducts

here, the piece is not played with any great degree of
precision, least of all in the incredibly complex, tumbling fast
sections. But it has style. In fact,
style, or manner, is important to
Boulez; he once criticized a far
more accurate American performance of this same work for its
lack of this quality. Le Marteau

the kind of sensuousness and per-

sans maitre is precisely and complexly notated, but its complexity

former virtuosity that have be-

results partly from Boulez's at-

come more and more meaningful
to composers in the past ten years.
Yet, at the same time, indicative
as it is of a new musical approach,
the widely performed and widely

things that, a few years later,
would he indicated in some kind
of open, free, flexible, performer choice notation. Boulez today

tempt to write down the very

imitated Marteau is inimitableeven Boulez has had trouble fol-

plays it as though it had in fact

lowing it up.
What is most immediately
striking about the piece is its use
of instrumental color: the darker,

sitional terms, Marteau is a big
step beyond the earlier super -

"off" timbres of the G flute and
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been written that way. In compo-

rational approach toward new virI ERR E BO t 1.1.2

The authenticity of style

tuoso performer -practice music.
But a pox on looking at every -
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Conductor Andre Prerin:
undeniable authority
and flair

thing as a transition from this and an anticipation of that.
Marteau has its own inner values-a kind of vibrant, abstract, purified sound (like the non-objective paint on a
very vital abstract -expressionist canvas)-that are given a
new concreteness and expressive imagery through an incredible explosion of rhythmic attack, nuance, and timbre.
Boulez had here the vision of a non-linear, non -narrative

music which crystallizes and holds in an extraordinary
state of suspension precise musical and expressive images
of extraordinary and original flexibility and character.
If this work stays with us (and it has a good chance

to), we will eventually want more information-and
more accurate information-out of its performances. But
here, for the moment, we get sensuous color and style
(which is its own kind of authenticity), and the recording,
made in France a while ago and now finally released here,
gets the music across brilliantly.

Eric Salzman

C) C) BOULEZ: Le Marietta sans maitre. Jeanne Deroubaix (alto); instrumental ensemble, Pierre Boulez cond.
TURNABOUT TV 34081S $2.50, TV 4081* $2.50.

WALTON'S EXUBERANT
FIRST SYMPHONY

RCA Victor's brilliant new recording of the work spinning on my turntable. The Symphony is hardly ever
played in this country, and after hearing this flashy performance by Andre Previn and the London Symphony
Orchestra I would have immediately sat down to write
letters to conductors of a few American orchestras demanding explanation if I thought there was the remotest
chance of getting enlightening answers. Let us waive
the pointless question of the symphony's ultimate
"value" or "importance." It is one of those wonderfully
young period pieces which, through its sheer talent and
exuberance, simply leaves one feeling good. I was mildly
depressed about something or other when I started playing it; when it was over, I must admit I felt rather like
giving a party.

Apart from the simple pleasure it gives, there are
some remarkably interesting things about the piece. I
have read, for example, that it reflects the strong impression Sibelius made on English composers of the
period. I suppose it's in Walton's symphony if you
listen for it-particularly in the first movement and in
the more intensely climactic moments of the third-but
the work as a whole is so animated rhythmically, harmonically, and contrapuntally in precisely the way that
Sibelius' music most characteristically isn'i that I'm not
sure the influence wouldn't have gone by me if I
hadn't been briefed.

AI.THOUGH I remember some enthusiastic talk about

What I am very much more aware of is how much
the work sounds like a lot of symphonic music that
was starting to be composed in the United States at
about the same time. The use of undiluted jazz man-

it during my student days, I had never heard
William Walton's Symphony No. 1 (1935) until I set

nerisms, so apparent in a piece of pure camp like Walton's Façade (1925), is assimilated into the rhythmic

Andre Previn leads the London Symphony Orchestra
in a brilliant new recording of a neglected work
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fabric of his symphony in very much the same way that
Americans were to go about it. Asked, cold, to play
musical guessing games during the second -movement
presto, I would probably have thought it to be by an

American. And while flashy fugues in the finales of
"modern" symphonies usually give me the pip, I find
the cracklingly jazzy one that so impishly asserts itself
in the midst of the British Monarchical fanfare of Walton's closing movement a perfect joy. The work's final
pages, by the way, will make you think a little of the
end of Respighi's The Pines of Rome-rather discreetly

and soberly tailored by Bond Street, of course. And
there is, amidst all of this, an extremely warm and sensi-

tive slow movement of the sort that used to turn up in
Walton's work before his personal, but eclectic, lyricism
went cold on him.

I haven't been an easy man to persuade on the subject of Andre Previn's emergence into the world of
serious concert music, but the authority and flair of his
conducting in certain of the more conservative areas of
contemporary symphonic literature are becoming undeniable. His tendency to overstate, moreover, does no
disservice to a work as structurally disciplined and
whistle -clean as Walton's symphony.

RCA Victor has provided excellent recorded sound
and effective stereo treatment for the occasion. And I
hope that Previn's recording will provide at least one
possible answer for those conductors who claim to be
in perpetually hopeless pursuit of contemporary works
that will not frighten their balking subscribers.
William Flanagan

C) C) WALTON: Symphony No. I. London Symphony
Orchestra, Andre Previn cond. RCA VICTOR LSC 2927
$5.79, LM 2927* $4.79.
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TOPICAL SONGS AND SKITS:
TWO SCINTILLATING REVUES
Upstairs at the Downstairs, New York's last haven
of sophisticated humor, releases a double dose of wit

I

N THE old days (before television), they tell me, New
York was fun. Women used to drag silver -dyed

mink across the floor at the Stork Club, Rodgers and

Hart kept busy writing songs about the town, and
every male not ogling the girls in some new Cole Porter
revue was punishing the parquet at El Morocco.
Today the swingers have all moved to San Francisco,

and the only people to be found on the streets after
2 A.M. are panhandlers and debutantes leaving the
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Plaza Hotel ballroom. Almost. There's still one predawn haven of last resorts, dedicated to keeping the
flame alive, where the most sophisticated part of the
Thirties meets the jaded intellect of the Sick Sixties.
The last of such hangouts, it's called the Upstairs at the
Downstairs, and for the past few years everything new,
original, funny, way out, introspective, retrospective, and

hip that has happened in New York has happened
there first.

The people at the Upstairs have now had the good
judgment to combine two of their cleverest revues on
one two -disc set selling for the unbelievably low price
of $5. A bargain at five times that much, this album is
a must for everyone who likes his humor with a dash of
tartar on the side, who likes to laugh with his intellect
instead of being smashed in the head with a wet brick
from some simple-minded TV show. Everything on
these four sides is New York -oriented, filled with barbed

comments, brilliant songs (I particularly liked the one

about Ronald Reagan), and performed "live" by a
group of daisy -fresh young people creating their own
moods without the aid of costumes, sets, elaborate lighting effects, or more than a handful of props. It is everything a civilized and sophisticated evening in New York
should be. It is also unlike anything you will ever see
JANIE SELL AND LARRY MOSS

Whatever became of Holden Caulfield?

in cheap duplication anywhere else, because it has an
urbanity, a rhythm, a point of view, a style that cannot
be manufactured anywhere else but in an elegant, old,
reconverted townhouse on Manhattan's elegant, old, reconverted West 56th Street.

The material deals with voyeurism, mixed marriages,
whatever became of Holden Caulfield of The Catcher in
the Rye, the Spoleto Festival, the Civilian Review Board,
Bobby Kennedy, the camp craze, disc jockeys, politics,
Shakespeare, suburban housing, dietetic fads, fetishism,
and your friendly neighborhood psychiatrist-everything,
in

fact, pertinent to the times we live in and to the

national pastime of one -upping the nebbishes across the

street. The performers are eloquent and talented, the
skits seem to have been written by hipsters with very
big ears for Nichols and May, and the songs are cleverer than anything turned out on Broadway lately. Rod
Warren, who conceived, produced, and supervised both

shows for this recording, is to be complimented for
lighting up the record scene and making it safe again
for the recording of revues, thought of nowadays by
most producers as bastard children of the legitimate
theater. The sketches he has compiled here are like
polished silver in a world full of dirty brass. Rex Reed

® AN EVENING AT THE UPSTAIRS AT THE
DOWNSTAIRS: Mixed Doubles and Below the Belt.
(Original -cast recordings.) UD 37W56, Vol. 2, two discs
(compatible stereo) $5.00. Available from Upstairs at the
Downstairs, 37 West 56 St., New York City, N.Y.

JAZZ

THE IMPERIOUS VOICE
OF JUNIOR WELLS
New Vanguard release absorbingly communicates
the yearning and bitterness of urban blues
ONE of the more penetrating singers in Vanguard's
excellent three -volume set called "Chicago/The
Blues Today" was junior Wells. In the same label's new

"It's My Life, Baby!", Wells has an album all to himself, and it is an exemplary documentation of the essential heart of contemporary black urban blues singing
and playing.

Wells' voice is lean but vibrant, and his harmonica
is also an imperious voice-it has many of the same speech
cadences and a mordant harshness of color that comple-

ments the dark yearning and occasional bitterness of
Wells' singing. The guitar of Buddy Guy provides a
third voice-more mellow, yet more tensile, and always
pulsating with a surety and depth of swing that keep the
insistent drums and bass from being inflexible.
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Lean and ribrant blues conrersations

The result is a series of absorbing conversations in
the blues. The tempos change, the moods shift, but at
the core of this truth -telling are the images, the loneliness, the satisfactions, the distinct rhythms, and the
wit of the black city subculture, the subculture so illuminatingly explored in Charles Keil's recent book
Urban Blues (University of Chicago Press).
Part of this album was recorded in Pepper's Lounge
on Chicago's South Side and the rest in a studio. But
even in the studio location, Wells seems to be speaking
directly to an audience whose own lives form the subjects of his songs. The songs focus on particular times
of the day and night, on the elemental concern of trying
to stay whole amid the pressures and impermanencies
of urban ghetto life, and on the overwhelming need to
love and be loved. The recording is crisp and spacious,

and the stereo quality heightens the interplay of the
vocal and instrumental voices.
Nat Henioff

® ® JUNIOR WELLS: "It's My Life, Baby!"

Junior

Wells (vocals, harmonica), Buddy Guy (guitar), Freddie
Below and Little Al (drums), Leroy Stewart (bass), Walter Beasley (rhythm guitar in the studio sessions). It's So

Sad to Be Lonely; Shake It Baby; Early in the Morning:
Slott., Slow: and eight others. VANGUARD VSD 79231
$5.79, VRS 9231 $1.79.
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CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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When you hear this electrifying new

recording of Prokofieff, you'll swear Leinsdorf
conducted with a lightning rod!
PROKOFIEFF SERIES

PROKOFIEFF

SYMPHONY No. 3/SCYTHIAN SUITE (Ala and Lolly)
BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA/ERICH LEINSOORF

The Boston Symphony under Erich
Leinsdorf performs the Symphony No. 3

and Scythian Suite...welcome additions
to their acclaimed Prokofieff series.
Here is the fiery, emotional side of
Prokofieff. And the Bostonians under
Leinsdorf have captured the spirit of
Prokofieff's genius. The relatively
unknown Symphony No. 3 contains

sweeping fireworks of brilliant
orchestration. And the Scythian Suite
sustains all the high voltage tension
and excitement.
Discover the electricity of Prokofieff,
the Boston Symphony and Leinsdorf
soon. You're in for a surprisingly
pleasant shock.

Prokofit ff

Prokofieff
SYMPHONY -CONCERTO .i4;

11(1V10011

Prokolieft

PROKOFIEFF: SYMPHONY No. 5
BOSTON SYMPHONY/ LEINSDORF

SIM

FOR CELLO AND ORCH.

SYMPHONY NO. 6

Faure ELEGIE

Boston Symphony Orch.

BOSTON SYMPHONY/ LEINSDORF

Erich Lemsdxf

Samuel Mayes, Cellist
;?-1-.-:4

4.)//era/ 9/044r//w.,

A

-Wr Aker& / (04,..wiat

PROKOFIEFF SERIES

PROKOFIEFF SERIES

RCA VICTOR

nv)The most trusted name in sound
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Reviewed by WILLIAM FLANAGAN DAVID HALL GEORGE JELLINEK IGOR KIPNIS ERIC SALZMAN
RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

this as a qualification to the excellence of
her work here. I recognize the fact that it

C) ® ALBENIZ: Iberia; Navarra. Alicia

may very well be the key to her having
sustained the work over its considerable

de Larrocha (piano). EPIC BSC 158 two
discs $11.59, SC 6058 $9.59.
Performance: Compelling
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Your interest in Epic's remarkably convincing new recording of Albenils masterpiece,

Iberia, will depend on two factors-apart

length as successfully as I have ever heard
it done.
Epic's recorded sound and stereo seem to
IV. F.
me to be effective.

AURIC: Overture (see SATIE)

on the same high plane vocally as that of
Aafje Heynis on a now deleted Epic disc.
The orchestral playing, however, is far superior to what one usually hears in Bach

BACH: Arioso (see VILLA -LOBOS)

cantatas; the phrases are exceptionally well
shaped and the pacing is quite convincing.

Let's hope that Miss Baker tackles Can-

from your feeling for the music itself. First
of all, rather like Moussorgsky's Pictures at
an Exhibition, the solo -piano original lends
itself so compellingly and convincingly to
orchestral adaptation that, should you have

tatas 53, 54, and 35 with these same forces.
L'Oiseau-Lyre's reproduction is outstanding,

and full texts and translations, in addition
to program annotations, are provided. I. K.

grown up with the more celebrated and

BACH: Violin Concerto No. 1, in A Minor
(see MOZART)

effective orchestral excerpts (like Fite -Dieu

a Seville), all your most determined purist convictions may go out the window in disappointment over the original. Furthermore,

C) BARBER: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra. Raya Garbousova (cello) ; Musica
Aeterna Orchestra, Frederic Waldman cond.

the original piano work is long, inordinately
difficult to sustain effectively, difficult to
supply with sufficient variation of dynamic
contrast and articulative and rhythmic impulse. Put simply, it isn't an easy piece to

BRITTEN: Serenade for Tenor, Horn,
and Strings. Charles Bressler (tenor) ; Ralph
Froelich (horn) ; Musica Aeterna Orchestra,
Frederic Waldman cond, DECCA DL 710132
$5.79, DL 10132 $4.79.

make work at the piano.

So saying, we can deal with Alicia de
Larrocha's admirable new recording of the
work in piano solo. She impresses one immediately by hanging onto all the notes as
if she had the hands of a man, and, in the
biggest passages, she does so with an impressively voluminous sound that just has to

Performance: Musicianly
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Both of these works are familiar fare to those
contemporary music enthusiasts who like

be more than canny electronics. Furthermore,
she shapes each piece convincingly, personally, and a ls ays with distinction.

It is only in the area of what used to be

called "color- that one might question her
work here-and even in this area, it is perhaps a legitimate matter of taste. I myself
tend

to

differentiate Spanish nationalism

from the French Impressionism that, in so
many cases, drew upon the former by precise-

ly this coloristic approach. The impressionistic thing is multi -colored, subtle, rarefied in
my mind; the Spanish thing is more startling
in sharply contrasted blacks and whites, with
a strong, unyielding rhythmic drive to height-

en the effect -if not more "primitive," at
least less raffiur', less subtly nuanced.
There is, then, a good deal of what I

think of as French in Miss de Larrocha's
approach to this music. But even offering

JANET BAKER

Bach cantata -singing of dramatic force

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® ,M BACH: Cantata No. 159, "Seim!,
air geh'n binauf gent Jerusalem"; Cantata
No. I70,"V ergniigte Ruh', heliebte Seelenlust." Janet Baker (mezzo-soprano) ; Robert Tear (tenor) ; John Shirley -Quirk (baritone) ; Roger Lord (oboe) Philip Ledger
(organ and harpsichord) ; Academy of St.
Martin -in -the -Fields, Neville Marriner cond.

L'OtsEnti-LYRE SOL 295 $5.79, OL 2950
$5.79.
Performance: Exceptional
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine

Perhaps the most impressive thing about
Explanation of symbols:
stereophonic recording
Ct)
monophonic recording
* = mono or stereo version
not received for review
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organ obbligato) the words and the religious
sentiment are so sincerely and dramatically
set forth that most other Bach cantata performances on records must sound very offhand in comparison. I particularly admire
Janet Baker's No. 170, a performance that is

these performances (more so than even the
superior quality of the vocal and instrumental renditions) is the meaningfulness of the
interpretations. In both the Cantata 159
(which includes three singers) and the more

familiar 170 (a cantata for solo alto with

their music conservative. The Barber Concerto (1945) is, to be sure, one of the earlier
manifestations of his stylistic burgeoning out
from the lyrical conservatism of his earlier
music-it is, in its way, even a little thorny
and convoluted as musical structure-but it
is still rooted in the post -Romantic tradition.
Britten's Serenade represents the British
composer in full control of his highly personal and fluent vocal style and is, almost
every bar of the way, a work that has worn
very well indeed. Unfortunately, I don't feel
that either the Barber Concerto or the Britten
piece has been done maximum service here in

terms of performance. The playing of the
Musica Aeterna Orchestra, while proficient
enough, seems a little stilted and impromptu.
In the Concerto, cellist Garbousova creates

the impression of struggling with the notes
even as it is clear that she has mastered them.
Charles Bressler, moreover, makes lovely

sounds in the Britten piece, but here I have
the feeling that only the surface of the music
has been dealt with.
The recorded sound and stereo are generW. F.
ally good.
(Continued on next page)
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Have you been having a little
difficulty obtaining some of the
records and tapes reviewed in this
issue? HIFI/STEREO REVIEW Rec-

ord and 'Dye Service to the rescue! Not a record club - no discounts, no special deals.We're here
simply as a service to those of our
faithful music -loving readers who
are about to give up the search for

"hard -to -get" records and tapes.
If you want help in your musical
dilemma, all you need do is corn tic
plete the coupon below and mail
it in with your remittance. We'll
see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well
packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.
And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you
also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title,
manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the
rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail your order
C.O.D.

C) C) BARTOK: Violin Concerto No. 2;
Six Duos (from Forty -Four Duos): No.
28, Sorrow; No. 31, New Year's Greeting;
No. 33, Harvest Song; No. 36, Bagpipes;
No. 41, Scherzo; No. 42, Arabian Song.
Yehudi Menuhin, Nell Gotkovsky (violins) ;
New Philharmonia Orchestra, Antal Dorati
cond. ANGEL S 36360 $5.79, 36360* $4.79.
Performance: Opulent
Recording:Spacious
Stereo Quality: Excellent

I don't know precisely what is happening to
the image of Bela Bartok "the Modernist,"
but I get the impression that it is evaporating
more quickly than that of just about any of
his "revolutionary" contemporaries. Even
the progressive conservatism of much of, say,
Stravinsky's neoclassicism offers more of a
challenge to the enlightened layman. So, for
that matter, does Le Sacre du printemps. It
may be our emerging cognizance of the fact
that, behind Bartok's bark, there lurks primarily the gentle lapping of romantic lyricism; it may be-and this is somewhat more
to the point where this new release is concerned-that there is, in apparent recognition
of this, an emerging performance tradition of

Bart6k's work that stresses the lyrical and
rhapsodic side of the composer's work at the
expense of the harmonic bite and rhythmic
precocity.

I will grant you that the Second Violin
Concerto is hardly an illustration of Bart6k at
his most outré and challenging. And I must

insist that these observations are, of themselves, not an attempt on my part to downgrade the composer's music simply because it
is popular. But I have made them with some

hope of accounting for the fact that the
Messrs. Menuhin and Dorati, at the insis-

tence of one or the other, or in tandem,
have given us here a performance of the
Second Violin Concerto that is so lush,
sprawling, oily, and even sentimental that,
were it not for the neoclassical craftsmanship and the composer's strongly identifiable

personality, it might be taken for the work

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW RECORD & TAPE SERVICE DEPT. SD
ONE PARK AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10016

Please send the records and/or tapes requested below. I understand you will
pay shipping and handling charges and that all records and tapes are fully guaranteed against damage or defects.
El Check or Money Order for $
is enclosed.
El C.O.D. (Within the continental limits of the United States only).
For Air Mail shipments in the United States only, add $ .75 per record ordered.
For Air Mail shipments to foreign countries add $3.50 for the first record ordered, plus $1.00 extra for each additional record.
PAGE NO.
OF REVIEW

RECORD (TAPE)

RECORD OR TAPE TITLE

NUMBER (SEE
REVIEW)

MANUFACTURER

PRICE
(SEE REVIEW)

Total
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businesslike-style is here uncharacteristically loose and improvisatory.
Altogether, it is my guess that we are

somewhat saturated with Bartok, primarily
because of overexposure of his more accessible works. One thing is certain: at this precise moment in the history of twentiethcentury music, I myself find the bulk of his
output extremely difficult to evaluate.
The six duos for two violins are, by the
way, delightful, inventive, delicious workstouching, witty, and evocative by turn. And
they are impeccably performed, at that. The
recorded sound and stereo, moreover, are

467
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® CA' BEETHOVEN: Fiir Elise; Sonata

Name (please print)
State

that seem braver and more "modern" than
anything to be heard on this disc.
Menuhin, of course, "plays" beautifully,
but he turns on the golden glowing tone as
if it were the switch for the Christmas tree
lights at Rockefeller Center. And Dorati's
ordinarily taut-sometimes even dry and

just about ideal.

(New York State residents add local sales tax)

Address
City

of any especially gifted post -Romantic composer. I can indeed point to pages in Mahler

No. 8, in C Minor, Op. 13 ("Pathetique");
Sonata No. 14, in C -sharp Minor, Op. 27,
No. 2 ("Moonlight"). Ivan Moravec (pi (Continued on page 78)
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Share the
wealth of

"...the richest
sounding

instrument in
the world."
The New York Times
Mahler.
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ano). CONNOISSEUR SOCIETY CS
$5.79, CM 1566* $4.79.

1566

Performance: Extraordinary "Pathetique"
Recording: Superior
Stereo Quality: Natural

Moravec's way with Beethoven is personal
but not capricious, always musical but not
always orthodox. His interpretations invariably say something to the listener, and this
is not only unusual but extremely welcome
in an age when pianists tend to sound
mechanized. Moravec's "Moonlight" and his
F fir Elise are first-rate performances, although one can hear many other recordings
which, particularly in the case of the "Moonlight," provide equivalent satisfaction. His
-Paihetique,- however, is an extraordinary
achievement altogether, so gripping is it in
its impact and intensity. This is a perfor-

HOW
CAN YOU TELL
A GOOD TAPE RECORDER
WHEN YOU HEAR
ONE?

mance no Beethoven lover can afford to miss.
Connoisseur Society, as usual, has provided

some of the richest piano sound to be heard

today on discs. I am not convinced of the
relevance to the music of the album cover
(a moonlit nude torso-female, of courseagainst the water), but if it encourages peo-

ple to listen to Moravec's -Pathetique,"
can think of no cause for complaint. I. K.

BEETHOVEN: Quintet in E -flat, for Piano
and Winds (see MOZART)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C) C) BEETHOVEN: String Quartet No.
13, in B -flat, Op. 130 (original version
with Grosse Fuge finale). Smetana Quartet. CROSSROADS 22 16 0056 $2.49, 22 16
0055 $2.49.

A lot of Magnecord owners tell us they
had to buy and use as many as four different tape instruments before they knew

a good recorder/reproducer when they
heard one. But we've got an easier and
much less expensive way for you to learn
what it takes to satisfy a :ape recorder
owner. Our new brochure waiting for you
free at your Magnecord dealer's, tells you
exactly what to look and listen for ir. a high
fidelity tape instrument. Just follow the
simple suggestions when you shop, and
you'll be discerning the fine points of difference between tape recorder/reproducers
like an expert in no time! . . And you
know what? The minute you do learn what
it takes to tell a good tape recorder, we'll
bet you take home a Magnecord!
.

Performance Hard -driving
Recording:Spacious
Stereo Quality Good

Compared with the intimately miked and
infinitely nuanced Amadeus Quartet reading
of this music for DGG, this performance by
the Smetana Quartet is characterized by
sharp dynamic contrast, steady onward drive,
and, in the formidable Grosse Fuge, slashing virtuosity. The quartet is played here as
Beethoven originally conceived it: the simpler and shorter alternate finale that he wrote
later is replaced by the Grosse Fuge, the
work's first finale.
As I intimated above, the fast movements
come off beautifully; but the anguished

Caratina fares less well-too cool to convince, to bring about genuine involvement
on the part of the listener. But there is no
gainsaying that the Gros re Fuge performance

is a humdinger, and the rather bright and
NEW II+ REELS A MAGNECORD EXCLUSIVE
THAT INCREASES PLAYING T ME 50%!

NOTE. ASK YOUk DEALER ABOUT THE NEW EASY
FINANCE PLAN FOR MAGNECORD EQUIPMENT.

spacious recording enhances its effect.

Those who desire a separate recording of

Op. 130 in its original form will find good
value here, though for $9.95 one can obtain
the excellent Concert -Disc album with the
Fine Arts Quartet playing this music and all
the other late Beethoven quartets.
D. H.

TELEX CORPORATION

9600 ALDRICH AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55420
OTHER TELEX DIVISIONS
MANUFACTURE TELEX HEADPHONES
AND VIKING TAPE INSTRUMENTS

BOULEZ: Le Marteau sans maitre (see
Best of the Month, page 69)

C) C) BRAHMS: Symphony No. 3, in F

Major, Op. 90; Academic Festival Over-

ture, Op. 80. New York Philharmonic,

Leonard Bernstein cond. COLUMBIA MS 6909

$5.79, ML 6309 $4.79.
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Richard Wagner

TRISTAN UND ISOLDE
Birgit Nilsson
Wolfgang Windgassen
Christa Ludwig
Martti Talvela
Eberhard

i<ar1 B
;Wyreuther
Festspiele
1966

39 221-5; Stereo 139 221-5

"Inimitable and for the ages"
"The finest complete
Tristan is not only the beswt one
ever recorded, it's one of the best
d"
operas ever
"A cause for rejoicing"
American Reco d Guide

stererk

Nemes

recordee

Hi

Fi/Stereo Review

BEETHOVEN: MISSA SOLEMNIS Bastienne." "Fitting memorial to
Gundula Janowitz, Christa Lud- the art of Fritz Wunderlich." (New
The superb song cycle and other wig, Fritz Wunderlich and Walter York Times). Eugen Jochum conSchubert lieder in a performance Berry "stride away with honors" ducts.
of "intense musical beauty" (High (Cue Magazine). "A very beauti- 39 213-5: Stereo 139 213-5
ful, well considered interpreta- FISCHER-DIESKAU SINGS
Fidelity)
39 219-20: Stereo 139 219-20
tion" (High Fidelity). Berlin DICHTERUEBE
Philharmonic; Karajan, cond.
MOZART: 2 SINFONIAS
The "poetic performance" of the
39 208-9. Stereo 139 208-9
CONCERTANTE
Schumann cycle chosen by High
Karl Bohm leads the Berlin Phil- HENZE: 5 SYMPHONIES
Fidelity as one of the year's best
harmonic in a "topnotch perform- The composer conducts the Ber- recordings. Album includes Liedance" (High Fidelity) of Mozart lin Philharmonic in "a musical erkre;s.
masterpieces.
experience as moving and mean- 39 109; Stereo 139 109
39 156; Stereo 139 156
ingful as anything the 20th cen- CAVALLERIA & PAGLIACCI
MOZART: THE MAGIC FLUTE
has to offer" (High Fidelity)
Karajan conducts "the healthiest
Roberta Peters, Evelyn Lear, tury
39 203-4. Stereo 139 203-4
FRITZ WUNDERLICH:
DIE SCHOENE MUELLERIN

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Fritz
Wunderlich in "a splendid pro- MOZART: ABDUCTION

duction" (High Fidelity). Berlin FROM THE SERAGLIO
The complete "Seraglio" plus a
Philharmonic; Bohm, cond.
bonus performance of "Bastien et
18 981-3: Stereo 138 981-3

offspring tD date of the JGG/La
Scala union." (High Fidelity). Fio-

SIEGFRIED BEHREND:
VIRTUOSO GUITAR
CONCERTOS

Europe's newest virtuoso strikes
instrumental fireworks in concertos by Rodrigo and CastelnuovoTedesco. Berlin Philharmonic.
39 166; Stereo 139 166

lleuische

coammvphyn
gesellschaft

DGG Records are distributed by MGM Records, a division of Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer Inc.

Carlo Bergonzi, others.

Free on request! The new illustrated DGG/
Archive catalog. Write MGM Records, Classical Division, 1350 Ave. of the Americas,

39 205-7; Stereo 139 205-7

New York, N.Y. 10019

renza Cossotto, Joan Carlyle,

These are some of DGG's "bestsellers': And some of the reasons why.
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C) C) BRAHMS: Symphony No. 3, in F
Major, Op. 90: Variations on a Theme of

rAit VANGUARD

The Bach Guild

Recordings for the Connoisseur

A division of VANGUARD RECORDS

proudly present

Haydn, Op. 56a. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,
Herbert
von
Karajan
cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON SLPM 138926
$5.79, LPM 18926* $5.79.
Performance: Bernstein fervent, Karajan
refined
Recording: Columbia big, DGG elegant
Stereo Qualoy. Both good

Neither of these readings of the Brahms
Third Symphony impels me to discard either
my Szell or my Klemperer recording. Bern stein's treatment is broadly gauged and fer-

vent, gaining an added dimension through
the use of the repeat of the first -movement
exposition. The real high point of his disc,
however, is the Academic Festival Overture,

the most rousing treatment of this work
since the legendary Willem Mengelberg pre-

war 78's with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw. This is alone worth the price of the
record.

Stravinsky

Gluck

L'HISTOIRE
DU SOLDAT

ORFEO ED
EURIDICE

Original version,
with dialogue

Opera in 3 Acts

Sung in Italian

MADELEINE MILHAUD
Narrator
JEAN -PIERRE AUMONT

The origina: version of Vienna.
1762, COMPLETE with additions
composed far the revised produc-

the Soldier
MARTIAL SINGHER
the Devil

MAUREEN FORRESTER

Chamber Ensemble conducted by

tion in Paris, 1774.

Orfeo

TERESATICH-RANDALL
Euridice

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI

HANNY STEFFEK
Amore

AKADEMIE CHOIR
Vienna State Opera Orchestra;
conducted by
CHARLES MACKERRAS
2

discs

libretto.

in

alt um, with Italian -English
BG-686/7 & BGS-70686/7

Karajan is all elegance and refinement,
both in the symphony and in the Haydn

Variations, with sound to match from DGG.
Both these Karajan performances have been
available heretofore in other couplings, the
Variations as a filler to the Brahms German
Requiem and the symphony as part of the
integral album of the four issued a couple
of years ago.
D. H.

BRITTEN: Serenade for Tenor, Horn, and
Strings (see BARBER)
C) C) ELGAR: String Quartet in E Minor,
Op. 83. SIBELIUS: String Quartet in D
Minor, Op. 56, "Votes intimae." Claremont
Quartet. NONESUCH H -1140 $2.50, H
1140* 52.50.
Performance Musicianly
Recording: Fine
Stereo Quality: Good

While the idea might seem like an interesting one, the musical results of coupling a
pair of string quartets by two composers who
worked most consistently and successfully
in the symphonic medium are rather less
than compelling. The Elgar Quartet, at least,
is a respectable enough exercise in the medium. Its post-Brahmsian manner suits the
medium. The piece is tightly, if rather academically, constructed, and its central slowish movement has moments of eloquence.
But generally, the material itself is conven-

tional-if not weak-and, so far as the medium itself goes, the composer has merely
met its minimal demands.
The Sibelius Quartet doesn't manage even

1
The first American recording made
with the revolutionary new Dolby

System ...The pristine clarity of a
live performance...total elimination of tape hiss, rumble, scrape
and tape background noise.

"Now Mackerras has done what Berlioz

did not...he bas gone back to Gluck's

original contralto music for the Viennese

production ...In doing so, the young
given us what may be the only really
American -born Australian conductor has

For a limited time only -

2 -record set containing two complete original versions, one with
English

dialogue,

the

other in

French-both for the price of one.
VRS 1165/6

Stereo

& VSD 71165/6

authentic versicn of "Orfeo" to be found
on or off discs...Forrester is superior...
she generates passion and fury ... the

Mackerras-Forrester performance is the
one which best fuses the elements which
must have gone into the original concep-

tion and prod fiction of the opera; the
dramatic passion of the Calzbigi libretto,
the dramatic setting of the recitatives ...

and, the thing most often left out ...the
ornaments and cadenzas."

-Howard Klein, The New York Times

CIRCLE NO. 67 ON READER SERVICE CARD

that. Even with the full symphony orchestra
for coloristic distraction, I have always found
Sibelius' most celebrated symphonic works
painfully tenuous: over a harmonic -rhythmic
span in which almost any composer might
use four chords, Sibelius is likely to drain a
single triad dry. In a string quartet, this
procedure is patently absurd. Only in the
characteristic passages of peasant -like scurrying does he give his players much to do;
the remainder is, for the most part, pure default. Either the man loathed counterpoint, or

simply didn't know how to write it.
Both works are played with great elegance and care by the Claremont Quartet,
and both recorded sound and stereo are lucid
and tasteful.

(Continued on page 82)
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Before you select an automatic turntable

9/4# fgEl
;;0
let us arm you with the facts.

matically returns and securely locks in

Probably the most critical way to evaluate the
quality of any changer is by closely inspecting
the tone arm and its capabilities. Let's examine

this cradle to protect it and keep it
from movement. This is the low -mass
tubular aluminum pick-up arm ... per-

the tone arm of the BSR McDonald
500 automatic turntable. This is the
resiliently mounted coarse and fine
vernier adjustable counterweight. It

fectly counter -balanced both horizontally and vertically to make it less
susceptible to external shock. Of course, there
on the BSR
are many other quality features
find on other
McDonald, just as you would

counter -balances the tone arm
both horizontally and vertically and
assures sensitive and accurate tracking. Here you

see the micrometer stylus pressure adjustment
that permits V3 gram settings all
the way from 0 to 6 grams. This
assures perfect stylus pressure

fine turntables that sell for
The big difference is

Write us for free
nearest dealer.

in accordance with cartridge
specifications. Here's another

$74.50 and higher.
that the BSR McDonald

500 sells for much less.
Now are you interested? ...
literature ... or see it at your

unique and valuable feature ...
the cueing and pause control
lever that lets you select the
exact band on the record, without fear of ever
damaging the record or the cartridge. It even
permits pausing at any

point and then gently

floats the tone arm
down into the very same groove! Whenever the
turntable is in the "off position the arm auto-

ei9
135R

Mc DONALD

500

Precision crafted in Great Britain
BSR (USA) Ltd., Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913
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FRANCA
Concertino for Piano and
Orchestra (see SATIE)

dice, Teresa Stich -Randall is just about perfect, offering a warm, womanly, vocally
captivating interpretation.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

On the negative side, however, I must
note that while Mr. Mackerras brings vigor
and excitement to the music, he does this at
the expense of refinement. There are imprecise attacks and occasional lapses of "togetherness," and the choral work is very often ill -balanced and lacking in incisiveness.
He conducts much of the second act at a
rather inflexible tempo, and his pacing for
the Dance of the Furies is decidedly hurried.
A further debit is due in the area of textual
communication: Miss Forrester's Italian pronunciation could stand improvement, and
Miss Steffek's is downright offending. These

:

NEW RELEASES
FROM THE
WORLD'S GREATEST
BUDGET LABEL
.4

II

.4

I

/lb

GLUCK: Orfeo ed Litridice. Nlaureen
Forrester (contralto), Orfeo; Teresa St:chRandall (soprano), Euridice: Nanny Steffek
(soprano), Amore. Akademie Choir :Ind

,

4.
.eteital
Alb Al. dab,. ,,111,

ACCLAIMED BY
CRITICS!
ACCLAIMED BY
RECORD -BUYERS!

Vienna State Opera Orchestra. Charles
Mackerras cond. VANGUARD BAC!' GUILD

BGS 70686/87 two discs $11.58, BG 686/
87 $9.58.
Performance: First-rate
Recording. Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Instead of making available another conventional version of Orfeo ed Euridice, the producers of this set embarked on an adventure

in creative musicology which resulted in a

-

reservations prevent me from recommending
the set as the decided preference among the
opera's contemporary versions, but they do

performance that differs from any heretofore

recorded. Without retelling here the complicated tale of this opera's history-which
is

WORLD

SERIES

;ft

ONE RECORD FOR BOTH STEREO & MONO

RACHMANINOFF

STRAVINSKY

Preludes (complete)

Petrouchka

Constance Keene,
pianist
PHC 2-006

Concertgebouw
Orchestra,
Amsterdam
Hans Rosbaud,
conductor

;"-s..._.

informatively dealt with by John W.

Next month in

Barker and Charles Mackerras in the set's
annotations-suffice it to say that all previous recordings (and virtually all contemporary stagings) are based 'n the 'Berlioz
version" of 1859. The present version, however, which was edited in Vienna with access to Cluck's manuscript, is based on the
original (I' 62) conception. It is to Mr.
Mackerras' credit that his eager search for

I I i Ili/Sleteo
American Composers Series:
GEORGE GERSHWIN
by Edward Jablonski

the -Crtext" did not blind him to Gluck's
post -I-62 improvements; three vital sections
of the opera which were added for the Paris
version of 1774 are retained in the present
recording.

PHC 9051

Composer -Critic Hugo Wolf

Thus the differences between this per-

by Henry Pleasants

formance and other recordings are manifold.

The text is Calzabigis original Italian libretTRUMPET CONCERTOS

BEETHOVEN

by L. Mozart,
Telemann, Albinoni,
Vivaldi

Piano Trios
(complete)

Maurice Andre
Rouen Chamber
Orchestra
Albert Beaucamp,
conductor

PHC 4-007

to and not the compromise that resulted
from the re -translation into Italian of the
French text Berlioz used in 1859. Amore's

The Beaux Arts Trio

PHC 9049

CHOPIN

BRUCKNER

Six Polonaises

Symphony No. 6 in A

Cziffra, pianist

Leipzig
Gewandhaus
Orchestra
Heinz Bongartz,
conductor

PHC 9052

the perfectly

PHC 9048

MOZART

BRAHMS

Quartet No. 20

Sextet in B -flat,
Opus IR

("Hoffmeister")
Quartets Nos,
21, 22, 23

Members of
Berlin Philharmonic
Octet
PHC 9050

("King of
Prussia" set)
Roth String Quartet
PHC 2.008

..

111..

V.

.1.

aria is head in a longer form, while Orfeo's
first -act aria, "Addio o miei sospiri,- considered by many authorities to be an interpolation, has been omitted. Trumpets and
trombones are prominent in the orchestra,
and the harpsichord is allotted a very active
role. Even more significantly, the vocal parts
are interpreted with faithful regard to eighteenth century performance practices in the
matter of embellishments and appoggiaturas. While some of these changes may
elude the superficial listener (for example,

.410.

Send for catalog to

PHILIPS RECORDS

715 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
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sensible

yet

unconventional

dotted figures introduced in "Che fatt; senza
Euridice"), Orfeo's "Che Intro cier emerges
with a virtually "new" melodic line.
It is not the purpose of this review to pass
judgment on the musicological validity of
this experiment, and it is certainly nut my
intention to imply that such previous Oleo
authorities as Berlioz, Toscanini, Beecham,
and Aionteux were guilty of stylistic misinterpretati.an. tut it is undeniable that this
per 'ormaiice troas; the editing is II)gical
and respectful, the embellishments are unexaggerated (this is Gluck and not Bellini!),
and the singers are bah capable and eminently musical. Maureen Forrester in the
role of Orfeo represents particularly happy
casting. She is a true mistress of the classical

style as well as that rare contemporary phenomenon, a true contralto. With a sumptuous
and steady voice she responds to Mackerras'
vigorous leadership and creates a character
of strong and vital presence. As Furl -

A Buyers' Guide to
STEREO RECEIVERS
by Jnli,lu Hirsch

I) ot

dampen my admiration for the many

stimulating qualities of the enterprise. G. J.

GOUNOD: Faust. Franco Corelli
( tenor), Faust; Nicolai Ghiaurov (bass),
Mephistopheles; Joan Sutherland (soprano),
Marguerite; Robert Massard (baritone),
Valentine; Monica Sinclair (contralto),
Martha; Margreta Elkins (mezzo-soprano),
Siebel; Raymond Myers (baritone), Wagner.

Ambrosian Opera Chorus; London Symphony Orchestra, Richard Bonynge cond.
LONDON OSA 1433 four discs $23.16, A
.1433* SI9.16.
Performance:Spectacular but unconvincing
Recording: Outstanding
Stereo Quality, Excellent

Hitched to three operatic super -stars, this
Faust promises to be the most lavishly promoted recording of the year. It will undoubt-

edly be a strong seller too, justifying the
expectations of the marketing people who
must have had a hand in planning the recording of Gounod's opera with this extravagant cast. Considering the investment involved, they are entitled to nothing less. But

if we turn from commercial to artistic con(Conthwed on page 84)
CIRCLE NO. 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD -)1.

...the world's finest recording tape

Every reel of

...NOW
comes
BASF's remarkable new "Perma-Store"
library box is our gift to you each time
you purchase a reel of BASF tape.
With it you can build a modern tape library
that looks as good as it sounds ...
without spending a penny extra. Keeps your
tapes permanently protected, organized and
accessible. No question about BASF
quality ... it's been the world's finest
for over 30 years. BASF tape is ageless ..
completely unaffected by temperature,

in

9

wotherl

finest
tape
ackage

humidity or time. It will provide superb sound
reproduction, year after year. And, you get
many extras with BASF tape ... red and
green leaders at opposite ends of each reel,
switching foil at each end, etc. BASF tape, in
its remarkable new
package, must be a
seen (and heard)
n
to be appreciated.
Buy BASF tape and COMP-II-RON INC
see for yourself.
eyy
Ho

O7

(at no extra cost)
III Remove the wrapper
from any BASF reel box

II It's a handsome, decoratorstyled "Perma-Store" library box

Inside, your BASF tape is sealed in a sturdy, re usable " nner circle" box, complete with tape index

siderations, several reservations are in order.

is not likely that the three principals
ever sang a Faust performance together
prior to this recording. This in itself is not
It

unusual, and frequently an exceptional conductor can forge a true ensemble unity out of
such centrifugal forces. This is not the case

here. Of the three, only Nicolai Ghiaurov
emerges as a convincing, in fact a born, interpreter of his role. He dominates the enterprise and, actually, saves it from becoming a
failure. His Mephistopheles is not the suave,

insinuating Devil of the Plancon-Journet
tradition, but a coarse and frequently brutal
presence. It is broadly acted, at times over dramatized, but the image is valid and powerfully vivid. Ghiaurov's command of the
French text, though not completely idiomatic,
is quite serviceable, and vocally he is nothing
short of magnificent.

Neither Joan Sutherland nor Franco Corelli is happily cast. Sounding very much
like a misplaced Lucia, this Marguerite

MOPHON SLPM 139153 $5.79, LPM 39153*
$5.79.

Performance: From adequate to excellent
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Minimal

Performance: Very commendable
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Although this cantata consists mainly of
da capo arias interspersed with recitative

and a few duets, and has only two charthere is considerable

acters,

variety

of

mood and instrumental scoring. This is
relatively early Handel (1708), but there
is nothing immature about the composer's
treatment of the subject. The performance,
which includes some modest efforts at decorating the vocal da capos, is an extremely
good one, somewhat more polished than I
recall the older L'Oiseau-Lyre version to
have been. The two vocalists are well
suited to the parts, though Glebel tends

to skimp the dramatic possibilities. The
individual

instrumental soloists are

first -

makes a languid and distraught appearance
at the Kermesse and remains unrelievedly
languid and distraught to the end. There are
some exquisite moments: the Jewel Song is
impressive in an uninvolved sort of way and
we hear some lovely piano singing in the
Prison Scene, but the overall portrayal is
mannered, unvaried, and lacking in spontaneity. Franco Corelli's Faust is thoroughhis sensuous flow of sound. Much more diffi-

cult to take are his frequent vocal mannerisms, which are cruelly exposed in "Saint!
demeure": an explosive recitative followed
by a cavatina in which the climactic high C
Although Robert Massard's Valentine is
no more than good routine, it offers the welcome touch of French authenticity. Margreta

Elkins is a Siebel above the usual opera -

The technical production rates with Lon-

don's best. It remains to be said-and with
gratitude-that this is the most complete

accompanists

are

involved,

ostensibly to

match each song with the best available
(Hungarian) interpreter. The album is attractively packaged, with excellent annota-

tions and pertinent historical data. Why
should the Hungarian record industn', with
its relatively modest output, be the source of
such an unusually elaborate production? Because, for all his cosmopolitan and universalist tendencies, Hungary has never ceased
to claim Franz Liszt as her own.
The song form attracted Franz Liszt on
and off and on again throughout his long artistic life. Here, as in other fields, he followed many influences and worked in many
idioms. His choice of poets (Petrarch, Goethe, Heine. Schiller, Lenau, Hugo, Tennyson) shows high discernment, though his

Schumann's treatment.
But Liszt did have the magic of individu-

is reached by way of unwritten passing notes!

no singers to be concerned about.

umentation ever assembled of Franz Liszt as
a composer of songs, comprising about one
third of his entire output and including several first recordings. Eight singers and three

of understatement, he had a tendency to inflate the poetic utterance, to repeat lines or
otherwise become redundant and formless.
Brief poems, in particular, were not Liszt's
metier, and it is not surprising that his Im
Rhein, im schonen Strome is no match for

style and flavor is frequently redeemed by

allowing the music time to breathe. On the
other hand, the Garden Scene duet stretches
Out interminably while star soprano and star
tenor are locked in a scooping contest. It is
hardly surprising that Mr. Bonynge's best
work is done in the crisply paced ballet, with

This is the most comprehensive recorded doc-

musical treatment of the texts was not always
respectful. Seldom succumbing to the virtue

goingly Italianate, but the lack of Gallic

house average, and Monica Sinclair is a lively Martha. The chorus is very good and the
playing of the London Symphony Orchestra
is exquisite.
Richard Bonynge keeps the performance
together, but all too frequently he abdicates
leadership to his stars. His tempo choices in
Act I are sometimes uncomfortably fast, not

TON SLPX 1224/5 two discs $11.96, LPX
1224/5* $9.96.

Tin; YOUNG FRANZ LISZT

Engraving (1832) by Tavernier
class, the chamber orchestra is excellent.

and the reproduction, except for a harpsichord continuo that is too far back, is
most satisfactory. Texts and translations
are included.

I. K.

ality, and his boldness of conception, richness of pictorial detail, and harmonic adventurousness are to be admired even in his
most unbridled moments. His Loreley may
be uneven, but its wild Romantic evocation
is far more exciting than the folk -like simplicity of Silcher's better known treatment.
And, of course, there are a number of real
gems among the songs which, not surprisingly, are all here: Oh. quand je dors: Die
drei Zigeuner; Es muss ein trunderbares
win; the Petrarch Sonnets. Not the least of
their attractions are, predictably, the powerful and brilliant piano parts.
The outstanding interpretive art of a Fischer-Dieskau, who has recorded seven of these

HERDER: Movements for Orchestra (see

eighteen songs on DGG 138'93,

NONO)

matched by any of the Hungarian singers,
but the new set offers many creditable
achievements. The big surprise is a hereto-

LALO: Cello Concerto in D Minor (see
SAINT-SAIINS)
Concerto

LEES:

for

Orchestra

(see

is not

fore unknown lyric tenor named Jozsef Reti,
who discloses not only a voice of exceptional
beauty and evenness, but also refined vocal

ever recorded. The Garden and Prison
Scenes contain some music always omitted in
performances, and an entirely "new" scene

NONO)

with arias for Marguerite and Siebel (No.

LISZT: Songs. Im Rhein, in, schOnen

tone Melis are also up to a high interna-

Strome; Die Loreley; Vergiftei rind meine
Lieder; Mignons Lied: Freudvoll rend leidtoll: Der du von dem Himmel hist: Cher

tional level, and so is the young basso Bende,
who performs the interesting, if overlong,
ballad Gastilbelza, full of Meyerbeerian vocal flourishes. The other singers are consid-

Faust

12 in the Schirmer vocal score) is heard before the Soldiers' Chorus. The Church Scene
follows Valentine's death instead of preceding it-a procedure for which there are historical precedents. The accompanying booklet
is full of valuable background information and rare illustrations.
G. J.

C)

alien Gipfeln ist Ruh: Kling leise,

ther Weissenhorn cond. DEUTSCHE GRAM-

84

mein

Lied: Es muss ein wunderbares rein: Die drei

Zigeuner: Oh, quand je dors; Comment.
disaient-ifs: Enfant,
roi: Gastilhelza: Three Petrarca Sonnets: Go not, happy
day.

HANDEL: Cantata, "Apollo e
Dafne." Agnes Giebel (soprano) ; Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau (baritone) ; instrumentalists
of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Gun-

art and flawless Italian diction in the three
Petrarch sonnets. Soprano Laszlo and bari-

Maria Werner and Margit Laszlo (so-

pranos) ; Judit Sandor (mezzo-soprano) ;

Alfonz Bartha, Jozsef Simandy, and Jozsef
Reti (tenors) ; Gyiirgy Melis (baritone) ;
Zsolt Bende (bass) ; Pal Arato, Kormel Zempleni, and Magda Freyman (piano). QUALI-

erably less impressive, and some renditions
also suffer from plodding tempos and a general lack of sparkle.
The accompaniments are never less than

competent; in the case of Zempleni, they
are quite often exceptional. The sound is
clear, full, and well balanced. Altogether, a
welcome, instructive, and very praiseworthy
release.

G.J.

(Continued un page 86)
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Two Altec Flamenco speakers are perfect
stereo. They belong together. But, when a
Man with a Golden Ear has a wife with an
eye for decor, something must come between them. Not between the man and his
wife. Between the speakers. Altec now provides a matching, hand-crafted equipment
cabinet which, all together now, results in

perfect sound and perfect styling ... the
Flamenco Ensemble.

The speakers first. Each 848A Flamenco
speaker contains the exact components of
the famous Altec A7 "Voice of the Theatre"
speaker system. Each gives you the perfect
sound one can expect only from professional

equipment. Between all this sound, is the
ultra-conveniert equipment cabinet to house
your receiver, changer and tape deck, with
plenty of room for tape and record storage.
The look ... that's something else again.
Ageless oak is reminiscent of the Andalusian plains accented with simulated wrought
iron that recalls the castles of Castile. To
complete your system the Flamenco ensemble deserves nothing less than the 100 -watt
Altec 711A, the world's first all -silicon transistor receiver.
Now you really have something. Prices?
The Flamenco speaker system is $345 each.
The oak equipment .cahinet is $359. The 711A
receiver, $399.50. Write for complete information and the name of your nearest dealer.
And be happier ever after.
A Division of

Altec, Inc
Anaheim, Calif. 92803

ALTEC

How to
come between
a perfect couple.
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From Paris,
a

shining new

stereo recording

of the complete
Beethoven Quartets
Ten Discs in Three
Deluxe Boxed Sets,
at Less than $25''
The internationally renowned Hun-

garian Quartet - now in residence

at the University of Colorado captures the essence of Beethoven's genius. Sixteen quartets and
the Great Fugue - an ideal gift, at

an astonishingly low price. The
Beethoven cycle heads a wonderful
Seraphim release for April: Another

spanking new recording offers a
feast of Nine Mozart Overtures by

MILHAUD: Le Boeuf sur le toil (see

pretation is highly satisfying, and the repro-

SATIE)

duction (save for sight deterioration at the
end of side two) is very good. My review
copy, however, was somewhat warped and
wouldn't track for the first fraction of an

(;) MILHAUI): Symphony No. 3.
"Hymns ambrosianus," with Chorus;
Concerto for Two Pianos and Orchestra.
C)

Ina Marika and Genevieve Joy (pianists) ;
Elisabeth Brasseur Chorale; Conservatoire
Orchestra, Darius Milhaud cond. WESTMINSTER WST 17101 $4.79, XWN 19101 $4.79.
Performance: The composer's soy
Recording: Good

Stereo Quality: Good

Thirties, both the Symphony No. 3 with
Chorus (1947) and the Concerto for Two
Pianos and Orchestra (1949)-each composed during the composer's residence in the

United States-are works of sharp musical
profile and intense creative energy. They are,
as well, craggy, massive musical edifices,
mixing those elements of the just -short -of -

ponderously epic and the French sassiness
that have long been the composer's most favored expressive gestures.

Of the works heard here, I am inclined to
admire the symphony more and to take the
greater pleasure from the two -piano concerto. The former is full of Milhaud's richest
song, most complex textural detail, startling
I

suspect,

deepest feeling-since it was composed to
celebrate the end of World War II in Europe. Still, in some odd way, it bends-if it
does not quite break-under its own weight,
and the final effect is as exhausting as it is
moving.

The two -piano concerto, on the other
hand, seems to shape up quite handsomely,

Colin Davis. Seraphim also brings
back two vintage triumphs, Benia-

beautifully but stretches out a shade tenuously. The piano writing is bright and in-

1932-1947) and the memorable
1940 Cavalleria rusticana, with
Gigli as Turridu. Mascagni himself

conducts the complete recording
(2 discs) and gives a brief spoken
introduction.

in spite of a slow movement that begins
ventive, the

instruments.

I.K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
Quintet in E -fiat, for Piano and Winds,

the dynamic English conductor
mino Gigli's Sacred Songs (recorded

used for maximum separation between the

C) C) MOZART: Quintet in E -fiat, for Piano and Winds (K. 452). BEETHOVEN:

While we generally think of Milhaud's most
vital work as coming out of the Twenties and

choral -instrumental effect, and,

inch at the outset of each side. Stereo is

score runs high on melodic

Op. 16. Vladimir Ashkenazy (piano) ; London Wind Soloists. LONDON CS 6494 $5.79,
CM 9494* $4.79.
Performance: First-rate
Recording: Balanced clarity and depth
Stereo Quality: Attractive

Coincidences like this don't just happen.
Beethoven's Quintet, written in 1797 for a

musical evening at the house of his fat
fiddler friend Schuppanzigh, was obviously
meant to provide another piece of repertoire
besides the Mozart for a particular assembled
ensemble (wind quintet without flute). But
there was no real requirement to write it in
E -flat, in three movements with slow introduction and so forth. It was the fancy of a

young man very sure of himself to go so
obviously into competition with Mozartand Beethoven almost gets away with it. The
pastoral first movement, the lyrical second,
and the Singspiel finale have the best qualities of Beethoven's first period. But the

Mozart, written in Vienna in 1784, is also
one of that composer's most superb creations, and one of his most original. While
the Beethoven is a very lively concertante
piece, rather florid and somewhat conventional in form, the Mozart is in a class by
itself, unique in its genre-somewhere between the concerto, the divertimento, and

invention, and the work as a whole mixes

true chamber music.

solemnity and jollity with impressive sleight
of hand.
As for the performances, I continue to find

Both pieces are handled magnificently
here. Ashkenazy and his colleagues have just
the right combination of clarity, articulation,

Milhaud's interpretations of his own work
but the piano work in the concerto is most
stylish. The recorded sound is clear enough,

big phrase, forward motion, and flexibility
to make up a really meaningful and expressive classic style, and everything they do is
enhanced by the excellent recording. Highly

but a little short on resonance.

recommended.

a shade perfunctory and lacking in brilliance,
W. F.

E. S.

NEWLY RICORDILL

THE HUNGARIAN QUARTET
-BEEMOVEIst Tit EARD'QvARrErs
rTel COMPLETE SWING (NNW EY VOLL NOY 1.1.

RECORDED

THE HUNGARIAN QUARTET
RES-HOVEN DE MIMI till/kItTEIS
Tel COMPLETE snun. vakoms.vot

NOS. ?At

THETIMGARJAN QUARTET_
BEETHOVEN THE IATE QUARTETS
(CmILITISIIIRCQLIMIIIIVal

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

Lvi, MOZART: Concerto, in E -/Hat Major,

(s) CR) MOZART: Violin Concerto No. 4,
in D Major (K. 218). BACH: Violin Con-

for Two Pianos and Orchestra (K. 365);
Sonata, in D Major, for Two Pianos (K.
448); Fugue, in C Minor, for Two Pianos
(K. 426). Alfred Brendel and Walter Klien
(pianos) ; Orchestra of the Vienna Volksoper, Paul Angerer cond. TURNABOUT TV

34064S $2.50, TV 4064* $2.50.

.401.11,4 4043I

Performance: Lively
Recording: Good

Stereo Quality: Wide separation

SERAPHIM
Angels of the highest order"
86

Erica Morini (violin) ; Princeton Chamber
Orchestra, Nicholas Harsanyi cond. DECCA
DL 710134 $5.79, DI. 10134 $4.79.
Performance: Warm -hued
Recording: Likewise

Stereo Quality: Good

violinists of major
stature are represented in competitive reAt least a half -dozen

All of Mozart's completed music for two

corded versions of one or both of these works,

instruments (several fragments
also exist) fits conveniently onto one record.

though only Decca has seen fit to pair the

keyboard

'optional with dealer NCO..

certo No. 1, in A Minor (BWV 1041).

two on one disc.

Although all the pieces are well known and

Erica Morini brings to her solo perfor-

often recorded (the C Minor Fugue, however, in its later string arrangement), this
is the only disc to combine them. The per-

mance flawless taste in phrasing and dynam-

ics, impeccable technique, and a beguiling
warmth.

I

have heard

some

dreadfully

formances are not new (they were once avail-

cramped performances of the Bach at vari-

able on the higher -priced Vox label), but

ous times, and it's a pleasure to hear one
that flows so easily. The harpsichord con(Conlinued on page RR)

they are as sound as one may hear. The
lively ensemble work is splendid, the inter -
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the new

In

Koss pro -4A siereophones

on this page

right here
... They plug right in. .
Slip the plug into the headphone jack on your amplifier or receiver. It's right
.

there on the front panel. You never noticed it? Now lay on a good record or tape.
Breathtaking? We knew it. Highs
. Right! Clean and crisp. Ever hear a cymbal
like that, or a flute? Yeah, lots of people tell us that. Bass
. well, they're made
to order for bass. BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, After all, there's perfect channel sepa.

.

.

.

ration and not a sound wasted. Expensive? Man, this is the new, improved
PRO -4A! $50.00. How cheap do you expect to get something like that? Almost
every hi fi dealer has 'em.
specifications: Ultra -sensitive sound

repro-

ducers mounted ii new, acoustically improved.
high -impact ear cups. Fluid -filled, washable ear
cushions contours closely to head. 8 -ft. coiled cord.
15-30,000 hz (cps). Impedance: 8 ohms.

Model PRO -4A ;50.00

koss electronics, inc.

2227 N. 31st Street
Milwaukee. Wis. 53208
2 Via Berna Lugano, Switzerland

Koss -Impetus
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tinuo (played by Igor Kipnis) is audible and
in proper perspective, and is a real contribution in a musical sense.

been accomplished with good style here, and

both Alain and Tagliavini play this somewhat slight music quite scintillatingly (although all the trills begin incorrectly on the
main note).
Written originally for harpsichords, the
sonatas are divided here between pairs of

The Mozart performance is an almost equal

joy, save for occasional slackness of line in
the orchestral accompaniment in the first
movement. Otherwise Nicholas Harsanyi and
his Princeton players do a thoroughly creditable job. The recorded sound is of a spacious-

harpsichords and organs-certainly a permissible practice and one that provides a greater degree of variety. I would not, however,
recommend listening to too many of these
pieces in a row, since the format of one
instrument repeating the statements of the
other can eventually become te.lous, although
individually they are entertaining. The sonic
reproduction of both sets of instruments is
quite satisfactory, and the mechanical noises

ness and warmth quite in keeping with the
character of the performance.

D. H.

® (7) NONO: Una Espressione. LEES:
Concerto for Orchestra. HERDER: Movements for Orchestra. Louisville Orchestra,
Robert Whitney cond. LOUISVILLE LS 665
$8.45, LOU 665 57.95.

of the organs did not seem as obtrusive to
me here as in the recording of the Soler
concertos by these same performers. The

Performance, Fair
Recording: Dull-ish

Stereo Quality: Not noticeable

Third Sonata here, incidentally, was also included in the program "Music of Bologna -

The Nono work is an early post-Wehern
serial piece in the brief Funktmusik mode
that was popular back in 1953; its scraps of

recording.

descent born in China; but this could not
explain or excuse the embarrassing string of
reminiscences and clichés cheerfully borrowed

thing, but in concert form it sounds like a
splice job out of the mood -music file marked
"anxiety" or "impending disaster." I don't
know what the financial status of the Louis-

ville project might be these days, but aesthetically speaking, I'm afraid there are

falls in lose with the girl. After further complications, which include the suicide of

Zempoalla and her son, the story ends happily ( ?) with Montezuma, now recognized
as the rightful King of the Mexicans, receiving the hand of the Incan girl.

Almost none of this complicated and
is set to music. What is set,
however-and this has to do mainly with
twisted tale

introductory pieces, dances, masques, and
supernatural
characters- -is
surpassingly

beautiful. There is, of course, the famous
Third Act Trumpet Overture, the Act Il

anywhere.

But why-it seems reasonable to ask now
after years of patience-does Louisville so
persistently fail to find American music at
least comparable in interest and importance
to the European works it records? The Nono
here lasts only a few minutes, and nothing
in the musical contents, the performances,
or the recording of the rest of this disc justifies
price you have to pay to get at
it. Benjamin Lees is an American of Russian

Orchestra have a certain piano -and -percussion drive, but they never seem to be driving
anywhere in particular. Perhaps in its original form as a dance score it meant some-

Zempoalla, who falls in love with Montezuma, a Peruvian soldier, who in turn desires an Incan girl but switches allegiance
to the Mexicans when he is not allowed to
have her hand in marriage. He manages to
capture the Incan chief and the daughter he
loves, whereupon the Indian Queen's son

Symphony which is identical with the opening of "Come Ye Sons of Art," and (to mention just two more among many highlights)
the marvelously sibilant trio "What flattering noise is this, at which my snakes all
hiss?" and the solemn, moving choruses of
Act V. There is no finer Purcell to be heard

percussion and pitched sound have a kind of
wan delicate hue and faded charm which is a
not without considerable poetic effect. The
work was, in any case, important in the development of postwar European music and
is still attractive and worth performing and

from Bartok and others and stuck together
with some vague, coy, Oriental touches in
a manner that betrays no particular skill or
invention. Ronald Herder's Movements for

fly," the vocal pieces are sung by characters
who are subsidiary to the plot. And what a
plot! The Indian Queen is a Mexican lady,

CH ARLES M AC K ERRAS

Among the ablest Baroque -music conductors

(Music Guild MS/MG 130) in what sounds
like the identical performance. There is an
error in the jacket listing, indicating that
the first side is devoted to the organs with
the second to harpsichords, whereas the reverse is true. Finally, the stereo version, for
obvious reasons, is to be preferred, although
the mono copy on its own terms is quite well

There have been previous recordings of
excerpts as well as one version of the complete incidental music, but these must now
all defer to this new recording, conducted
in superb fashion by Charles Mackerras. It
would be difficult to imagine a more stylish
rendition of the score, from the contributions
of a first-rate vocal cast, through the imaginatively conceived continuo harpsichord of
Raymond Leppard, to the sprightly, transparent, and expressive playing of the orchestra. With this recording, Mackerras has
made an important contribution to the Purcell discography, and he has solidified his
position as one of the most able conductors
of Baroque music before the public today.
L'Oiseau-Lyre's recording is excellent (ex-

cept for a slight loss of clarity during the
choral finale on side two), and the jacket
provides both notes and texts.
I. K.
® RUBBRA: Symphony No. 5, in B -fiat
Major. VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Dives
and Lazarus: Oboe Concerto. Evelyn Roth well (oboe), London Symphony Orchestra,
John Barhirolli cond. ODEON HQM 1016
$4.79.

causes here for anxiety and some genuine
fears of impending disaster.
E.S.

reproduced.

C) C) B. PASQUINI: Fifteen Sonatas for
Two Keyboard Instruments. Marie -Claire

PURCELL: The Indian Queen. April
Cantelo (soprano) ; Wilfred Brown, Robert
Tear and Ian Partridge (tenors) ; Christopher
Keyte (bass) ; Raymond Leppard (harpsichord) ; St. Anthony Singers; English Cham-

little-known British composer Edmund Rub -

ber Orchestra,

cond.

of art. I say this in spite of the fact that the

SOL 294 $5.79, OL 294*

man speaks with a quite personal accent and
that, furthermore, the creative impulse seems

Alain

and

Luigi

Ferdinando Tagliavini

(harpsichords, and organs of San Petronio
Basilica, Bologna). Music GUILD MS 139
$2.39, MG 139 52.39.
Performance Commendable
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Advantageous

These fifteen brief sonatas, most of them
in three movements, stem from a manuscript
collection in the British Museum (the second

of three keyboard volumes by Pasquini),
which can be dated about the turn of the
eighteenth century. The most curious thing
about these pieces is that only the bass line
is provided; the performers must improvise

or write out the right-hand part. This has
88

/. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C)

L'OISEAU-LYRE

Charles Mackerras

$5.79.
Performance Excellent
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Qualify: Very good

Henry Purcell's The Indian Queen, written
in the last year of the composer's life, is one
of those curious Restoration productions in
which the music is of the incidental variety,
having relatively little to do with the plot.
Other than two arias, one of which is the
familiar "I attempt from love's sickness to

Performance: Eloquent
Recording: Middling

Granting a certain strained and curiously
awkward eloquence, this symphony by the
bra (b. 1901) is something less than a successful or even particularly cons incing work

authentic. What's the trouble, then? It isn't
easy to pinpoint. For one thing, what some
might take for originality strikes me as intermittent crudity of craft: for example, the
orchestration is respectable student work; the
movement shapes don't quite work; the malfunction is so rudimentary that one gets the
impression the composer doesn't quite know

where the fast music should come, where
the slow music should come. There seems
(Continued on page 90)
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Angel's new "MESSIAH" employs a counter -tenor,
36 instrumentalists, a chorus of fewer than

40 singers, and continuo with harpsichord and
chamber organ.

As in Handel's own performances.

David Farrell

HA N DEL MESS1h17
ELIZABETH HIWWOOD JANET 3.V<Elt
PAUL ElSUe(X3113 ROBERT' TE.R
RAIMUND HAINIEX The AIIIi110111111 lineersi
The frigliih Chamber Orc,estrA CHAF I. ES /ii.e.C<EIF AS
1. is/ Level ekthm. Smed on Ha. -41'.
.415. role row,tr

APRII. 1967

Angel's new "Messiah", conducted by Charles Mackerras, is
not the gargantuan "Messiah" of Victoria's day. Rather, it is the
Baroque chamber oratorio of Handel's day. The historically
authentic new edition recorded here was prepared by English
musicologist Basil Lam, who worked from Handel's own autograph
of the score. Five superb young soloists improvise vocal
ornaments in the manner of Handel's time. For the first time,
"Messiah" has been re-created according to Handel.
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to be an essential lack of what, for the lack

A great Russian
opera is recorded

for the first time...
4100

SHOSTAKOVICH

Katerin4krp!iilova
Vyatl R s.

fennalivloopy

of a better phrase, I will call a "sense of
theater" here. Still, he is a composer whose
work I know little of-he seems fairly pro-

lific, too-and his Fifth Symphony, for all
its apparent failings, makes me more than
ordinarily curious to know more.
There are no flies on Vaughan Williams'
relatively unfamiliar Five Variants of Dives

and Lazarus (1939)-a work for string orchestra that is an obvious brother to the
more familiar Tallis Fantasia. It is a simpler, warmer, less rhetorical work than the
Fantasia, and comparisons of fine things being odious, I shall simply say that it-along

"Katerina Ismailova" (formerly
"Lady Macbeth of Mtzensk") has
finally been recorded. All the lyrical

excitement of Shostakovich's bestknown opera is dramatized by a powerful Russian cast, with "stereo staging"
for theatrical realism.

...and a

virtuoso violinist
conducts a
virtuoso violinist!
1

111114,111140,

e

IGOR
OISTRAKFI

Tchaikovsky:Volin Concerto
in D Major

SR40009

MOSCOW
PHILHARMONIC
DAVID
OISTRAKH
contka.

Igor Oistrakh plays Tchaikovsky's
Violin Concerto with his father, David,
conducting the Moscow Philharmonic.

Father and son achieve an empathy
and a singing pace which lend a rare
new aspect to this greatest of Russian
violin concertos.

More Russian

"firsts" from
Melodiya/Angel!

with the graceful Oboe Concerto-makes a
beautiful second side to Odeon's reissue.
No one living has more authority with
this school of English music than Sir John
Barbirolli, and nothing more, then, need be
said about the performances. I wish the recording were more up-to-date because the
release is an uncommonly interesting one.
And, after having written out my critical
grievances, I find myself thinking more high-

ly of the Rubbra Symphony than my first
W. F.
paragraph concedes.
C) C) SAINT-SAENS: Cello Concerto No.
1, in A Minor, Op. 33. LALO: Cello Con-

certo in D Minor. Andre Navarra (cello);
Lamoureux Orchestra, Charles Munch cond.
Epic BC 1322 $5.79, LC 3922 $4.79.
Performance: Dramatic
Recording: Resonant

appearance in 1917. Cocteau's scenario, like
the music itself, was the epitome of simplic-

ity: a parade before a circus. The production was designed by Picasso, and it remains
to this day as celebrated as any aspect of the

work as a whole, which was staged by the
Ballets Russes under Diaghilev's direction.
As for Satie's score, it-like most of this
composer's music-will be regarded as extraordinarily influential by those listeners informed enough to know the far-reaching
effects of the aesthetic of simplicity that lies
behind it, even though they might question
the significance of the music itself. Personally, I

find it a thoroughgoing pleasure-al-

though most certainly no match for a master-

piece like Socrate. And here, as ever with
Satie, one must not be fooled by its impudent
plainness: there is much more subtlety here
than first meets the ear.
I find at least two statements in Felix
Aprahamian's notes that, at the very least,
patronize, and at the most, distort the point

of the music on this disc. When he states, for
example, that, "It originated, however, in a
reaction from [sic] a more romantic and expressive kind of musical aesthetic," he fails
to take into account that it was a reaction, as

Among the other "major -label" recordings
of these two sharply contrasting works are
those by Fournier and Martinon for DGG
and by Starker with the London Symphony
(Dorati and Skrowaczewski conducting) on
Mercury. The DGG couples the concertos
on the same disc. I am familiar only with
Starker's Saint-Saens performance, which is

sic of the post -Romantic era. By attempting
to bring music down from the Central European Ivory tower, the French composers of

a beauty.

the half -point he has previously made.

There is nothing to fault in Andre Navar-

ra's solo work here, nor for that matter in
Munch's baton work, which shows to better

advantage in the operatic rhetoric of Lalo
than in the elegance of Saint-Saens. But the
orchestra sounds far in the background by
comparison with the soloist, and the rather
pronounced reverberation period, very no-

ticeable on rests that follow tun/ reeases,
also becomes disconcerting at times. I can't
speak about the other recordings of the Lalo,
but certainly the Starker Saint-Saens offers
better sound with equally fine playing. D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C) C) SATIE: Parade. MILHAUI): Le
Boeuf sur le toil. FRANCAIX: Concertino for Piano and Orchestra. AURIC:
Overture. Jean Francaix (piano) ; London
Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati cond.
MERCURY

SR 90435 $5.79, MG 504350

$4.79.
Performance: Excellent
Recording: Fine

Stereo Quality: Good

This record, which Mercury has entitled
little too much of a nice enough thing for
the casual listener, but

90

of it but never heard it in performance.
Parade, a ballet realiste on a theme by
Jean Cocteau, is a celebrated work of the
modern School of Paris and made its first

well, to and against the increasingly chromatic and textural complexity of much mu-

Stereo Quality: Good enough

"Paris 1917-1938: Sophisticated Orchestral
Music by French Composers," might be a
MELODIYA ANGEL,

current Schwann catalog, Mercury has done
us all a distinct service by making this legendary work available to those who have heard

it

is

pretty much

bound to be the Francophile's delight. In
recording Satie's Parade, a novelty to the

the period were raising anew the whole
question of musical function. Similarly, by

describing the score to Parade as one of
"blameless

simplicity

in

itself"

(italics

mine) the annotator seems to be ignoring
ertainly, none of the rest of the music on
this the disc, all of which postdates Parade,
could have existed without Satie's influence.
Le Boeuf sur le toit, Milhaud's aural kaleidoscopic impression of a visit to Rio,
dates from 1919 and is one of the delights
of the composer's catalog. Quintessential
simplicity, somewhat modified by a veneer of
neo-classicism, also characterizes Jean Francaix's elegant little Concertino for Piano

and Orchestra. Auric's Overture (1938), for
all its good cheer, is less memorable on its
own account than the rest of the music on
the disc, but it too, at even so late a date, reflects the power of Satie's influence.
The music is all most elegantly performed

with a particularly fine attention to musical
detail, and Mercury's sound and stereo treat11". F.
ment are excellent.

C) C) SCHUBERT: Quintet for Piano and

Strings, in A Major ("Trout," D. 667);
Notturno, in E -flat, for Piano, Violin, and
Cello (D. 897). Christoph Eschenbach (piano) ; Rudolf Koeckert (violin) ; Oskar
Riedl (viola) ; Josef Merz (cello) ; Georg
Maximilian Hiirtnagel (bass). DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON

SLPEM 136488 $5.79, LPM

36488'" $5.79.

C) C) SCHUBERT: Quintet for Piano and

Strings, in A Major ("Trout," D. 667);
Quartet Movement, in C Minor (D. 703).
(Cwitiall,.1
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Testimonial

Suggests 1 Retad Price: $69.95

Slightly higher in the West

The young man in the Polaroid
photograph is heading home from the
Electronic Workshop in New York
City with a pair of KLH* Model
Seventeen speaker systems.
In the not quite two years it has
been available, the KLH Model
Seventeen has received more than its
share of critical approval. Julian
Hirsch has said that "It delivers a full,
open sound, with outstanding clarity
and definition ..." and that "its sound
matches or surpasses most other
speakers we have heard which sell for
twice its price." High Fidelity praised
"a remarkable transparency and a

a full, well-balanced output that can
be enjoyed for hours without
contributing to listener fatigue. '
But the kind of testimonial we value
most was supplied by the young
man on the motorbike, who wanted
his two Seventeens home now.
People not only have been in a hurry
to get the Seventeen home, but they
have gotten the kind of enjoyment
from it that makes them listen more
and buy more records. And tell their
friends about their enjoyment.
More than any other kind of
advertising, word of mouth has
helped make the Model Seventeen
r'

Fr.....

I

our
best-selling
loudspeaker. Deservedly
so. The Seventeen offers more

important performance characteristics
at a lower price than any speaker
we know of.
If you haven't heard the Seventeen,
ask a friend about it. And go hear it
at the nearest KLH dealer.
We think you won't leave it in the
showroom very long.
For a list of KLH dealers, and more
information on the Seventeen, please
write to KLH, 30 Cross Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

I
I. TAPERIARA OF CH CSCARCH AND OEVESO

,,,,, OD0.

Vlado Perlemuter (piano) ; Pascal String
Quartet; Hans Fryba (bass). MONITOR
MCS 2106 $2.50, MC 2106* $2.50.
Performance: DGG taut; Monitor lyrical
Recording: Both good
Stereo Quality: Both good

A choice between these two recordings of
Schubert's ever -amiable and lovely "Trout"

Quintet depends on whether one wants a
brilliant concert performance or a more relaxed reading in the spirit of informal home
music -making. It always has seemed obvious

to me that the latter type of reading is more
in keeping with what Schubert wrote, and
this is what Vlado Perlemuter and his French
colleagues offer us on the Monitor disc. The
Pascal Quartet, whose memorable readings
of the Beethoven quartets were once available on the now inactive Concert Hall label,
makes a long awaited return to the Schwann
Catalog listings with this disc. This is a per-

may rob it of the magic of spontaneity. Furthermore, while there is no shortage of intelligent and thoughtful interpreters, the
gift of beautiful vocalism blended with
strong musicality is far less common. The

seven songs that make up the fourth side
of the disc are all admirably suited to bringing out the best in the artist. The accompaniments of Hubert Giesen are always competent, the recorded sound is fine. All's well
here except for the distressing thought that
the splendid voice and art of Fritz Wunderlich are forever stilled.
G. I.
SIBELIUS: String Quartet in D Minor, Op.

Vanguard, and Wenzinger's accompaniments
are properly adroit though not as sparkling as
those of de Stoutz on the Vanguard disc.
1. K.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Dives and Lazarus (see RUBBRA)

'rano offered on the DGG disc.

The Koeckert-led DGG ensemble plays
brilliantly, but to my way of thinking rather
joylessly-and with a somewhat wiry first -

C) C) VILLA -LOBOS: Concerto for Guitar
and Small Orchestra (1951). S. L. WEISS:
Suite in A Minor. BACH: Arioso. Laurindo

violin sound, too. This is not to my taste,
though it may be fine for those who insist

Almeida (guitar) ; Concert Arts Chamber
Orchestra, Stanley Wilson cond. CAPITOL SP
8638 $5.79, SPI 8638* $4.79.

on even their Hausmusik Schubert in high voltage style.
D. II.

Performance: A little opaque
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
® C) SCHUBERT: Die scbone Midi, rim.
Op. 25. Der Einsame: Frfiblingsglanhe:

Without ever having thought Villa -Lobos
the Almighty's answer for twentieth-century
music, I've always been rather partial to the

An Sylvia; Heidenriislein; Stiindcben;
Liebbaber in alien Gestalten: An die Mu ilk. Fritz Wunderlich (tenor) ; Hubert

proach suitably ardent, the style unmannered
and uncompromisingly artistic. There are no

basic changes between the two interpretations. Eurodisc's engineering gives the voice

more forward prominence and more brilliance; DGG's more distant perspective cre-

ates a mellower impression. In a few instances-a more suitable choice of tempo for
Das lrandern, a stronger suggestion of
despair in Trock'ne Blumen-interpretive
touches can be noted which reveal deepening artistic maturity. The overall perfor-

mance, however, continues to place more
emphasis on tonal beauty and direct communication than on subtleties of vocal coloration or inflection.
A cursory view may perhaps dismiss this

kind of lieder singing as "operatic," but I
refuse to see it in a negative light. Singing
that reveals so much lyric beauty and natural
expressiveness carries its own artistic valid-

ity, and further stress on "interpretation"
92

he has absorbed Tartini's own treatise on
the subject to the hilt, and the results are

ler would only read that Tartini treatise.
Archive's sound is first-rate, as is that of

equal distinction and vitality is the Pascal
Quartet's reading of the intensely dramatic
C Minor quartet movement-a more exciting filler than the rather languorous Not.

sion: the voice is free and ringing, the ap-

seen the annotations), does add embellishments and quite liberally. It is obvious that

nically the equal of some of his confreres,
and although his contribution is the most
stylish Tartini to be heard, it does not have
the sheer dash, the variety of color, or the
technical security of Gertler's. Now if Gert-

the Schneider Quartet on Vanguard. Of

Wunderlich's earlier recording of Die
schone Miillerin (Eurodisc, reviewed in
February, 1966) are present in the new ver-

on a violin that is unaltered-I have not

C) C) TARTINI: Violin Concertos in E
Major, F Major, G Major, and D Major.
Andre Gertler (violin) ; Zurich Chamber
Orchestra, Edmond de Stoutz cond. VAN-

the bounce that we get from Peter Serkin and

All the admirable qualities noted in Fritz

Eduard Melkus, playing three entirely
different concertos on Archive (presumably

most accomplished. On the other hand,
Melkus is neither temperamentally nor tech-

tial vitality-though perhaps without quite

Performance: Enthralling
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Natural

portunity. The Hungarian -born violinist, to
the best of my knowledge, does not add anything to the scores (which is rather a shame),
but what he plays is sensible and stylishly
conceived. The orchestral accompaniments
are excellent.

56 (see ELGAR)

formance full of warmth, delicacy, and essen-

Giesen (piano). DEUTSCHE GRAM MOPHON
SLPM 139219/20 two discs 511.58. LPM
39219/20* $11.58.

stuffed full of cadenzas at every least op-

unaffected lyricism and easy stylistic naturalism of his work, and its utter lack of affectation. He was never a composer to get into a

FRITZ WUNDERLICH

Lyrical expressireness in Schubert songs
GUARD EVERYMAN SRV 213

SD 52.50, SRV

213 52.50.

® 0 TARTINI: Violin Concertos in D

state about-either one accepted the beautifully natural grace of his way with a long lined tune, or else one simply shrugged one's
shoulders indifferently.
But so saying, I'm not very happy with the

Guitar Concerto (1951) recorded here. Ei-

Major, G Major, and E -fiat Major. Eduard
Melkus (violin) ; Capella Academica, Vi-

ther the guitar writing is rather self-consciously fussy in its figurational detail or

enna, August Wenzinger cond. DEUTSCHE
ARC ";.2-0 55.79,
ARC 3270* $5.79.

Senhor Almeida manages to make it sound
that way in his playing of it. The piece is,
furthermore, a little crudely orchestrated-

GRAMMOPHON ARCHIVE

or, again, is it the composer trying unsuccessfully to be adventurous? Worst of all, I don't

Performance: Both accomplished
Recording: Both excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine for both

find myself in the least enchanted by the

Although Giuseppe Tartini was the violinist
par excellence of the first half of the eighteenth century, relatively little of his violin
music has been recorded other than a hand-

ful of popular display pieces, notably the
Devil's Trill Sonata. What's worse, those
violin works, solo or concerted, that are
available on records are invariably substandard on stylistic counts. The situation
seems to be changing for the better; Vanguard's collection of four Tartini violin
concertos promises to be the first of a series,

and the manner of performance is on the
whole quite commendable. Gertler takes full

advantage of the display possibilities-and.
it must be pointed out, these concertos are
basically vehicles for virtuosity. They are
tuneful, not terribly profound,

but also

larger part of the melodic material, which is
the area in which I would look for compensation for what I regard to be the other shortcomings of the work.

The Weiss transcription-if it is true to
the Baroque lute suite from which it was
arranged-strikes me as but rarely having
been worth the trouble in terms of musical
interest. But since almost all such transcriptions ( including the present one of the arioso
from the Harpsichord Concerto in F Minor
by J. S. Bach) seem to me to emphasize the

ingenuity of the guitarist rather than the
music itself, I am perhaps ill-equipped to
deal with the entire second side of this release. The recorded sound and stereo treatment are good.
Ir. F.
(Continued on page 94)
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

TEAC
main

:D

fs

ft,:

3 motors/4 heads /automatic reverse
( includes 2 outs -rotor reel motors)

A -4010S TAPE DECK

case and stainless steel panel for durability.

Rich, walnut grain finish to harmonize with any type of
furniture. The ultimate in stereo type recording. The
symmetrical control system is TEAC's easy -to -operate unique
control system which feeds tape in either forward or reverse
directions with feather -light touch of control buttons. Automatic reverse play by electric sensing provides uninterrupted

performance of up to four hours. Wow and flutter have
been greatly reduced due to installation of two outer -rotor
motors. Tape tension control switch assures complete protection of thin long-playing tapes. Large easy -to -read VU
type meters for accurate recording or playback level control.
Fully transistorized amplifiers provide sufficient output to
operate external stereo system or headphones.

A-1500 TAPE DECK
Modernistically designed professional quality tape deck
for those who desire the ultra -modern. Portable metal

Full push
button control system provides fool -proof operation and
complete protection against tape damage. Precious recordings arc doubly protected from accidental erasure as record-

ing can only be accomplished when SAFETY button is
released and RECORD and PLAY (or OPERATE) buttons
are pressed simultaneously. STEREO ECHO button provides special effects by electrical means. ADD recording

button allows simultaneous playback and recording on
separate tracks.

Automatic reverse play by electric sensing

provides uninterrupted performance of up to four hours.

A-1600 TAPE RECORDER
An instantly usable portable tape recorder for those always
on the move. The A-1600 is exactly the same in construction as the A-1500 except for the addition of built-in 16W

amplifiers and Hi-Fi speakers to provide a compact and
complete stereo reproduction system.

TEAC CORPORATION
Musashino, Tokyo, Japan
APRIL 1967
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The Flying Dutchman:
Overture: A Faust Overture: Lohengrin:
Prelude: R:C'llth Overture. Cleveland Or-

more gemiillich than stimulating, but in
spite of a few dragged moments the inter-

chestra, Gco-ge SzeII cond. COLUMBIA MS

sonic reproduction is satisfactory-the stereo
version features wide separation. No texts
are included, however.
I.K.

6881 $5.79, ML 628i* 5.1"9.
Performance: Controlled and brilliant
Recording: Clear and clean
Stereo Quality: Good
I

pretations are thoroughly enjoyable. The

COLLECT!ONS

like a somewhat airier acoustic envelope

Major. Op. 47: Etude in G -flat Major, Op.
25. No. 9 ("Butterfly"): Mazurka No. 13.

EST X 910 $.1.98, 910* 51.98.

Op. 39: Waltz No. 2. in A -flat Major. Op.
34. No. 1: Waltz No. 5. in A -flat

No. 23, in F Minor, Op. 57 ("Appassionata"). Harold Bauer (piano rolls). EVER-

There is plenty of passion and rhythmic

FRED CORTOT CONCERT. Saint -Satins:

kick

in the climaxes and a fine brooding

quality to the opening pages.

Would that the Lohengrin Prelude performance had more spacious sound, for it
is all too seldom that one hears the opening and closing pages of this music played
with

such

impeccable

intonation.

C) C) ARCHIVE. OF PIANO MUSIC: AL-

Etude en forme de raise. in D-11. Major,

WEISS: Suite in A Minor (see VILLA -

Performances: Open to suspicion
Recordings: Very good
Stereo Quality: Seemingly natural

al. (see my review in the February 1967

LOBOS)

issue), have largely resolved doubts as to
the reliability of piano rolls as an accurate
reproducing medium, but those recordings
were made under rigorous conditions: for
instance, much attention was given to the
restoration of the piano reproducer, so that
the original dynamics, shading, and pedaling were retained intact. In the case of the
Everest material, taken from Ampico (the
Argo source) and Duo -Art rolls, the prepa-

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
s
ZACHAU: Cantata, "Lobe den
Herrn, meine Seele": Cantata, "Icb will
mid) mit dir rerloben." Friederike Sailer
and Barbara Lange (sopranos); Claudia
Hellmann (alto); Georg Jelden (tenor);
M

Jakob Staempfli (bass); Hermann Baumann
and Willi Rutten (horns) ; Maurice Andre
and Wilhelm Ackermann
(trumpets);
Gyorgy Terehesi (violin); Pierre Pierlot

Wilhelm Zachau (1663-1712),
who was organist of Our Lady's Church in
Halle, Germany, is best known today for
having been Handers teacher. His representation on records until now has been
virtually non-existent (a Christmas cantata,
a very attractive work, is available on DGG
Archive ARC 73227/3227), and the present
two cantatas will make a most pleasant introduction for Baroque fanciers. The longer
by far is "Labe den Herrn." with its theme
of thanksgiving; both pieces show an adventurous use of obbligato instruments, no-

(piano

would be hard put to recommend the recordings without considerable qualifications. The
recent piano -roll recordings on Argo, featuring Lhevinne, Rachmaninoff, Rosenthal, et

the Month. page 70)

Friedrich

Jan Paderewski

on the basis of the present sampling, one

WALTON: Symphony No. 1 (see Best of

Performance: Most commendable
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Ignace

rolls). EVEREST X 902 S,I.98, 902* 5.I.98.

These are five of some seventeen discs devoted to piano -roll recordings that Everest
has just released under the general title "Archive of Piano Music.- In almost all cases,
the executants are distinguished keyboard
artists of the early part of this century, but,

D. H.

19103 $4.79.

Op. 42.

No. 3. Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody No. 11.

this disc all the same for the Lohengrin

WESTMINSTER WST 1'103 51.79, XWN

17. in B -flat Minor. Op. 24. No. 4; Polonaise
No. 3. in A Major, Op. 40, No. I ("Military") : Scherzo No. 3. in C -sharp Minor.

2. Faure: Dolly. Op. 56:
Berceuse. Albeniz: Sims le palmier. Op. 232.

The

and Jacques Chambon (oboes) ; Amaury
Wallez (bassoon ) ; Eva Hiilderlin (organ);
Helmut Walz (harpsichord); Heinrich
Schutz Chorale of Heilbronn; Pforzheim
Chamber Orchestra, Fritz Werner cond.

in A Minor. Op. 17, No. 4: Mazurka No.

Op. 56. No.

Rienzi and Filing Dutchman readings seem
a hit hard -driven to me, but I recommend
and Faust Overture performances.

C) C) ARCHIVE. OF PIANO MUSIC.
IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI PLAYS
CHOPIN. Chopin: Ballade No. 1, in G
Minor, Op. 23: Ballade No. 3, in A -flat

0 C) ARCHIVE OF PIANO MUSIC:
HAROLD BAUER PLAYS BEETHOVEN. Beethoven: Sonata No. 8, iu C
Minor, Op. 13 ("Pathetique"); Sonata

my Wagnerian sonorities than what
is provided for George Szell's interesting
sampler of pre -Tristan and pre -Ring Wagneriana. The high point here is the highly
dramatic and harmonically prophetic Faust
Overture (1840, revised in 1855), which
comes off splendidly under Szell's baton.
around

("Spring Song"). Rachmaninoff : Prelude
in C -sharp Minor. Op. 3. No. 2. Josef Hofmann (piano rolls). EVEREST X 905 $4.98,
905* $4.98.

ration seems to have been far less thorough.
One is struck immediately by the unevenness
ALFRED CORTOT

A keyboard poet ill-serred by recordings

of the playing, sometimes between works
played by the same artist. Josef Hofmann,
who negotiates the Moszkowski Etincelles
faultlessly here, appears to have technical

in A Minor. Chopin: Etude in A Minor

difficulties with a far simpler piece, Domen-

("Winter Wind"), Op. 25, No. 11: Andante
Spianato and Grande Polonaise &Marne. in
E -flat Major, Op. 22. Schubert (arr. Cortot): Litaney. Schubert: Impromptu in B -

ico

fiat Major. Op. 142. No. 3. Alfred Cortot
(piano rolls), EVEREST X 908 $-1.98, 908*

Scarlatti's Pastorale and Capriccio (in
the Tausig arrangement); not only are passages in thirds clumsy and erratic in rhythmic execution, but the tempo is far slower
than that of Hofmann's acoustic recording
of the same piece. Another seeming curiosity

the same pianist's Andante and Rondo

51.98.

is

C) Q ARCHIVE. OF PIANO MUSIC:
ENRIQUE GRANADOS PLAYS GRA-

Capriccios()

NADOS. Granados: Danzas Espanolas, Op.

37.' No. 1 (Lenta), No. 2 (Oriental), No. 5

(Andaluza). No. 7 (Valenciana), No. 10
(Allegretto): Improvisation: Reverie Im-

provisation; Maria del Carmen: Prelude;
Goyescas: Quejas o la Maja y el Ruiseilor;
El Pelele. Enrique Granados (piano rolls).
EVEREST X 909 $1.98, 909* $4.98.

of

Mendelssohn,

ordinarily

played in about six minutes, but done here
most insensitively in four and a half. Alfred
Cortot's Andante Spianato and Grande Polonaise also suffers from what seems to be excessive speed; Cortot was a formidable tech-

nician as well as a genuine keyboard poet,
but here the poetry is minimal and the virtuosity is beyond the capability of any set of
human fingers. Enrique Granados strikes
one here as a less impressive pianist than his

C) C) ARCHIVE OF PIANO MUSIC:

tably the horn parts of the first cantata. There

JOSEF HOFMANN CONCERT. Liszt:

colleagues in the set: much of his playing
sounds eccentric and curiously lacking in

a certain solemnity to these scores, but

Valve impromptu in A-114 Major. Moszkowski: Eiincelles. Op. 36. No. 6: Caprice
espagnole. Op. 37. Schumann: Fantasiestiicke. Op. 12: No. 2, "Aufschtrung." Anton Rubinstein: Melody in F Major. Op. 3,
Op. 1. Mendelssohn: Andante and Rondo
Capriccioso in E Major, op. 14: Song With-

Spanish flavor; on an earlier Welte-Mignon
roll of Granados' fifth Spanish Dance (Telefunken), the piece is played somewhat faster
than it is in this Duo -Art version. so again

No. 6

faster tempo? Would his exquisite ruhato

is

also an attractive festive mood, especially in

the rousing choruses. The performance in
general is a good one, with a group of vocal

soloists who are for the most part well
equipped to handle the florid passages. The
orchestral playing is very capable, as is the
choral work. Werner's direction is perhaps

94

out Word. in A Maiar. Op.

62.

one wonders about the correctness of the
speed here. Would some of the lumpiness in
the Paderewski items disappear at a slightly
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

again sound normal ? And how does one explain the Polish pianist's relatively dry ped-

aling here? Harold Bauer's two Beethoven
sonatas point up a few more problems heard
sporadically in the recitals: there are some
glaring mistakes in the slow movement of
the "PatiWque,' and towards the end of the
"Appassionata" the left-hand part seems to
disappear from time to time. This means
that either the reproducing piano or the rolls
themselves were at fault, certainly a disservice to Bauer, who was a splendid pianist. It
must he pointed out that not every item on
these five discs suffers from the faults I have
detailed here; many selections are quite adequately reproduced, and the 1929 Steinway

on which these rolls are played has been
recorded warmly and with considerable presence. Nevertheless, these discs raise too
many questions to be taken as reliable; certainly there can be no doubt that the amazing
set of piano -roll recordings on Argo comprises more accurate representations. Everest's pressings have occasional crackling
faults, and the liner -note listings of the discs'
contents are studded with errors and inconsistencies. For those interested, the addition-

al records in the series are, briefly, as follows: X 901, -Paderewski plays Paderewski and Liszt"; X 903, -Josef Hofmann
plays Beethoven-; X 904, -Josef Hofmann
plays Chopin"; X 906, "Ferruccio Busoni
Concert" (Bach, Chopin, Liszt); X 907,
(Prokofiev,
"Serge Prokofiev Concert"
Moussorgsky, Scriabin, etc.): X 911, ''Harold Bauer Concert" (Saint -Satins, Bach, Cho-

pin, Schubert, Weber) ; X 912, -Maurice
Ravel plays Ravel"; and X 913, "Percy
Grainger plays Grainger."

NATAS FOR BRASS. Works for varied
brass ensembles and voices by Speer, Lowe
von Eisenach, Pezel, and others. Christina Clarke (soprano) ; Margaret Cable
(alto) ; Hubert Day.ces (organ) ; Joshua
Rifkin (harpsichord) ; The London Brass
Players, Joshua Rifkin cond. NONESUCH H
71145 $2.50, H 1115* 52.50.
Performance: Enjoyable in small doses
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Fine

Joshua Rifkin, who directs this collection
and also plays harpsichord continuo, has
gathered together here most of the rather
Baroque

..an altogether outstanding recordirg: on
all counts, clarity, presence, deptn and defin Lion it is flawless and must be numberec
among the fines; achievements of (London Records). Solti's performance has a dramatic intensity that sweeps all before it."

-The Gramophone

..

one (3' Solt 's fines' achievements My praise for the playing of

the London Symhony Orchestra knows no bounds; they have ob
viously been inspired by Solti ... this marks yet another milestone
in London's recording technique."
-Records and Recording

Mahler: SYMPHONY NO. 2 IN C MINOR

("Resurrection")
Heather Harper, Helen Watts. The Lcndon Symphony Chorus anc
Orchestra - Gecrg Solt
CMA-721;

Stereo CSA-2217

Stravinsky: PULCINELLA
Marilyn Tylsr, Carlo Franzini, Boris Camel'. L'Orchestre de la Suisse

Romande-ErneFt Anser-net
Mono 5978

Stereo OS -25578

Wagner: GO-TERDAMMERUNC -IMMOLATION SCENE

I. K.

C) C) BAROQUE FANFARES AND SO-

sparse

New itieases

repertoire for combined

trumpets and trombones (the two did not
usually play together), but the actual performances make use of modern instruments
rather than the slightly less brassy and penetrating ones contemporary with this period.

Perhaps for this reason, and in spite of a
well -conceived plan of varying the instrumentation on each side, the effect of the
pieces in succession is a little too similar.
Most impressive are the Hammerschmidt
vocal sonatas and the early Massaino canzona for eight trombones and continuo; and
some of the brief sonatas and fanfares by
Daniel Speer (1636-1707) are pleasant if
inconsequential novelties. The performances

Strauss: SALOME - DANCE OF THE SEVEN VEILS &
FINAL SCENE
Birgit Nilsscn. The Vienr a Philharmonic Orchestra - Georg Solti
Mono 5991

Stereo OS -25591

Bach: ST. MATTHEW PASSION - Highlights
Peter Pears, Fritz Wunderlich, Hermanr Prey and other soloists. The
Stuttgart Hymnw. Boys' Choir. The Stotgart Chamber Orchestra Karl Miinchinger
Stereo 0S-26008

Mono OM -36008

Mozart: PIANO CONCERTO NO. 9 IN E FLAT MAJOR
(K. 271:, PIANO CONCERTO NO. 8 IN C MAJOR

(K. 246), RONDO IN A MAJOR (K. 386)
Vladimir Asikenazy. The London Symphony Orchestra Istvan Kerte.z
Stereo CS -6501

Mono CM -9501

Pizzetti: LA PISANELLA
CON RIO DELL' ESTATE
L'Orchestre de Ic Suisse Romande - Lamberto Gardelli
Stereo CS -6501

Mono CM -9508

are earnest and accurate. The singers are
quite satisfactory, and the album as a whole
represents an interesting collection of rarities, whose effect is most enjoyable when
taken in small doses. Nonesuch's recording
I. K.
is spacious and clear.
(Continued on next page)
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C)

C) ENGLISH CONSORT MUSIC.

Byrd: Pavan and Galliard a 6; Fantasia No.
3 a 3; Miserere; Fantasia No. 2 a 6. Lawes:

Suite No. 2, in F Major; Sonata No. 7, in
D Minor; Suite No. 3: In Nomine. Tomkins: A sad Pavan for these distracted times
(1649). Veronike Hampe (gamba) ; Gustav
Leonhardt (harpsichord and organ) ; Leonhardt Consort, Gustav Leonhardt, director.
TELEFUNKEN SAWT 9481 $5.79, AWT

9481* $5.79.

Performance: First -rote
Recording: Excellent

Stereo Quality: Fine

The bulk of this collection is divided between music by William Byrd and William

-not

®© GERAINT EVANS: Three Centu-

sician in ordinary to Charles I. With two

ries of Baritone Art. Handel: Berenice: Si
trai ceppi. Semele: Leave me radiant light.

the betterknown Henry-Lawes
(1602-1645), a pupil of Coperario and mu-

exceptions, the repertoire consists of pieces
for broken, or mixed, consort (combining,
in this case, members of the viol and violin
family), and these are most beautifully ren-

dered here. The exceptions are an organ
Miserere (based on the ground "Gloria tibi
trinitatis") by Byrd, and the harpsichord
piece written by Tomkins on the death of
Charles I, "A sad Pavan for these distracted
times." Lawes' music looks ahead to Purcell
in its complexity, and Byrd's works on this
disc sound rather light-hearted in comparison. The performances throughout are expert and thoroughly enjoyable; the recording
is rather high-level but clean and the stereo
quality is good.
1. K.

record
of
the
month

Mozart:

Le Nozze di Figaro: Non pia

andrai. Don Giovanni: Madamina, it catalogo. Die Zauberflate: Der Vogelfiinger bin
ich. L'Oca del Cairo: Ogni momenta. Beethoven: Fidelio: Ha! welch' ein Augenblick!
Leoncavallo: Pagliacci: Prologue. Donizetti: Don Pasquale: Un fuoco insolito. Verdi:
Otello: Credo. Falstaff : Vonore! Ladri!
Britten: A Midsummer Night's Dream: Bottom's Dream. Moussorgsky: Boris Godounon: Tchelkalov's Aria. Geraint Evans (baritone); L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande,
Bryan Balkwill cond. LONDON OS 25994
$5.79, 5994* $4.79.
Performance, Variable
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

The program speaks for itself: challenging,
imaginative, a far cry from the stereotyped
"baritone recital." But then Geraint Evans,
an unusually versatile and resourceful artist,
can be expected to disdain the predictable.
In spanning the three centuries that separate
Handel from Britten, he moves with complete assurance and a keen stylistic awareness, projecting intelligent and strongly inflected characterizations that are illuminated
by an exceptional clarity of enunciation.
Regrettably, however, Mr. Evans is far
less effective on records than he is on stage,
where his considerable theatrical powers sup-

port his work. Here, he is most satisfying
in the stately Semele aria, which lies in the
effective lower half of his range, and where

he rolls out a steady stream of warm and
rounded tones. His handling of the Fidelio
excerpt is also very fine-in coloration and
dramatic force his is an ideal voice for
Pizarro. But everywhere else his performances suffer from the limited effectiveness
of his high register and from a tendency to
spread notes around true pitch. Particularly
disappointing is the graceless "Der Vogelfanger," since I would have thought Evans
to be an ideal Papageno.
The somewhat rushed and inflexible tempos of the conductor are not too helpful, particularly in "Madamina" and "Non pin an-

drai," which the artist can surely perform
more expressively than he does here. The
sound, however, is sumptuous.

STOCKHAUSEN
MOMENTE (1965 Version)
Nonesuch announces with pride its release of the first

recording of an important new work in the field of

avant-garde composition.
Karlheinz Stockhausen's MOMENTE is compellingly
performed by MARTINA ARROYO, soprano; ALOYS
KONTARSKY, Hammond organ; ALFONS KONTARSKY, Lowrey organ; CHORUS & MEMBERS OF THE
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF RADIO COLOGNE,
under the composer's direction.

A must for contemporary -music enthusiasts, and a
fascinating introduction to a new musical era for all
record collectors.
H-1157 Mono

H-71 157 Stereo

NONESUCH

G. J.

C) C) HANNOVER-EINE FESTLICHE
SOIREE IN HERRENHAUSEN. Schmelzer: Sonata con arie (1672). Sartorio: Sin Ionia from "L'Adelaide." Lully: Suite from
"Ler amants magnifiques." Steffani: Aria, "Il
dolce respiro" from "Ii Tama": "La Lotta"
from "La Lotta d'Ercole con Acheloo." Handel: Sinfonia and four arias from "A,nadigi."
Venturini: Overture in A Minor. Teresa Zylis-Gara (soprano) ; Ursula Terhoeven
(mezzo-soprano) ; Eugen Muller Dombois
(lute) ; Helmut Hucke (oboe) ; Hugo Ruf
(harpsichord) ; other instrumental soloists;
Consortium Musicum, Fritz Lehan cond.
ODEON SMC 91118 (compatible stereo)
$5.79.

nonesuch $2.50 each - either
mono or stereo

RECORDS

51 WEST 51st STREET. N Y.0 N Y. 10019
CtRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Performance: Stylish
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine

This is another one in the series of Odeon
issues devoted to old towns and palaces, the
particular location this time being Hannover
(Continued on page 99)
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This new color TV component is made for videophiles
who are dissatisfied (as all cf them should be) with
what passes for accurate picture and sound reproduction
in commercial, mass-produced color TV sets.
It is part hi-fi audio system and part monitor color
TV receiver. Both parts are of equal quality: high.
Among its many capabilities: Sound can be fed from
it into an existing hi-fi or stereo installation;
it is also equipped with its own monitor audio system so
the unit can be used independently. Thus, the owner
can enjoy a color TV program complete with picture and
sound (earphone connection is provided on control panel),
while stereo remains available for listening in other
parts of the room.
295 sq. in. picture area / automatic background color
switching / 3 -way optical control switch / pre-set fine
tuning for VHF / transistorized UHF tuner/ pushbutton
power tuning / 3 -stage video IF / perforated metal
cabinet / finished walnut front trim / AC connection for
ventilating fan / wireless remote control adaptability.
Corporation
For Booklet Write: Clairtone
681 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.'. 10022

Here at last A Color Component
for the Videophile

Price: $699.
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The vocal record has its charms. The
Dvoiak and Mendelssohn duets are exquisite reminders of a by -gone era when music

was made in the home by playing and
singing it and when the best composers
wrote for amateurs. These duets were once
as well known as they are now neglected,

the victims of the disappearance of the
social conditions for which they were created. It is perhaps fitting that they should
be recorded and therefore once again avail-

able-if in a slightly different form-for
home consumption. Perhaps their obvious

charms and delights here will spur a revival around the living -room piano.

PABLO CASALS:
COMPOSER AND CONDUCTOR
By Eric Salzman
6-0/04-Z
THIS generous portion of Casaliana displays the Catalonian maestro in several
roles: as a composer, and as a conductor of
Baroque, classical, and early Romantic orchestral music. All of these recordings were

made at the Marlboro Festival-the Beethoven and Mendelssohn in 1963, the others this past summer. The most important
document here is the Beethoven-Mendelssohn record; the most disappointing element is Casals' own music.
The existence of these performances and

recordings is a tribute to the canniness of
Rudolf Serkin. Serkin is, of course, the
guiding spirit of Marlboro, which attracts
each summer the best solo and ensemble
players from all over the country. A number
of years ago, Serkin persuaded Casals to
come up and give master classes and then
subtly edged him into "study rehearsals"
of chamber -orchestra groups. When Marlboro's concert hall was opened in 1963,

should not come out a namby-pamby, mu-

sic -box minuet but a firm dance; again
Casals does it right by taking the Beethoven accents seriously

ing a strong tempo which is nonetheless
flexible where it needs to be. Only in the
last movement does the energy seem to
flag, and then only slightly, in the long,
long coda.

Much the same remarks can be made
about the Mendelssohn, except that it is
altogether a more leisurely conception.
Again, it is a piece with a certain weight
in the last movement, and again there is a
little slackening of the tremendous, controlled energy and tension that otherwise
underlies the conception.

Unfortunately, little information on the
Casals songs came in with the test pressings sent for review, but they were composed over a span of sixty-five years. The
settings, which are (at least partly) in Catalan, belong to a species of late -Romantic
Latin adaptation of the lied ; but they are,
in fact, best when they are most Hispanic
and least pretentious and northern. The
group starts attractively but fails ultimately
to sustain invention or interest.
The performances are superb all around.
The Dv otak Moravian settings are sung
with the original texts, which add a whole
dimension to the music-especially in that
extraordinary d -r -r -r -r -r sound that consti-

tutes the Czech tongue trill. The Mendelssohn duets are ravishing, and nothing more

need be said about the Marlboro Festival
Orchestra except that it consists of the kind
of fabulous young solo talent that also
knows exactly how to function in an ensemble. The recorded sound is satisfactory;
this includes the Beethoven-Mendelssohn,
which does, of course, feature live -concert

noises plus some of the loudest shushing
in the archives of recorded sound.

Producer Thomas Frost has also prepared for Columbia a documentary record

called "Casals: A Living Portrait" which
contains interesting interview material and
excerpts from Casals performances and rehearsals, with a commentary by Isaac
Stern. The record is free with the purchase
of either the Beethoven-Mendelssohn disc
or the Bach Suites (but not with the vocal
record) and is packed right in with those
records. Make sure your copy has it.

Serkin got Casals onto the podium and

THE Bach Suites are more problematic.
There is scarcely a trace of Baroque performing style, and although the perform.
ances are not really over -Romanticized,
Casals does miss that aspect of the music

the Columbia engineers in the house. Two
Hof the three symphonies recorded at that

which is tied to its time (he goes far off
by missing entirely the tempo of certain

time are now available and a third, the

dances). He does get across a good deal of

Mozart E -flat, is promised soon.

what is universal in Bach, and that comes
most of all through the superb phrasing.
As in the Beethoven and Mendelssohn,
this is not only a matter of getting bowings,
articulations, and accents in the right place;
it is more profoundly a matter of getting a
real arched shape for a phrase that carries

C) C) BACH: The Four Orchestral Suites
(BWV 1066/9). Marlboro Festival Or-

the music from one point to the next-

Horszowski

and that ultimately shapes its big form.
This is nowhere more necessary than in

Mary

I don't suppose everyone feels this way,
hut I am skeptical of sacred -cow mytholo_ties, and I am no blind Casals worshiper.
But after these performances-I believe, I
believe. The Beethoven especially is a
triumph. I expected something overwrought
and, I suppose, over -Romanticized. Noth-

ing of the sort. Casals is brisk, brilliant,
and always on top of the music. The first
movement has drive and life that come,
not only out of the brilliant tempo, but
also out of the precise and meaningful
projection of accents and phrase. It is a
pleasure to hear an emphatic treatment of

the third movement, which
98

is

not and

dance music, and in this one respect some
of these performances are more convincing

C) C) BEETHOVEN:

Symphony No. 8, in
F, Op. 93. MENDELSSOHN: Symphony
No. 4, in A, Op. 90, "Italian." The Marl-

boro Festival Orchestra, Pablo Casals cond.
COLUMBIA MS 6931 $5.79, ML 6331
$4.79.

chestra, Pablo Casals cond. COLUMBIA M2S

755 two discs $11.58, M2L 335* $9.58.

C) C) CASALS: Six Songs for Soprano.
Olga Iglesias (soprano), Mieczyslaw

(piano). DVORAK: Four

Duels for Soprano and Tenor, Op. 20.
Burgess

(soprano),

John Hum-

phrey (tenor); Luis Baffle (piano).

than any others. For examples, listen to
the Bourrees and Gavottes of the two D
Major Suites with their extraordinary big

MENDELSSOHN: Six Duets for Two Sopranos, Op. 63. Benita Valente, Ilona Kombrink (sopranos) ; Luis Batlle (piano).
COLUMBIA MS 6936 $5.79, ML 6336*

phrases and forward motion.

$4.79.
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and the home of the Electors. As usual, the
music chosen has some association with the
locale, although in the case of the generous

assemblage of five excerpts from Handel's
tenth opera, Amadigi, the first performances
took place in 1715 in London, albeit with
the Hannoverian George I in attendance.
Impressively festive is the Schmelzer orchestral sonata, as well as the brief Sartorio
sinfonia, both featuring clarino (coiled)
trumpets.

The quality of performance on all points
is very high, with some very effective embellishing of the vocal da capos (though
such an elementary matter as vocal cadential

trills seems to have been overlooked). The
orchestral playing is first-rate, and the vocalists are particularly good.
I. K.

PILAR LORENGAR: Old Spanish
Romances and Folk Songs. Milan: Romance
for Soprano and Guitar. Daza, Pisador, etc.:
Six Spanish Romances of the 16th Century.
Handel: Spanish Cantata. Mudarra:
Isabel. De Narviez: Con qui la ',stare. Nine
Spanish folk songs. Pilar Lorengar (soprano) ; Siegfried Behrend (guitar) ; Richard
C)

Klemm (viola da gamba). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 139155 $5.79, 39155* $5.79.
Performance: Attractive
Recording: Intimately scaled
Stereo Quality: Subdued

Intimacy is the keynote to this recital. In
contrast to her tonally more luxuriant compatriots Victoria de los Angeles and Montserrat Caballe, the qualities that characterize
Pilar Lorengar are clarity, expressiveness,

and subdued communication. The present
program is well suited to this approach-the
songs are reflective, evocative, appealing in

their classical simplicity-but not without

If musicianship and stylistic authority alone
could do it, this would be a marvelous recital. As for voice-which is, after all, an
ingredient one ought not to overlook in the

the risk of some monotony for listeners not
particularly attuned to the Spanish repertoire. The unfamiliar Handel cantata intro-

consideration of an operatic programGerard Souzay appears to be severely overmatched by the task.

duces an element of welcome variety, though

He brings rare authority to the "classical"
portion of the program (Monteverdi to Mozart), where the sensitive shading and moving inflections he shows in the Monteverdi

it is by no means a very significant work.
Miss Lorengar's singing is effective in its
restraint; her characteristic vibrato is under
good control. At times I wished that the atmospheric guitar accompaniments had been
given more prominence, and that the overall
sound had been less remote.
G. J.

GERARD SOUZAY: Operatic Arias.
Monteverdi: La tavola d'Orleo:Tu see morta
mia vita. Handel: Partenope: Combattone II
mio core. Gluck: Orfeo ed Euridice: Che faro
senza Euridice; Che puro ciel! Mozart: Le
C)

nozze di Figaro: Vedro. mentrrio sospiro.
Don Giovanni: Deh vieni alla finestra; Finch'han dal vino. Bizet: Les Pecheurs de

lament are as impressive as the ample breath

support that allows the artist to spin out the
winding Handelian phrases of Partenope
with laudable smoothness. The Gluck arias,
however, are not quite up to expectations,
and if the Don Giovanni arias leave little to
be desired in terms of elegance and crispness,
the Figaro excerpt proves strenuous all the

way. All selections suffer from various vocal
limitations: insufficient resonance, straining

for volume, or a persistent waver on sustained notes.

Invoking Titta Ruffo's classic renditions
and L 'Africaine arias as
points of comparison would hardly be fair

perles: L'orage s'est calme. Massenet: Thais:
Viola done la terrible cite. Bizet: La Jolie

of the Hamlet

line de Perth: Quand la flamme de !'amour.

to Mr. Souzay, but the regrettable fact is that
he comes off second best against the more
readily approachable standard of his presentday colleagues Robert Massard (Thais) and
Michel Dens (Romeo et Juliette) as well.
The orchestral contribution is adequate,

Meyerbeer: L'Africaine: 0 vin, dissipe la
tristesse. Massenet: Manon: Epouse quelque

brave 'ale. Gounod: Romeo et Juliette: Mab,
la reine des mensonges. Gerard Souzay (baritone) ; Lamoureux Orchestra, Serge Baudo

cond. PHILIPS PHS 900109 $5.79, PHM
500109* $4.79.

with some glossing over of details and insufficient definition. There is some distortion

Recording: Adequate

as well as artificial "enhancement" of the
voice quality. In sum: an imaginative program, a gallant try-and a partial success.

Stereo Quality: Good

G. J.

Performance: Hard going

An Epic Keyboard -A Collection of Great Albums

Lili Kraus

Igor Kipnis

Alicia de Larrocha

Mozart: Piano Concertos, Vol. !-

French Baroque Music for
Harpsichord

Piano Music of Granados

Concertos Nos.12, 18,20,23, 24, 26
SC 6054/ BSC 154* (A 3 -Record Set)/
E3C 850}

LC 3889/BC 1289*

Mozart: Piano Concertos, Vol. II-

LC 3898/BC 1298'

Concertos Nos. 8, 9, II, 17, 19, 22
SC 6056/ BSC 156' (A 3 -Record Set)/
E3C 851f

Mozart: Piano Concertos, Vol. IIIConcertos Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 25
SC 6061/ BSC 161' (A 3 -Record Set)/
E3C 8631

English Harpsichord Music

Italian Baroque Music for
Harpsichord

Granados: Twelve Spanish Dances
for Piano
LC 3943/BC 1343*

Bach on the Harpsichord and
Clavichord

NNI If/

LC 3932/BC 1332*
771'

Concertos Nos.13, 14,15, 16, 21, 27

EPIC
/11W

Your Key to a Lasting
Investment in Listening.

SC 6062/BSC 162' (A 3 -Record Set)/
E3C 8641

(."EPIC". Marca Reg. T.M. PRINTED IN U.S.A.

}Tape
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SC 6058/ 3SC 158' (A 2 -Record Set)

LC391I/BC 1311*

Mozart: Piano Concertos, Vol. IV-

*Stereo

LC 3910/5C 1310'

Albeniz: Iberia; Navarra
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Listen!
new look

...

new sound

Jensen's new 1200 XL four-way

entire sound spectrum-from 15

cabinets are of select distressed

loudspeaker system blends the ultimate in high-fidelity sound reproduction with fine furniture styling.

to 25,000 cycles-comes to life as
never before. Controls for both

pecan. Suggested price, $895.
The 1200 XL series represents

mid -range and high -frequency per-

the finest loudspeaker system

Seven speakers, uniquely ar-

mit exact musical balance for

ranged in a solid acoustic enclosure,
provide sound magnificence for the

room conditions.
This Contemporary model with

Jensen has ever built. Hear it at
your Jensen dealer soon. For de-

most discriminating ear. Crisp,

pleated, textured grille fabric, is
of open -grain oiled walnut. Med-

clear high notes. Pure, bold midrange. Full, rich bass notes. The

iterranean and Early American

scriptive literature write to: Jensen
Manufacturing Division, The Muter

Company, 6601 South Laramie
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60638.

Jensen
fbk
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1111'1/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

ENTERTAINMENT

POPS JAZZ FILMS THEATER FOLK SPOKEN WORD
Reviewed by JOE GOLDBERG NAT HENTOFF PAUL KRESH REX RH I) PETER REILLY

®® THE BAROQUE INEVITABLE:

all that original, and the results aren't all

The Baroque Inevitable. The Baroque Inevitable (instrumentals). Turn Down Day;

that interesting.
"Slightly Baroque" is a slightly different

Wild Thing; Strangers in the Night; Eleanor
Rigby: and seven others. COLUMBIA CS
9387 $4.79, CL 2587 $3.79.

case. The Anita Kerr Singers are a very

0 ® THE NEW SOCIETY: The Barock
Sound of the New Society. The New Society (vocals) ; orchestra, Lincoln Mayorga

cond. and arr. Dawn of Sorrow; Of You:
The Good Times; Child of Summer; and
eight others. RCA VicroR LSP 3676 $4.79,
LPM 3676 $3.79.

C) ® ANITA KERR SINGERS: Slightly
Baroque. Anita Kerr Singers (vocals) ; orchestra; Anita Kerr arr. Mona Lisa; One
Note Samba: Love Lies; It's Not Unusual:

good group, and I've enjoyed them on other

albums. But their style, and the arrangements made for them here by Miss Kerr,
really can't be adapted to any Baroque sound.
Simply adding a few harpsichord notes here

and there doesn't alter their lushness very
much, so what we have here on most songs
is a harpsichord obbligato added to standard
interpretations. When they forget all the Barogueries, as in Ifs Not Unusual, they sound
like their customary splendid selves.
P.R.

to judge Bastianini's voice in the singing of
it. Suffice it to say that if you have a particular fondness for this sort of thing, you will
find the album a pleasant memento of the
young baritone's career. Bastianini suffered

from cancer of the throat for a number of
years, but courageously continued to perform

as long as possible. He died in Italy on
January 25 at the age of forty-three.

P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
THE CAPITOLS: We Got a Thing.
The Capitols (vocals and instrumentals).
Knock on Wood: It's Googaloo Time; Let's
Go Get Stoned; Wild Thing; and eight others. Arco SD 33201 $4.79, LP 33201 $3.79.
C)

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Pronounced

and eight others. WARNER BROTHERS WS

1665 $4.79, W 1665 53-79.
Performance: Pretty rocky
Recording: Adequate
Stereo Quality: Beside the point

Some of The Capitols' songs may be in ques-

tionable taste, but they are a very alive and
exciting group. Let's Go Get Stoned has lyrics that are good by any standard, as does
Workzng in the Coal Mine. I think it might
be a good idea if some of the carefully un-

When the Swingle Singers first came to
prominence on the pop music scene they
were a delightful and ingratiating surprise.
Since that time there has been a host of

barbered protest singers listened to these two

imitators, most of them pretty bad. Two of
these albums are no exception to that trend,
and the third (by the Anita Kerr Singers)
has only its intense professionalism to rec-

tracks and got a whiff of the real thing. In
songs of love, The Capitols call the shots as
they see them; the results may be a little too
graphic for those who go around whistling

ommend it.

The Girl that I Maui-but it is all quite

Randy Sparks, who first loosed the New
Christy Minstrels upon us, is responsible for
the New Society. The liner notes tell of his
search to find the appropriate components
for this group. He feels that he was so successful that they (the New Society) are now
referred to as "a work of art." Hardly. They

real and vivid. In short, I couldn't find a trace
of dishonesty or phoniness in their work. If
you like gutsy music, I think you'll like The
Capitols.
P. R.

sound like a group of well fed, clean-cut
young people of no particular talent, who
might be found performing at any church

Vivid and gutsy music

g MARIA COLE: Love Is a Special
Feeling. Maria Cole (vocals) ; orchestra.
Gordon Jenkins cond. and arr. On a Clear
Day: He Touched Me; Blue Prelude: Vio-

social (California style, that is). It's all very

0 ® ETTORE BASTIANINI: Song's of

lets for Your Furr; The Music That Makes
Me Dance; and seven others. CAPITOL ST

cheerful, very vapid, and very boring.
"The Baroque Inevitable" arrives fashion-

ably gotten up with a pop art cover and insufferably cute liner notes. On the turntable
it develops into a one -idea album stretched
well beyond its limit. The idea of taking contemporary hits such as Turn Down Da) and
Strangers in the Night and performing them

in Baroque style with an assortment of Baroque instruments and an occasional added
electric guitar with the big beat isn't really
Explanation of symbols:
C) = stereophonic recording

®= monophonic recording
* =mono or stereo version
not received for review

APRIL 1967

Italy. Ettore Bastianini (vocals) ; unidentified orchestra. 0 sole mio; Vieni; La Sere-

nata: Finest,' the lucive; and six others.
LONDON SW 99412 $4.79, TW 91412
$3.79.
Performance: Tasteful
Recording: Shrill

Stereo Quality: Good

The late Ettore Bastianini, billed as a baritone

for all seasons ("... Bastianini's talent is too
broad and his repertoire too wide to be truly
appreciated in just a single performance"),
turned out to be quite an adept interpreter of
light Italian music. All the old chestnuts are
here, tastefully and well sung, although Bastianini's voice shows considerable strain at
the top. The music naturally cannot bear any
close critical scrutiny, and it would he unfair

2612 S4.79, T 2612* 53.79.
Performance Smooth
Recording Excellent

Stereo Quality Excellent

Maria Cole's voice is like melted molasses
poured on vanilla ice cream: it's sweet and

old-fashioned, but one or two bites and
you've had enough. Still, I don't mean to
really knock a sound that is as warm and
solid and graceful as hers. She sings well
and in tune, and she is a real pro: capable,

in charge of her music, and right on the
note. It's just that there is nothing in Miss
Cole's choice of songs (mostly tried-andtrue, old -and -blue) or in Gordon Jenkins'
overly lush string -section arrangements to
spice up the collection.
(Continued on next page)
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GET $100.00
WORTH OF
PRE-RECORDED
STEREO TAPES

A former Deli.:
tri!;ton vocalist, she
gave up singing aft:r marrying Nat King
Cole (except for rfre appearances with her

the broad

lier'in dialect she uses

husband). This album is her first in several
years. No newcomer, she knows music, musicians, and songs. It's nice to hear her

iar to most Berliners from times past, all

tasteful female baritone massage the old

choked up about 'Marlene crooning Das war
in Schoeneberg, it left me a bit mystified
and incapable of self -enlightenment, since

songs nobody does any more, such as Matt
Dennis' Violets for Your Furs and the old
evergreen Blues Serenade. Happily, she has
had the foresight to include the almost forgotten Ellington -John Latouche Take Lore
Easy. with which Dorothy Dandridge used
to set audiences on fire. Less interesting is
the new material, like the boring Morgan
Ames -Johnny Mandel tune Quietly There.
Maria Cole brings a heritage of classy but
straight -as -a -poker musical knowledge to her

work. The trouble is that this is the jet age,
not Make Beliere Ballroom time.
R. R.

FOR ONLY

with

throughout. It is a strictly parochial collection of songs about Berlin, apparently famil-

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

of which celebrate life and places in Berlin.

Therefore, while a Berliner might get all

there are no translations provided on the
jacket. Unter'n Linden I liked very much,
probably because it reminded me of the Dietrich of The Blue Angel days.
This album must, however, be considered
a milestone of sorts for die schone Marlene:
it is the first time in my memory that any
album of hers did not include a picture or
drawing of her.
P. R.

C) C) THE GEEZINSLAW BROTHERS:
Can You Believe The Geezinslaw Brothers? The Geezinslaw Brothers (vocals and

C) VIC DAMONE: Slay with Me. Vic

$39.95...

Damone (vocals) ; Ernie Freeman cond. and
arr. Pretty Butterfly; Girl from Ifranema:

Quiet Nights; The Shining Sea; Stay with
Me; You Are; A Time for Lore: and five
others. RCA

IRE PNTT'
ffl

gge

VICTOR

LSP 3671 $4.79, LPM

3671 * $3.79.
Performance: First -rote
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

This disc of Vic Damone singing gentle jazz inflected bossa-nova arrangements by Ernie

Freeman (a jazz pro) is welcome to these
tired ears. Vic has always been one of the
most technically brilliant interpreters of pop-

ular music in America, but he had to outgrow some Grade Z MGM musicals in which

he played second banana to the likes of

0
0
uo

0

Debbie Reynolds and Ann Miller before he
learned what to do with his abilities. Now he
seems to be entering a new, groovier phase
of his career. The old power behind the tonsils is still there, but like Mel Torme and
Mark Murphy, he seems to be thinking more
about how to channel it. The beat is soufflé -

light, but there is convincing power. The
the arrangements are lush,
swinging, and sensitive at the same time.
And the tunes-well, there isn't one dud on

material and

accompaniment). Snook is the Only Town

the entire disc.

for Me; They Called Him Country: You
Wouldn't Put the Shuck on Me: Take Me
Back: Talking Guitar Blues: Four Kinds:

Vic Damone is singing better than ever,

You have to buy an Ampex recorder.

But since Ampex is the unques-

tioned leader in performance, that's
hardly a penalty. The offer is good

on any Ampex recorder, from the

model 850 tape deck shown above at
$199.95, up through the new Ampex
Music Center at $599.95. Choose 10
selections from more than 75 of the

fastest selling tapes, and, in addition, get two reels of Ampex blank
tape.

Speaking of tapes, did you know
Ampex offers more than 1,600 albums under 47 different labels? (For
a free tape catalog write to the address below.)

Tape offer good in U.S. A. only.
ask anyone who knows

AMPEX

AMPEX CORPORATION, 2201 LUNT AVENUE,
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILLINOIS 60007

V it: 1)Am01t:

.SouflM-light heat, convincing power

and this recording provides some badly needed carbohydrates for both his own career and
for listeners with serious pop -music tastes.
R. R.

C) C) MARLENE DIETRICH: Marlene
Dietrich's Berlin! Marlene Dietrich (vocals) ; orchestra, Bert Grund cond. Das war
in Schoeneberg: Berlin -Berlin; SoLang noch
Unter'n Linden; and eleven others. CAPITOL
ST 10443 $4.79, T 10443 $3.79.
Performance: Special
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Last year Capitol released what was easily
the best album Marlene Dietrich ever made.
It was entitled "Marlene" and featured her

in a collection of popular songs and folk
songs sung in German, which displayed her

as a glowing interpreter of contemporary
music. It is still around, so if you have a
chance, pick up a copy. As for "Marlene
Dietrich's Berlin !", skip it unless you speak
German very fluently and are totally familiar

and six others.
2570* 53.79.

CAPITOL

ST 2570 $4.79, T

Performance: Nutty
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Very good

Although I will probably never listen to this
kooky album a second time, I had an amusing time hearing it once. Imagine something
as unlikely as two big -boned, thick -jointed
hillbillies from Snook, Texas, playing gee -

tars and mandolins for their classmates at
the University of Texas, attracting the atten-

tion of Arthur Godfrey, and ending up as
recording and TV stars. Well, this is still
America,

where

stranger things

happen

daily, and the Geezinslaws are here (they
hope) to stay. Don't ask what they sound
like:

would

you believe

Andy Griffith

crossed with Wally Cox? Anyway, they are

genuinely funny people, and their act is
really a hip and shiny parody of country
music. Singing lyrics like "May an elephant
caress you with its toes, May your wife be
plagued with runners in her hose, May the
(Continued on agr 104)
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-AN
PAS 3X PREAMPLIFIER
69 95 KIT, 109.95 ASSEMBLED
FM 3 TUNEP

99.95 KIT. 154 95 ASSEMBLED

UN COMP HO M ISED QUALITY
This combination of PAS -3X preamplifier, FM -3 tuner,
and Stereo 120 amplifier represents the highest level of

quality which can be attained with high fidelity components. It combines the virtues of both tubes and tran-

sistors in a flexible modular system without skimping
to squeeze it into one unit.

Two of these components have passed the test of

time - years of increasing public acceptance. The
Stereo 120 is an all new design. All have been engineered and produced with the same underlying Dynaco
philosophy of offering superlative performance a: the
lowest possible cost-when you buy it, and as long as
you own it. Everyone recognizes that Dynaco is "best
for the money." We know that it should be judged regardless of price-Dynaco quality has never been compromised by cost considerations.
Our sole concern is sonic perfection. We don't follow

the herd in engineering, styling or promotion. Fads,

plains why ou- limited product line has become increasing), popular each year. It's why our kits are so easy to
build; why maintenance is so easy; and service problems so few. We constantly strive to improve our products though, and when we do. these changes are available to our customers to update existing equipment at
low cost.

Our detailed literature. available on request, gives
the full specifications which help to explain why the
Dyraco components illustrated (PAS -3X. FM -3 and
Ste-eo 120) will provide the finest sound possible. Spe-

cificatiors are important, but the most complete specifications cannot define truly superb sound. Go to your
dealer, and compare Dynaco with the most expensive
alternatives, using the very best speakers and source
material you can find. Be just as critical, within their
power limitations. of our best-selling Stereo 70, Stereo

status and "revolutionary new sounds" never enter our

35 and SCA-35.
Of course, if you are now a Dyna owner, don't ex-

planning. We avoid regular model changes and the

pect us to convince you to replace what you already

planned obsolescence they engender. We take the extra

have.

time to do things right the first time. That probaoly ex -

But your friends might benefit!

STEREO 120 AMPLIFIER
159.95 KIT, 199.95 ASSEMBLED

OlUNBICIT3 1111C..

3912 Powelton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa. 19104 U.S.A.
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bird of paradise fly up your nose," they have
to be heard to be believed.
R. R.

VINCE GUARALDI/BOLA SETE:
Live at El Matador. Vince Guaraldi (piano),
Bola Sete (guitar), unidentified bass and
C)

drums. fm a Loser; Black Orpheus Suite;
People; Favela; and two others. FANTASY
8371

$4.98, 3371*

$3.98.

Performance: Bola's side is better
Recording: Superior
Stereo Quality: Very good

Part of a night at El Matador in San Franco, the first side of this album focuses on
pianist Guaraldi. He is an airy, crisply
swinging musician whose conception often
does not bear close scrutiny because it tends
to be shallow though certainly cheerful. On
the second side, Brazilian guitarist Bola Sete
appears, and here the level of music -making
is much higher. Sete constructs warm, sinuous lines over pellucid chording. A master

Performance: Rambunctious and festive
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Very good

ACTION with the new

back problems-no sound
of rustling clothes - any

Jim Kweskin's jug band has a heterogeneMODEL 5446

With wired -in

15 foot cable

and

SA -10

Stand Adaptor.

way you use it, the 5000 delivers only the

music not the noise! The super cardioid

wide-angle pattern of
the 5000 is designed for
ACTION - ideal for the

modern day performer,

MODEL 5121
Complete with
SA -10 Stand

Adaptor. 15
foot cable.

small combo, singing group
and all "sound -on -the -go"
applications.

Try this action

micro -

phone at your University
Franchised Dealer today.
Toss it around - talk to it

MODEL Mg

-sing to it-you'll know

Switch and
Swivel

Stand

Adaptor, 15
foot cable.

it's your kind of mike!

SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Response: 25 to 20,000
HZ Impedance: Variable, 200 and 20,000 ohms (wired
at the plug.) a Sensitivity Rating: -147 db (EIA) a Output Level -200 ohms: -54 db/ 1 mw/ 10 microbar. 20,000

ohms: 13 mv/ 10 microbar Dimensions: 2 3/16" max.
dia., 91/4" max. length (Model 5050) Shipping Weight:
21/a lbs. a Finish: Satin Chrome.

Write Desk D-72
LISTEN-UNIVERSITY.SOLINOS BETTER
UNIVERSITYtt

SOUND

.4 DIVISION OF LTV LING ALT(C. INC.
9503 W. Reno

See the Reverse Side for Title. Jim Kweskin, Geoffrey Muldaur, Maria D'Amato,

book Ball; Viola Lee; and nine others. VANGUARD VSD 79234 $5.79, VRS 9234 $4.79.

From a soft, sweet ballad

University 5000! No feed-

®QM JIM KWESKIN & THE JUG BAND:

jug). Chevrolet; Richland Woman; Story-

to the dynamic, vibrant
discotheque . . . you get

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101

dismally dogged beat.

P. K.

®Q MANFRED MANN: Pretty Flamingo. Manfred Mann (vocal group). Pretty
and eight others. UNITED ARTISTS UAS 6549

Fritz Richmond (vocals; various instruments
including guitar, comb -and -tissue -paper,
washboard, mandolin, kazoo, harmonica,

MICROPHONE

If this album makes musical non -history, it's

the monotony of the tunes which spoils an
otherwise promising thing-that, together
with the cooing chorus and a guitar with a

Flamingo; Tennessee

roque (see page 101)

DYNAMIC

unexpected pieces like To Hell with Lore.

tional intimacy. Guaraldi complements him
exceptionally well. Special credit is due en-

ANITA KERR SINGERS: Slightly Ba-

SUPER CARDIOID

sentimental nature, but these are balanced by

of tonal shading, he plays with conversagineer James Easton for a model of what
N. H.
location recording can be.

UNIVERSITY'S NEW

for the TVA, a child who is ordered not to
play in the snow because a news item reports it's radioactive, and a fellow suffering
agonies of guilt over a pheasant he shot on
Christmas Eve. There's a "talking blues"
about an affluent rock-and-roll singer who
has his revenge on an automobile salesman
who refuses to wait on him, a tirade against
the artificiality of a world made up of paper
plates and plastic spoons, and a catchy little
number about a happy bum "walkin' and
cussin'
down an immaculate new highway. There are also a few sticky songs of a

ous repertoire: ragtime, jug -band songs, popular novelties, blues, and some jazz numbers

(in this set, Onyx Hop and Christopher
Columbus, dating from the 1930's). The approach is usually light-hearted, with fre-

quent infusions of high camp. They do not
try to imitate any of their sources, neither
the vintage jug bands nor the jazz groups.
Instead, they have created their own casual,
wholly unpretentious, and eclectic style that
allows them to move freely into practically
any idiom, including rock-and-roll. Only
one track in this set falls entirely fiat: Turn
the Record Over, a studio joke that should
have stayed there. The music of Kweskin
and his revelers will not bear close analysis.
N. H.
It's fun and games.

0 ® JOHN I). LOUDERMILK: Sings a
Bizarre Collection of the Most Unusual
Songs. John D. Loudermilk (vocals and guitar) ; chorus. To Hell with Love; Interstate
40; The Lament of the Cherokee Reservation

Indian; and nine others. RCA VicroR LSP
3497 $4,79, LPM 3497* $3.79.
Performance: Bucolic
Recording: Fine

Stereo Quality: Superior

Here's a record from Nashville that lives
up to its title. The genial, folksy Mr. Louder-

milk tackles the most curious ballads-ditties on such off -beat subjects as a Southern
lady who won't sell her house to make way

Waltz; Machines;

$4.79, UAL 3549* $3.79.
Performance: Terrible
Recording: Harsh
Stereo Quality: Poor

Manfred Mann is the latest bizarre oddity
to arrive from London, where almost any
pop group can make money on the music
scene as long as its sound is flat, loud,
and inarticulate. Manfred Mann gets an

A+ in

all

three categories. Since it is

impossible to assess the value of a style
that assaults the eardrums as cacophonously
as this group's, I turned to their material

(or what

I

could hear of it through the

din of distorted lyrics). Let's Go Get
Stoned advises the teen-age populace to

knock itself unconscious with cheap gin.
Tired of Trying, Bored With Lying, Scared

of Dying is an attack on mothers of the
world ("What d'ya want me to do/Am I
expected to grow up into something like
you?"). In I Put a Spell on You the sort
of creepy organ that used to play in the
background of creepy, second-rate, Southern

cafeterias creaks along as the group sings
about witchcraft. In Machines a teen-ager
is unable to sleep because mechanized society is driving him insane. The rest is
largely an unintelligible roar of discord.
No matter how hard I try to be objec-

tive about what's happening on the teen
music scene (and some of it is amusing
and clever), about the time I think I dig
what's going on, something like Manfred
Mann comes along to make me long for
the sad, departed days when I thought the
worst thing that could ever happen to music
was Guy Lombardo.
R. R.

C) Q CHARLEY MUSSELWHITE'S
SOUTH SIDE BAND: Stand Back! Charley Musselwhite (vocals, harmonica), Harvey Mandel (guitar), Barry Goldberg (pi-

ano, organ), Bob Anderson (bass), Fred
Below, Jr.

(drums). No More Lonely

Nights; Help Me; Strange Land; Sad Day;
and eight others. VANGUARD VSD 79232
$5.79, VRS 9232 $4.79.
Performance: Only partly convincing
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Very good

Among the young white musicians who are
(Continued on page 106)
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Soundsibiliw !

,

Soundsibility - superb so,ind with sensible features - it's a tradi-ion with Viking tope recorders. In keeping with this
tradition Viking introduces the new Model 423 - designed to br ng you excellence in performance, true stereo fidelity
and the utmost in practical operating convenience.
A three -speed unit with solid state stereo electronics, Model 423 also has three motors fcr highest reliability. Other
features include hyperbolic heads, illuminated recording meters and directional control levers. A remote pause control*
fits every Model 423 and lets you interrupt and resume recording or playback conveniently from your easy chair. So
sensible even the model number is meaningful -4 tracks, 2 heads, 3 speeds. Uniquely,. with all these features, it's less
than $250.00.
Remote pause control and walnut base optional accessories.

You'll also find soundsibilty in other Viking models which set a standard of excellence for 'ape recorders.

88 Stereo Compact

880 Stereo Portable

The "final touch" for stereo music

807 "Tape Turntable"

systems. Features tape monitor with

Same features as Model 8E plus cetachable speakers, power amplifier

three heads, sound -on -sound record-

with stereo headphone outpuv in

Connects to music system for playback only of all standard monaural

ing, exceptional fidelity even at slow
speed for less than $340.00.

portable case. Carry along. for 'on

the spot" recording or connect to
music system for less than S440.00.

\ti
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or stereo tapes. Features two popular
speeds. Use it also to duplicate tapes

with another tape recorder. Walnut
base included for less than $125.00.

gOF MINNEAPOLIS
orviston ar THE TELEX CORPORATION
9600 Aldrich Avis S. Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55420
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trying to become part of the urban Negro
blues tradition are twenty -two -year -old Char-

ley Musselwhite and his colleagues on this
set. He has, according to annotator Pete
Welding, learned from, and played with,
several of the most persuasive Negro blues men in Chicago. And it is true that the spirit
of big -city black blues is rather well emulated

in the instrumental sections of these per-

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
®U EDITH PIA': The Best of Edith
Piaf. Edith Piaf (vocals) ; various accompaniments. Milord; La Vie en rose; La Vie
l'amour: C'est l'amour; The Poor People of
Path; Bravo for the Clown!; Je ne regrew
rien; and live others. CAPITOL. DT 2616
$4.79, T 2616* $3.79.

formances. But when Musselwhite sings, he
is still clearly a young white man trying to

Performance: Magnificent
Recording: Good

sound like a black man imprisoned in the
ghetto. He knows the devices, but he hasn't
lived the life, and the difference shows.

Stereo Quality: Spotty

Why listen to Musselwhite when you can get

the real thing from Junior Wells? It is possible that, on the foundation of this idiom,
the more devoted and talented white disciples-and Musselwhite is among them-will
shape a style and repertoire which will reveal
and explore their own personalities and exN. H.
periences. But they haven't yet.

What is there to say about Edith Piaf that has
not already been said in print by the famous

people of the world, and in private by the
most adoring public any artist ever inspired?

When she died in October, 1963, she was
already a part of history. She had electrified
the world with a legend only Piaf could sing
of because only Piaf had lived it. She grew

NEW SOCIETY: The Barock Sound of
the New Society (see page 101)
Q NEW VAUDEVILLE BAND: Winchester Cathedral. New Vaudeville Band
(vocals and accompaniment). Winchester
Cathedral; Lili Marlene; Whispering: Oh
Donna Clara; Tap Your Feet: and five others. FONTANA SRF 67560 $4.98, MGF
27560* $3.98.

C) C) THE PALM BEACH BAND BOYS:

Winchester Cathedral. Palm Beach Band
Boys (vocals and accompaniment). Winchester Cathedral; Boo-Hoo; Let a Smile Be
Your Umbrella; fin Gonna Sit Right Down

Quick

and Irrite Myself a Letter; Ida, Sweet as
Apple Cider; and five others. RCA VICTOR
LSP 3'3.f $4.79, LPM 3734* $3.79.

as

Both boring
Recording: Both fair
Stereo Quality: Both good
Performance

The remarkable new Rollei 16 camera, shown here
9/10 actual size, is fast in operation. More important,
its compactness permits you to carry it with you constantly, ready for any picture opportunity.
(The Rollei 16 shown above looks like it's winking
because the viewfinder is partially withdrawn. When
closed, the metal plate seals the lens against dirt or
damage.)
Features of the New Rollei 16 include: 18 exposures

on black & white or color 16mm film / sensitive exposure meter coupled to automatically programmed
shutter / Zeiss Tessar 25mm f/2.8 lens / full parallax
correction, and much, much more!
See the superb new Rollei 16 camera at your
Authorized Rollei/Honeywell Dealer's
11011(1Ill
soon, or mail the coupon below for illustrated literature.

played through a His Master's Voice Victrola, is almost nostalgically refreshing. It's
not "so bad it's good"; it's so old it's historical. If there are any new musical ideas here,
I'm unable to find them. Mostly this is a
gimmick dreamed up for fast profit.
I didn't think I'd hear anything worse than
the British New Vaudeville Band doing
Winchester Cathedral, but leave it to the
Americans. What either of them accomplishes

Roaring Twenties is questionable, but of the
two the Palm Beach Band Boys sound by far

the worse. That's not to say that the New
Vaudeville Band doesn't sound pretty forgettable itself. The major difference is that
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Please send Rollei 16 literature to:
NAME

the Palm Beach Band Boys whistle a lot and

ADDRESS___
CITY

it does like old 78 -rpm Rudy Vallee records

in bringing back the tinhorn music of the

HONEYWELL PHOTOGRAPHIC Mall Station 209
Denver, Colorado 80217

We're dealing here with a song called Winchester Cathedral and a fad that might just
as well be called by the same name. -It's
right now," say the pretentiously cute notes
on the Palm Beach Band Boys' record. -It's
a sound. It's mod. It's way -back -when. It's
a trend. It's neu'stalgia. Wonderful. Whimsical. It's newstalgia." Truth is, most of today's mod music has become so hysterical,
vulgar, witless, and bizarre that something
like the New Vaudeville Band, sounding as

go doo-rah a lot. They also clap hands between the whistles and the doo-phs until
the listener could scream with boredom.

STATE_

Honeywell
PHOTOGRAPHIC

-)
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EDITH PIAF

A legend in life and in song

up in the streets of Paris, knew every alley,

every thief, every vice and sin. She sang
about them all in some of the most hair-rais-

ing songs ever written, most of them subsequently recorded. The closest thing to Piaf
America ever produced was Billie Holiday,

but Billie never had a voice that could stir
you past sadness almost to the point of causing a riot. Piaf could do that, and her voice
still can-it will never die. She can still make
the hair on the back of the neck stand at attention when she sings La Vie en rose, and
her incendiary attack on Alilord would be a
classic whatever the language.
Don't expect the greatest stereo reproduction on these bands. They've been reconditioned into what Capitol calls "duophonic"
sound, but they sound only as clear as might

be expected of old recordings not made in
stereo. A few of them are scratchy and almost blotted out, but it doesn't matter. I'd
rather listen to Piaf through earphones on
an overseas transmitter than to nine out of
ten of the beautifully recorded shouters we
have to put up with today. Life taught her
everything, and she brought everything to a
song. Thanks to the vast recorded Piaf li-

I'll be amazed if they are around a year from

brary and to magnificent collectors' items like
this, the world will never forget the lesson.

R. R.

R. R.

now.
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® ® AMI ROUSELLE: Sugar and
and Everything Nice. Ami Rouselle

GRUNDIG STEREO TAPE SPECTACULAR
-

cals) ; orchestra, Sy Oliver cond. 11"ou/ah

it be Lovely; By Myself ; Too Long at the
Fair; Old Folks; and eight others. DECCA
DL 74778 $4.79, DL 4778* $3.79.
Performance: Interesting
Recording: Adequate
Stereo Quality: Poor

There's a lot of talk in the liner notes of
this disc about newcomer Ami Rouselle's
studies in vocal education at Wayne State
University and what a fantastic musician silt
is, but I had trouble understanding what slit
was singing most of the time. I often gruni
ble about singers who haven't the slightest
idea what phrasing is all about, but equally
unlistenable to me are singers like Miss
Rouselle who spend so much time interpret.
ing that the lyric's line is hacked to death
and the melody destroyed.

An ex -teacher and chorus girl from Gold-

en Boy, Miss Rouselle has a voice full of

With a keyboard like this, how can

highs and lows, hots and colds. Sometimes,
as on the old Dietz -Schwartz song By Myself, she is as theatrical as Lady Macbeth.
At other times, as on Alan Jay Lerner's He

you miss? Grundig's TK 341 4 -Track,
3 -Speed Stereo Tape Recorder puts

every new trick of audio magic at

finger -

your fingertips: echo and reverbera-

snapping jazz. This demonstrates that she
has versatility. But she swallows her vowels

tion effects, synchronized sound -on sound and sound-with-sourd, pause

Wasn't You, she breaks into soft,

and slurs the ends of words to the point
that her gifts become hard for me to appreciate. Emotionally she has a tendency to
turn simple songs such as Too Long at the
Fair into grotesque Strindbergian tragedies.
There's nothing wrong with Ami Rousellc
that couldn't be cured by ditching thL
Streisand approach on the ballads, enunciating more clearly, and changing conductor-

bar, monitor jack, automatic stop,
dozens more. TK 341 tapes from any

source with professional versatility

(GRUnD10)

and push-button ease. And plays
back with fabulous fidelity: 40 to
18,000 cps frequency response 12
watts music power each channel.
Just tell your audio dealer you're
itching to get your fingers on those
TK 341 controls ... and then open
your ears to that great Grundig
sound. With Grundig, hearing is
believing! Write for brochure.

GRUNDIG-TRIUMPH-ADLER SALES CORPORATION

355 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10017
WORLD FAMOUS IN RADIOS, TARE RECORDERS. AND ADLER TYPEWRITERS
CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD

arrangers-not even a great singer backed
by twenty years in the business could survive
the appallingly cornball arrangements Sy

Oliver has shackled her with here. Miss
Rouselle has an interesting voice. If she is
enough of a pro not to be too disturbed by a

bad debut disc, maybe her next one will
show her off better.

if you relax with records...
Look for the ELPA Endorsement!

R. R.

When you see the Elpa Seal of Endorsement on

0 0 DOC SEVERINSEN: Command

a component you can be assured that it is of
highest quality and has successfully satisfied

Performances. Doc Severinsen (trumpet),

Elpa's stringent design and performance standards. THORENS superb turntables, ORTOFON
cartridges, and CECIL E. WATTS record cleaning

various accompaniments. Summertime; Love

for Sale: Bluesette: Stardust: In a Little
Spanish Town; Stormy Weather; and six

equipment all carry the Elpa seal and can be
purchased with complete confidence. Write for

others. COMMAND RS 904 SD $5.79, 904*
$4.79.

the Elpa catalog. Dept. 9H4. Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc., New Hyde Park, New York 11040

Performance: Slick
Recording: Excellent

Stereo Quality: Good

If you have watched the Tonight show, either in its Johnny Carson or Jack Paar ver-

T H 0 1:15 /

/ CECIL E. WATTS

sions, you have probably seen and heard Doc
Severinsen, who shares most of the trumpet

solo work with Clark Terry. I was unaware
that, as the liner notes claim, "In the spring
of 1966, he formed a sextet built around the
unique blend of trumpet and alto saxophone
which took New York, and then the country,
by storm." But I do know that he has made
several pop albums for Command, and this
release is compiled from six of them.
The alto -blended -with -trumpet is referred
to here as the "Severinsen Sound," but I detect no readily identifiable sound at all.
Rather, there is high professionalism in several different modes. There is some shuffle
rhythm, some Tijuana -type brass, some overdubbed duets by Severinsen and himself, and
some reminiscences of dance bands of the
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Forties, all featuring the Severinsen trumpet,
and all lightly enjoyable and uninvolving.
J. G.

C) C) FRANK SINATRA: That's Life.
Frank Sinatra (vocals) ; orchestra, Ernie
Freeman cond. and arr. I Will Wait for You;
Tr hat Now My Love; Winchester Cathedral;

The Impossible Dream; and six others. REPRISE FS 1020 $4.79, F 1020 $3.79.
Performance: In the tradition
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Philips

mums live up to

Sinatra sounds sloshed on the II- inches:et.
Cathedral track; he sounds great on the I
Will Wait for You track. Neither will make
much difference to many of the people who
buy this album. To them, Sinatra long ago
stopped being a singer and became a useful

their name

the excellent uses to which he has put that
talent during a long and mostly successful

Connoisseur collection

symbol. Considering his enormous talent and

sonalities. Sad, sad, sad. Just as sad as all
the little girls running around imitating
Streisand. After all, what makes Sinatra Sinatra is that he is one of a kind, as is Streisand.
Professionally, I admire Sinatra for his
musicianship (which is absolute), his grace-

ful and sensitive acting, and his easy and
perceptive warmth in his night-club appear.
ances, where I am always impressed by his
ability to stay vulnerable to his audiences no
matter how gigantic his billing and salary.
Personally, I admire Sinatra for his proved
guts, for his business ability, his generosity
to friends in need, his self-imposed code of
ethics and morality which seems to work for
him, and probably most of all, for his ability

to be his own man in a world that likes
conformity.

No use pretending that Sinatra's voice as
heard on this album is what it once was. It

career, his role as a symbol is more his
fans' problem than it is Sinatra's. His private and professional life have, for the last
several years, been splashed over all of our
communication media, and he is now a part

The Umbrellas of Cherbourg
Music be Michel Leerand

of the national conciousness. Sinatra deserves
his fame. He is a superior performing artist,
both as singer and as actor, and if his claque
would allow me to forget their self -projections on him, I would probably be as fervent
a fan as any.
These self -projections include: "Orpheus

of the Underworld," a particular favorite
of untalented and sleazy night-club singers
who snap their fingers and sing their ballads

at ringside to the ladies with the strange
Original Sound Track From The French Film
(The Umbrellas Of Cherbourg)

LES PARAPLUIES DE CHERBOURG

Music by Michel Legrand

PCC 216 /PCC 616

hair -dos who always seem to accompany the

gentlemen with diamond pinkie rings and
colorless nail polish; "Lover at Large," usually a salesman of something during the
day and at night an insecure and not -so -

Other great French recordings available
on Philips Connoisseur Collection Albums

young man who wanders from night club to
late -spot to key -club in search of equally insecure young -young women who are amused

GEORGE BRASSENS SINGS

capitulate because he is "so smooth"; "Mr.

OF THE BIRDS & THE BEES

and annoyed by him and who frequently
Dangerous to Know," a selfish near -alcoholic

PCC 218/PCC 618

who gambles compulsively, has been jilted

MAGNIFIQUE JACQUELINE FRANCOIS

by his wife, and no -matter -how -fortune -batters -him is, underneath, "just a lost little

PCC 200/PCC 600

PARIS RECITAL YVES MONTAND
PCC 202/PCC 606

THE POETIC WORLD OF JACQUES BREL
PCC 220/PCC 620
*I),...0...NE WORLD OF MUSIC

'

ON ONE GREAT LABEL!
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boy" to an admiring battalion of virile ladies; "One -Man Minority Group," a selfpitying bore who was born of a minority
group, cannot forget it, is unwilling to let
others forget it, and spends most of his time
trying, through aggressive and combative behavior, to provoke punishment from what
he judges to be a uniformly hostile world;
"King of the Hippies,- a successful middle-

0
SY

Arne
United States Savings Bonds
Buy them where you work or hunk
108

is scratchy and worn. Aside from that, however, everything seems pretty much as it has
been on most of his recordings for the last
ten or fifteen years-i.e., superb.
P. R.

C) C) PERCY SLEDGE: Warm and Tender Soul. Percy Sledge (vocals), unidentified accompaniment. Lore Me Tender; It

Tears Me Up; So Much Love: Heart of
a Child; and eight others. ATLANTIC SD
8132 $4.79, LP 8132*

."9.

Performance: Overheated
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Okay

aged adolescent who gathers a group of

Percy Sledge sings pop material in the man-

cronies about him and who, in the manner

ner of a gospel singer. This, of course, is

of boyhood secret societies, shares with them
private jokes, private words, and a melodramatic sense of loyalty to each other.

hardly news any more, especially since the
days of Ray Charles and Aretha Franklin
have been upon us. But Sledge gets right
down to the nitty-gritty; his purpose seems
to see how rapidly, from a standing start, he

The variations are endless, and several,
at root, are relatively harmless aids in girl bn'

FRANK SINATRA

As man and artist, one of a kind

catching. But that does not alter the fact
that all of these pathetic types think they
have divined much of their behavior in the
behavior of Sinatra. They seem to disregard
the fact that he is an acknowledged winner
in a world where they are just as obviously
losers. But they need the seal of approval on
a way of life, and so identify with Sinatra.

I think thrt is why a lot of them buy his
albums, attend his films, and watch his television shows: to pick up new little words or
mannerisms to flesh out their own im-per-

can escalate into the rarified strata of frenzied
emotionalism. Most of the time, he manages
to do it pretty quickly.

His accompaniment is not named, but is
more or less standard for this kind of thing

-loud, pulsating, and insinuating at the
same time. The main trouble with Sledge
himself is that his frenzied performances tend
very quickly to sameness. The only one that
sticks in my memory without playing it again
is Oh How Happy, because it sounds uncomfortably like Dent,chhtnd fiber Alles. J. G.
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

C) C) ENZO STUART': Soft and Sentimental. Enzo Stuarti (vocals); Vic Schoen
cond. and arr. Lore Letters: The Shadow of

Your Smile: Strangers in the Night; Yes-

terday; If I Ruled the Irorld: Irhat Now
My Lore: and four others. EPIC BN 26216
$4.79, LN 24216 $3.79.
Performance: Mushy
Recording: Good

Stereo Quality: Good

Hear the hole

Whatever happened to the big powerful fe
or sound that drove critics on Manhattan's

tabloid papers to compare Enzo Stuarti to
Mario Lanza? Not that I miss it any, but it
was a lot easier to take than the new, sentimental, crooning sound on this release. We

thing.

1144ftwaftior

Plug in with Clevite Stereo Headphones
and hear the full sound of stereo.
Perfectly balanced. True reproduction from
the highs to the lows. Soft, removable,
washable cushions.
Adjustable headband.
Beautifully
styled in
Driftwood
Grey for under
$25. Write for name
of nearest dealer.
Clevite Corporation,
Bedford, Ohio 44014.

have cool ballad singers like Mel Torme and
Tony Bennett who already have a stranglehold on the love -song market. NIa3'he the

Italian tenors would he wise to stick to 0
sole mio.
The accent here is on intimacy, with most

of the songs half yawned in English and
half warbled in Italian. Vic Schoen overcooks the arrangements with syrupy violins
and an occasional wail from a high-pitched
female chorus that makes almost every song
sound gooey. Stuarti's voice occasional:y
surges through with the old magic on songs
like Gilbert Becaud's What Now My Lore,
but only a desire to appeal to the suburban
set could have driven him to include such
unappetizing fare as Strangers in the Night
or Merci Cherie. Often his voice seems completely lost in the silky surroundings. So
self-conscious, in fact, seems his effort to
please the lowbrows that he finally sounds
R. R.
like a singing waiter on his day off.

Clevite Stereo Headphones
...you rever heard it so good.
CIRCLE 440
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COLLECTIONS
0 0 THE CRAZY HORSE SALOON OF
PARIS. Orchestra, Albert Van Dam cond.
UA INTERNATIONAL UNS 15503 $5.79,
UN 14503* $4.79.
Performance: Titillating
Recording: Loud
Stereo Quality: Hallucinatory

/NW

New...from

ROBERTS

If you are planning to turn your quiet little
home into a Parisian strip -tease joint (am I
reading your mind?), I can think of no better way to go about it than to acquire a copy
of "The Crazy Horse Saloon of Paris" for a
starter. The saloon in question, located on
the Avenue George V, is described in the
liner notes as "famous for its beautiful girls
and excellent variety acts." "Never vulgar or
cheap:' the informative text continues. "but
always in good taste, the girls take off their
clothes in imaginatively staged production
. . Whether the luscious female
numbers.
be sweltering in a jungle or swinging on a
hammock, the audience is unfailingly C ptivated by the 'plot' as well as the girl."
Neither plot nor girl is supplied with the
album. but the record, consisting of frantic
orchestral arrangements of tunes by Dl r.
Van Dam, is ideal music for a wild party.
Take Bubbles Galore, a bump -and -grind
number gurgly with soapy sound effects; or
Voodoo Doll, spiced throughout with a pepery pizzicato; or that noisiest of latter-day
lullabies, Girl in the hammock (Ssshhh!).
I myself favored the luxurious strains of the
Belly Button Bounce. But to each his own.
P. K.
Just add the plot. And the girl.

swig state COMPUTERIZED
Stereo ROCONOr
featuring CROSS @ FIELD
REVERSE & AUTOMATIC
PROGRAMMING

.

(Continued on next page)
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Incorporates sound adding,
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the new LP speed of tomorrow,
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audiophile.

$579.95
Model 7000RX

5922 Bowcroft Street
Los Angeles, California 90016
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and Coltrane does i't have a fraction of the

agility Charlie
rker had, even at Bird's
lowest ebb. It is o cold -fish, so far out, so
dangerously close to being hysterical that it
cannot possibly h aId the interest for more
than a few minut s at a time. The mood is
austere, passionle s, brittle, and uncommunicative-all quali ies that jazz should never
have. The color is gray with occasional

Ifs Smart
To Be Thrifty!

STEREO &
HI-FI BUYERS
BEFORE YOU BUY GET A RABSONS
QUOTE... YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!
At

Rabsons Competitive Prices, Jlelia-

bility and Personal 5ervicc have been
bywords for over 61 years
It's so EASY and SAFE to deal with Rabsons

swatches of white. Coltrane knows his instru-

s

,m) JULIAN AND NAT ADDERLEY:

Them Adderleys. Julian Adderley (alto saxophone), Nat Adderley (trumpet), Horace
Silver (piano), Paul Chambers (bass), Roy

Haynes (drums). Ira/ern/don; I Should
Care: Craz.) Baby; New Arrivals; and six
others. LIMELIGHT LS 86032 $5.79, LM

Up to 36 months to pay on Easy Pay Plan
Centrally located-as close as your telephone
-as near as your mail box Free Mail Order Hi Fi Clinic Service Fast Air Mail Response
on Quotation Requests Franchised Distribu-

82032* 54.79.

ments DOUBLE PACKED and FULLY INSURED

Since so much is made in the liner mites of
the fact that this is an early recording of the
Adderley brothers, it is surprising that the
exact date is not given. But since it is indicated that the recording took place before

tor for Hi Fi Lines 62 Years of business
"Know How" to serve you better Ship"Attractive" Prices Warehouse on premises Fast Delivery-Large inventory permits
All
processing and shipment promptly
merchandise brand new in Factory sealed
cartons Save even more on complete system quotes Export Packing -220 Volts 50
Cycle merchandise a specialty Free list
of monthly specials.

Performance: Clean and tight
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Electronic

ment, but he you ds it into submission in a
death dance. Ther is an evil beauty to parts
of My Favorite T inv., which lasts for one
whole side and a alf of the flip. But it's all
kicks, more posing than playing. He pieces
together so many shifts in tonal patterns
and floats about in so many rhythms and
tonalities that I never feel it is anything but
exercise music. lihe whole album has the
sound of isolatio about it, and of what
value is isolatiort in music if it prevents
communication wi h the listener?

R. R.

Cannonball Adderley joined Miles Davis,
the session probably was held in the middle
Fifties. All tunes except / Should Care are

credited jointly to the Adderleys, and they

RABSONS

are clean, bright, and tasteful. That description serves for the whole album. Each of the
live players had the essence of his style down
57 ST.

119 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y. 10019
Tel. Area Code 212-247-0070
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pretty much as we hear it today-Horace
Silver in particular seems to have arrived on

the scene fully formed-and the interplay
and precision are rather surprising for a
pickup date.

HI-FI
COMPONENTS
TAPE
RECORDERS
TAPES, ACCESSORIES

SLEEP LEARN KITS
MERITAPE

SAVE MONEY

This 'night stand along with some more
celebrated albums as representative of the
"New York School" of the time.
J. G.

0 C) JOHN COLTRANE: Lire al the Village Vanguard Again! John Coltrane (soprano sax, bass clarinet), Pharaoh Sanders

(tenor sax, flute), Alice Coltrane (piano),
Jimmy

Garrison

(drums). Naimi;
PULSE S 9121

(bass), Rashied Ali
Favorite Things.. IM912.1

$1.79.

Performance: EEK!
Recording: Good

Stereo Quality Good

My reaction to John Coltrane is largely personal. Now statements like that usually drive
hard-core jazz buffs up the wall. They ex-

pect every critic to display a full working
knowledge of the subtleties of the jazz medi-

FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS

um, the jazz soul, the jazz instrument, the
jazz musician as interpreter, and the language of jazz. This sort of snobbery is one
of the reasons why jazz is practically dead
today-why most paying customers would

WRITE FOR OUR VERY LOW
PACKAGE QUOTATIONS

a jazz club, why most jazz musicians are
working in the Tonight Shim' orchestra in-

Nationally Advertised Brands

stead of playing jazz.

LOWEST PRICES
INTEGRITY SERVICE

Factory Sealed Cartons

wee FREE CATALOG
Visit Our Showrooms

DRESSNER
1523 G JERICHO TPKE.
NEW HYDE PARK, N.Y.
11040
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rather receive an Indian rope burn than enter

John Coltrane is the darling of the intellectual jazz critics, keeper of the keys to

the kind of music that used to be called
"Third Stream" in this country and now
passes for some of the -New Music." I prefer to call it durrit-c-garde. This new disc
is just possibly the most excruciatingly painful listening experience of the year. The
form is loose, the lines tar from interesting.
110

GAR MCFARI.AND
A strong aura of grealness

® 0 JIM CULLOM: Jim CldiUM'S Happy
Jazz. Jim Cullum , Sr. (clarinet) ; Jim Cul-

lum, Jr. (cornet); Gene McKinney (trombone) ; Willson Davis (sousaphone); Cliff
Gillette (piano) iCurly Williams, Ben Valfre (banjo); Ha -ey Kindervater (drums).
Sunset Cale Stomp; Angry; Singin* th,

Blues: All Niglat Blues; and six

others.

HAPPY JAZZ (steco) AP 93 $5.98. AP 93*
(mono) 5.1.98.
Performance: Undistinctive
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Jim Cullum, Sr., nd all but one of his associates in this avo ational jazz band are businessmen in San ntonio, Texas, whose previous careers wer in music. (Banjoist Curly
Williams is a f II -time musician, and has
been since 1922.) Their style and repertoire

.ire based on N. w Orleans jazz with ad mixtures of late Dixieland and Midwest
traditionalism. T ey play with crisp accuracy
and a solid ensem ble sense, but this is not
one of their mor infectious recordings. The
rhythm section is stolid, and the beat of the
individual soloist -clarinetist Jim Cullum,
Sr., excepted-is too often brittle. Their
ideas are not p ticularly personal, either.
In sum, this is in ire an exercise in nostalgia
-

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

than music which will enk,ur,.. on its own.
Happy Jazz Records, Inc., is at 110 Oak Park
Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78209.
N. H.

0 ® EARL HINES: Life with Fat ha. Earl
Hines (piano), Calvin Newborn (guitar),

If you haven't
got the time, we've

Pruitt (bass), William English
(drums). Tea for Two; Willow Weep for
Me: Satin Doll: Rosetta: and four others.
VSP VSPS 35 $2.49, VSP 35 52.49.
Carl

Performance: Substantial, but not his best
Recording: Very good

got the camera.

Stereo Quality: Good

Originally included in the album "Earl's
Pearls" (MGM E-3832), these are relaxed
quartet sessions. Hines is not stimulated by

inner imperatives or by his colleagues to
achieve here the ins entive incandescence of
which he is capable, yet he plays with sufficient power, wit, and rhythmic ingenuity to

warrant adding this recital to your Hines
collection. And on one track, IVillou. 117eep
for Me, he creates an unusually mellow, reflective mood which underlines the fact that
beneath the smiling showmanship is a musician of acute sensitivity.
N. H.

C) C) BILLY LARKIN AND THE DELE-

GATES: Hold On! Billy Larkin (organ),
Arthur Theus (tenor saxophone), Jimmy
Daniels (guitar), Jessie Kilpatrick (drums).
Cuchy Frito Man: Jenne; Blowin' in the

Wind; It's Alright With Me; and eight
others. WORLD PAciFic WPS 21850 $5.79,

WP 1850* $4.79.
Performance: Plodding
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality. Very good

Whatever its limitations of imagination, a
solid organ -based combo with roots in

rhythm-and-blues can usually be depended

on to play with blistering drive. And that
quality has been evident in previous recordings by Billy Larkin and his associates.

This time, however, the proceedings are
strangely hollow, as if everyone were depressed. The beat is too often soggy, the
themes are routinely developed. Occasional.

ly Theus and Daniels indicate awakening
enthusiasm, but they are quickly repressed.
Had both been given more solo space, the
album might have been salvaged.
N. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
GARY McFARLAND: Profiles. Gary
McFarland Orchestra. Winter Colors; Willie; Sage Hands; Bygones and Boogie;
C)

Mountain Heir: Milo's Other Samba. IMPULSE AS 9112 $5.79, A 9112* $4.79.
Performance: Exciting
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent
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With this camera there's no fiddling at the start, no flipping at midpoint, no winding anywhere along the way. Shoot a full fifty feet of
uninterrupted movies in the exciting new super 8 film format.
The M8 is our finest super 8 camera. It has power zoom from 9.5
wide-angle to 45mm telephoto, plus four shooting speeds for special effects -9, 18, 24, 32 frames per second. Automatic through the -lens exposure control and viewing accuracy. Less than $225.
See the superb M8 and the complete line of KODAK INSTAMATIC
Movie Projectors at your Kodak dealer's.
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Kodak Instamati6 M8 Movie Camera

This disc is a "live" recording of a real honest -to -goodness jazz concert performed in
February, 1966, at Lincoln Center's vast
Philharmonic Hall. It was a concert in the

sense that it was not just an excuse for a
group of hairy musicians to wail fifteen -minute solos held feebly together by brief

strands of ensemble playing. The orchestra
is the name of this game, and Gary McFarland is doing more for the orchestra than
anyone has done since Johnny Richards broke
out from under the protective confines of the
Kenton band.
The music here is intensely listenable,
APRIL 1967
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THE

ANTENNA
IS AS IMPORTANT AS THE

overwhelmingly played, at impossible tempos, arranged and conducted with impecca-

Recorded at The Chez in Hollywood, this is
the first album by Buddy Rich's band, one of

ble good taste. Besides swinging, McFarland
cross -breeds his instruments, allowing solo-

the very few new large jazz orchestras of

ists like Zoot Sims, Bob Brookmeyer, and

of surviving. The band reflects Rich's own
prodigious energy and crackling beat. Most

Clark Terry lush moments to make their own
comments and creating new patterns as he

TUNER

and the group move along their separate
ways, but always ending up home free. I

can't think of a big band anywhere that
could sustain this much intensity over the
length of an entire disc. There is such drama
in McFarland's Winter Colors that you feel
you are actually sliding across the ice. Willie, his portrait of the late trombonist Willie

Connects
anywhere

on your
TV mast

Dennis-with Zoot Sims doing the solo

the past decade that appears to have a chance

of the writing on this album places the
band's style about midway between Count
Basie and the current Woody Herman band.
The way the band leans depends on the
particular piece. Basically Blues, for example,
is more in the Basie bag-even though the
composer, Phil Wilson, was long a member
of the Herman trombone section-and Sister
Sadie is in the Herman vein. The most ambitious arrangement is Bill Reddie's "West
Side Story" Medley, which is the only score
that gives a truly distinctive character to the

Model

work-is one of the most moving jazz com-

G2FMSS

Throughout, the free -blowing jazz feeling
is complemented by McFarland's classical

band.

This is the most powerful omni-directional FM antenna on the market, the Model G2FMSS. It is perfect for bold, beautiful sound reproduction on FM multiplex as well as
monaural. Stations from all directions are received with equal gain
and purity.

instinct for relating each section to the whole
structure. The separate musical elements tie

C) C) BUD SHANK: Brazil! Brazil! Brazil! Bud Shank (alto saxophone), Chet
Baker (trumpet), Laurindo Almeida and

Antennacraft also manufactures extremely directional antennas for difficult reception areas. Contact your
Antennacraft dealer for more information. Or write for free literature.

handsome and costly packaging on an album
worth the trouble and expense. This concert

......
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positions of recent years.

together, blend, fuse, then flow away into
separate moments of classic beauty. There
are so many breathtakingly sumptuous solos

here that it would be impossible to credit
them all, but pay special attention to Richard

Davis' bass work on Bygones and Boogie,
and to Zoot Sims' tenor on Sage Hands.
Impulse has here lavished its customary
is full of joy, passion, and great happy music. The audience's applause rises up after

the music like seagulls. And no wonder:

1.11110.4111(1
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RADIO SHACK

2727 West 7th St.,
Dept. QJ,
Fort Worth,
Texas 76107

Name

Zip

As an anthology of World Pacific's ventures into bossa nova, this is a consistently
pleasurable series of sketches that distill the

gan (baritone, alto saxophones), Zoot Sims
(tenor saxophone), Warren Bernhardt (pi-

C) f

the jazzmen involved are particularly suited
by temperament for this kind of soft, flow-

ARCHIE SHEPP: Live in San Francisco. Archie Shepp (tenor saxophone, pi-

ano), Roswell Rudd (trombone), Beaver
Harris (bass), Lewis Worrell (bass). Keep

Your Heart Right; The Lady Sings the
Blues; Sylvia; The Wedding; Wherever
June Bugs Go; In a Sentimental Mood. IM-

Performance Uncommonly relaxed
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality First-rate

PULSE

Although the Gerry Mulligan way of jazz is
not modish currently, I would predict that a
number of his albums will endure. One such
is this wholly congruent session with Zoot
Sims and a lithe rhythm section. Economy of
design and clarity of line are the basic elements in Mulligan's improvising and writing. The feeling is always lyrical, whether on
ballads or buoyant swingers. On four
tracks, incidentally, Mulligan switches to alto saxophone, sounding very much influ-

enced by Charlie Parker but playing in a
lighter, less powerful way. But Mulligan's
music is never intended to shake or shatter
the emotions. For him jazz is fun, sometimes
whimsical, sometimes unabashedly cheerful.
For those times when you want to be entertained rather than overwhelmed, Mulligan's

AS 9118 $5.79, A 9118* $4.79.

Performance: Not up to his best
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: First -rote

Recorded at the Both/And Club in San Francisco, this set as a whole is not as continual-

ly provocative as some of Archie Shepp's
previous recordings, but it's of sufficient substance to make it necessary listening for those

who want to keep up with the directions
of the new jazz. An especially instructive
demonstration of Shepp's scope is In a Sentimental Mood. He begins with the splintered

textures and rhythms of the new jazz, then
moves into a passionately gruff ballad style
with roots in Ben Webster. His work on two
of the other tracks (Sylvia, Wherever June
Bugs Go) tends to be diffuse, although his
piano on Sylvia is intriguing enough to make
me curious to hear more. The Wedding, a

N. H.

poem with music by Shepp, would have been
more effective if he had not read it with such

C) C) BUDDY RICH: Swingin' New Band.
Buddy Rich (drums) ; orchestra. Basically
Blues; up Tight; Sister Sadie; More Soul;
and four others. PACIFIC JAZZ ST 20113

an excess of "drama" and vibrato. Here understatement would have been shattering.
Shepp's support is excellent, and again Roswell Rudd indicates how imaginatively he is
expanding the possibilities to be found on

is a welcome presence.

$5.79, PJ 10113* $4.79.
City & State

Performance: Supple and relaxed
Recording: Very good

ing, and rather superficial romanticism.
N. H.

Address

Radio Shack Corporation - Subsidiary of
Tandy Corp. 140 stores coast to coast
'CIRCLE NO. 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD

$4.79.

C) C) GERRY MULLIGAN: Something
Borrowed/Something Blue. Gerry Mulli-

$5.79, LM 82040* $4.79.

Special Closeout Buys
Exclusive House Brands
Nationally Famous Makes

mer Samba; Nocturno; Carioca Hills; The
Color of Her Hair; and eight others. WORLD
PACIFIC WPS 21855* $5.79, WP 1855

rueful charm of that Brazilian idiom. All

Take Tea and See; Spring is Sprung; New
Orleans; Decidedly. LIMELIGHT LS 86040

... one year of Radio Shack's
famous bargain catalogs!

Joe Pass (guitar), Clare Fischer and Joao
Donato (piano), unidentified violins, Sum-

there is about Gary McFarland a strong aura
of greatness.
R. R.

ano), Eddie Gomez (bass), David Bailey
(drums). Davenport Blues; Sometime Ago;

FR

N.H.

Performance. Crisp and driving
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality Excellent

112

N. H.

the jazz trombone.

JUNIOR WELLS: "It's My Life, Baby!"
(see Best of the Month, page 72)
HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

where millhands and merchants can make
merry after hours. Judged by the score and
by Sammy Cahn's machine -tooled lyrics,
however, the present adaptation just doesn't
have the goods to back up the sale. George
Rose is suitably apoplectic as Henry Horatio Hobson, who tries to tyrannize over his
three daughters, but he gets few chances to
expostulate in song, and the ones he is given

THEATER FILMS
AN EVENING AT THE UPSTAIRS AT

THE DOWNSTAIRS (See Best of the
Month, page 71)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
(t)

*) IS PARIS BURNING? (Maurice

Jarre). Original soundtrack recording. Orchestra, Maurice Jarre cond. COLUMBIA OS
3030 $5.79, OL 6630 $4.79.
Performance: Exceptional
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

With two Academy Awards to his credit, for
Laurence Of Arabia and Dr. Zhirago, Maurice Jarre has another likely contender in his
score for Is Paris Burning? If you have seen
the film, I am sure you realize just how successful Jarre has been in his intention of mak-

ing his film scores "an integral part of the
dramatic whole." "Once," Jarre has said,
lm] music was used to soften the emotions of the audience, as with the violin. No
Longer . . . or not, at least, when the music
keeps its proper place. Today our approach

is elliptical. The music is there to convey

are sadly predictable and forgettable. As
Maggie, the eldest girl, who falls in love
with the timid shophand Will Masson, Louise Troy is primly charming, but her numbers never totally escape banality. Norman

Wisdom, as the passive Will Masson, the
very essence of all that a Victorian father
would not want for his daughter, makes out
better than the rest with a few lively turns
such as the title song Valk Happr, but even
he becomes part of the long, grey, derivative blur.
P. K.

COLLECTIONS

0

/5 $7.79.
Stereo Quality: Good

With all the two -disc composer sets on the
market, and with the surprising success of
Ben Bagley's Cole Porter and Rodgers and
Hart collections still making the cash registers ring, it must have seemed like a good

as a recording. And the disc is an entity of
high quality in itself. Jarre uses imaginative
orchestration (twelve pianos-six grands and
six uprights-employed to create "a sound
within a sound": the marching feet of the
Germans), and also displays his gifts as a
melodist, as in the enchanting little waltz he
has written to represent the city of Paris.
Jarre's work here makes this my favorite album of film music since the elegant and

Dietz and Schwartz. It was, but this set

Norman Wisdom, Louise Troy, George Rose,

Ed Bakey, Gordon Dilworth, Emma Trek man, Gretchen Van Aken, Sharon Dierking,
James B. Spann, Michael Berkson (singers) ;
orchestra, Herbert Grossman cond. CAPITOL
SVAS 2631 $6.79, VAS 2631* 55.79.
Performance: Boiled -beef British
Recording: Excellent

Stereo Quality: Alive

company that lured Libby Holman out of
retirement last year to make her first record
in twenty years) to turn out a tribute to
is

far from flawless.
It sounds at times (especially when a tenor
named Clifford David is screaming his head
off in the wrong tempos) like a group of peo-

ple who got together one Sunday morning
with nothing to do. Like most show -tune
collections, this one is put together by singers who can belt them out on stage but who
overpower the mikes in a recording studio.
Everyone stands too close to the mikes, and
the sound is often distorted. Still, the set
presents some of the neglected, forgotten,
and little-known songs of this hit team, so
there is a great deal of historical importance

Test reports full of facts. The test
reports were made by independent laboratories. Tests cover tun ers, preamps, power amp pre amps. Read the facts from test
experts.

Big 36 -Page Catalog

tion and tuner preamps.

Clifton Webb in 1932.
This collection is accompanied by extensive liner notes and a year -by -year calendar
covering the Dietz -Schwartz scores from
1929 through 1937. The cast is not particu-

ALL FREE

tInfash

larly distinguished, except for Karen Morrow, a pert blonde with an Ethel Merman

departed era not so long ago when song-

irascible but lovable Lancashire .shopkeeper
t ,Ung to marry off 'Ms daughters :o respect: ole dusbmcl.: ;s a nitural
medium

writers lit up Tin Pan Alley with songs that
went "I would beg for you/break a leg for
you/lay an egg for you" and the most important problem on everyone's mind was wheth-
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Test Reports

in 1935, and A Rainy Day, sung first by

as good a chance as any. The story of an

atmosphere of the 1880's in a bustling industrial town, the scenes in the quaint boot maker's shop, and the indispensable pub

The directory lists 1571 FM stations in the United States and
Canada. All the stations broadcasting in stereo are listed.

in having it around. Listen particularly to
Loadin' Time, introduced by Ethel Waters

voice. Still, this is a real show -music collector's item and a lovely reminder of that dear

of Fiddler on the Roof! Then there's the

INFORMATION

You get a 36 page catalog. It
tells you about tuners, power
amplifiers, preamplifiers, pre amp -power amplifier combina-

:n theory, a musical based on Harold Brighouse's play Hobson's Choice should have

-why, the plot is basically the same as that

STEREO
FM Station Directory

Performance: Uneven
Recording: Good

idea to somebody at Evergreen Records (the

C) C) WALKING HAPPY (Sammy Cahn James Van Heusen). Original -cast album.

FREE'

ci DIETZ AND SCHWARTZ: Alone

Together. Thirty-two songs by Howard Dietz
and Arthur Schwartz. Karen Morrow, Nancy
Dussault, Clifford David, Neal Kenyon
(vocals) ; orchestra, Paul Trueblood cond.
EVERGREEN S 6604/5 two discs $9.79, 6604

what cannot be conveyed in any other way."
How well Jarre has accomplished this difficult assignment is, I suppose, irrelevant if
one is judging this score solely on its merits

charming score that John Barry provided for
The Knack.
P. R.

NOW

er he would get a table that night at El
Morocco.

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR CATALOG

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
Binghamton, N. Y. 13903

1 Chamners St.
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BRAND NEW
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RECORDER
C) C) THE ART OF LOVE-Readings
from the Kama Sutra. Saeed Jaffrey (reader) ; strings, flutes, and drums (accompani-

.C

ment). VANGUARD VSD 79228 $5.79, VRS
9228 S -I.79.

t, ODE L

Performance: Perfumed
Recording: Sensuous
Stereo Quality: Seductive

850

PRICED!A ONLY

$1 9

995

Uncased deck with preamplifiers only.
Ideal for custom installation with your
present component system.

DEFA ELECTRONICS CORP.
2207 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10024
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nares who wrote the Kama Sutra some time
between the first and fourth centuries, sex
was to be regarded as a religious ritual, with
a set of rigid rules all its own. His book is a
with his caressing, bedroomy voice and pre-

cise enunciation (is it really Peter Sellers
putting us on ?), is just the man to read it
aloud. Accompanied by "selected Indian fes-

tive and ritual music on strings, flutes and
drums," Jaffrey insinuates himself into the
listener's confidence and is soon issuing just
the kind of information that a fellow really
needs if he's going to make out in the bou-

doir. In the passage intoxicatingly labeled
"The Tryst in the Pleasure Room," for example, he instructs the aspiring lover in such
matters as what to expect by way of refresh-

ments, on which side the lady should be
seated, proper subjects for conversation, and

how to bridge the embarrassing gap from
talk to action. The girl out to win a man gets
accurate tips on the sort of present to send

LAL RE:\ CI: OLIVIER

him, the art of massage, and who should

Artful as Congreve's Tattle

married, is advised to sleep on the floor for
the first three days, eat food without tasting
it, and practice the kind of abstinence that
should especially appeal to us highly disciplined Americans. On the fourth day, when
they have bathed to music, decorated themselves, dined, and paid their respects to various visiting relatives, the two are led into
the bedchamber and told exactly what to do
from then on. Sadists may find the section on
biting, scratching, and the "delicious pain"
of scientifically delivered blows especially
P. K.
helpful.

C) THE BOTH SIDES OF REDD FOXX.
Finco

Mail orders accepted
Send inquiries to moin store
at 132 Nassau 5'., New York, N.Y. 10038

I

Pulling the crackling cellophane off a shiny
new RCA Victor album containing a performance by the National Theatre of Great Brit-

To Vatsayana, the religious student in Be-

Challenger

Garrard
Mirocord

ADC Cartridges

Visit our

Performance: Extremely diverting
Recording: Extraordinary
Stereo Quality: Helpful

make the first overture. Later the couple, now

Alter Lansing

Your List of

112* $14.39.

kind of Hindu encyclopedia of sexual behavior, and the Indian actor Saeed Jaffrey,

STEREO SYSTEMS -COMPONENTS'
AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
Send For Our Quote Today!
We Carr All the Famous Brands.

Send Us

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
0 l WILLIAM CONGREVE: Love for

Redman, Madge Ryan, John Stride, others
(performers). Peter Wood, director. RCA
VICTOR VDS 112 three discs $17.39, VDM

DECK

NOW SLE

through tv..o
t e rather thin routines, attention is more than apt to be flagging. P. K.

Love. Colin Blakely, Robert Lang, Geraldine
McEwan, Miles Malleson, Anthony Nicholls,
Laurence Olivier, Lynn Redgrave, Joyce

TAPE

eJki

before one has heard him bluff his way

Redd Foxx (performer). LomA L 5901
$3.79.
Performance: Brash
Recording: Adequate

Mr. Foxx, a crude, lewd, and occasionally

funny performer, is a kind of dark-skinned
Jackie Mason. He tells us about his experiences as a Negro soldier 'way back in World
War II (they were not too different from

ain is more and more getting to be the prelude to a guaranteed listening treat. Last year

there was Franco Zeffirelli's highly colorful reworking of Shakespeare's Much Ado
About Nothing, the year before there was
Laurence Olivier's electrifying Othello, and
now comes a dazzling version of this hilarious comedy by Congreve with a cast that
the wildest reveries of an unhinged casting
director could not surpass.

Congreve's contempt for the greed and
materialism of his age found powerful expression in the handful of witty comedies he
wrote before retiring (at the age of thirty) in
the face of an increasing thirst for sentimentality among English audiences. Love for
Love was written in 1695, and was aimed at
a far wider public than were the comedies
of court intrigue tailored to the tastes of the
bluebloods who were the bulk of Restoration
audiences. With no sets and costumes to recall its period, Love for Love seems strikingly

contemporary in its cool tone and breezy

and "the only thing that kept me out of
college - high school." This comic's digs

skepticism. The story of the charming, debt ridden young Englishman Valentine, tested
by his sweetheart Angelica to see whether he
loves her for herself or her fortune, follows
a formula probably as old as money itself, but

and jibes at the bigotry and hypocrisy of the
whites are occasionally penetrating, but most
of the knives in his arsenal are rubber, and

there is nothing tired or tiresome about the
playwright's treatment of it. Congreve's "fire
of artful raillery," as William Hazlitt called

Marion Hargrove's), the ugliness of his wife,

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

it, sizzles and crackles from the time we meet

Valentine until he is safely on the way to
the altar with Angelica at last.
No less silver a tongue than Sir Laurence

Olivier's could so well simulate stumbling
in the role of the vain, half-witted Tattle,
who prefaces all his kiss -and -tell anecdotes
with assurances of his immense discretion.
Equally fine are Miles Matteson as the igno-

rant Foresight. the heroine's uncle; John
Stride as the impractical and improvident
hero Valentine; and Anthony Nicholls as
his choleric father Sir Sampson Legend. As

for the ladies, from Geraldine McEwan's
Angelica, the pretty heroine with plenty up-

stairs, to Joyce Redman's Mrs. Frail, a sophisticated "woman of the town" who overlooks the amorous possibilities of no male
she encounters, they ripple through their
gratifying lines with stunning grace. Yet, for

all their art, none of these fine performers
prevent one young lady from stealing the
whole show. She is the irrepressible Lynn
Redgrave, cast as "a silly, awkward Country

Girl" named Miss Prue, and her vigorous
shenanigans are easily worth the price of this
album by themselves.

Peter Wood handles his battery of gifted
forces with a tight, intelligent hand, keeping
P. K.
the action clear and brisk.
1 CURTAIN GOING UP. Richard Kiley
and Julie Harris (performers) ; Herb Galewitz, director. MGM CH 1025 $3.79.

the French symbolist Joris Karl Huysmans,
the hero daydreams of sex, death, and travel
in the comfort of his own home, meticulously decorating various rooms in the styles of
ship's cabins, coaches in motion, funereal
banquet halls, or whatever is needed to gratify his rarefied whims. In Jean Genet's dream
play The Balcony, the customer (something

like a reader of Woman's Day) has to go
out to indulge his fantasies of lust and power. While he is in the streets he risks the inconvenience of being mowed down by machine-gun fire, since the country in which the
action occurs is in the agonies of revolution.

But if he reaches Mme. Irma's luxurious
brothel in one piece, he can find there all the
props, scenery, fancy lighting, and personnel
necessary to the satisfaction
whim.

of his every

Even though The Balcony is an especially
visual theatrical experience, the fascination
of the whole dream is conveyed uncannily
well and even heightened in this dazzlingly
paced and brilliantly acted production. It
runs slightly over two and a half hours, but
never drags, for Howard Sackler has used to
fine effect every device of sound, from the
far-off cold staccato of machine-gun fire to
the echo chambers that suggest the mirroring
corridors of the play, and has counterpointed
his voices stereophonically to heighten the
hectic atmosphere of the scenes after power
is placed in the hands of Mme. Irma's cus-

AVAIL. AT BETTER AUDIO DEALERS

TOUJAY TOWER
Teak and black finish shown.

Walnut and brass also available.

Standard equipment: pull out

tray, adjustable shelf and
record dividers. Dimensions:

61" high x 211/2" wide x 18" deep.

Shipped KD--Easily assembled.

tomers. The cast-Cyril Cusack as a soi-

Performance: Better than deserved
Recording: Very good

Here is a record with excellent intentions.
Ruth Roberts, who has written a number of
successful albums for children, has supplied
a script and songs for aspiring young actors
and actresses, and the producers have been

fortunate enough to get two of the best
actors on our boards to animate it. Miss

Harris and Mr. Kiley do their genial best
and stint nothing of themselves in the attempt to pump life into this worthy enterprise, but when they are not defeated by a
text which would insult the sophistication
of any knowledgeable four -year -old who has
ever been near a theater, they are done in by

their junior partners in this affair-as cloying a pair of precocious show-offs as you'd
care to meet on stage or off. When the silly,
patronizing songs and recitations about scenery, lighting, sound -effects, make-up, costumes, and diction have drawn to a sluggish

close, the listener is at last rewarded with
a reading of passages from Alice in Wonderland by Miss Harris, and a pretty good per-

formance of Alfred Noyes' "The Highwayman" by Mr. Kiley. I doubt, though, that
any self-respecting young listener with the
slightest critical judgment will still be anywhere near the phonograph by that time.
P. K.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
I AN GENET: The Balcony. Pamela
Brown, Patrick Magee, Cyril Cusack, Roland
Culver, Colin Blakely, Eileen Atkins, Den holm Elliott, Freda Dowie, Nigel Davenport
I

(players). Howard Sackler, director. CAEDMON Theatre Recording Society TRS 316S
three discs $18.85, TRS 316M* $18.85.
Performance: Phantasmagoric
Recording: Remarkable
Stereo Quality: Integral to the proceedings
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In that handy guide for the conscientious
decadent, the novel Against the Grain by

c:iasT9r-Thss

disant bishop, Colin Blakely as a general,
Roland Culver as a judge, Nigel Davenport
as a revolutionary, Patrick Magee as a swaggering chief of police, and Freda Dowie as

Ch Atal, the Joan of Arc of Genet's blood-

curdling little revolution-could not have
been better chosen, and they perform immaculately one and all. Pamela Brown as Mme.
Irma might well have been a mite coarser in
her early scenes, but there is no disputing her
regality once she takes the crown.
I

found this recording of The Balcony

more galvanic and persuasive, and certainly
faster -moving, than either the highly imaginative but murky New York off-Broadway
stage' version or the curiously literal -minded,
flat-footed movie that followed. The usual

146 EAST 53RD ST., N.Y.C.
TEL 752-2354
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lavish booklet, with text and essays and a
sketch of the truculent author by Giacometti,
P. K.
accompanies the package.
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® ROWAN AND MARTIN: The

Humor of Rouan and Martin. Rowan and
Martin (comedians). Epic FLS 15109 $5.79,
FLM 13109 $4.79.
Performance: Embarrassing
Recording: Shrill
Stereo Quality: Electronically rechanneled

Remove the wit, winsomeness, and whimsicality from the Smothers Brothers, and what

you'll have left might possibly be Rowan
and Martin. In their feverish, fast -talking
attempts to entertain they flit from topic
to topic frantically, but the jokes are all
retreads and the situations dismally familiar, whether the scene is a summer camp,
a doctor's office, or a matrimonial bureau.
There's a glimmer of fun in a stretch on
the hazards of sex education, but for the
rest, not only the voices, but the material
and whole approach sound "electronically
rechanneled" from some monotonous as
well as monophonic old master.

P. K.
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How to be a Hero...

With impeccable sound reproduction, flawlessly recorded - everytime. The Sony
solid-state 350 offers you all the features of professional recording with its three head design. Simply connect the Sony 350 stereo tape deck recorder with your
other stereo components and you're ready to monitor as you record in full stereo
or to make sound -on -sound recordings. The solid-state stereo 350 includes every
feature to make your recordings medal winners. Two speeds. Vertical or horizontal operation. Stereo recording amplifiers and playback pre -amps. Dual VU meters. Binaural monitor. Frequency response 50-15,000 cps ±2db. S.N. ratio better

than 50db. Flutter and wow under 0.15%. Handsome gold and black decor
with luxurious walnut -grained low profile base. All this for less than $199.50!
See the "Hero -making" Sony 350 at your local Sony/ Superscope dealer or write for irformation
to Sony/ Superscope, Sun Valley, California, Dept. 18.

If you want to add portability,
choose the Model 350C, in a smart
dark gray and satin -chrome carry-

AMERICA'S FIRST CHOICE IN TAPE RECORDERS
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ing case for less than $219.50.
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS

STEREO TAPE
Reviewed by DAVID HALL NAT HENTOFF IGOR KIPNIS REX REED PETER REILLY

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
®BRAHMS: Symphony No. 3, in F Major,
Op. 90; Symphony No. 4, in E Minor, Op.
98; Variations on a Theme of Haydn, Op.
56a. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert

von Karajan cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON DGK 8927 $11.95.
Performance: Among the finest
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 93' 13"

These performances, like those of the First

As the only tape version of this music, it can
be highly recommended, although sonically
there are moments of constriction in the
loudest passages; the disc reproduction, too,

though not entirely free of distortion, features a fuller bass response and more open -

sounding highs than the tape. In quieter
passages, however, the tape is a good match
for the disc, and the orchestral clarity and the

brilliance of the playing are most pleasurable. The leaflet of texts and translations
that accompanies the disc must, as usual with
Angel, be sent away for.
1. K.

original; Poulenc's contribution is more
mood -setting than pointedly effective. The
Hungarian -French composer Tibor Harsinyi's background score for the fairy tale The
Valiant Little Tailor by the Grimms is somewhat more cinematic, and reflects the music
hall -aim -jazz manner of Thirties Paris. But
his thematic invention is distinctly on a lower
level than Poulenc's, and Ustinov seems less
interested in the fate of the clever tailor who

outwits giants, beasts, and monarchs alike
than in the more colorful elephant. The music is neatly handled by Pretre, and nicely

D. H.

recorded.

and Second Symphonies previously released

(DGK 8925), are typical of Herbert von

COLLECTIONS

Karajan's work with his superb orchestra.
Control and polish are never missing, but
the warmth, power, and expressive lyricism
of Brahms' scores are always to the fore.

® EUGENE ORMANDY AND THE
PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA: Greatest Hits. Offenbach (arr. Rosenthal):

This is a particularly exalted -sounding Third,
a work that more often than not defies suc-

Galli Parisienne: Cancan. Delibes: Sylvia:
Pizzicato Polka. J. Strauss, Jr.: On the
Beautiful Blue Danube. Debussy (arr.

cess in recording. The bonus of the Haydn
Variations (other double -play reels contain
only the two symphonies) will be welcome
to all who do not own Karajan's disc set of
the German Requiem, on which it was also
included. The tape processing, except for

Caillet): Clair de lune. Sousa: The Stars
and Stripes Forever. Khachaturian: Gayne:
Sabre Dance. Vaughan Williams: Fantasia
on Greensleeves. Benjamin (arr. A. Harris):

Jamaican Rhumba. Falla: El amor brujo:

some slight pre -echo at the start of the Third,
is thoroughly satisfactory; in comparison

Ritual Fire Dance. Sibelius: Finlandia.
Philadelphia Orchestra and Mormon Taber-

with the disc version, the tape lacks spa-

nacle Choir, Eugene Ormandy cond. COLUM-

ciousness and a degree of brilliance, but with-

BIA

out reference to the discs, it is one of the
better examples of tape reproduction I have
heard in recent months.
I. K.

Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 34' 17"

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

From a wide variety of previously released

® MAHLER: Songs from "Des Knaben
1Vunderhorn." Janet Baker (mezzo-soprano) ; Geraint Evans (baritone) ; London
Philharmonic Orchestra, Wyn Morris cond.
ANGEL ZS 36380 $7.98.

Performance Excellent
Recording: Moments of constriction
Stereo Quality: Fine
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 47' 09"

Included here are all the songs of Mahler's

"Youth's Magic Horn" anthology of 1888
except for two, Urlicht and Es sungen drei
Engel, which he was to use, respectively, in
his second and third symphonies; included

as well are the late additions to the set,
Revelge and Der Tamboursg'sell. They are
marvelously performed, all their Weltschmerz, irony, and sweetness beautifully imparted by the two soloists and the conductor.
Explanation of symbols:
C) = stereophonic recording
C) = monophonic recording
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MQ 869 $7.95.
Peeformance: Super -deluxe
Recording: Sumptuous

GEORGES PRLTRE

Deft handling of Poulenc's Babar

® POULENC (orch. Francaix): Babar the
Elephant (1940). HARSANYI: The Little
Tailor (1939). Peter Ustinov (narrator) ;
Paris Conservatory Orchestra, Georges Pretre
cond. ANGEL ZS 36357 $7.98.
Performance: Urbane
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ;psi 55'

Jean de Brunhoff's delectable saga of Babar
the Elephant has stimulated more than one
composer to employ it in an attempt to emulate the success of Prokofiev's Peter and the

Wolf. Though the initial story of the Babar
series stands up splendidly as told by the
versatile Peter Ustinov, the music by the
late French master Francis Poulenc adds

items, Columbia has culled this super -deluxe
pops -concert mish-mash. It is thoroughly en-

joyable fare as background music for the
affluent society. However, you should be
warned that the high-powered Offenbach and

Sousa performances, not to speak of the
choral apotheosis in Finlandia, are certain to

drown out all conversation-even after the
third martini!
D. H.

ENTERTAINMENT
® THE ANIMALS: Animalism. The Animals (vocals and instrumental accompaniment). All Night Long; Smoke Stack Lightning; Louisiana Blues; Going Doun Slow;
and eight others. MGM STX 4414 $5.95.
Performance: Intense
Recording: Too much bass

Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 33/4 ips; 44' 17"

little to the whole. There are a few witty

The most interesting of the British rock

moments, but these are results of Jean Fran-

groups so far have been the Beatles, the

caix's clever orchestration from the piano

Rolling Stones, and the Animals. The Beatles
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are the least deeply routed in American Nu-

NOW, get even

lower price quotes
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3/ It. DISCOUNT
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gro blues, and they have evolved into the
most inventive of the three. The Rolling

WRITE FOR

Stones have also moved on to create a more
distinctive and personal repertoire while.
however, remaining close to the blues spirit
as they perceive it. The Animals, as this collection shows, are the most blues -oriented

QUOTATION

of the three, although they too from time to
time stretch out to more contemporary con-

HI -Fl

FACTORY SEALED CARTONS

Eric Burdon, their lead singer, is
sometimes quite effective as a spinner of
cerns.

EQUIPMENT

FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTOR

QUICK SHIPMENT

blues moods, but at bottom he still does not
sound idiomatic. Instrumentally, the group
is occasionally arresting, particularly the tut
identified organist on these performances.
( Why no personnel listing?) But if the

AND
everything

WE GIVE

Animals are to grow as themselves, they need

else:

DISCOUNTS

more of their own material to help them
find out more clearly who indeed they arc.
To make up for recording peculiarities I'd
suggest listening to this tape with treble up

Accessories
Antennas
Car Tape Players
P.A. equipment

ON HI-FI

N. H.

and bass reduced.

Phonographs

Radios
Rotors

( vocals) ; Joe Renzetti arr. Sunny: Where

TV's

Are You?: A Satisfied Mind: Crazy Baby:
Bread: For You: and six others. PHILIPS

Test equipment
Walkie-Talkies

Performance, Okay
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Excellent
Speed and Playing Time- 33/4 ips; 31' 44^

ItioOne of the largest

electronic centers

in the Northeast.
OUR 21st YEAR
565 Long Hill Rd. U.S. Rt. 1
Groton, Connecticut
Wernher Chamber of Commerce
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ELLING HI-FI

ORLD WIDE

Bobby Hebb combines rhythm-and-blues with
country-and-western music and comes a crop-

nice on material more deserving of his
time, but in this collection he manages to
impart a certain splash of honesty and
warmth to his own composition Sunny and

CIRCLE NO. 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD

to the old Sinatra chestnut, Where Are You?
Hebb's musical background hints at certain

limitations (he was hired by Roy Acuff to
play the spoons with the Smoky Mountain
Boys on "Grand Ole Opry" when he was a
teen-ager), but with the right handling he
I could do without the liner notes, however; they insist brazenly that -Bobby Hebb

COMPONENTS RECORDERS
KITS SPEAKER SYSTEMS TAPE

is the most irresistible, the most constant, the

most basic, and the only native American
musical idiom. Now that the Hebh career

has been horn in the most fertile soil of
the music world, this album will nourish
a mighty oak tree." C'mon! I'm on his side
too, but if I were to read that jacket copy in
a record store, I'd hide the tape behind the

TO YOUR INQUIRY

MFRS. SEALED CARTONS
DOUBLE BOXED

nearest rack of Mantovanis.

R. R.

WHEN POSSIBLE

FAST, INSURED SHIPMENTS
PACKAGE DEALS
SAVE YOU MORE

FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS
FOR OVER 50 MFRS.
OPEN MONDAY

® JACK JONES: Jack Jones Sings. Jack
Jones (vocals) ; orchestra. Ralph Carmichael

VISIT OUR STORE

CAR .STO Al
Second

Ave.

(Nr.

17).

N.Y.
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your subscription to help us serve you promptly.
Write to: Portland Place, Boulder, Colo. 80302
Change of Address:

Please let us know

you are moving at
least 4 weeks in advance. Affix magazine
address label in space

to the right and print
new address below. If

you have a question
about your subscription, attach address
label to your letter.
Check boxes below.
Fl Renewal
El New

Dreams: and eight others. KAPP KTL 3500

5 years $21

37.95.
Performance. Assured
Recording: Good

Criticism of Jack Jones or his singing would
seem to be superfluous as far as the general
public is concerned. I learned this as I was

taking this tape home, with no wrapping
around it. Entering the elevator at my place
of work, I recognized a lady who had re-

garded me stonily during other elevator
rides. She glanced at my Jack Jones tape and

10021

Please include an address label when writing about

Happens: I Don't Care Much; Street of

TEN CENT-ONE HOUR

WWI' FOR MONftit Y Set ( At

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

To Subscribe:

Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 71h ips; 30' 41'

Send for
FREE "MONTHLY SPECIALS"
Components, Tapes, Cartridges

Hi Fi/Stereo Review

arr. and cond. Autumn Leates: Watch What

THRU SATURDAY
PARKING METERS
AT PREMISES

(07102)

per. I'd like to hear his basic. hominy -grits

NCE 1948
LOWEST PRICES
SAME DAY REPLY

34 New Street, Newark, N.

(201) Mitchell 2 6816

might establish a stronghold in the pop field.

1616-A

SOUND
REPRODUCTION
INC.

PTX 600212 35.95.

FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTOR
FACTORY SEALED CARTONS
SAVE MORE ON PACKAGE DEALS
EASY TERMS

1411,0

COMPONENTS

s` BOBBY HEBB: Sunny. Bobby Hebb

brightened. "Oh, Jack Jones! I just love Jack
I

Ig
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D 3 years $15

I year $6
Specify

0 Payment enclosed
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-

please Print
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star.
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0336

Jones." "Umm," I replied. "I have all his
records," she chirruped. "But I don't think
I have that one. It's awfully small. What is
it? A forty-five?" I said that it was a reel
of tape. "Oh, he must sound great on tape."
We had been joined meanwhile by a middleaged gentleman, who chimed in, "Yeah, he
really sings a song." Emerging from the elevator in an unaccustomed riot of bonhomie,
we all cordially wished each other good

night. My first stop on the way home was
the newspaper store, where the proprietress,
who generally slings the newspaper and cigarettes at me and dispenses my change with
the fury of a manic castanet instructor, cooed
seductively upon seeing "Jack Jones Sings."
By the time I stopped off at the liquor store
I was riding on a crest of Jones -approval.
Here I knew it would be different. The man

who sells me my spirits bills himself as a
"wine merchant," and his distress at being
forced to deal with vodka- and Scotch -swill-

ing louts such as me has never been concealed from view. "Jack Jones!" he said.
"Why, I saw him on television last night.
He's great."
Who am Ito fight it? Jack Jones is a very
good singer. But he's a bit bland for my taste.
In songs of unhappy love, such as I Don't
Care Much, he doesn't seem able to imply
sery much of the vulnerability that is a necessity in songs of this genre. Compare Streisand's magnificent performance of this song

on one of her earlier albums. The Face of
Love suits him much better, as do such
standards as Autumn Leaves and Street of
Dreams. He seems to respect good lyrics and

to have the ability to project them, and the

songs on this tape are all relatively good
ones. Vic Damone was never able to escape
the label of "good singer," so his career subsequently has not caught fire. Jack Jones is
being brought along a lot more slowly than
Damone, however; chances are that what we

are hearing now is the foundation of a career that an agent I know (not his) assures
me will be "a monument in the business."
Of course, there are monuments-and
there are monuments.
P. R.

® THE TEMPTATIONS/MARVIN
GAYE/MARTHA ANI) THE. VANDELLAS/THE SUPREMES/OTHERS: Six-

teen Big Hits. The Temptations, Marvin
Gaye, Martha and the Vandellas. The Su prunes, Jr. Walker and the All -Stars, The

Marvelettes, Brenda Holloway, Stevie Wonder, The Miracles, Four Tops, The Contours,
Kim Weston (vocals) ; various orchestras.

flow Sweet It Is; Shot Gun; My Girl;
Where Did Our Lore Go; and twelve others.
MOTOWN MTC 651 $7.95.
Performance: Sweetly swinging
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Very good
Speed and Playing Time: 71/2 ips; 45' 36"

This is the fifth tape collection of hits from
the Motown catalog, and it's a particularly
good illustration of the "Motown sound."
The formula of this Detroit company is to
soften the thrust of the basic rhythm-andblues beat by orchestral. textures (often including strings) and by instructing its vocal
artists in the use of a wider and more subtle
range of dynamics than is characteristic of
undiluted rhythm-and-blues. The softening,

however, is not total, and enough of the

compelling. The major !Mutat ions are of repertoire and mood. A few basic themes are

reiterated again and again-love and lost

love and defiant rejected lose. Therefore,
this collection is best heard a little at a time
rather than all the way through at a single

N. H.

sitting.

® JR. WALKER ANI) THE ALL STARS:
Road Runner. Jr. Walker and the All Stars
(vocals) ; orchestra. Road Runner; Pucker
Up Buttercup; List Call; San-Ho-Zay; and
seven others. Som. SLX 703 $5.95.
Performance: Steamy

Recording:Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 334 ips; 35'15"

CELANESE

Jr. Walker and the All Stars might be just

the thing to linen up a party. That is, if

Acetate

your neighbors are of the understanding va-

riety, and your own eardrums are in good
shape. Prepare to have them take quite a
beating (your ears, that is) when you put
on this tape. Jr. is loud and the All Stars are
even louder; on some tracks, which appear
to have been done before live audiences, the
pandemonium swells to almost orgiastic proportions. Pucker Up Buttercup and Money
(That's What 1 Want) are two of Jr. and the
group's best numbers, along with the already
widely known (I'm a) Road Runner. All are
performed in frantic, gutsy style.
This is not an album for your Aunt Bessie,
or even for your sister Kate. As a matter of
fact, if I were you, I'd leave the family out of
this completely. What they don't know won't
bother them. But ,N
that chick down the
hall...
P. R.

for fidelity of reproduction... resistance to
stretch ...freedom from print through. With all
these advantages, acetate based tapes cost less.

Celanese does not manufacture recording
tape. It produces and supplies acetate film for
this purpose to leading tape manufacturers.

CELANESE
CELANESE PLASTICS COMPANY

FILM MUSIC
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® A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON
THE WAY TO THE FORUM (Stephen
Sondheim). Original soundtrack album.
Zero Mostel, Jack Gifford, Phil Silvers,
Michael Crawford (vocals). UNITED ARTISTS

When you think high fidelity, think acetate. No
other film base has taken the place of acetate

UAC 5141 $7.95.

log mr

kwr Nor ir

Wit

SLarpe3t J0encit

Performance: Stifled
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent
Speed and Playing Time: 7'/s ips; 36' 48"

The real wit in Stephen Sondheim's score
for the very funny Broadway burlesque A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum was all but totally demolished in
Richard Lester's vulgar, witless, and over stylized film version. All but a handful of
the marvelous Sondheim songs were ditched,

the few remaining musical numbers were
so integrated into the action that they took
a back seat to Lester's self-conscious visual
gimmicks, and the riotous Zero Mostel was
nearly crowded out of the plot completely.

Now a tape of the music soundtrack is
out, and it is plagued by the same problems.

It is less a showcase for Sondheim's witty
and sparkling music than for the superfluous

and incidental movie themes of somebody
named Ken Thorne. Out of sixteen tracks,
only six are vocal; the rest are instrumental
sections that are really useless inserts into
an otherwise fine score. Of what is left of
the original, Jack Gifford, Phil Silvers, and
Mostel perform admirably in Comedy To-

night, and Michael Crawford has a nice

1'1\

AN

YOU SAVE MORE
ON HI-FI
COMPONENTS & TAPE RECORDERS

We invite your test of our
"We Will Not Be Undersold Policy."
15 -day money -back guarantee.

2-yr. unconditional guarantee parts & labor no
charge, at local warranty station, factory or
our service dept.
trade -ins -highest allow. Send your list.
Most items shipped promptly from our 250.000
inventory. fully insured.
Our specialty-APO & Export.
;1st yr. dependable service world wide.
1 SERVICE-SATISFACTION
RATED
ACCORDING TO NATION WIDE SURVEY.

Easy-Pay-Plan-Up to 24 mos. to pay.

Write for our price First!

HI-HDELITY
CENTER

moment or two with the only remaining love

-The House Of Low Low Pr.ces"

bite and urgent sensuality of the idiom re-

song, Lovely. The rest is strictly for the

mains to make the s:r puri:,rniances generally

splicing department.

239-A East 149th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10451

APRIL

1967

R. R.
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HI-FI /STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED
COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services. 75e per word (including name and address). Minimum order
$7.50. Payment must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months: 10%
for 12 months paid in advance.
READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 450 per word (including name and address). No minimum! Payment must accompany copy.

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 10t extra per word.
All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd preceding month (for example. March issue closes January 1st). Send order and
remittance to: Hal Cymes. HIFI/STEREO REVIEW, One Park Avenue, New York. New York 10016.

EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONIC

Bargains -Diodes, Transistors.
Tubes, Courses. Free Catalog -Immediate Ship-

"HARD To Get" records -all speeds. Record Exchange. 812 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.

WRITE for quotation on any Hi Fi components:
Sound Reproduction Inc.. 34 New St., Newark,

Calif. 92105.
VIOLIN MAKERS SUPPLIES, Catalog 10t-Artlar,
Box 25, Torrance, Calif. 90507.

CASH for your unwanted LPs. Reder, 81 Forshay
Road, Monsey, New York.

ment. Cornell, 4215-H University, San Diego,

N.J. 07102. Mitchell 2.6816.

KIT Experts-Dynaco Specialists -Kits at reasonable prices are our specialty. Also custom wired
kits guaranteed to exceed factory standards at
substantial savings. Beautiful handcrafted Walnut cases for complete Dynaco line. plus everything in audio. Kitcraft, Dept. HS467, 738 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn. N.Y. 11238. MA -2-5230.

HI -Fl Components Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day
money -back guarantee. Two-year warranty. No
Catalog. Quotations Free HiFidelity Center, 239
(HC) East 149th St., New York 10451.

10019.

MESHNA'S Transistorized Converter Kit $5.00.

HARD to find collectors LPs, Like new, Lists 250.
Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.

tuning).

PROTECT your LPs Heavy poly sleeves for jackets 50, Round bottom inner sleeves 30. Record
jackets white 200. Colors 250. Min order $5.00.
Record Supplies, Hillburn, P.O. New York 10931.
RENT STEREO RECORDS, $1.00 three days.
FREE offer -write DISCO -TAPE, P.O. Box 5202HF, Sta. -,74, North Hollywood, California 91604.

Two models converts car radio to receive 3050mhz

or

100.200mhz

(one

mhz

Meshna, No. Reading, Mass. 01864.

PLANS & KITS
BUILD highly tuned engineered speaker enclosures -plans and specs. Complete, send $1.00 Tech' Audio Research, 2252 Mendez St., N.O.,

RECORD COVER REPLACEMENTS. Plastic Lined

La. 70122

Inner Sleeves. Heavy 78 and 45 Covers. Free Information. CABCO, Dept. 118, 89 East Woodruff,
Columbus, Ohio 43201.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

NOW available! 1966 edition Polart Index to

Catalogs Electronics, HiFi Shortwave, Amateur.
Citizens Radio. Rush $1.00 (refunded). ETCO,
Dept. Z, Box 741, Montreal. CANADA.

RECORDERS (Flutes), Gambas, Lutes, CatalogArtlar, Box 25. Torrance, Calif. 90507.

48205.

FREE Catalog Electronic parts, tubes. Wholesale.
Thousands of items. Unbeatable prices. Arcturus
Electronics ZD, 502-22 St., Union City, N.J.

TAPE AND RECORDERS

COLLECTORS JOURNAL -valuable data, varied
record mart. Six issues -$1.50. Record Research, 131 Hart, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11206.

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog
#H4R and lowest quotations on your individual
component, tape recorder, or system requirements. Electronic Values, Inc., 200 West 20th

St., N.Y.. N.Y. 10011.
CANADIANS -Giant Surplus

Bargain

Packed

07087.

Record and Tape Reviews. Covers major periodicals including HiFi/STEREO REVIEW. $1.50
postpaid. Polart. 20115 Goulburn, Detroit, Mich.

TAPE recorders. Hi-Fi components. Sleep Learning Equipment tapes. Unusual values. Free cata-

major labels -free
Terrace Way. Santa Rosa, California 95404.

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 different -all

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

log.

BEFORE RENTING Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid
both ways -no deposit -immediate delivery.

ALL Makes of Hi-Fi Speakers Repaired. Amprite,
168 W. 23 St., N.Y.C. 10011. CH 3-4812.
HI -Fl Problems solved by "The Hi-Fi Doctor" on
the spot. Audio, Acoustic, Radio Engineer. Pro-

Dressner, 1523R Jericho Turnpike, New

Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.
CANADIANS -FREE AUDIO CATALOGUE, OL-

SON'S AUDIO HOUSE. BOX 1075, WATASKIWIN,
ALBERTA.
COMPONENTS -Tapes 1800' Mylar $1.49. Bayla,
Box 131R. Wantagh, N.Y. 11793.

THE Price Is Right! Hi-Fi Components. J. Wright
Co., 65-B Jensen St., East Brunswick, N.J. 08816.

HI-FI Equipment at largest discount. Catalog.
Macalester Corporation, 355 Macalester, Saint
Paul, Minnesota 55105.
RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSIS-

TORS, All Brands -Biggest Discounts. Technicians. Hobbyists, Experimenters -Request FREE
Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike. Mineola, N.Y. 11501.
LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders.
Hifi, Roslyn, Penna. 19001.
SHACKMAN Electrostatic Speakers. British. 180*

dispersion. This midrange treble can be used
with any woofer. Brochures, reports and prices
sent on it and full range systems manufactured
in Canada. Olson's Audio House. Box 1075,

Wetaskiwin, Alberta, Canada.
BLANK RECORDING CARTRIDGES for Four and

Eight track units. Free catalogue, Carmaster,

306 W. 100 St. New York City 10025.
SUDYMONT acoustic baffles. Plans $5.95; Baffle
$26.95; with cabinet from $39.95. Send speaker

size. SUDYMONT, 120 Liberty Str., New York
City 10006.

BOOKS
CANADIANS -Fabulous Electronic Book Catalog
-Listing over 500 Titles -Free -Books, Box 796,
Dept. A, Montreal 3.

Quality -Dependability -Service - Satisfaction prevail here. If you've been dissatisfied in the
past, your initial order will prove this is no idle
boast. Free catalog. Gold Coast Tape Library,
Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla.
33012.

RENT 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES -Dependable
service our keynote -ALL MAJOR LABELS -FREE
CATALOG (48 States)-TRIMOR Company, P.O.
Box 748. Flushing, N.Y. 11352.
STEREO TAPES. Save up to 60% (no membership fees, postpaid anywhere USA). Free 60 -page
catalog. We discount batteries, recorders, tape
accessories. Beware of slogans "not undersold,"
as the discount information you supply our com-

TV TUNERS Rebuilt and Aligned per manufacturers specification Only $9.50. Any Make UHF
or VHF. We ship COD Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with tubes or write for free
mailing kit and dealer brochure. JW Electronics.
Box 51F, Bloomington, Ind. 47401.

WANTED
QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.

Free Circular. Mercury Terminal. Nor-

petitor is usually reported to the factory. SAXITONE, 1776 Columbia Road. Washington. D.C.

wood, Mass. 02062.

20009.

MILITARY

RENT CAR TAPES by mail. All 8 -track and STEREO -8 cartridges. Free information. Autotapes,
Box 19086A, Indianapolis, Indiana 46219.
TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, nationally

ARC -34, ARC -33, ARC -44, ARC -52, ARC -54. ARC -

advertised brands, $10.00 above cost. Arkay
Sales Company, 1028 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston, Mass. 02215.

TAPES. Recorders. Stereo Tapes. Catalog -50
stamp. Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

TAPE REELS. Large quantities of reels 5" and

7" seconds. Small and large hubs. Gray and

clear. Low prices. 50 minimum. Write: Dictation
Products, Box 587, N. Bellmore, N.Y. 11712.
TAPE SALE --1200' HIGH QUALITY tape only
$1.25, Satisfaction Guaranteed, Kaufmann, 20
Cliff St.. Staten Island. N.Y. 10305.
HI-FI Components Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 day
money -back guarantee. Two-year warranty. No
Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 239
(HT) East 149th St.. New York 10451.

FOR SALE

RECORDS

TRANSISTORIZED Products Importers Catalog.
$1.00. Intercontinental. CPO 1717. Tokyo. Japan.

RARE 78's. State Category. Write Record -Lists,
P.O. Box 2122. Riverside, California 92506

120

fessional visits, day, evening. New York area.

William Bohn, Plaza 7-8569.

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

55. ARC -66, ARC -73, ARC -84, ALSO ARN-14C,
ARN-54, ARN-59. COLLINS 51X.2. 51V-3, 51Y-3.
51R-3, 17L-4, 17L-7, 618S-1, 18S-4. BENDIX
TA -21, RA -21. APR -14, PRC-25, RT-66 THRU
RT-70/GRC. APN-22, APN-117, APN-133. TESTS
SETS WANT WITH ARM, UPM, URM. USM, SG
PREFIXES. TOP CASH DOLLAR PAID IMMEDIATELY, SLEP ELECTRONICS CO., DRAWER 178HF, ELLENTON, FLORIDA 33532, PHONE (813)
722-1843.

AUTHORS' SERVICES
AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, promoted, distributed. Free booklet "ZD,"

Vantage, 120 West 31 St.. New York 10001.

SONGWRITERS WANTED! Send song material
for recording consideration. Tin Pan Alley, 1650
Broadway, New York 10019.

RUBBER STAMPS
RUBBER Address Stamp $1.50. Signature $2.88.
Free catalog. Jackson PrJducts, 1433 Winnemac,
Chicago, III. 60640.

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW

INVENTIONS WANTED

MOVIE FILMS

STAMPS & CO!NS

INVENTIONS -IDEAS developed: Cash/Royalty
Sales. Member: United States Chamber Commerce. Raymond Lee, 130-GH West 42nd, New
York City 10036.

16mm SOUND -Projectors, Films, New. Used for
Sale. Free Catalog. National Cinema. 333 W. 57
St.. N.Y., N.Y. 10019.

tions.

FREE Wonderful New United States Catalog!
Postage and Airmails Complete. 786 Illustra
Special offers, Bargains Galore -Everything! Send Today. H.E. Harris, Dept. FC-1,

Boston, Mass. 02117.
SPACEOPHOBIA? Monaco Nudes plus 100 different. lOtt with approvals. BKJ, Astor, Boston
Mass. 02123.

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

PATENT SEARCHES $6.00! FREE "Invention Rec-

ord"/Information. Miss Hayward, 1029HH Vermont. District of Columbia 20005.

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your re-

INVESTIGATE Accidents -Earn $750 to $1,400
monthly. Men urgently needed. Car furnished.
Business expenses paid. No selling. No college
education necessary. Pick own job location. In-

vestigate full time. Or earn $6.44 hour spare
time. Write for Free Literature. No obligation.
Univrsal, CZ -4, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas, Texas
75205.

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by mailorder! Helped

equipment discounts from CUSTOM FIDELITY,
INC. 222 E. Glenarm St., Pasadena, Calif. 91106.

AMAZING profits from mailorder. Details. Evergreen, Box 522, Osseo, Minnesota 55369.

HELP WANTED -Freelance photographers urgently needed. Make extra money. Write Wil-

94103.

MAGAZINES
ELECTRONIC MUSIC REVIEW now available. A
new magazine for those interested in all aspects

of electronic music. Editorial content includes:
technology, critique, composition, methods and
current news. EMR is published quarterly for

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

48197.

equipment, you can earn fees, commissions,

$39.50 Each. Circulated Rolls $31.50 Each. Bill's
Coins, 3166-z 16th Street. San Francisco, Calif.

10634, Jackson, Miss. 39209.
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Miraculously build Mind
Power, achieve Self Confidence, improve Health,
gain Success. Method 92% effective. Details
free. ASR Foundation. Box 7021 Henry Clay Sta.,
Lexington. Kentucky 40502.

others make money! Start with $10.00 -Free
Proof. Torrey, Box 318-N, Ypsilanti, Michigan
FREE BOOK "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses." Work home! Plymouth -145A, Brooklyn,
New York 11218.
$200.00 Daily in Your Mailbox! Your Opportunity
to Do What Mailorder Experts Do. Free Details.
Associates, Box 136-L, Holland, Michigan 49423.
RECORD your local school and church musical
groups for record pressings. If you have quality

U.S. stamps on approval. Buy what you want.
return the rest. Hislor;cal. Worthwhile. 50(t buys
150 different, to .hose requesting our service.
Engle, Box 8, Low:il, Mich. 49331.
SILVER Dollars, Uncirculated Rolls of Twenty.

corder, phonograph. Astonishing details. sensational catalog free! Sleep -Learning Association,
Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington 98501.
HIGHLY -effective home study review for FCC
commercial phone exams. Free literature!
COOK'S SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

technicians, composers, listeners, and students.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers. Transmitters,

Single copy $2-$6 annually. Write for free pre-

Snooperscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog

miere issue. THE ELECTRONIC MUSIC REVIEW,
Trumansburg, New York 14866.

25g. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.
CHEEP JEEPS. $53? ? (Repairable) Buy one or

hundreds from U.S. Surplus. Official Information plus Free Surplus Catalogue 500. Box

MISCELLANEOUS

9TFZD, Abbottstown, Penna. 17301.
JEEPS Typically From $53.90. . . Trucks From
$78.40 . . . Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Electronics Equipment. Photographic Equipment,

Free Illustrated catalog of
yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.
YOUR OPINIONS EARN $10 HOUR. Written in
your Spare Time from home about free products
and publications. Need no skill, nothing to buy
or sell. Details from Research ZD5, Box 669.
Mineola. N.Y. 11501.
REMAILING: Lebanon, Holy Land, Koweit; $1.00
Airmail. Box 5569 BEIRUT.

WINEMAKERS:

100.000 Bargains Direct From Government. Complete Sales Directory and Surplus
Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order).
Surplus Service, Box 820-L, Holland, Michigan
used.

49423.

liams, Box 74607-HF, Hollywood 90004.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

RECORDS MADE FROM HOME TAPE RECORD-

INGS! Any speed, size! A priceless gift for distant friends. Details Free! Living Sound Studios,
6311 Yucca, Hollywood, Calif.
BEERS, PEACH BRANDY, WINES - Strongest
Formulas, $2.25. (complete brew supplies hydrometers catalog 100) -Research Enterprises,
29-0-Samoset, Woburn, Mass.

INSTRUCTION
FOREIGN and USA job opportunities available
REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5)
weeks Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free. Radio Engineering Institute, 1336
Main Street, Sarasota, Fla. 33577.

LEARN Electronic Organ Servicing at home. All
makes including transistors. Experimental kit trouble -shooting. Accredited NHSC, Free Booklet. Niles Bryant School, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,
Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
ASSOCIATE Degree in Electronics Engineering
earned through combination correspondence classroom educational program. Free brochure.
Grantham Technical Institute, 1505 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood, California 90027.

now. Construction, all trades. Earnings to
$2,000.00 monthly. Paid overtime, travel,

bonuses. Write: Universal Employment, Woodbridge, Connecticut 06525.

FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT. Construction, other
work projects. Good paying overseas jobs with
extras. travel expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau. Dept. D, Bradenton Beach, Florida

LEMURIAN VIEWPOINT -Thought -provoking dis-

33510.

Fellowship. Dept. 643 Ramona, California 92065.

r

CLASSIFIED ADVERT! SING ORDER FORM
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms,
frequency discounts, closing dates. etc.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

2

1

SCIENCE Bargains -Request Free Giant Catalog
"CJ" -148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, Licenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War

surplus bargains. Edmund Scientific Co., Bar-

rington, New Jersey 08007.

reel, 8mm $7.50. 16mm $14.95. International H.
Greenvale, Long Island, New York 11548.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

31

32

33

34

HYPNOTISM
FREE Hypnotism. Self -Hypnosis. Sleep Learning

Insert
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Catalog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso. New Mexico

88345.

FREE TRIAL!! Sensational self-hypnosis record
kit improves memory, concentration, personality. Results guaranteed! Forum, 333-AA4 Michi
gan, Chicago 60601.

APRIL 1967

5

6

MEDICAL FILM -Adults only -"Childbirth" one

FEMALE HYPNOTISM!! Easily! Instantly! Secret
Nerve Centers! $2.20. Brugenheimer Publishers,
Box 158-E30, Lexington, Mass.
HYPNOTIZE FEMALES! - Unnoticed! Instantly!
Nerves! Exciting! Send $2.25. Research Enterprises, 29-SN21 Samoset, Woburn, Mass.

cussions of Universal Truth, man's purpose on
earth, reincarnation, and subjects from Lemurian Philosophy. Send for FREE copy. Lemurian

@ $.45 Reader Rate
Words
_
(@ .75 Commercial Rate I
time(s)
Total Enclosed $

STATE

30
35

$

ZIP

SIGNATURE

L

WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) counts as one word
each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does not permit.)
Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols such as 35mm.
COD. P0, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words.
HF-467
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As an additional reader service, we list below, by classifications, the products advertised in
this issue. If there is a specific product you are shopping for, look for its listing and
turn to the pages indicated for the advertisements of manufacturers supplying that equipment.
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Accessories

107

Amplification Systems
Antennas, FM

24. 44, 103, 4th Cover
6.

112

Cabinets

115

Cameras

106, 111

Cartridges
Catalogs
Headphones

Microphones
Music Systems

122

19. 48, 3rd Cover

CLASSIFICATION
Radios

Receivers. Stereo
Records

12

13. 114

107

2nd Cover.

37, 41,
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Speikers and Speaker Systems

8,

Tapes, Recording

83. 119

Tape Recorders and Dads

1,
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10. 22,
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Tuners

43, 44, 103

Turntables and Changers
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For
cleaner

grooves.

For
cleaner
tracing.
New Pickering V-15/3 cartridge with Dynamic Coupling for minimum tracing distortion and maximum tracking ability, plus DustamaticTM
feature for dust -free grooves.
As stereo cartridges approach perfection, dust in the grooves becomes intolerable.
The Pickering V-15/3 Micro-MagneticT" cartridge has a new moving system that
reduces tracing distortion close to the theoretical minimum, thanks to Dynamic Coupling
of the stylus to the groove. But what good is perfect contact between the stylus tip and
those high -velocity turns if dust particles get in the way?

That is why the Dustamatic brush assembly is an essential part of Pickering's
total performance cartridge. It cleans the groove automatically before the stylus gets there.
The new moving system also provides a further refinement of Pickering's famous

natural sound by extending peak -free response well beyond the audible range, and the
patented V -Guard Floating Stylus continues to assure the ultimate in record protection.
There are four "application engineered" Pickering V-15 / 3 Dustamatic models
with Dynamic Coupling, to match every possible installation from conventional record
changers to ultrasophisticated low -mass transcription arms. Prices from $29.95 to $44.95.
For free literature complete with all details, write to Pickering & Co., Plainview,
L. I., New York.
For those who can hear the difference.
CIRCLE NO. 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pickering

1(1?The E -V SEVEN was born in the

completely equipped anechoic cham-

. eerie silence of an anechoic cham-

ber - right on the production line -

ber - the world's largest devoted to

measures every speaker against perfec-

high fidelity design. This vast sound
absorbing room let E -V engineers get

tion. And it's ruthless. All this may

right down to basic engineering. Noth-

pact system ...and it is. You can hear

ing disturbed their silence - or their
concentration on the subtle differences
that distinguish a great speaker.
After months of experimentation, the
E -V SEVEN met every design objective.

Then expert listeners were invited to
judge the sound - again and again until engineers and critics were fully
satisfied with E -V SEVEN performance.

seem rather elaborate for a $66.50 comthe difference!

Any fine component amplifier can
display the E -V SEVEN at its best, but

the new E -V 1144 stereo amplifier is
uniquely suited to the purpose. Like
the E -V SEVEN, the E -V 1144 is com-

pact, handsome, and modest in cost
(just $124.50).

We threw tradition to the winds

But superb sound, once established,
can easily slip away in the routine of

when we built the E -V 1144. Tossed out

mass production. We don't let it. A

Put 50 watts of stereo power in an

"old -hat" ideas about size and weight.

attractive walnut -paneled cabinet no
taller than a coffee cup. It's easier
when you can start from scratch - yet
have years of experience in miniature
solid-state electronics behind you. The
young tigers in the E -V lab took it on
as a personal challenge - and solved
it beautifully.
So plug in any stereo phono, tape
recorder, or matching E -V stereo tuner.
Connect a pair of E -V SEVENS. Then
turn up the volume of your E -V 1144.

Natural sound? Absolutely. And that's
what high fidelity is all about!
Window-shop through our complete
high fidelity catalog for the answer to
your high fidelity needs. It's free.
Electro-Voice, Inc., Dept. 474F; 616 Cecil Street,
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Big sound.
A natural for these
compact E -V SEVENS.
All you need is a
very good amplifier...

41.-

like this one.
The new E -V 1144.

40176-Trw
--

-

high fidelity syskerps

!,:;ea

Ouners, amplifiers, receivers public address loudspeakers microphones phonogra
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